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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING
TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This invention is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/608237 for

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORKto

inventors Dietz,et al., filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number APPT-001-1,

the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference

[0002] This invention claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.:

60/141,903 for METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A

NETWORKto inventorsDietz,et al., filed June 30, 1999, the contents of which are

incorporated herein by reference.

[0003] This applicationis related to the following U.S. patent applications, eachfiled

concurrently with the present application, and eachassignedto the assigneeof the present
invention:

[0004] U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/609179 for PROCESSING PROTOCOL

SPECIFIC INFORMATIONIN PACKETSSPECIFIED BY A PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

LANGUAGE,to inventors Koppenhaver,et al., filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent

Reference Number APPT-001-2, and incorporated herein byreference.

[0005] U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/608126 for RE-USING INFORMATION

FROM DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN NETWORK

MONITORING,to inventors Dietz,et al., filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference

Number APPT-001-3, and incorporated herein by reference.

[0006] U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/608266 for ASSOCIATIVE CACHE

STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDSIN A NETWORK

MONITOR,to inventors Sarkissian,et al., filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference

Number APPT-001-4, and incorporated herein by reference.

[0007] U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/608267 for STATE PROCESSOR FOR

PATTERN MATCHINGIN A NETWORK MONITOR DEVICE,to inventors Sarkissian,et

APPT-001-1-7
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al., filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number APPT-001-S, and incorporated
herein by reference.

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0008] The present invention relates to computer networks, specifically to the real-time

elucidation of packets communicated within a data network, including classification

according to protocol and application program.

BACKGROUNDTO THE PRESENT INVENTION

[0009] There has long been a need for network activity monitors. This need has become

especially acute, however, given the recent popularity of the Internet and other internets—an

“mternet” being any plurality of interconnected networks which formsa larger, single

network. With the growth of networks used as a collection of clients obtaining services from

one or more servers on the network,it is increasingly important to be able to monitor the use

of those services and to rate them accordingly. Such objective information, for example, as

which services(i.e., application programs) are being used, whois using them, how often they

have been accessed, and for how long, is very useful in the maintenance and continued

operation of these networks. It is especially importantthat selected users be able to access a

network remotely in order to generate reports on networkusein real time. Similarly, a need

exists for a real-time network monitor that can provide alarms notifying selected users of

problems that may occurwith the networkorsite.

[0010] Oneprior art monitoring method uses log files. In this method, selected network

activities may be analyzed retrospectively by reviewing log files, which are maintained by

network servers and gateways. Log file monitors must access this data and analyze (“mine”)

its contents to determinestatistics about the server or gateway. Several problemsexist with

this method, however.First, log file information does not provide a map ofreal-time usage;

and secondly, log file mining does not supply complete information. This methodrelies on

logs maintained by numerous network devices and servers, which requires that the

information be subjected to refining and correlation. Also, sometimes informationis simply

not available to any gatewayorserver in order to makealogfile entry.

APPT-001-1-1
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[0011] Onesuchcase, for example, would be information concerning NetMeeting®

(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington) sessions in which two computers connect

directly on the network and the data is never seen by a server or a gateway.

[0012] Another disadvantage of creating logfiles is that the process requires data logging

features of network elementsto be enabled, placing a substantial load on the device , which

results in a subsequent decline in network performance. Additionally, log files can grow

rapidly, there is no standard meansofstorage for them, and they require a significant amount
of maintenance.

[0013] Though Netflow® (Cisco Systems,Inc., San Jose, California), RMON2, and other

network monitors are available for the real-time monitoring of networks, they lack visibility

into application contentandaretypically limited to providing network layerlevel
information.

[0014] Pattern-matching parser techniques wherein a packetis parsed andpattern filters are

applied are also known,butthesetoo are limited in how deepinto the protocol stack they can
examine packets.

[0015] Someprior art packet monitors classify packets into connection flows. The term

“connection flow” is commonly used to describe all the packets involved with a single

connection. A conversational flow, on the other hand, is the sequence of packets that are

exchangedin anydirection as a result of an activity—forinstance,the runningof an

application on a serveras requestedbya client. It is desirable to be able to identify and

classify conversational flows rather than only connection flows. The reasonfor this is that

some conversational flows involve more than one connection, and some even involve more

than one exchangeof packets between a client and server. Thisis particularly true when using

client/server protocols such as RPC, DCOMP, and SAP,which enable a service to be set up

or defined prior to any use ofthat service.

[0016] An example of such a case is the SAP (Service Advertising Protocol), a NetWare

(Novell Systems, Provo, Utah) protocol usedto identify the services and addresses of servers

attached to a network.In the initial exchange, a client might send a SAP requestto a server

for print service. The server would then send a SAPreply that identifies a particular

APPT-001-1-1
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address—for example, SAP#5—astheprint service on that server. Such responses might be
used to update a table in a router, for instance, known as a Server Information Table. A client

whohasinadvertently seen this reply or who hasaccessto the table (via the router that has

the Service Information Table) would know that SAP#5 for this particular serveris a print
service. Therefore, in order to print data on the server, such a client would not need to make a

requestfor a print service, but would simply send data to be printed specifying SAP#5. Like

the previous exchange, the transmission ofdata to be printed also involves an exchange

between a client and a server, but requires a second connection andis therefore independent

of the initial exchange.In order to eliminate the possibility of disjointed conversational

exchanges,it is desirable for a network packet monitorto be ableto “virtually concatenate”—

that is, to link—the first exchange with the second.If the clients were the same, the two

packet exchanges wouldthen be correctly identified as being part of the same conversational
flow.

[0017] Other protocols that may lead to disjointed flows, include RPC (Remote Procedure

Call); DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model), formerly called Network OLE

(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington), and CORBA (CommonObject Request

Broker Architecture). RPC is a programming interface from Sun Microsystems(Palo Alto,

California) that allows one program to use the services of another program in a remote

machine. DCOM,Microsoft’s counterpart to CORBA,defines the remote procedure call that

allows those objects—objects are self-contained software modules—to be run remotely over

the network. And CORBA,a standard from the Object Management Group (OMG)for

communicating betweendistributed objects, provides a way to execute programs(objects)

written in different programming languages running ondifferent platforms regardless of

wherethey reside in a network.

[0018] Whatis needed,therefore, is a network monitor that makesit possible to continuously

analyze all user sessions on a heavily trafficked network. Such a monitor should enable non-

intrusive, remote detection, characterization, analysis, and capture of all information passing
through any point on the network(i.e., of all packets and packet streams passing through any

location in the network). Not only should all the packets be detected and analyzed,but for

eachof these packets the network monitor should determinethe protocol (e.g., http, ftp,

APPT-001-1-1
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H.323, VPN,etc.), the application/use within the protocol(e.g., voice, video, data, real-time

data, etc.), and an end user’s pattern of use within each application or the application context

(e.g., options selected, service delivered, duration, time of day, data requested,etc.). Also, the

network monitor should notbereliant upon server resident information such aslogfiles.

Rather, it should allow a user such as a network administrator or an Internet service provider

(ISP) the means to measure and analyze networkactivity objectively; to customize the type of

data that is collected and analyzed; to undertake real time analysis; and to receive timely

notification of network problems.

[0019] Considering the previous SAP example again, because one features of the invention is

to correctly identify the second exchangeas being associated with a print service on that

server, such exchange would even be recognizedif the clients were not the same. What

distinguishes this invention from prior art network monitorsis that it has the ability to

recognize disjointed flows as belonging to the same conversational flow.

[0020] The data value in monitoring network communications has been recognized by many

inventors. Chiu,et al., describe a method for collecting information at the session level in a

computer network in United States Patent 5,101,402, titled “APPARATUS AND METHOD

FOR REAL-TIME MONITORING OF NETWORKSESSIONS AND A LOCAL AREA

NETWORK”(the “402 patent”). The 402 patent specifies fixed locations for particular types

of packets to extract information to identify session of a packet. For example, if a DECnet

packet appears, the 402 patent looks atsix specific fields (at 6 locations) in the packetin

order to identify the session of the packet.If, on the other hand, an IP packet appears, a

different set of six different locations is specified for an IP packet. Withtheproliferation of

protocols, clearly the specifying of all the possible places to look to determine the session
becomes more and moredifficult. Likewise, adding a new protocolor applicationis difficult.

In the present invention, the locations examined and the information extracted from any

packet are adaptively determined from information in the packetfor the particular type of

packet. There is no fixed definition of what to look for and whereto look in order to form an

identifying signature. A monitor implementation of the present invention, for example, adapts

to handle differently IEEE 802.3 packet from the older Ethernet Type 2 (or Version 2) DIX

(Digital-Intel-Xerox) packet.

APPT-001-1-1
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[0021] The 402 patent system is able to recognize up to the session layer. In the present

invention, the numberof levels examined varies for any particular protocol. Furthermore, the

present invention is capable of examining up to whateverlevelis sufficient to uniquely

identify to a required level, even all the wayto the application level (in the OSI model).

[0022] Other prior art systems also are known. Phael describes a network activity monitor

that processes only randomly selected packets in United States Patent 5,315,580, titled

“NETWORK MONITORING DEVICE AND SYSTEM.” Nakamurateaches a network

monitoring system in United States Patent 4,891,639,titled “MONITORING SYSTEM OF

NETWORK.”Ross,ef al., teach a method and apparatus for analyzing and monitoring
networkactivity in United States Patent 5,247,517, titled “METHOD AND APPARATUS

FOR ANALYSIS NETWORKS,” McCreery,et al., describe an Internet activity monitor that

decodes packetdata at the Internet protocollevel layer in United States Patent 5,787,253,

titled “APPARATUS AND METHODOF ANALYZING INTERNETACTIVITY.”The

McCreery method decodes IP-packets. It goes through the decoding operations for each

packet, and therefore uses the processing overhead for both recognized and unrecognized

flows. In a monitor implementation of the present invention, a signatureis built for every

flow suchthat future packets of the flow are easily recognized. When a new packetin the

flow arrives, the recognition process can commencefrom whereit last left off, and a new

signature built to recognize new packetsofthe flow.

SUMMARY

[0023] In its various embodimentsthe present invention provides a network monitor that can

accomplish one or more of the following objects and advantages:

[0024] e Recognize andclassify all packets that are exchanges betweenaclient and

server into respective client/server applications.

[0025] ° Recognize andclassify at all protocol layer levels conversational flowsthat pass

in either direction at a point in a network.

[0026] ° Determine the connection and flow progress betweenclients and servers

accordingto the individual packets exchanged over a network.

APPT-001-1-1
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[0028]

[0029]

[0030]

[0031]

[0032]

[0033]

[0034]

[0035]

7

Be used to help tune the performance of a network according to the current mix

of client/server applications requiring network resources.

Maintain statistics relevant to the mix of client/server applications using
network resources.

Report on the occurrencesof specific sequences of packets used by particular

applications for client/server network conversational flows.

Other aspects of embodimentsof the inventionare:

Properly analyzing each of the packets exchanged between a client and a server

and maintaining information relevantto the current state of each of these

conversational flows.

Providing a flexible processing system that can be tailored or adapted as new

applications enter the client/server market.

Maintainingstatistics relevant to the conversational flows in a client/sever

networkas classified by an individual application.

Reporting a specific identifier, which may be used by other network-oriented

devices to identify the series of packets with a specific application for a specific

client/server network conversational flow.

In general, the embodimentsof the present invention overcome the problems and

disadvantagesofthe art.

[0036] As described herein, one embodiment analyzes each of the packets passing through

any pointin the networkin eitherdirection, in order to derive the actual application used to

communicate betweena client and a server. Note that there could be several simultaneous

and overlapping applications executing over the network that are independent and

asynchronous.

[0037] A monitor embodimentof the invention successfully classifies each of the individual

packetsas they are seen on the network. The contents of the packets are parsed and selected

parts are assembledinto a signature (also called a key) that may then be usedidentify further

APPT-001-1-1
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packets of the same conversational flow, for example to further analyze the flow and

ultimately to recognize the application program. Thusthe key is a function of the selected

parts, and in the preferred embodiment, the function is a concatenationof the selectedparts.

The preferred embodiment forms and remembersthestate of any conversational flow, which

is determinedby the relationship between individual packets and the entire conversational

flow over the network. By remembering thestate of a flow in this way, the embodiment

determines the contextof the conversational flow, including the application programit relates

to and parameters suchasthe time, length of the conversational flow,datarate,etc.

[0038] The monitoris flexible to adapt to future applications developed forclient/server

networks. New protocols and protocol combinations may be incorporated by compilingfiles

written in a high-level protocol description language.

[0039] The monitor embodiment ofthe present invention is preferably implemented in

application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC)or field programmable gate arrays (FPGA).In

one embodiment, the monitor comprises a parser subsystem that forms a signature from a

packet. The monitor further comprises an analyzer subsystem thatreceives the signature from

the parser subsystem.

[0040] A packet acquisition device such as a media access controller (MAC)or a

segmentation and reassemble moduleis used to provide packets to the parser subsystem of
the monitor.

[0041] In a hardware implementation, the parsing subsystem comprises two sub-parts, the

pattern analysis and recognition engine (PRE), and an extraction engine(slicer). The PRE

interprets each packet, andin particular, interprets individual fields in each packet according

to a pattern database.

[0042] The different protocols that can exist in different layers may be thought ofas nodes of

one or more trees of linked nodes. The packet typeis the rootof a tree. Each protocolis either

a parent nodeor a terminal node. A parent nodelinks a protocol to other protocols (child

protocols) that can beat higher layer levels. For example, An Ethernet packet(the root node)

may be an Ethertype packet—also called an Ethernet Type/Version 2 and a DIX (DIGITAL-

Intel-Xerox packet)—or an IEEE 802.3 packet. Continuing with the IEEE 802.3-type packet,

APPT-001-1-1
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one of the children nodes maybethe IP protocol, and oneofthe children of the IP protocol
may be the TCP protocol.

[0043] The pattern database includesa description of the different headers of packets and

their contents, and howtheserelate to the different nodes in a tree. The PREtraversesthe tree

as far as it can. If a node doesnotincludea link to a deeperlevel, pattern matchingis

declared complete. Note that protocols can be the children of several parents. If a unique

node was generated for each ofthe possible parent/child trees, the pattern database might

becomeexcessively large. Instead, child nodes are shared among multiple parents, thus

compacting the pattern database.

[0044] Finally the PRE canbe usedon its own when only protocol recognition is required.

[0045] Foreach protocol recognized,the slicer extracts important packet elements from the&

packet. These form a signature(i.e., key) for the packet. The slicer also preferably generates a

hash forrapidly identifying a flow that may have this signature from a database of known

flows.

[0046] The flow signature of the packet, the hash andat least some of the payload are passed
to an analyzer subsystem.In a hardware embodiment, the analyzer subsystem includes a

unified flow key buffer (UFKB) for receiving parts of packets from the parser subsystem and

for storing signatures in process, a lookup/update engine (LUE)to lookupa database of flow

records for previously encounteredconversational flows to determine whethera signatureis

from an existing flow,a state processor (SP) for performing state processing, a flow insertion

and deletion engine (FIDE)for inserting new flowsinto the database offlows, a memory for

storing the database of flows, and a cache for speeding up access to the memorycontaining
the flow database. The LUE, SP, and FIDEareall coupled to the UFKB, andto the cache.

[0047] The unified flow key buffer thus contains the flow signature of the packet, the hash

and at least some ofthe payload for analysis in the analyzer subsystem. Manyoperations can

be performed to further elucidate the identity of the application program content ofthe packet

involvedin the client/server conversational flow while a packet signature exists in the unified

flow signature buffer. In the particular hardware embodimentof the analyzer subsystem

APPT-001-1-1
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several flows may be processedin parallel, and multiple flow signatures from all the packets
being analyzed in parallel may be held in the one UFKB.

[0048] Thefirst step in the packet analysis process of a packet from the parser subsystem is

to lookupthe instance in the current database of knownpacketflow signatures. A

lookup/update engine (LUE) accomplishesthis task using first the hash, and then the flow

signature. The search is carried out in the cache andif there is no flow with a matching
signature in the cache, the lookup engine attempts to retrieve the flow from the flow database

in the memory. The flow-entry for previously encountered flows preferably includesstate

information, whichis used in the state processor to execute any operations defined for the

state, and to determinethe next state. A typical state operation maybeto search for one or

more knownreferencestrings in the payload of the packet stored in the UFKB.

[0049] Once the lookupprocessing by the LUE has been completed a flag stating whetherit

is found oris new is set within the unified flow signature buffer structure for this packet flow

signature. For an existing flow, the flow-entry is updated by a calculator componentofthe

LUEthat adds valuesto counters in the flow-entry database used to store one or more

Statistical measures of the flow. The counters are used for determining network usage metrics
on the flow.

[0050] After the packet flow signature has been looked up and contentsof the current flow

signature are in the database, a state processor can begin analyzing the packet payloadto

further elucidate the identity of the application program componentofthis packet. The exact

operation of the state processor and functions performedby it will vary depending on the

current packet sequencein the stream of a conversational flow. The state processor movesto

the next logical operation stored from the previous packet seen with this same flow signature.

If any processing is required on this packet, the state processor will execute instructions from

a databaseof state instructionforthis state until there are either no moreleft or the instruction

signifies processing.

[0051] In the preferred embodiment, the state processor functions are programmable to

provide for analyzing new application programs, and new sequencesofpackets andstates

that can arise from using such application.
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[0052] If during the lookup processfor this particular packet flow signature, the flow is

required to be insertedinto the active database, a flow insertion and deletion engine (FIDE)is

initiated. The state processor also may create new flow signatures and thus may instruct the

flow insertion and deletion engine to add a new flow to the database as a new item.

[0053] In the preferred hardware embodiment,each of the LUE, state processor, and FIDE

operate independently from the other two engines.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0054] Althoughthe presentinventionis better understood byreferring to the detailed

preferred embodiments, these should notbe takento limit the present invention to any

specific embodiment because such embodimentsare provided only for the purposes of

explanation. The embodiments, in turn, are explained with the aid of the followingfigures.

[0055] FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a network embodimentofthe present

invention in which a monitor is connectedto analyze packets passing at a connectionpoint.

[0056] FIG.2 is a diagram representing an example of someofthe packets and their formats

that might be exchangedinstarting, as an illustrative example, a conversational flow between

a client and server on a network being monitored and analyzed. A pairof flow signatures

particular to this example and to embodiments of the presentinventionis also illustrated. This

represents some of the possible flow signatures that can be generated and usedin the process

of analyzing packets and of recognizingthe particular server applications that produce the

discrete application packet exchanges.

[0057] FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a process embodimentofthe present invention

that can operate as the packet monitor shownin FIG. 1. This process may be implementedin
software or hardware.

[0058] FIG.4 is a flowchart of a high-level protocol language compiling and optimization

process, which in one embodiment maybe used to generate data for monitoring packets

according to versions of the present invention.

[0059] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a packet parsing process used aspart of the parser in an

embodimentof the inventive packet monitor.
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[0060] _—FIG.6 is a flowchart of a packet elementextraction processthatis used as part of the

parser in an embodimentofthe inventive packet monitor.

[0061] FIG.7 is a flowchart of a flow-signature building process that is used as part of the
parserin the inventive packet monitor.

[0062] FIG.8 is a flowchart of a monitor lookup and update processthat is used as part of the

analyzer in an embodimentof the inventive packet monitor.

[0063] FIG.9 is a flowchart of an exemplary Sun Microsystems Remote Procedure Call

application than may be recognized bythe inventive packet monitor.

[0064] FIG.10 is a functional block diagram of a hardware parser subsystem including the

pattern recognizer and extractor that can form part of the parser module in an embodimentof

the inventive packet monitor.

[0065] FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram of a hardware analyzerincludinga state

processorthat can form part of an embodimentof the inventive packet monitor.

[0066] FIG. 12 is a functional block diagram ofa flow insertion and deletion engine process

that can form part of the analyzer in an embodimentof the inventive packet monitor.

[0067] FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a state processing process that can form part of the analyzer

in an embodimentof the inventive packet monitor.

[0068] FIG. 14 is a simple functional block diagram of a process embodimentofthe present

invention that can operate as the packet monitor shownin FIG.1. This process may be

implemented in software.

[0069] FIG. 15 is a functional block diagram of how the packet monitor of FIG. 3 (and

FIGS. 10 and 11) may operate on a network with a processor such as a microprocessor.

[0070] FIG. 16 is an example of the top (MAC)layer of an Ethernet packet and someofthe

elements that may be extracted to form a signature accordingto one aspect of the invention.

[0071] FIG. 17A is an example of the header of an Ethertype type of Ethernet packet of FIG.

16 and someofthe elements that may be extracted to form a signature according to one
aspect of the invention.
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[0072] FIG. 17B is an exampleofan IP packet, for example, of the Ethertype packet shown

in FIGs. 16 and 17A, and someof the elements that may be extracted to form a signature
according to one aspectof the invention.

[0073] FIG. 18A is a three dimensional structure that can be used to store elements of the

pattern, parse and extraction database used by the parser subsystem in accordanceto one

embodimentof the invention.

[0074] FIG. 18Bis an alternate form of storing elementsof the pattern, parse and extraction

database used by the parser subsystem in accordance to another embodimentof the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0075] Note that this documentincludes hardware diagramsand descriptions that may

include signal names. In most cases, the namesare sufficiently descriptive, in other cases

howeverthe signal namesare not needed to understandthe operation and practice of the
invention.

Operation in a Network

[0076] FIG. 1 represents a system embodimentofthe present invention that is referred to

herein by the general reference numeral 100. The system 100 has a computer network 102

that communicates packets(e.g., IP datagrams) between various computers, for example

betweenthe clients 104-107 and servers 110 and 112. The network is shown schematically as

a cloud with several network nodes and links shownin theinterior of the cloud. A monitor

108 examinesthe packets passing in either direction pastits connection point 121 and,

according to one aspectof the invention, can elucidate what application programsare

associated with each packet. The monitor 108 is shown examining packets (i.e., datagrams)

between the network interface 116 of the server 110 and the network. The monitor can also

be placed at other points in the network, such as connection point 123 between the network

102 and the interface 118 of the client 104, or some otherlocation, as indicated schematically

by connection point 125 somewhere in network 102. Not shownis a network packet

acquisition deviceat the location 123 on the network for converting the physical information

on the networkinto packets for input into monitor 108. Such packet acquisition devices are
common.
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[0077] Various protocols may be employed by the networkto establish and maintain the

required communication,e.g., TCP/IP, etc. Any network activity—for example an application

program runbythe client 104 (CLIENT 1) communicating with another running on the

server 110 (SERVER 2)—will produce an exchangeof a sequenceof packets over network

102 that is characteristic of the respective programsand of the network protocols. Such

characteristics may not be completely revealing at the individual packetlevel. It may require

the analyzing of many packets by the monitor 108 to have enough information needed to

recognize particular application programs. The packets may need to be parsed then analyzed

in the context of various protocols, for example, the transport throughthe application session

layer protocols for packets of a type conformingto the ISO layered network model.

[0078] Communication protocolsare layered, whichis also referred to as a protocolstack.

The ISO (International Standardization Organization) has defined a general modelthat

provides a framework for design of communication protocollayers. This model, shownin

table form below,servesas a basic reference for understanding the functionality of existing

communication protocols.

ISO MODEL

Application Telnet, NFS, Novell NCP, HTTP,
H.323

   

 
  

RPC, NETBIOS, SNMP,etc.

TCP, Novel SPX, UDP,etc.

IP, Novell IPX, VIP, AppleTalk, etc.

Data Link Network Interface Card (Hardware
Interface). MAC layer

Physical Ethernet, Token Ring, Frame Relay,
ATM,T1 (Hardware Connection)

[0079] Different communication protocols employ different levels of the ISO model or may

 
use a layered model thatis similar to but which does not exactly conform to the ISO model.

A protocolin a certain layer may notbevisible to protocols employed at other layers. For
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example, an application (Level 7) may notbe able to identify the source computerfor a

communication attempt (Levels 2-3).

[0080] In some communication arts, the term “frame” generally refers to encapsulated data at

OSI layer2, including a destination address, control bits for flow control, the data or payload,

and CRC(cyclic redundancy check) data for error checking. The term “packet” generally

refers to encapsulated data at OSI layer 3. In the TCP/IP world, the term “datagram”is also

used.In this specification,the term “packet” is intended to encompass packets, datagrams,

frames, and cells. In general, a packet format or frame format refers to how datais

encapsulated with various fields and headers for transmission across a network. For example,

a data packet typically includes an address destinationfield, a length field, an error correcting

code (ECC)field, or cyclic redundancy check (CRC)field, as well as headers and footers to

identify the beginning and end ofthe packet. The terms “packet format” and “frame format,”

also referred to as “cell format,” are generally synonymous.

[0081] Monitor 108 looksat every packet passing the connection point 121 for analysis.

However, not every packetcarries the same information useful for recognizingall levels of

the protocol. For example, in a conversational flow associated with a particular application,

the application will causethe server to send a type-A packet, but so will another. If, though,

the particular application program always follows a type-A packet with the sendingof a type-

B packet, and the other application program doesnot, then in order to recognize packets of

that application’s conversational flow, the monitor can be available to recognize packets that

match the type-B packetto associate with the type-A packet. If such is recognizedafter a

type-A packet, then the particular application program’s conversational flow has started to

reveal itself to the monitor 108.

[0082] Further packets may need to be examined before the conversational flow can be

identified as being associated with the application program. Typically, monitor 108is

simultaneously also in partial completion of identifying other packet exchanges thatare parts

of conversational flows associated with other applications. One aspect of monitor 108isits

ability to maintain the state of a flow. The state of a flowis an indication ofall previous

events in the flow that lead to recognition of the contentofall the protocollevels, e.g., the

ISO model protocol levels. Another aspect of the invention is formingasignature of
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extracted characteristic portions of the packetthat can be used to rapidly identify packets
belonging to the same flow.

[0083] In real-world uses of the monitor 108, the numberof packets on the network 102

passing by the monitor 108’s connection point can exceed a million per second.

Consequently, the monitor has verylittle time available to analyze and type each packet and

identify and maintain the state of the flows passing through the connectionpoint. The

monitor 108 therefore masksout all the unimportant parts of each packet that will not

contributeto its classification. However,the parts to mask-out will change with each packet

depending on which flow it belongs to and depending onthestate of the flow.

[0084] The recognition of the packet type, and ultimately of the associated application

programsaccordingto the packets that their executions produce, is a multi-step process

within the monitor 108. Ata first level, for example, several application programswillall

producea first kind of packet. A first “signature” is produced from selected parts of a packet

that will allow monitor 108 to identify efficiently any packets that belong to the sameflow.In

somecases, that packet type maybesufficiently unique to enable the monitor to identify the

application that generated such a packet in the conversational flow. The signature can then be

used to efficiently identify all future packets generatedin traffic related to that application.

[0085] In other cases, that first packet only starts the process of analyzing the conversational

flow, and more packets are necessary to identify the associated application program.In such a

case, a subsequent packet of a second type—butthat potentially belongs to the same

conversational flow—is recognized byusing the signature. At such a secondlevel, then, only

a few of those application programswill have conversational flowsthat can produce such a

second packettype. At this level in the processofclassification, all application programsthat

are not in the set of those that lead to such a sequenceof packet types may be excludedin the

processof classifying the conversationalflow that includes these two packets. Based on the

knownpatterns for the protocol and for the possible applications, a signature is produced that

allows recognition of any future packets that may follow in the conversational flow.

[0086] It may be that the application is now recognized, or recognition may need to proceed

to a third level of analysis using the second level signature. For each packet, therefore, the
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monitor parses the packet and generates a signature to determineif this signature identified a

previously encountered flow,orshall be used to recognize future packets belonging to the

same conversational flow.In real time, the packet is further analyzed in the context of the

sequence of previously encountered packets (the state), and of the possible future sequences

such a past sequence may generate in conversational flows associated with different

applications. A new signature for recognizing future packets may also be generated. This

processof analysis continuesuntil the applications are identified. The last generated signature
may then be used toefficiently recognize future packets associated with the same

conversationalflow. Such an arrangement makesit possible for the monitor 108 to cope with

millions of packets per second that mustbe inspected.

[0087] Anotheraspect of the invention is adding Eavesdropping.In alternative embodiments

of the present invention capable of eavesdropping, once the monitor 108 has recognized the

executing application programspassing through somepointin the network 102 (for example,

because of execution of the applications by the client 105 or server 110), the monitor sends a

message to some general purpose processor on the network that can input the same packets

from the same location on the network,and the processor then loads its own executable copy

of the application program andusesit to read the content being exchanged overthe network.

In other words, once the monitor 108 has accomplished recognition ofthe application

program, eavesdropping can commence.

The Network Monitor

[0088] FIG. 3 shows a network packet monitor 300, in an embodimentofthe present

invention that can be implemented with computer hardware and/or software. The system 300

is similar to monitor 108 in FIG. 1. A packet 302 is examined,e.g., from a packet acquisition

device at the location 121 in network 102 (FIG.1), and the packet evaluated, for example in

an attempt to determine its characteristics, e.g., all the protocol information in a multilevel

model, including what server application produced the packet.

[0089] The packet acquisition device is a commoninterface that converts the physical signals

and then decodes them into bits, and into packets, in accordance with the particular network
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(Ethernet, frame relay, ATM,etc.). The acquisition device indicates to the monitor 108 the

type of network of the acquired packet or packets.

[0090] Aspects shownhereinclude:(1) the initialization of the monitor to generate what

operations need to occur onpackets of different types—accomplished by compiler and

optimizer 310, (2) the processing—parsing andextraction ofselected portions—of packets to

generate an identifying signature—accomplished by parser subsystem 301, and (3) the

analysis of the packets—accomplished by analyzer 303.

[0091] The purpose of compiler and optimizer 310 is to provide protocol specific information

to parser subsystem 301 andto analyzer subsystem 303. Theinitialization occurs prior to

operation of the monitor, and only needs to re-occur when newprotocols are to be added.

[0092] A flow is a stream of packets being exchanged between any two addressesin the
network. For each protocol there are knownto be several fields, such as the destination

(recipient), the source (the sender), and so forth, and these and otherfields are used in

monitor 300 to identify the flow. There are other fields not important for identifying the flow,

such as checksums,andthoseparts are not usedfor identification.

[0093] Parser subsystem 301 examines the packets using pattern recognition process 304that

parses the packet and determines the protocol types and associated headers for each protocol

layer that exists in the packet 302. An extraction process 306 in parser subsystem 301

extracts characteristic portions (signature information) from the packet 302. Both the pattern

information for parsing andthe related extraction operations, e.g., extraction masks, are

supplied from a parsing-pattern-structures and extraction-operations database

(parsing/extractions database) 308filled by the compiler and optimizer 310.

[0094] The protocol description language (PDL) files 336 describes both patterns and states

of all protocols that an occur at any layer, including howto interpret header information, how

to determine from the packet headerinformation the protocols at the nextlayer, and what

information to extract for the purpose ofidentifying a flow, and ultimately, applications and

services. The layer selections database 338 describes the particular layering handled bythe

monitor. That is, what protocols run on top of what protocols at any layer level. Thus 336 and

338 combined describe how one would decode, analyze, and understand the information in
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packets, and, furthermore, howthe informationis layered. This informationis input into

compiler and optimizer 310.

[0095] Whencompiler and optimizer 310 executes, it generates two sets of internal data

structures. Thefirst is the set of parsing/extraction operations 308. The pattern structures

include parsing information and describe whatwill be recognized in the headers of packets;
the extraction operations are what elements ofa packetare to be extracted from the packets

based onthepatterns that get matched. Thus, database 308 of parsing/extraction operations

includes information describing how to determinea set of one or more protocol dependent

extraction operations from data in the packet that indicate a protocol used in the packet.

[0096] The other internal data structure that is built by compiler 310 is the set of state

patterns and processes 326. Theseare the different states and state transitions that occur in

different conversational flows, and the state operations that need to be performed(e.g.,

patterns that need to be examined and newsignatures that need to be built) during any state of

a conversational flow to further the task of analyzing the conversational flow.

[0097] Thus, compiling the PDLfiles and layer selections provides monitor 300 with the

information it needs to begin processing packets. In an alternate embodiment, the contents of

one or more of databases 308 and 326 may be manually or otherwise generated. Note that in

some embodiments the layering selections information is inherentrather than explicitly

described. For example, since a PDLfile for a protocol includes the child protocols, the

parent protocols also may be determined.

[0098] In the preferred embodiment, the packet 302 from the acquisition device is input into

a packet buffer. The pattern recognition process 304 is carried out by a pattern analysis and

recognition (PAR)engine that analyzes and recognizes patternsin the packets. In particular,

the PARlocates the next protocolfield in the header and determines the length of the header,

and may perform certain othertasks for certain types of protocol headers. An exampleofthis

is type and length comparison to distinguish an IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) packet from the older

type 2 (or Version 2) Ethernet packet, also called a DIGITAL-Intel-Xerox (DIX) packet. The

PARalso uses the pattern structures and extraction operations database 308to identify the

next protocol and parameters associated with that protocol that enables analysis of the next
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protocollayer. Once a pattern ora set of patterns has been identified,it/they will be

associated with a set of none or more extraction operations. These extraction operations (in

the form of commands and associated parameters) are passedto the extraction process 306
implemented by an extracting and information identifying (EII) enginethat extracts selected

parts of the packet, including identifying information from the packet as required for

recognizing this packetas part of a flow. The extracted informationis put in sequence and

then processed in block 312 to build a unique flow signature (also called a “key”) for this

flow. A flow signature dependsonthe protocols used in the packet. For some protocols, the

extracted components may include source and destination addresses. For example, Ethernet

frames have end-pointaddresses that are useful in building a better flow signature. Thus, the

signature typically includesthe client and server addresspairs. The signature is used to

recognize further packets that are or maybepart ofthis flow.

[0099] In the preferred embodiment, the building of the flow key includes generating a hash

of the signature using a hash function. The purposeif using such a hash is conventional—to

spread flow-entries identified by the signature across a databasefor efficient searching. The

hash generated is preferably based on a hashing algorithm and such hash generation is known
to those in theart.

[00100] In one embodiment,the parser passes data from the packet—a parser record—that

includes the signature (i.e., selected portions of the packet), the hash, and the packetitself to

allow for any state processing that requires further data from the packet. An improved

embodimentof the parser subsystem might generate a parser record that has some predefined

structure and that includes the signature, the hash, someflags related to someofthefields in

the parser record, andparts ofthe packet’s payload that the parser subsystem has determined

might be required for further processing, e.g., for state processing.

[00101] Note that alternate embodiments may use somefunction other than concatenation of

the selected portionsof the packet to make the identifying signature. For example, some

“digest function” of the concatenated selected portions may be used.

[00102] The parser record is passed onto lookup process 314 which looksin an internal data

store of records of knownflowsthat the system has already encountered, and decides (in 316)
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whetheror notthis particular packet belongs to a knownflowasindicated by the presenceof
a flow-entry matchingthis flow in a database of known flows 324. A record in database 324

is associated with each encountered flow.

[00103] The parser record enters a buffer called the unified flow key buffer (UFKB). The

UFKB stores the data on flowsin a data structure that is similar to the parser record, but that

includesafield that can be modified. In particular, one or the UFKB record fieldsstores the

packet sequence number, and anotheris filled with state information in the form of a program

counter for a state processor that implementsstate processing 328.

[00104] The determination (316) of whether a record with the same signature already exists is

carried out by a lookup engine (LUE)that obtains new UFKB recordsand uses the hash in

the UFKB record to lookupif there is a matching knownflow.In the particular embodiment,

the database of knownflows 324is in an external memory. A cacheis associated with the

database 324. A lookup by the LUE for a knownrecord is carried out by accessing the cache

using the hash,andif the entry is not already present in the cache,the entry is looked up

(again using the hash) in the external memory.

[00105] The flow-entry database 324stores flow-entries that include the unique flow-

signature, state information, and extracted information from the packet for updating flows,

and one or morestatistical about the flow. Each entry completely describes a flow. Database
324 is organized into bins that contain a number, denoted N,of flow-entries (also called flow-

entries, each a bucket), with N being4in the preferred embodiment. Buckets (i.e., flow-

entries) are accessed via the hashof the packet from the parser subsystem 301 (i.e., the hash

in the UFKB record). The hash spreadsthe flowsacross the database to allowfor fast lookups

of entries, allowing shallower buckets. The designer selects the bucket depth N based on the

amount of memory attached to the monitor, and the numberofbits of the hash data value

used. For example, in one embodiment, each flow-entry is 128 bytes long, so for 128K flow-

entries, 16 Mbytes are required. Using a 16-bit hash gives two flow-entries per bucket.

Empirically, this has been shownto be more than adequate for the vast majority of cases.

Note that another embodimentuses flow-entries that are 256 bytes long.
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[00106] Herein, wheneveran access to database 324is described, it is to be understood that

the access is via the cache, unless otherwisestated or clear from the context.

[00107] If there is no flow-entry found matching the signature,i.e., the signature is for a new

flow, then a protocol andstate identification process 318 further determinesthe state and

protocol. That is, process 318 determinesthe protocols and wherein the state sequence for a

flow for this protocol’s this packet belongs. Identification process 318 uses the extracted

information and makesreference to the database 326 ofstate patterns and processes. Process

318 is then followed by anystate operationsthat need to be executed onthis packet by a state
processor 328.

[00108] If the packetis found to have a matching flow-entry in the database 324 (e. g., in the

cache), then a process 320 determines, from the looked-up flow-entry, if moreclassification

by state processing of the flow signature is necessary.If not, a process 322 updates the flow-

entry in the flow-entry database 324 (e.g., via the cache). Updating includes updating one or

morestatistical measuresstored in the flow-entry. In our embodiment, the statistical measures

are stored in counters in the flow-entry.

[00109] If state processing is required, state process 328 is commenced.State processor 328

carries out any state operations specified for the state of the flow and updatesthestate to the

next state accordingtoaset ofstate instructions obtained form the state pattern and processes
database 326.

[00110] The state processor 328 analyzes both new andexisting flows in order to analyzeall

levels of the protocolstack, ultimately classifying the flows by application (level 7 in the ISO

model). It does this by proceeding from state-to-state based on predefinedstate transition

rules and state operations as specified in state processor instruction database 326. A state

transition rule is a rule typically containing a test followed by the next-state to proceed to if

the test result is true. An operation is an operation to be performed while the state processoris

in a particular state—for example, in order to evaluate a quantity needed to apply the state

transition rule. The state processor goes through each rule and each state process until the test
is true, or there are no moretests to perform.
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[00111] In general, the set of state operations may be none or moreoperations on a packet, and

carrying out the operation or operations may leaveonein a state that causes exiting the

system prior to completing the identification, but possibly knowing more about what state

and state processes are needed to execute next, i.e., when a next packetof this flow is

encountered. As an example,a state process(set of state operations) at a particular state may

build a new signature for future recognition packets of the nextstate.

[00112] By maintainingthe state of the flows and knowing that new flows maybesetup using

the information from previously encounteredflows, the networktraffic monitor 300 provides

for (a) single-packetprotocol recognition of flows, and (b) multiple-packetprotocol

recognition of flows. Monitor 300 can even recognize the application program from oneor
more disjointed sub-flows that occurin server announcementtype flows. What may seem to

prior art monitors to be some unassociated flow, may be recognized by the inventive monitor

using the flow signature to be a sub-flow associated with a previously encountered sub-flow.

[00113] Thus, state processor 328 applies the first state operation to the packetforthis

particular flow-entry. A process 330 decidesif more operations need to be performedforthis

state. If so, the analyzer continues looping between block 330 and 328 applying additional

state operationsto this particular packetuntil all those operations are completed—thatis,

there are no more operations for this packet in this state. A process 332 decides if there are

further states to be analyzed for this type of flow according to thestate of the flow and the

protocol, in order to fully characterize the flow.If not, the conversational flow has now been

fully characterized and a process 334finalizes the classification of the conversational flow

for the flow.

[00114] In the particular embodiment, the state processor 328 starts the state processing by

using the last protocol recognized by the parser as an offset into a jump table (jump vector).

The jumptable finds the state processorinstructionsto use for that protocol in the state

patterns and processes database 326. Mostinstructions test something in the unified flow key
buffer, or the flow-entry in the database of knownflows 324,if the entry exists. The state

processor may haveto test bits, do comparisons, add, or subtract to perform the test. For

example, a common operation carried outby the state processoris searching for one or more

patterns in the payload part of the UFKB.
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[00115] Thus, in 332 in the classification, the analyzer decides whetherthe flow is at an end

state. If not at an endstate, the flow-entry is updated (orcreated if a new flow) for this flow-

entry in process 322.

[00116] Furthermore,if the flow is known andif in 332 it is determined that there are further

States to be processed using later packets, the flow-entry is updated in process 322.

[00117] The flow-entry also is updatedafter classification finalization so that any further

packets belonging to this flow will be readily identified from their signature as belonging to
this fully analyzed conversational flow.

{00118} After updating, database 324 therefore includesthe set ofall the conversational flows

that have occurred.

[00119] Thus, the embodimentofpresent invention shownin FIG. 3 automatically maintains

flow-entries, which in one aspect includesstoring states. The monitor of FIG. 3 also

generates characteristic parts of packets—the signatures—thatcan be used to recognize

flows. The flow-entries maybe identified and accessedby their signatures. Once a packetis

identified to be from a knownflow,the state of the flow is known and this knowledge enables

state transition analysis to be performed in real time for each different protocol and

application. In a complex analysis, state transitions are traversed as more and more packets

are examined. Future packets that are part of the same conversational flow havetheir state

analysis continued from a previously achieved state. When enough packets related to an

application of interest have been processed, a final recognitionstate is ultimately reached,

i.é., a set of states has beentraversed by state analysis to completely characterize the

conversational flow. The signature for that final state enables each new incoming packet of

the same conversational flow to be individually recognizedin real time.

[00120] In this manner, oneofthe great advantagesofthe present invention is realized. Once a

particular set of state transitions has been traversedfor the first time and endsinafinalstate,

a short-cut recognition pattern—a signature—can be generatedthat will key on every new

incoming packetthatrelates to the conversational flow. Checking a signature involves a

simple operation, allowing high packetrates to be successfully monitored on the network.
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[00121] In improved embodiments,several state analyzers are run in parallel so that a large

numberof protocols and applications may be checked for. Every known protocol and

application will have at least one uniquesetofstate transitions, and can therefore be uniquely

identified by watching such transitions.

[00122] Wheneach new conversationalflow starts, signatures that recognize the flow are

automatically generated on-the-fly, and as further packets in the conversational flow are

encountered, signatures are updated andthestatesof the set of state transitions for any

potential application are further traversed accordingto thestate transition rules for the flow.

The new states for the flow—those associated withasetofstate transitions for one or more

potential applications—are addedto the records of previously encountered states for easy

recognition andretrieval when a new packetin the flow is encountered.

Detailed operation

[00123] FIG. 4 diagramsan initialization system 400 that includes the compilation process.

Thatis, part of the initialization generates the pattern structures and extraction operations

database 308 andthe state instruction database 328. Such initialization can occuroff-line or

from a central location.

{00124] Thedifferent protocols that can exist in different layers may be thoughtof as nodes of

one or moretrees of linked nodes. The packet type is the root ofa tree (called level 0). Each

protocolis either a parent node ora terminal node. A parent nodelinks a protocol to other

protocols (child protocols) that can beat higher layer levels. Thus a protocol may have zero

or more children. Ethernet packets, for example, have several variants, each having a basic

format that remainssubstantially the same. An Ethernet packet(the root or level 0 node) may

be an Ethertype packet—also called an Ethernet Type/Version 2 and a DIX (DIGITAL-Intel-

Xerox packet)—or an IEEE 803.2 packet. Continuing with the IEEE 802.3 packet, one ofthe

children nodes maybethe IP protocol, and one of the children of the IP protocol may be the

TCPprotocol.

[00125] FIG. 16 showsthe header 1600 (base level 1) of a complete Ethernet frame(.e.,

packet) of information and includes information on the destination media access control

address (Dst MAC 1602) and the source media access control address (Src MAC 1604). Also
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shownin FIG. 16 is some(butnotall) of the information specified in the PDL files for

extraction the signature.

[00126] FIG. 17A now showsthe header information for the nextlevel (level-2) for an

Ethertype packet 1700. For an Ethertype packet 1700, the relevant information from the

packetthat indicates the nextlayer level is a two-byte type field 1702 containing the child

recognition pattern for the next level. The remaining information 1704 is shown hatched

becauseit not relevant for this level. The list 1712 shows the possible children for an

Ethertype packetas indicated by what child recognition pattern is found offset 12. FIG. 17B

showsthe structure of the header of oneof the possible nextlevels, that of the IP protocol.

The possible children of the IP protocol are shownin table 1752.

[00127] Thepattern, parse, and extraction database (pattern recognition database, or PRD) 308

generated by compilation process 310, in one embodiment,is in the form ofa three

dimensionalstructure that provides for rapidly searching packet headers for the next protocol.

FIG. 18A showssuch a 3-D representation 1800 (which may be considered as an indexed set

of 2-D representations). A compressed form of the 3-D structureis preferred.

[00128] An alternate embodimentofthe data structure used in database 308is illustrated in

FIG. 18B. Thus, like the 3-D structure of FIG. 18A,the data structure permits rapid searches

to be performedby the pattern recognition process 304 by indexinglocations in a memory

rather than performing address link computations.In this alternate embodiment, the PRD 308

includes twoparts, a single protocol table 1850 (PT) whichhasan entry for each protocol

knownfor the monitor, and a series of Look Up Tables 1870 (LUT’s) that are used to identify
knownprotocols andtheir children. The protocol table includes the parameters neededby the

pattern analysis and recognition process 304 (implemented by PRE 1006) to evaluate the

headerinformationin the packetthat is associated with that protocol, and parameters needed

by extraction process 306 (implementedby slicer 1007) to process the packet header. When

there are children, the PT describes which bytes in the headerto evaluate to determine the

child protocol. In particular, each PT entry contains the header length, an offset to the child, a

slicer command,and someflags.
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[00129] The pattern matchingis carried out by finding particular “child recognition codes” in

the headerfields, and using these codesto index one or more of the LUT’s. Each LUTentry

has a node code that can have oneoffour values, indicating the protocol that has been

recognized,a code to indicate that the protocol has been partially recognized (more LUT

lookups are needed), a codeto indicatethat this is a terminal node, and a null nodeto indicate

a null entry. The next LUT to lookupis also returned from a LUT lookup.

[00130] Compilation process is described in FIG. 4. The source-code information in the form

of protocoldescription files is shown as 402. In the particular embodiment, the high level

decoding descriptions includesa set of protocol description files 336, one for each protocol,

and a set of packet layer selections 338, which describes the particular layering (sets oftrees

of protocols) that the monitoris to be able to handle.

[00131] A compiler 403 compiles the descriptions. The set of packet parse-and-extract

operations 406 is generated (404), andaset of packetstate instructions and operations 407is

generated (405)in the form ofinstructions for the state processor that implements state

processing process 328. Data files for each type of application and protocol to be recognized

by the analyzer are downloaded from the pattern, parse, and extraction database 406 into the

memory systemsof the parser and extraction engines. (See the parsing process 500

description and FIG.5; the extraction process 600 description and FIG.6; and the parsing

subsystem hardware description and FIG. 10). Data files for each type of application and

protocol to be recognized bythe analyzer are also downloaded from the state-processor

instruction database 407into the state processor. (see the state processor 1108 description and
FIG. 11.).

[00132] Note that generating the packet parse and extraction operations builds and links the

three dimensional structure (one embodiment) orthe or all the lookup tables for the PRD.

[00133] Because ofthe large numberof possible protocol trees and subtrees, the compiler

process 400 includes optimization that compares the trees and subtrees to see which children

share commonparents. When implementedin the form of the LUT’s, this process can

generate a single LUT fromaplurality of LUT’s. The optimization process further includes a

compaction process that reduces the space neededtostore the data of the PRD.
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[00134] As an example of compaction, consider the 3-D structure of FIG. 18A that can be

thoughtofas a set of 2-D structures each representing a protocol. To enable saving space by
using only one array per protocol which mayhaveseveral parents,in one embodiment, the

pattern analysis subprocess keepsa “current header” pointer. Each location (offset) index for

each protocol 2-D array in the 3-Dstructureis a relative location starting with the start of

headerfor the particular protocol. Furthermore, each of the two-dimensional arrays is sparse.

The next step of the optimization, is checking all the 2-D arraysagainst all the other 2-D

arrays to find out which onescan share memory. Manyofthese 2-D arrays are often sparsely

populatedin that they each have only a small numberofvalid entries. So, a process of

"folding" is next used to combine two or more 2-D arrays together into one physical 2-D

array withoutlosing the identity of any ofthe original 2-D arrays(i.e., all the 2-D arrays

continue to exist logically). Folding can occur between any 2-D arraysirrespective oftheir

location in the tree as long as certain conditions are met. Multiple arrays may be combined

into a single array as long as the individual entries do not conflict with each other. A fold
numberis then used to associate each elementwith its original array. A similar folding
process is used for the set of LUTs 1850in the alternate embodiment of FIG. 18B.

[00135] In 410,the analyzer has beeninitialized and is ready to perform recognition.

[00136] FIG. 5 showsa flowchart of how actualparser subsystem 301 functions. Starting at

501, the packet 302is input to the packet buffer in step 502. Step 503 loadsthe next(initially

the first) packet component from the packet 302. The packet components are extracted from

each packet 302 one elementat a time. A check is made (504) to determineif the load-

packet-componentoperation 503 succeeded,indicating that there was more in the packet to

process. If not, indicating all components have been loaded,the parser subsystem 301 builds

the packet signature (512)—the nextstage (FIG 6).

[00137] If acomponentis successfully loaded in 503, the node andprocessesare fetched (505)

from the pattern, parse and extraction database 308 to provide a set of patterns and processes

for that node to apply to the loaded packet component. The parser subsystem 301 checks
(506) to determineif the fetch pattern node operation 505 completed successfully, indicating

there was a pattern node that loadedin 505. If not, step 511 moves to the next packet

component.If yes, then the node and pattern matchingprocessare applied in 507 to the
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componentextracted in 503. A pattern match obtained in 507 (as indicated by test 508)

meansthe parser subsystem 301 has found a node in the parsing elements; the parser

subsystem 301 proceedsto step 509 to extract the elements.

{00138] If applying the node process to the componentdoesnot produce a match(test 508),

the parser subsystem 301 moves (510) to the next pattern node from the pattern database 308

and to step 505 to fetch the next node and process. Thus, there is an “applying patterns” loop

between 508 and 505. Oncethe parser subsystem 301 completes all the patterns and has

either matchedornot, the parser subsystem 301 movesto the next packet component(511).

[00139] Onceall the packet components have been the loaded and processed from the input

packet 302, then the load packetwill fail (indicated by test 504), and the parser subsystem

301 movesto build a packet signature which is described in FIG. 6

[00140] FIG.6 is a flow chart for extracting the information from whichto build the packet

signature. The flow starts at 601, which is the exit point 513 of FIG. 5. At this point parser

subsystem 301 has a completed packet componentand a pattern node available in a buffer

(602). Step 603 loads the packet componentavailable from the pattern analysis process of
FIG. 5. If the load completed (test 604), indicating that there was indeed another packet

component, the parser subsystem 301 fetches in 605 the extraction and process elements

received from the pattern node componentin 602.If the fetch was successful(test 606),

indicating that there are extraction elementsto apply, the parser subsystem 301 in step 607

applies that extraction process to the packet componentbased on an extraction instruction

received from that pattern node. This removes and saves an element from the packet

component.

{00141} Instep 608, the parser subsystem 301 checksif there is more to extract from this

component, andif not, the parser subsystem 301 movesback to 603to load the next packet

componentat hand and repeats the process. If the answeris yes, then the parser subsystem

301 movesto the next packet componentratchet. That new packet componentis then loaded

in step 603. As the parser subsystem 301 moved through the loop between 608 and 603, extra

extraction processes are applied either to the same packet componentif there is more to

extract, or to a different packet componentif there is no moreto extract.
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[00142] The extraction process thus builds the signature, extracting more and more

components according to the information in the patterns and extraction database 308 forthe

particular packet. Once loading the next packet componentoperation 603fails (test 604),all

the components have beenextracted. Thebuilt signature is loaded into the signature buffer

(610) and the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to FIG. 7 to complete the signature generation

process.

[00143] Referring now to FIG.7,the process continues at 701. The signature buffer and the

pattern node elementsare available (702). The parser subsystem 301 loads the next pattern

node element.If the load was successful (test 704) indicating there are more nodes, the parser

subsystem 301 in 705 hashesthe signature buffer element based on the hash elements that are

found in the pattern node thatis in the element database.In 706the resulting signature and

the hash are packed. In 707 the parser subsystem 301 moveson to the next packet component
whichis loaded in 703.

[00144] The 703 to 707 loop continues until there are no more patterns of elementsleft (test

704). Onceall the patterns of elements have been hashed, processes 304, 306 and 312 of

parser subsystem 301 are complete. Parser subsystem 301 has generated the signature used by
the analyzer subsystem 303.

[00145] A parser record is loaded into the analyzer,in particular, into the UFKB in the form of

a UFKB record whichis similar to a parser record, but with one or moredifferentfields.

[00146] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram describing the operation of the lookup/update engine (LUE)

that implements lookup operation 314. The process starts at 801 from FIG. 7 with the parser

record that includesa signature, the hash andatleast parts of the payload. In 802 those

elements are shownin the form of a UFKB-entry in the buffer. The LUE,the lookup engine

314 computes a “record bin number’from the hash for a flow-entry. A bin herein may have

one or more “buckets” each containing a flow-entry. The preferred embodimenthas four

buckets perbin.

[00147] Since preferred hardware embodimentincludes the cache,all data accesses to records

in the flowchart of FIG.8 are stated as being to or from the cache.
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[00148] Thus, in 804, the system looks up the cachefor a bucket from that bin using the hash.

If the cache successfully returns with a bucket from the bin number,indicating there are more

bucketsin the bin, the lookup/update engine compares (807) the current signature (the

UFKB-entry’s signature) from that in the bucket(i.e., the flow-entry signature). If the

signatures match (test 808), that record (in the cache) is marked in step 810 as “tin process”

and a timestamp added. Step 811 indicates to the UFKB that the UFKB-entry in 802 has a

status of “found.” The “found”indication allowsthe state processing 328 to begin processing

this UFKB element. The preferred hardware embodimentincludes one or morestate

processors, and these can operate in parallel with the lookup/update engine.

[00149] In the preferred embodiment,a setofstatistical operations is performed by a

calculator for every packet analyzed. Thestatistical operations may include one or more of

counting the packets associated with the flow; determiningstatistics related to the size of

packets of the flow; compiling statistics on differences between packets in each direction, for

example using timestamps; and determiningstatistical relationships of timestamps of packets

in the same direction. Thestatistical measures are kept in the flow-entries. Otherstatistical

measures also may be compiled. Thesestatistics may be used singly or in combination by a

statistical processor componentto analyze manydifferent aspects of the flow. This may

include determining network usage metrics from the statistical measures, for example to

ascertain the network’s ability to transfer information for this application. Such analysis
provides for measuring the quality of service of a conversation, measuring how well an

application is performing in the network, measuring network resources consumedby an

application, and so forth.

[00150] To provide for such analyses, the lookup/update engine updates one or more counters

that are part of the flow-entry (in the cache) in step 812. The processexits at 813. In our

embodiment, the counters include the total packets of the flow, the time, and a differential

time from the last timestampto the present timestamp.

[00151] It may ‘be that the bucket of the bin did notlead to a signature match(test 808). In

such a case, the analyzer in 809 movesto the next bucket for this bin. Step 804 again looks

up the cache for another bucket from that bin. The lookup/update engine thus continues

lookup up bucketsof the bin until there is either a match in 808 or operation 804is not
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successful (test 805), indicating that there are no more bucketsin the bin and no match was

found.

[00152] If no match wasfound, the packet belongs to a new (notpreviously encountered)

flow. In 806 the system indicatesthat the record in the unified flow key bufferfor this packet

is new, and in 812, anystatistical updating operations are performed forthis packet by

updating the flow-entry in the cache. The update operation exits at 813. A flow

insertion/deletion engine (FIDE) creates a new recordforthis flow (again via the cache).

[00153] Thus,the update/lookup engine ends with a UFKB-entry for the packet with a “new”
status or a “found”status.

[00154] Note that the above system uses a hash to which more than one flow-entry can match.

A longer hash maybe usedthat correspondsto a single flow-entry. In such an embodiment,

the flow chart of FIG. 8 is simplified as would be clear to thosein the art.

The hardware system

[00155] Each ofthe individual hardware elements through which the data flowsin the system

are now described with reference to FIGS. 10 and 11. Note that while we are describing a

particular hardware implementation of the invention embodimentof FIG.3, it would be clear

to oneskilled in the art that the flow of FIG. 3 may alternatively be implemented in software

running on one or more general-purposeprocessors,or only partly implemented in hardware.

An implementation of the invention that can operate in software is shown in FIG. 14. The

hardware embodiment(FIGS.10 and 11) can operate at over a million packets per second,

while the software system of FIG. 14 maybesuitable for slower networks. To one skilled in
the art it would be clear that more and more of the system may be implemented in software as

processors becomefaster.

[00156] FIG.10 is a description of the parsing subsystem (301, shown here as subsystem

1000) as implemented in hardware. Memory 1001 is the pattern recognition database

memory, in whichthe patterns that are going to be analyzed are stored. Memory 1002is the

extraction-operation database memory, in which the extraction instructions are stored. Both

1001 and 1002 correspondtointernal data structure 308 of FIG. 3. Typically, the system is

initialized from a microprocessor (not shown) at which time these memories are loaded
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througha host interface multiplexor and control register 1005 via the internal buses 1003 and

1004. Note that the contents of 1001 and 1002 are preferably obtained by compiling process
310 of FIG.3.

[00157] A packetenters the parsing system via 1012 into a parserinput buffer memory 1008

using control signals 1021 and 1023, which control an input buffer interface controller 1022.

The buffer 1008andinterface control 1022 connectto a packetacquisition device (not

shown). The buffer acquisition device generates a packetstart signal 1021 andtheinterface

control 1022 generates a next packet(i.e., ready to receive data) signal 1023 to control the

data flow into parser input buffer memory 1008. Once a packetstarts loading into the buffer

memory 1008, pattern recognition engine (PRE) 1006carries out the operations on the input

buffer memory described in block 304 of FIG. 3. Thatis, protocol types and associated

headers for each protocol layer that exist in the packet are determined.

[00158] The PRE searches database 1001 andthe packet in buffer 1008 in order to recognize

the protocols the packet contains. In one implementation, the database 1001 includes a series

of linked lookup tables. Each lookup table uses eight bits of addressing. Thefirst lookup table

is alwaysat address zero. The Pattern Recognition Engineuses a base packetoffset from a

control register to start the comparison.It loads this value into a current offset pointer (COP).

It then reads the byte at base packetoffset from the parser input buffer andusesit as an

addressinto the first lookup table.

[00159] Each lookuptable returns a wordthatlinks to another lookup tableorit returns a

terminalflag. If the lookup produces a recognition eventthe database also returns a command
‘

for the slicer. Finally it returns the value to add to the COP.

[00160] The PRE 1006 includes of a comparison engine. The comparison enginehasa first

stage that checks the protocol type field to determineifit is an 802.3 packet and thefield

should be treated as a length.If it is not a length, the protocol is checked in a secondstage.

Thefirst stage is the only protocol level that is not programmable. The second stage has two

full sixteen bit content addressable memories (CAMs)defined for future protocol additions.

[00161] Thus, whenever the PRE recognizesa pattern, it also generates a command for the

extraction engine(also called a “slicer”) 1007. The recognized patterns and the commands
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are sent to the extraction engine 1007 that extracts information from the packet to build the

parser record. Thus, the operations of the extraction engine are those carried out in blocks

306 and 312 of FIG. 3. The commandsare sent from PRE 1006 to slicer 1007 in the form of

extraction instruction pointers which tell the extraction engine 1007 whereto a find the

instructions in the extraction operations database memory(i.e., slicer instruction database)
1002.

[00162] Thus, when the PRE 1006recognizes a protocol it outputs both the protocol identifier

and a process codeto the extractor. The protocol identifier is added to the flow signature and
the process codeis usedto fetch the first instruction from the instruction database 1002.

Instructions include an operation code and usually source and destination offsets as well as a

length. The offsets and length are in bytes. A typical operation is the MOVEinstruction. This

instructiontells the slicer 1007 to copy n bytes of data unmodified from the input buffer 1008

to the output buffer 1010. The extractor contains a byte-wise barrel shifter so that the bytes
moved can be packedinto the flow signature. The extractor contains anotherinstruction _

called HASH.This instructiontells the extractor to copy from the input buffer 1008 to the

HASHgenerator.

[00163] Thustheseinstructions are for extracting selected element(s) of the packet in the input

buffer memory and transferring the data to a parser output buffer memory 1010. Some

instructions also generate a hash.

[00164] The extraction engine 1007 and the PRE operateas a pipeline. That is, extraction

engine 1007 performsextraction operations on data in input buffer 1008 already processed by

PRE 1006 while more(i.e., later arriving) packet information is being simultaneously parsed

by PRE 1006. This provides high processing speed sufficient to accommodatethe high arrival

rate speed of packets.

[00165] Onceall the selected parts of the packet used to form the signature are extracted, the

hashis loadedinto parser output buffer memory 1010. Any additional payload from the

packetthat is required for further analysis is also included. The parser output memory 1010 is
interfaced with the analyzer subsystem by analyzerinterface control 1011. Onceall the

information of a packetis in the parser output buffer memory 1010, a data ready signal 1025
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is asserted by analyzerinterface control. The data from the parser subsystem 1000 is moved

to the analyzer subsystem via 1013 when an analyzer ready signal 1027is asserted.

[00166] FIG. 11 shows the hardware components and dataflow for the analyzer subsystem that

performsthe functions of the analyzer subsystem 303 of FIG. 3. The analyzeris initialized

prior to operation, andinitialization includes loading the state processing information

generated by the compilation process 310 into a database memory forthe state processing,

called state processor instruction database (SPID) memory 1109.

[00167] The analyzer subsystem 1100 includes a host bus interface 1122 using an analyzer

host interface controller 1118, which in turn has access to a cache system 1115. The cache

system has bi-directional access to and from thestate processor of the system 1108. State

processor 1108is responsible forinitializing the state processorinstruction database memory

1109 from information given overthe host bus interface 1122.

[00168] With the SPID 1109 loaded,the analyzer subsystem 1100 receives parser records

comprising packet signatures and payloads that come from theparserinto the unified flow

key buffer (UFKB) 1103. UFKB is comprised of memoryset up to maintain UFKB records.

A UFKB record is essentially a parser record; the UFKB holds records of packets that are to

be processedorthat are in process. Furthermore, the UFKB provides for one or morefields to

act as modifiable status flags to allow different processes to run concurrently.

[00169] Three processing engines run concurrently and access records in the UFKB 1103: the

lookup/update engine (LUE) 1107, the state processor (SP) 1108, and the flow insertion and

deletion engine (FIDE) 1110. Each of these is implemented by one or morefinite state

machines (FSM's). Thereis bi-directional access between eachof the finite state machines

and the unified flow key buffer 1103. The UFKB record includesa field that stores the packet

sequence number, and anotherthatis filled with state information in the form of a program

counter for the state processor 1108 that implementsstate processing 328. The status flags of

the UFKB forany entry includes that the LUE is done andthat the LUEis transferring

processing of the entry to the state processor. The LUE doneindicatoris also used to indicate

what the next entry is for the LUE. There also is provideda flag to indicate that the state

processoris done with the currentflow and to indicate what the nextentry is for the state
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processor. There also is provideda flag to indicate the state processoris transferring

processing of the UFKB-entry to the flow insertion and deletion engine.

[00170] Anew UFKB recordisfirst processed by the LUE 1107. A record that has been

processed by the LUE 1107 maybe processed by the state processor 1108, and a UFKB

record data maybe processedby the flow insertion/deletion engine 1110 after being

processed bythe state processor 1108 or only by the LUE. Whetherornota particular engine

has been applied to any unified flow key buffer entry is determinedbystatus fields set by the

engines upon completion. In one embodiment,a status flag in the UFKB-entry indicates

whetheran entry is new or found.In other embodiments, the LUEissuesa flag to pass the

entry to the state processor for processing, and the required operations for a new record are

included in the SP instructions.

[001714] Note that each UFKB-entry maynotneedto be processedbyall three engines.

Furthermore, some UFKB entries may need to be processed morethan once by a particular
engine.

[00172] Eachofthese three enginesalso has bi-directional access to a cache subsystem 1115

that includes a caching engine. Cache 1115 is designed to have information flowingin and

outofit from five different points within the system:the three engines, external memory via

a unified memory controller (UMC) 1119 and a memoryinterface 1123, and a

microprocessorvia analyzer host interface and control unit (ACIC) 1118 and hostinterface

bus (HIB) 1122. The analyzer microprocessor(or dedicated logic processor) can thus directly
insert or modify data in the cache.

[00173] The cache subsystem 1115 is an associative cache that includes a set of content

addressable memory cells (CAMs) each including an address portion and a pointer portion

pointing to the cache memory(e.g., RAM)containing the cached flow-entries. The CAMsare

arranged as a stack ordered from a top CAM to a bottom CAM.The bottom CAM’s pointer

points to the least recently used (LRU) cache memory entry. Whenever there is a cache miss,

the contents of cache memorypointed to by the bottom CAMare replaced by the flow-entry

from the flow-entry database 324. This now becomesthe mostrecently usedentry, so the
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contents of the bottom CAM are movedto the top CAM andall CAM contentsare shifted

down. Thus, the cache is an associative cache with a true LRU replacementpolicy.

[00174] The LUE 1107 first processes a UFKB-entry, and basically performs the operation of

blocks 314 and 316 in FIG. 3. A signal is provided to the LUEto indicate that a “new”

UFKB-entry is available. The LUE uses the hash in the UFKB-entryto read a matching bin

of up to four buckets from the cache. The cache system attempts to obtain the matching bin.

If a matching binis not in the cache, the cache 1115 makesthe request to the UMC 1119 to

bring in a matching bin from the external memory.

[00175] Whena flow-entry is found using the hash, the LUE 1107 looksat each bucket and

comparesit using the signature to the signature of the UFKB-entry until there is a match or

there are no more buckets.

[00176] If there is no match,orif the cache failed to provide a bin of flow-entries from the

cache, a time stampin set in the flow key of the UFKB record, a protocolidentification and

state determination is made usinga table that was loaded by compilation process 310 during

initialization, the status for the record is set to indicate the LUE has processed the record, and

an indication is made that the UFKB-entryis ready to start state processing. The

identification and state determination generates a protocol identifier which in the preferred

embodimentis a “jump vector” for the state processor which is kept by the UFKB forthis

UFKB-entry and used bythe state processorto start state processing for the particular
protocol. For example, the jump vector jumpsto the subroutine for processing the state.

[00177] If there was a match,indicating that the packet of the UFKB-entryis for a previously

encountered flow, then a calculator componententers one or morestatistical measures stored

in the flow-entry, including the timestamp.In addition,a time difference from the last stored
timestamp maybestored, and a packet count may be updated. Thestate ofthe flow is

obtained from the flow-entry is examined by lookingat the protocol identifier stored in the

flow-entry of database 324. If that value indicates that no more classification is required, then

the status for the record is set to indicate the LUE hasprocessedtherecord.In the preferred

embodiment, the protocol identifier is a jump vectorfor the state processorto a subroutine to

state processing the protocol, and no moreclassification is indicated in the preferred
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embodimentbythe jump vectorbeing zero.If the protocol identifier indicates more

processing,then an indication is madethat the UFKB-entryis readytostart state processing

and the status for the record is set to indicate the LUE hasprocessed therecord.

[00178] The state processor 1108 processes information in the cache system according to a

UFKB-entry after the LUE has completed. State processor 1108 includes a state processor

program counter SPPC that generatesthe addressin the state processor instruction database

1109 loaded by compiler process 310 duringinitialization. It contains an Instruction Pointer

(SPIP) which generates the SPID address. Theinstruction pointer can be incremented or

loaded from a Jump Vector Multiplexor whichfacilitates conditional branching. The SPIP

can be loaded from oneof three sources: (1) A protocol identifier from the UFKB,(2) an

immediate jump vector form the currently decoded instruction, or (3) a value provided by the
arithmetic logic unit (SPALU)included in the state processor.

[00179] Thus, after a Flow Keyis placed in the UFKB by the LUE with a known protocol

identifier, the Program Counteris initialized with the last protocol recognized by the Parser.

This first instruction is a jump to the subroutine which analyzes the protocol that was
decoded.

[00180] The State Processor ALU (SPALU)containsall the Arithmetic, Logical and String

Compare functions necessary to implement the State Processorinstructions. The main blocks

of the SPALU are: The A and B Registers, the Instruction Decode & State Machines,the

String Reference Memory the Search Engine, an Output Data Register and an Output Control
Register

[00181] The Search Enginein turn contains the Target Search Register set, the Reference

Search Register set, and a Compare block which compares two operands by exclusive-or-ing
them together.

[00182] Thus, after the UFKB sets the program counter, a sequence of one or more state

operations are be executed in state processor 1108 to further analyze the packet that is in the

flow key buffer entry for this particular packet.

[00183] FIG. 13 describes the operation of the state processor 1108. The state processoris

entered at 1301 with a unified flow key buffer entry to be processed. The UFKB-entry is new
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or correspondingto a found flow-entry. This UFKB-entryis retrieved from unified flow key

buffer 1103 in 1301. In 1303, the protocol identifier for the UFKB-entryis usedto set the

State processor’s instruction counter. The state processor 1108 starts the process byusing the

last protocol recognized by the parser subsystem 301 as an offset into a jump table. The jump

table takes usto the instructions to use for that protocol. Most instructions test somethingin

the unified flow key buffer or the flow-entryif it exists. The state processor 1108 may haveto

test bits, do comparisons, add or subtract to perform thetest.

[00184] Thefirst state processorinstruction is fetched in 1304 from the state processor

instruction database memory 1109. Thestate processor performs the one or more fetched

operations (1304). In our implementation, each single state processorinstruction is very

primitive (e.g., a move, a compare,etc.), so that many suchinstructions needto be performed

on eachunified flow key buffer entry. One aspectof the state processorisits ability to search

for one or more(up to four) reference strings in the payload part of the UFKB entry. This is

implemented by a search engine componentofthe state processor responsiveto special
searching instructions.

[00185] In 1307, a check is madeto determineif there are any moreinstructions to be

performedfor the packet. If yes, then in 1308 the system sets the state processorinstruction

pointer (SPIP) to obtain the next instruction. The SPIP maybeset by an immediate jump

vector in the currently decoded instruction, or by a value provided by the SPALU during

processing.

[00186] The nextinstruction to be performed is now fetched (1304) for execution. This state

processing loop between 1304 and 1307 continues until there are no more instructions to be

performed.

[00187] At this stage, a check is made in 1309if the processing on this particular packet has

resulted in a final state. Thatis, is the analyzer is done processing notonly for this particular

packet, but for the whole flow to which the packet belongs, and the flowis fully determined.

If indeed there are no morestates to processfor this flow, then in 1311 the processorfinalizes

the processing. Somefinal states may need to puta state in place thattells the system to

remove a flow—for example,if a connection disappears from a lower level connection
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identifier. In that case, in 1311, a flow removalstate is set and saved in the flow-entry. The

flow removal state may be a NOP(no-op) instruction which meansthere are no removal

instructions.

[00188] Oncethe appropriate flow removalinstruction as specified for this flow (a NOP or

otherwise) is set and saved, the processis exited at 1313. The state processor 1108 can now

obtain another unified flow key buffer entry to process.

[00189] If at 1309 it is determinedthat processing for this flow is not completed, then in 1310

the system savesthe state processorinstruction pointer in the current flow-entry in the current

flow-entry. That will be the next operationthat will be performed the next time the LRE 1107

finds packet in the UFKB that matchesthis flow. The processor now exits processing this

particular unified flow key buffer entry at 1313.

[00190] Note that state processing updates information in the unified flow key buffer 1103 and

the flow-entry in the cache. Oncethe state processoris done,a flag is set in the UFKB for the

entry that the state processor is done. Furthermore,If the flow needsto be inserted or deleted

from the database of flows, control is then passed onto the flow insertion/deletion engine
1110 for that flow signature and packetentry. This is done bythe state processorsetting

another flag in the UFKB for this UFKB-entry indicating that the state processor is passing

processing of this entry to the flow insertion and deletion engine.

[00191] The flow insertion and deletion engine 1110 is responsible for maintaining the flow-

entry database. In particular, for creating new flowsin the flow database, and deleting flows

from the database so that they can be reused.

[00192] The process of flow insertion is now described with the aid of FIG. 12. Flows are

groupedinto bins of buckets by the hash value. The engine processes a UFKB-entry that may

be new orthat the state processor otherwise has indicated needs to be created. FIG. 12 shows

the case of a new entry being created. A conversation record bin (preferably containing 4
buckets for four records) is obtained in 1203. This is a bin that matches the hash of the

UFKB,so this bin may already have been sought for the UFKB-entry by the LUE.In 1204

the FIDE 1110 requests that the record bin/bucket be maintainedin the cache system 1115. If

in 1205 the cache system 1115 indicates that the bin/bucket is empty, step 1207 inserts the
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flow signature (with the hash) into the bucket and the bucket is marked “used” in the cache

engine of cache 1115 using a timestampthat is maintained throughout the process. In 1209,

the FIDE 1110 comparesthe bin and bucket record flow signature to the packetto verify that

all the elements are in place to complete the record. In 1211 the system marks the record bin

and bucketas “in process” and as “new”in the cache system (and hencein the external

memory). In 1212, the initial statistical measures for the flow-record are set in the cache

system. This in the preferred embodimentclears the set of counters used to maintain

statistics, and may perform other proceduresforstatistical operations requires by the analyzer

for the first packet seen for a particular flow.

[00193] Back in step 1205, if the bucket is not empty, the FIDE 1110 requests the next bucket

for this particular bin in the cache system. If this succeeds, the processes of 1207, 1209, 1211

and 1212 are repeated for this next bucket. If at 1208, there is no valid bucket, the unified

flow key buffer entry for the packetis set as “drop,” indicating that the system cannot process

the particular packet because there are no buckets left in the system. The processexits at

1213. The FIDE 1110 indicates to the UFKB thatthe flow insertion and deletion operations

are completed for this UFKB-entry. This also lets the UFKB provide the FIDE with the next

UFKB record.

[00194] Oncea set of operations is performed on a unified flow key buffer entry by all of the

engines required to access and managea particular packetandits flow signature, the unified

flow key buffer entry is marked as “completed.” That element will then be used by the parser

interface for the next packet and flow signature comingin from the parsing and extracting

system.

[00195] All flow-entries are maintained in the external memory and some are maintained in

the cache 1115. The cache system 1115 is intelligent enough to access the flow database and

to understand the datastructures that exists on the other side of memoryinterface 1123. The

lookup/update engine 1107 is able to request that the cache system pull a particular flow or

“buckets” of flows from the unified memory controller 1119 into the cache system for further

processing. The state processor 1108 can operate on information found in the cache system

onceit is looked up by meansof the lookup/update engine request, and the flow

insertion/deletion engine 1110 can create new entries in the cache system if required based on
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information in the unified flow key buffer 1103. The cacheretrieves information as required

from the memory through the memoryinterface 1123 and the unified memory controller

1119, and updates informationas required in the memory through the memorycontroller
1119.

[00196] There are several interfaces to components of the system external to the module of

FIG. 11 for the particular hardware implementation. These include host bus interface

1122,which is designed as a generic interface that can operate with any kindof external

processing system such as a microprocessoror a multiplexor (MUX)system. Consequently,

one can connectthe overall traffic classification system of FIGS. 11 and 12 into some other

processing system to managetheclassification system and to extract data gathered by the

system.

[00197] The memory interface 1123 is designedto interface to any of a variety of memory

systems that one may wantto useto store the flow-entries. One can usedifferent types of

memory systemslike regular dynamic random access memory (DRAM), synchronous

DRAM,synchronous graphic memory (SGRAM), static random access memory (SRAM),
and so forth.

[00198] FIG.10 also includes some “generic”interfaces. There is a packet input interface

1012—ageneralinterface that works in tandem withthe signals of the input buffer interface

control 1022. These are designedso that they can be used with any kind of generic systems

that can then feed packet informationinto the parser. Another generic interface is the

interface of pipes 1031 and 1033 respectively out of and into host interface multiplexor and
control registers 1005. This enables the parsing system to be managedbyanexternal system,

for example a microprocessoror another kind of external logic, and enables the external

system to program and otherwise control the parser.

[00199] The preferred embodimentof this aspect of the invention is described in a hardware

description language (HDL) such as VHDLorVerilog. It is designed and created in an HDL

so that it may be used asa single chip system or, for instance, integrated into another general-

purpose system that is being designed for purposesrelated to creating and analyzingtraffic
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within a network. Verilog or other HDL implementation is only one method of describing the
hardware.

{00200] In accordance with one hardware implementation, the elements shown in FIGS.10

and 11 are implementedinasetof six field programmablelogic arrays (FPGA’s). The

boundaries of these FPGA’s are as follows. The parsing subsystem of FIG. 10 is implemented

as two FPGAS; one FPGA,andincludes blocks 1006, 1008 and 1012, parts of 1005, and

memory 1001. The second FPGAincludes 1002, 1007, 1013, 1011 parts of 1005. Referring

to FIG. 11, the unified look-up buffer 1103 is implemented as a single FPGA.State processor

1108 and part of state processorinstruction database memory 1109 is another FPGA.Portions

of the state processorinstruction database memory 1109 are maintained in external SRAM’s.

The lookup/update engine 1107 and the flow insertion/deletion engine 1110 are in another
FPGA. The sixth FPGA includes the cache system 1115, the unified memory control 1119,

and the analyzer host interface and control 1118.

[00201] Note that one can implementthe system as one or more VSLI devices, rather than as a

set of application specific integrated circuits (ASIC’s) such as FPGA’s.It is anticipated that

in the future device densities will continue to increase, so that the complete system may

eventually form a sub-unit (a “core”) of a larger single chip unit.

Operation of the Invention

[00202]__Fig. 15 shows how an embodimentof the network monitor 300 mightbe used to

analyzetraffic in a network 102. Packet acquisition device 1502 acquiresall the packets from

a connection point 121 on network 102 sothatall packets passing point 121 in either

direction are supplied to monitor 300. Monitor 300 comprises the parser sub-system 301,

which determines flow signatures, and analyzer sub-system 303 that analyzes the flow

signature of each packet. A memory 324is usedto store the database of flowsthat are

determined and updated by monitor 300. A host computer 1504, which might be any

processor, for example, a general-purpose computer, is used to analyze the flows in memory

324. As is conventional, host computer 1504 includes a memory, say RAM, shownas host

memory 1506. In addition, the host might contain a disk. In one application, the system can
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operate as an RMONprobe,in which case the host computeris coupled to a network

interface card 1510 that is connected to the network 102.

[00203] The preferred embodimentofthe invention is supported by an optional Simple

Network ManagementProtocol (SNMP) implementation. Fig. 15 describes how one would,

for example, implement an RMONprobe, where a network interface card is used to send

RMONinformation to the network. Commercial SNMP implementationsalso are available,

and using such an implementation can simplify the processof porting the preferred

embodimentof the invention to any platform.

[00204] In addition, MIB Compilers are available. An MIB Compileris a tool that greatly

simplifies the creation and maintenance of proprietary MIB extensions.

Examples of Packet Elucidation

[00205] Monitor 300,and in particular, analyzer 303 is capable of carrying out state analysis

for packet exchanges that are commonlyreferred to as “server announcement” type

exchanges. Server announcementis a process used to ease communications between a server

with multiple applicationsthat canall be simultaneously accessed from multipleclients.

Manyapplications use a server announcementprocess as a meansof multiplexing a single

port or socketinto manyapplications and services. With this type of exchange, messages are

sent on the network,in either a broadcast or multicast approach, to announcea server and

application, and all stations in the network may receive and decode these messages. The

messages enablethe stationsto derive the appropriate connection point for communicating

that particular application with the particular server. Using the server announcement method,

a particular application communicates using a service channel, in the form of a TCP or UDP

socket orport as in the IP protocolsuite, or using a SAPas in the Novell IPX protocolsuite.

[00206] The analyzer 303 is also capable of carrying out “in-stream analysis” of packet

exchanges. The “‘in-stream analysis” method is used either as a primary or secondary

recognition process. As a primary process, in-stream analysis assists in extracting detailed

information which will be used to further recognize both the specific application and

application component. A good example of in-stream analysis is any Web-based application.

For example, the commonly used PointCast Web information application can be recognized
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using this process; during the initial connection between a PointCastserverandclient,

specific key tokensexist in the data exchange that will result in a signature being generated to
recognize PointCast.

[00207] The in-stream analysis process may also be combined with the server announcement

process. In manycasesin-stream analysis will augmentother recognition processes. An

example of combining in-stream analysis with server announcementcan be found in business

applications such as SAP and BAAN.

[00208] ‘Session tracking”also is knownas oneofthe primary processesfor tracking

applicationsin client/server packet exchanges. The processof tracking sessions requires an

initial connection to a predefined socket or port number. This method of communicationis

used in a variety of transport layer protocols.It is most commonly seen in the TCP and UDP

transport protocols of the IP protocol.

[00209] During the session tracking, a client makes a request to a server using a specific port

or socket number. This initial request will cause the server to create a TCP or UDPport to

exchange the remainderof the data between the client and the server. The server then replies

to the requestof the client using this newly created port. Theoriginal port used by the client

to connect to the server will never be used again during this data exchange.

[00210] One example of session tracking is TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol), a version of

the TCP/IP FTP protocolthat has nodirectory or password capability. During the

client/server exchange process of TFTP,a specific port (port number69) is always used to

initiate the packet exchange. Thus, when the client begins the process of communicating, a

request is made to UDPport 69. Oncetheserverreceives this request, a new port numberis

created on the server. The serverthen replies to the client using the newport. In this example,

it is clear that in order to recognize TFTP; network monitor 300 analyzesthe initial request

from the client and generatesa signature for it. Monitor 300uses that signature to recognize

the reply. Monitor 300 also analyzes the reply from the server with the key port information,

and uses this to create a signature for monitoring the remaining packets ofthis data exchange.

[00211}|Network monitor 300 can also understand the currentstate of particular connections

in the network. Connection-oriented exchangesoften benefit from state tracking to correctly
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identify the application. An example is the common TCPtransport protocol that provides a

reliable means of sending information betweena client and a server. When a data exchangeis

initiated, a TCP request for synchronization message is sent. This message contains a specific

sequence numberthatis used to track an acknowledgementfrom the server. Once the server

has acknowledged the synchronization request, data may be exchanged betweentheclient

and the server. When communication is no longer required, the client sends a finish or

complete message to the server, and the server acknowledgesthis finish request with a reply

containing the sequence numbers from the request. The states of such a connection-oriented

exchangerelate to the various types of connection and maintenance messages.

Server Announcement Example

[00212] The individual methods of server announcementprotocols vary. However, the basic

underlying process remains similar. A typical server announcement messageis sent to one or

moreclients in a network. This type of announcement messagehas specific content, which, in

another aspect of the invention, is salvaged and maintainedin the database of flow-entriesin

the system. Because the announcementis sent to one or morestations, the client involved in a

future packet exchange with the server will make an assumption thatthe information

announced is known,and an aspect of the inventive monitoris that it too can make the same

assumption.

[00213] Sun-RPCis the implementation by Sun Microsystems, Inc. (Palo Alto, California) of

the Remote Procedure Call (RPC), a programming interface that allows one program to use

the services of another on a remote machine. A Sun-RPC exampleis now usedto explain

how monitor 300 can capture server announcements.

[00214] A remote program orclient that wishes to use a server or procedure mustestablish a

connection, for which the RPC protocol can be used.

[00215] Eachserver running the Sun-RPC protocol must maintain a process and database

called the port Mapper. The port Mappercreates a direct association between a Sun-RPC

program or application and a TCP or UDPsocketor port (for TCP or UDP implementations).

Anapplication or program numberis a 32-bit unique identifier assigned by ICANN(the

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, www.icann.org), which managesthe
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huge numberof parameters associated with Internet protocols (port numbers, router

protocols, multicast addresses, etc.) Each port Mapper on a Sun-RPC server can present the
mappings between a unique program numberanda specific transport socket through the use

of specific requestor a directed announcement. According to ICANN,port number111 is
associated with Sun RPC.

[00216] As an example, considera client (e.g., CLIENT 3 shownas 106 in FIG.1) making a

specific request to the server (e.g., SERVER2 of FIG. 1, shown as 110) on a predefined UDP

or TCP socket. Once the port Mapperprocess on the sun RPCserver receivesthe request, the

specific mappingis returned in a directed reply to the client.

[00217] 1. A client (CLIENT3, 106 in FIG. 1) sends a TCP packet to SERVER 2

(110 in FIG.1) on port 111, with an RPC Bind Lookup Request

(rpcBindLookup). TCP or UDPport 111 is always associated Sun RPC. This

request specifies the program (as a program identifier), version, and might

specify the protocol (UDP or TCP).

[00218] 2. The server SERVER 2 (110 in FIG.1) extracts the program identifier and

version identifier from the request. Theserver also usesthe fact that this packet

camein using the TCP transport and that no protocol wasspecified, and thus

will use the TCP protocolforits reply.

[00219] 3. The server 110 sends a TCP packet to port number 111, with an RPC Bind

Lookup Reply. The reply contains the specific port number(e.g., port number

‘port’) on which future transactions will be accepted for the specific RPC

program identifier (e.g., Program ‘program’) and the protocol (UDP or TCP)for
use.

[00220] It is desired that from now onevery time that port number‘port’ is used, the packetis

associated with the application program ‘program’until the number‘port’ no longeris to be

associated with the program ‘program’. Network monitor 300 by creating a flow-entry and a

signature includes a mechanism for remembering the exchangeso that future packetsthat use

the port number ‘port’ will be associated by the network monitor with the application

program ‘program’.
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[00221] In addition to the Sun RPC Bind Lookuprequestand reply, there are other waysthat a

particular program—say ‘program’—might beassociated with a particular port number,for

example number‘port’. One is by a broadcast announcementofa particular association

between an application service and a port number, called a Sun RPC portMapper

Announcement. Another, is when some server—say the same SERVER 2—teplies to some

client—say CLIENT 1—requesting some portMapper assignment with a RPC portMapper

Reply. Someother client—say CLIENT 2—mightinadvertently see this request, and thus

know thatfor this particular server, SERVER2, port number‘port’ is associated with the

application service ‘program’. It is desirable for the network monitor 300 to be able to

associate any packets to SERVER2 using port number‘port’ with the application program
‘program’.

[00222] FIG. 9 represents a dataflow 900 of some operationsin the monitor 300 of FIG.3 for
Sun Remote Procedure Call. Suppose a client 106 (e.g., CLIENT 3 in FIG.1) is

communicating via its interface to the network 118 to a server 110 (e.g., SERVER2 in FIG.

1) via the server’s interface to the network 116. Further assume that Remote Procedure Callis

used to communicate with the server 110. One path in the data flow 900 starts with a step 910

that a Remote Procedure Call bind lookuprequestis issued by client 106 and ends with the

server state creation step 904. Such RPC bind lookup request includes values for the

‘program,’ ‘version,’ and ‘protocol’ to use, e.g., TCP or UDP. The process for Sun RPC

analysis in the network monitor 300 includes the following aspects.:

[00223] ¢ Process 909: Extract the ‘program,’ ‘version,’ and ‘protocol’ (UDP or TCP).

Extract the TCP or UDPport (process 909) which is 111 indicating Sun RPC.

[00224] e Process 908: Decode the Sun RPC packet. Check RPCtypefield for ID.If value

is portMapper, save paired socket(i.e., dest for destination address, src for source

address). Decode ports and mapping, save ports with socket/addr key. There may

be more than one pairing per mapper packet. Form a signature(e.g., a key). A

flow-entry is created in database 324. The saving of the request is now complete.

[00225] At somelater time, the server (process 907) issues a RPC bind lookup reply. The

packet monitor 300 will extract a signature from the packet and recognizeit from the
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previously stored flow. The monitorwill get the protocol port number (906) and lookup the

request (905). A new signature(i.e., a key) will be created and the creation of the server state

(904) will be stored as an entry identified by the new signature in the flow-entry database.

That signature now maybe usedto identify packets associated with the server.

[00226] The serverstate creation step 904 canbe reached notonly from a Bind Lookup

Request/Replypair, but also from a RPC Reply portMapperpacket shown as 901 or an RPC

Announcement portMapper shown as 902. The Remote Procedure Call protocol can

announcethatit is able to provide a particular application service. Embodimentsofthe

present invention preferably can analyze when an exchange occurs betweenaclient and a

server, and also can track those stations that have received the announcementofa service in

the network.

[00227] The RPC AnnouncementportMapper announcement902is a broadcast. Such causes

variousClients to execute a similar set of operations, for example, saving the information

obtained from the announcement. The RPC Reply portMapperstep 901 could bein reply to a

portMapperrequest, and is also broadcast. It includes all the service parameters.

[00228] Thus monitor 300 creates and savesall such states for later classification of flows that

relate to the particular service ‘program’.

[00229] FIG. 2 shows how the monitor 300 in the example of Sun RPC builds a signature and

flow states. A plurality of packets 206-209 are exchanged, e.g., in an exemplary Sun

Microsystems Remote Procedure Call protocol. A method embodimentof the present

invention might generate a pair of flow signatures, “signature-1” 210 and “signature-2”212,

from information found in the packets 206 and 207 which,in the example, correspondto a

Sun RPC Bind Lookuprequestand reply, respectively.

[00230] Considerfirst the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request. Suppose packet 206 corresponds to

such a request sent from CLIENT 3 to SERVER2. This packet contains important

informationthat is used in building a signature accordingto an aspect of the invention. A

source and destination network address occupy the first two fields of each packet, and

according to the patterns in pattern database 308,the flow signature (shown as KEY1 230in

FIG.2) will also contain these twofields, so the parser subsystem 301 will include these two
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fields in signature KEY 1 (230). Note that in FIG.2, if an addressidentifies the client 106

(shownalso as 202), the label used in the drawingis “C,”. If such address identifies the

server 110 (shownalso as server 204), the label used in the drawing is “S,”. The first two

fields 214 and 215 in packet 206 are “S,” and C,” because packet 206 is provided from the

server 110 andis destined for the client 106. Suppose for this example, “S,”is an address

numerically less than address “C,”. A third field “p!” 216 identifies the particular protocol

being used, e.g., TCP, UDP,etc.

[00231] In packet 206, a fourth field 217 anda fifth field 218 are used to communicate port

numbers that are used. The conversation direction determines where the port numberfield is.

The diagonal pattern in field 217 is used to identify a source-port pattern, and the hash pattern

in field 218 is used to identify the destination-port pattern. The order indicatesthe client-

server message direction. A sixth field denoted “i!” 219 is an elementthat is being requested

by the client from the server. A seventh field denoted “sa” 220 is the service requested by

the client from server 110. The following eighth field “QA” 221 (for question mark) indicates

that the client 106 wants to know whatto use to access application “s,a”. A tenth field “QP”

223 is used to indicate that the client wants the server to indicate whatprotocol to use for the

particular application.

[00232] Packet 206 initiates the sequence of packet exchanges, e.g., a

RPC Bind Lookup Request to SERVER2.It follows a well-defined format, as doall the

packets,and is transmitted to the server 110 on a well-knownservice connection identifier

(port 111 indicating Sun RPC).

[00233] Packet 207is the first sent in reply to the client 106 from the server.It is the

RPC Bind Lookup Replyasa result of the request packet 206.

[00234] Packet 207 includesten fields 224—233. The destination and source addresses are

carried in fields 224 and 225, e.g., indicated “C,” and “S,”, respectively. Notice the orderis

now reversed, since the client-server message direction is from the server 110 to theclient

106. The protocol “p!”is used as indicatedin field 226. The request“i!”is in field 229.
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Values havebeen filled in for the application port number, e.g., in field 233 and protocol

“2” in field 233.

[00235] The flow signature andflowstatesbuilt up as a result of this exchange are now

described. When the packet monitor 300 sees the request packet 206 from theclient, a first

flow signature 210is built in the parser subsystem 301 accordingto the pattern and extraction

operations database 308. This signature 210 includes a destination and a source address 240

and 241. One aspect of the inventionis that the flow keys are built consistently in a particular

order no matter whatthe direction of conversation. Several mechanisms may be used to

achievethis. In the particular embodiment, the numerically lower address is always placed

before the numerically higher address. Such least to highest order is used to get the best

spread of signatures and hashes for the lookup operations. In this case, therefore, since we

assume “S;"<"“C,”, the order is address “S,” followed by client address “C,’”. The nextfield

used to build the signature is a protocolfield 242 extracted from packet 206’s field 216, and

thusis the protocol “p!”. The nextfield used for the signature is field 243, which contains the

destination source port number shownasa crosshatched pattern from thefield 218 of the

packet 206. This pattern will be recognized in the payload of packets to derive how this

packet or sequenceof packets exists as a flow.In practice, these may be TCP port numbers,

or a combination of TCP port numbers.In the case of the Sun RPC example, the crosshatch

represents a set of port numbers of UDSforp! that will be used to recognize this flow (e.g.,

port 111). Port 111 indicates this is Sun RPC. Someapplications, such as the Sun RPC Bind

Lookups,are directly determinable (“known”)at the parser level. So in this case, the

signature KEY-1 points to a knownapplication denoted “a!” (Sun RPC Bind Lookup), and a

next-state that the state processor should proceed to for more complex recognition jobs,

denoted asstate “stp”is placedin the field 245 of the flow-entry.

[00236] Whenthe Sun RPC Bind Lookupreplyis acquired, a flow signature is again built by

the parser. This flow signatureis identical to KEY-1. Hence, whenthe signature enters the

analyzer subsystem 303 from the parser subsystem 301, the complete flow-entry is obtained,

andin this flow-entry indicatesstate “‘stp”. The operations for state “stp” in the state

processor instruction database 326instructs the state processor to build and store a new flow
signature, shown as KEY-2 (212) in FIG. 2. This flow signaturebuilt by the state processor
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also includes the destination and a source addresses 250 and 251, respectively, for server

“S1” followed by (the numerically higher address) client “C,”. A protocolfield 252 defines

the protocol to be used,e.g., “p?” which is obtained from the reply packet. A field 253

contains a recognition pattern also obtained from the reply packet.In this case, the

application is Sun RPC,andfield 254 indicates this application “a2”. A next-state field 255

defines the nextstate that the state processor should proceed to for more complex recognition

jobs, e.g., a state “st!””, In this particular example,this is a final state. Thus, KEY-2 may now

be used to recognize packetsthat are in any way associated with the application “a2”. Two

such packets 208 and 209 are shown, onein each direction. Theyusethe particular

application service requested in the original Bind Lookup Request, and each will be

recognized becausethe signature KEY-2 will be built in each case.

[00237] The two flow signatures 210 and 212 always order the destination and source address

fields with server “S,” followed by client “C,”. Such values are automatically filled in when

the addressesare first created in a particular flow signature. Preferably, large collections of

flow signatures are kept in a lookuptablein a least-to-highest order for the best spread of
flow signatures and hashes.

[00238] Thereafter, the client and server exchange a numberofpackets, e.g., represented by

request packet 208 and response packet 209. The client 106 sends packets 208that have a

destination and source address S, and Cy, inapair of fields 260 and 261. A field 262 defines

the protocol as “p?”, and a field 263 defines the destination port number.

[00239] Somenetwork-serverapplication recognition jobs are so simple that only a single

state transition hasto occur to be able to pinpoint the application that produced the packet.

Others require a sequenceofstate transitions to occur in order to match a known and

predefined climb from state-to-state.

[00240] Thusthe flow signature for the recognition of application “a2” is automatically set up

by predefining what packet-exchange sequencesoccurfor this example whenarelatively

simple Sun Microsystems Remote Procedure Call bind lookup requestinstruction executes.

More complicated exchanges than this may generate more than two flow signatures and their

corresponding states. Each recognition may involvesetting up a complex state transition
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diagram to betraversed before a “final” resting state such as “st,” in field 255 is reached. All

these are used to build thefinal set of flow signatures for recognizing a particular application
in the future.

[00241] Embodimentsofthe present invention automatically generate flow signatures with the

necessary recognition patterns andstate transition climb procedure. Such comes from

analyzing packets according to parsingrules, and also generatingstate transitions to search

for. Applications and protocols, at any level, are recognized throughstate analysis of

sequences of packets.

[00242] Note that one in the art will understand that computer networks are used to connect

many different types of devices, including network appliances such as telephones, “Internet”

radios, pagers, and so forth. The term computeras used herein encompassesall such devices

and a computer networkas used herein includes networks of such computers.

[00243] Althoughthe present invention has been described in termsof the presently preferred

embodiments,it is to be understoodthat the disclosureis not to be interpretedaslimiting.

Variousalterations and modifications will no doubt become apparent to those or ordinary

skill in the art after having read the above disclosure. Accordingly,it is intended that the

claimsbe interpreted as covering all alterations and modificationsas fall within the true spirit

and scope of the present invention.
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CLAIM

Weclaim:

l. A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a

computer networkin real-time, the packets provided to the packet monitorvia a packet

acquisition device connected to the connection point, the packet monitor comprising:

(a) a packet-buffer memory configured to accept a packet from the packet

acquisition device;

(b) a parsing/extraction operations memory configured to store a database of

parsing/extraction operations that includes information describing how to

determineatleast one ofthe protocols used in a packet from datain the packet;

(c) a parser subsystem coupled to the packet buffer and to the pattern/extraction

operations memory,the parser subsystem configured to examine the packet

acceptedby the buffer, extract selected portions of the accepted packet, and form

a function ofthe selected portionssufficient to identify that the accepted packet is

part of a conversational flow-sequence;

(d) a memorystoring a flow-entry database including a plurality of flow-

entries for conversational flows encountered by the monitor;

(e) a lookup engine connectedto the parser subsystem andto the flow-entry

database, and configured to determine using at least someofthe selected portions

of the acceptedpacketif there is an entry in the flow-entry database for the

conversational flow sequence of the accepted packet;

(f) a state patterns/operations memoryconfigured to store a set of predefined

state transition patterns and state operations such that traversing a particular

transition pattern as a result of a particular conversational flow-sequence of

packetsindicates that the particular conversational flow-sequenceis associated

with the operation of a particular application program,visiting eachstate in a

traversal including carrying out none or more predefined state operations;
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(g) a protocol/state identification mechanism coupledto the state

patterns/operations memory andto the lookupengine,the protocol/state

identification engine configured to determine the protocol andstate of the

conversational flow of the packet; and

(h) a state processor coupled to the flow-entry database, the protocol/state

identification engine, andto the state patterns/operations memory,the state

processor, configured to carry out any state operations specified in thestate

patterns/operations memoryfor the protocol andstate of the flow of the packet,

the carrying out of the state operations furthering the processof identifying which

application program is associated with the conversational flow-sequence ofthe packet,

the state processor progressing throughaseries of states and state operations until there

are no morestate operations to perform for the accepted packet, in which case the state

processor updates the flow-entry,or until a final state is reached that indicates that no

more analysis of the flow is required, in which case the result of the analysis is

announced.

A packet monitor according to claim 1, wherein the flow-entry includes thestate of

the flow, such that the protocol/state identification mechanism determinesthe state of the

packet from the flow-entry in the case that the lookup enginefinds a flow-entry for the

flow of the accepted packet.

A packet monitor according to claim 1, wherein the parser subsystem includes a

mechanism for building a hash from the selected portions, and wherein the hash is used

by the lookup engineto search the flow-entry database, the hash designed to spread the

flow-entries across the flow-entry database.

A packet monitor according to claim 1, further comprising:

a compiler processor coupled to the parsing/extraction operations memory,the

compiler processor configured to run a compilation process that includes:

receiving commandsin a high-level protocol description language that describe the

protocols that may be usedin packets encountered by the monitor, and
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translating the protocol description language commandsinto a plurality of

parsing/extraction operationsthat are initialized into the parsing/extraction operations
memory.

A packet monitor according to claim 4, wherein the protocol description language

commandsalso describe a correspondence between a set of one or more application

programsandthestate transition patterns/operationsthat occuras a result of particular

conversational flow-sequencesassociated with an application program, wherein the

compiler processoris also coupled to the state patterns/operations memory, and wherein

the compilation process further includes translating the protocol description language

commandsinto a plurality of state patterns and state operations thatare initialized into the

state patterns/operations memory.

A packet monitor according to claim 1, further comprising:

a cache memory coupled to and between the lookup engine and the flow-entry

database providingfor fast access ofa set of likely-to-be-accessed flow-entries from the

flow-entry database.

A packet monitor according to claim 6, wherein the cachefunctionsas a fully

associative, least-recently-used cache memory.

A packet monitor according to claim 7, wherein the cache functions asa fully

associative, least-recently-used cache memoryandincludes content addressable

memories configured as a stack.

A packet monitor according to claim 1, wherein one or morestatistical measures

about a flow are stored in each flow-entry, the packet monitor further comprising:

a calculator for updatingthe statistical measures in a flow-entry of the accepted

packet.

A packet monitor according to claim 9, wherein, when the application program of a

flow is determined, one or more network usage metricsrelated to said application and

determined from thestatistical measures are presented to a user for network performance

monitoring.
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11. A method of examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer

network, each packets conforming to one or moreprotocols, the method comprising:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device; -

(b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operations on the packetto create a

parser record comprising a function of selected portions of the packet;

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for

previously encountered conversationalflows, the looking up using at least some of

the selected packet portions and determining if the packet is of an existing flow;

(d) if the packetis of an existing flow, classifying the packet as belongingto the

found existing flow; and

(e) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-

entry database, including identifying information for future packets to be identified

with the new flow-entry,

wherein the parsing/extraction operations depend on oneor moreof the protocols to

whichthe packet conforms.

12. A method according to claim 11, wherein each packet passing through the connection

point is examinedin real time.

13. A methodaccording to claim 11, wherein classifying the packet as belongingto the

found existing flow includes updating the flow-entryofthe existing flow.

14. A methodaccording to claim 13, wherein updating includes storing one or more

Statistical measuresstored in the flow-entry of the existing flow.

15. A method according to claim 14, wherein the one or morestatistical measures include

measures selected from the set consisting of the total packet countfor the flow,the time,

and a differential time from the last entered time to the present time.

16. A methodaccording to claim 11, wherein the functionof the selected portions of the

packet formsasignature that includesthe selected packetportions and that can identify

future packers, wherein the lookup operation uses the signature and wherein the
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identifying informationstored in the new or updated flow-entry is a signature for
identifying future packets.

A method accordingto claim 11, wherein at least one ofthe protocols of the packet

uses source and destination addresses, and wherein the selected portions of the packet
include the source and destination addresses.

A method accordingto claim 17, wherein the function ofthe selected portions for

packets of the same flow is consistent independentof the direction of the packets.

A method according to claim 18, wherein the source and destination addresses are

placedin an order determined by the order of numerical values of the addressesin the

function of selected portions.

A method according to claim 19, wherein the numerically lower addressis placed

before the numerically higher address in the function of selected portions.

A methodaccording to claim 11, wherein the looking up of the flow-entry database

uses a hash of the selected packet portions.

A method according to claim 11, wherein the parsing/extraction operations are

according to a database of parsing/extraction operations that includes information

describing how to determineasetof one or more protocol dependent extraction

operations from data in the packetthat indicate a protocolusedin the packet.

A method according to claim 11, wherein step (d) includesif the packet is of an

existing flow, obtaining the last encountered state of the flow and performinganystate

operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encounteredstate of the

flow; and wherein step (e) includesif the packet is of a new flow, performinganystate

operations required forthe initial state of the new flow.

A methodaccording to claim 23, wherein the state processing of each received packet

of a flow furthers the identifying of the application program ofthe flow.
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A methodaccordingto claim 23, wherein the state operations include updating the

flow-entry, including storing identifying information for future packets to be identified

with the flow-entry.

A method according to claim 25, wherein the state processing of each received packet

of a flow furthers the identifying of the application program of the flow.

A method according to claim 23, wherein the state operations include searching the

parser record for the existence of one or morereferencestrings.

A method according to claim 23, wherein the state operationsare carried out by a

programmable state processor according to a database of protocol dependentstate

Operations.

A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a

computer network, each packets conformingto one or more protocols, the monitor

comprising:

(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured to receive

packets passing through the connectionpoint;

(b) an input buffer memory coupled to and configured to accept a packet from the

packet acquisition device;

(c) a parser subsystem coupledto the input buffer memory andincludinga slicer, the

parsing subsystem configured to extract selected portions of the accepted packet and

to output a parser record containing the selected portions;

(d) amemoryfor storing a database comprising none or more flow-entries for

previously encountered conversational flows, each flow-entry identified by

identifying information stored in the flow-entry;

(e) a lookup engine coupled to the outputof the parser subsystem andto the flow-entry

memory and configured to lookup whetherthe particular packet whose parser record

is output by the parser subsystem has a matching flow-entry, the looking up using at
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least someof the selected packet portions and determining if the packetis of an

existing flow; and

(f) a flow insertion engine coupled to the flow-entry memoryandto the lookup engine

and configuredto create a flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the flow-entry

including identifying information for future packets to be identified with the new

flow-entry,

the lookup engine configured suchthatif the packetis of an existing flow, the monitor

classifies the packet as belonging to the found existing flow;and if the packet is of a new

flow, the flow insertion engine stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-entry

database,including identifying information for future packetsto be identified with the

new flow-entry,

wherein the operation of the parser subsystem dependson one or moreofthe protocols to

which the packet conforms.

A monitor according to claim 29, wherein each packet passing through the connection

point is accepted by the packet buffer memory and examined by the monitorin real time.

A monitor according to claim 29, wherein the lookup engine updates the flow-entry of

an existing flow in the case that the lookupis successful.

A monitor according to claim 29,further including a mechanism forbuilding a hash

from the selected portions, wherein the hashis includedin the input for a particular

packet to the lookup engine, and wherein the hashis used by the lookup engineto search

the flow-entry database.

A monitor according to claim 29,further including a memorycontaining a database of

parsing/extraction operations, the parsing/extraction database memory coupledto the

parser subsystem, wherein the parsing/extraction operations are according to one or more

parsing/extraction operations looked up from the parsing/extraction database.

A monitor according to claim 33, wherein the database of parsing/extraction

operations includes information describing how to determinea set of one or more
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protocol dependentextraction operations from data in the packetthat indicate a protocol
used in the packet.

A monitor according to claim 29,further including a flow-key-buffer (UFKB)

coupled to the output of the parser subsystem andto the lookup engine and to the flow

insertion engine, wherein the output of the parser monitor is coupledto the lookup engine

via the UFKB,and wherein the flow insertion engineis coupled to the lookup engine via
the UFKB.

A method according to claim 29, further including a state processor coupled to the

lookup engineandto the flow-entry-database memory, and configured to perform any
state operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state

of the flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow,andto perform anystate

operationsrequiredfortheinitial state of the new flow in the casethat the packet is from

an existing flow.

A method according to claim 29, wherein the set of possible state operations that the

state processoris configured to perform includes searching for one or morepatterns in the

packetportions.

A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the state processor is programmable, the

monitor further including a state patterns/operations memory coupledto the state

processor, the state operations memory configured to store a database ofprotocol

dependentstate patterns/operations.

A monitoraccording to claim 35, further including a state processor coupledto the

UFKB andto the flow-entry-database memory, and configured to perform anystate

operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the

flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow, and to perform anystate

operations required for the initial state of the new flow in the case that the packet is from

an existing flow.

A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the state operations include updating the

flow-entry, including identifying information for future packets to be identified with the

flow-entry.
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41. A packet monitor according to claim 29, further comprising:

a compiler processor coupled to the parsing/extraction operations memory,the

compiler processor configured to run a compilation process that includes:

receiving commandsina high-level protocol description language that

describe the protocols that may be used in packets encountered by the

monitor and any children protocols thereof, and

translating the protocol description language commandsintoa plurality of

parsing/extraction operationsthat are initialized into the parsing/extraction

operations memory.

42. A packet monitor according to claim 38, further comprising:

a compiler processor coupled to the parsing/extraction operations memory, the

compiler processor configured to run a compilation processthat includes:

receiving commandsin a high-level protocol description languagethat

describe a correspondence betweena set of one or more application programs

and the state transition patterns/operations that occur as a result of particular

conversational flow-sequences associated with an application programs, and

translating the protocol description language commandsinto a plurality of

state patterns and state operationsthat are initialized into the state

patterns/operations memory.

43. A packet monitor according to claim 29,further comprising:

a cache subsystem coupled to and between the lookup engine andthe flow-entry

database memoryproviding for fast access of a set of likely-to-be-accessed flow-entries

from the flow-entry database.

44. A packet monitor according to claim 43, wherein the cache subsystem is an

associative cache subsystem including one or more content addressable memorycells

(CAMs).
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A packet monitor according to claim 44, wherein the cache subsystemis alsoaleast-

recently-used cache memorysuchthat a cache miss updatesthe least recently used cache

entry.

A packet monitor according to claim 29, wherein each flow-entry stores one or more

statistical measures aboutthe flow, the monitor further comprising

a calculator for updating at least one ofthestatistical measures in the flow-entry of
the accepted packet.

A packet monitor according to claim 46, wherein the one or morestatistical measures

include measures selected from theset consisting of the total packet count for the flow,

the time, and a differential time from the last entered time to the present time.

A packet monitor according to claim 46, further includingastatistical processor

configured to determine one or more network usage metricsrelated to the flow from one

or moreof the statistical measures in a flow-entry.

A monitor according to claim 29, wherein:

flow-entry-database is organized into a plurality of bins that each contain N-number

of flow-entries, and wherein said bins are accessed via a hash data value created by a

parser subsystem based on the selected packet portions, wherein N is one or more.

A monitor according to claim 49, wherein the hash data valueis used to spread a

plurality of flow-entries across the flow-entry-database andallowsfast lookupof a flow-

entry and shallower buckets.

A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the state processor analyzes both new and

existing flowsin order to classify them by application and proceeds from state-to-state

based onaset of predefined rules.

A monitor according to claim 29, wherein the lookup engine begins processing as

soon as a parser record arrives from the parser subsystem.
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53. A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the lookup engine provides for flow state

entry checking to see if a flow key shouldbesentto the state processor, and that outputs a

protocol identifier for the flow.

54. A method of examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer

network, the method comprising:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device;

(b) performingone or more parsing/extraction operations on the packet accordingto a

database of parsing/extraction operationsto create a parser record comprising a

function ofselected portions ofthe packet, the database of parsing/extraction

operations including information on how to determinea set of one or more protocol

dependentextraction operations from data in the packet that indicate a protocolis

used in the packet;

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for

previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up usingat least some of

the selected packet portions, and determining if the packetis of an existing flow;

(d) if the packetis of an existing flow, obtaining the last encounteredstate of the flow

and performing any state operations specified for the state of the flow starting from

the last encountered state of the flow; and

(e) if the packetis of a new flow, performing any analysis requiredfor the initial state of

the new flow andstoring a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-entry

database, including identifying information for future packets to be identified with

the new flow-entry.

55. A method according to claim 54, wherein one of the state operations specified for at

least one of the states includes updating the flow-entry, including identifying information

for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry.

56. A methodaccording to claim 54, wherein oneof the state operations specified for at

least oneof the states includes searching the contents of the packetfor at least one

referencestring.
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57. A method according to claim 55, wherein oneofthe state operations specified for at

least oneof the states includes creating a new flow-entry for future packets to be

identified with the flow, the new flow-entry including identifying information for future

packetsto be identified with the flow-entry.

58. A method accordingto claim 54, further comprising forming a signature from the

selected packet portions, wherein the lookup operation uses the signature and wherein the

identifying information stored in the new or updated flow-entryis a signature for

identifying future packets.

59. A method according to claim 54, wherein the state operations are according to a

database of protocol dependentstate operations.
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ABSTRACT

A monitor for and a method of examining packets passing through a connection point on

a computer network. Each packets conformsto one or more protocols. The method

includes receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device and performing one or more

parsing/extraction operations on the packet to create a parser record comprising a function

of selected portions of the packet. The parsing/extraction operations depend on one or

more of the protocols to which the packet conforms. The method further includes looking

up a flow-entry database containing flow-entries for previously encountered

conversational flows. The lookup uses the selected packet portions and determining if the

packetis of an existing flow.If the packetis of an existing flow, the methodclassifies the

packetas belonging to the found existing flow,and if the packetis of a new flow,the

method stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-entry database, including

identifying information for future packetsto be identified with the new flow-entry. For

the packet of an existing flow, the method updates the flow-entry of the existing flow.

Such updating mayincludestoring one or morestatistical measures. Anystage ofa flow,

state is maintained, and the method performsanystate processing for an identifiedstate to

further the processofidentifying the flow. The method thus examines each and every

packet passing through the connectionpointin real time until the application program

associated with the conversational flow is determined.
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-’ ATTORNEY DOCKET NO._APPT-001-1   

 

a PATENT APPLICATION

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY an
FOR PATENT APPLICATION

As a below namedinventor, | hereby declarethat:

Myresidence/postoffice address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name;

] believe I am the original, first and sole inventor(if only one nameis listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor(if plural namesare
listed below) ofthe subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK

 

 

the specification of whichis attached hereto unless the following box is checked:
(X) wasfiled on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608237 or PCT International Application Number and

was amended on (if applicable).

I hereby state that | have reviewed and understoodthe contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above. 1 acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Ciaim of Foreign Priority

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and havealso identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on whichpriority is claimed:

COUNTRY APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER35
vssnos
tsno
Provisional Application ,

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 1 19(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

    
    

 

 

 APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE

60/141,903 June 30, 1999    
U.S. Priority Claim

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and,insofaras the
subject matter of eachofthe claimsofthis application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the mannerprovided bythefirst
paragraph ofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112,| acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as definedin Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 1.56(a) which occurred betweenthe filing date of the prior application and the national or PCTinternational filingdate of this application:

  STATUS(patented/pending/abandoned) APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE  
   
POWEROF ATTORNEY:

As a named inventor, | hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transactal] business
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687

Send Correspondenceto: Direct Telephone Calls To:
Dov Rosenfeld Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 Tel: (510) 547-3378
Oakland, CA 94618

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true and thatall statements made on information and beliefare believed
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment,or both, under Section 1001 ofTitle 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

 
Nameof First Inventor: Russell S, Dietz Citizenship: USA

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA__ 95120-2736

O/I/EO
Date 
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dl

Declaration and Power of Attomey (Continued)
Case No; «Case _CaseNumber
Page 2 “OO I~}

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Nameof Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA__ 95003

Post Office Address: Same

eee

Inventor’s Signature

NameofThird Inventor: Andrew A. Koppenhaver

Residence: 10400 Kenmore Drive, Fairfax, VA__ 22030

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Fourth Inventor: William H. Bares

Residence: 9005 Glenalden Drive, Germantown. TN 38139aeeererneeenee,

Post Office Address: Same

rrr

Inventor’s Signature

Name ofFifth Inventor: Haig A. Sarkissian

Residence: 8701 Mountain Top, San Antonio, Texas _78255

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Sixth Inventor: James F. Torgerson

Residence: 227 157th Ave., NW. Andover, MN __55304

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date
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PATENT APPLICATION

   “Ay.-ORNEYDayy! OCKET NO.-APPT-001-1awd eetDECLARATION AND POWEROFA.ORNEY
FOR PATENT APPLICATION __

As a below namedinventor, [ hereby declare that:

My residence/post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name,

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor(if only one nameislisted below) or an original,first and joint inventor (if plural namesare
listed below)of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patentis soughton the invention entitled:
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK

 

 

the specification of whichis attached hereto unless the following box is checked:
(X) was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608237 or PCT International Application Number and

was amended on (if applicable),

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understoodthe contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledgethe duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority

| hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed:

COUNTRY APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER35

pf YES: NO:
ves NO:

Provisional Application ,

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE

60/141 .903 June 30, 1999

    

  
  '

U.S. Priority Claim

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed beld\and, insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claimsof this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first
paragraphofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112, 1 acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 1.56(a) which occurred betweenthefiling date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing
date of this application:

APPLICATION SERLAL NUMBER FILING DATE STATUS (patented/pending/abandoned)

POWER OF ATTORNEY:

Asa named inventor. I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transactall business
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

DovRosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687

   

Send Correspondenceto: Direct Telephone Calls To:
Dov Rosenfeld Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
$507 College Avenue, Suite 2 Tel: (510) 547-3378
Oakland, CA 94618

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true and thatall statements made on information and belief are believed
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment,or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

 

Nameof First Inventor: Russell S. Dietz Citizenship: USA

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2736

Post Office Address: Same 

First Inventor's Signature Date
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Declaration and Power of Attorney__-ontinued)
Case No; «Case _CaseNumben>
Page 2 APPT BOI

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Nameof Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA 95003

Post Office Address: Same

  
nventor’s Sign

Nameof Third Inventor: Andrew A. Koppenhaver

Residence: _10400 Kenmore Drive, Fairfax, VA__ 22030

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Fourth Inventor: William H. Bares

Residence: 9005 Glenalden Drive, Germantown, TN 38139

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

NameofFifth Inventor: Haig A. Sarkissian

Residence: 870] Mountain Top, San Antonio, Texas _78255

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Sixth Inventor: James F. Torgerson

Residence: 227 157th Ave. NW, Andover, MN 55304

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

ee”

Citizenship: USA

10/23/20 82D
Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date
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DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY
FOR PATENT APPLICATION

Asa below namedinventor,I hereby declare that:
Myresidence/post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name, 1, first and joint inventor (if plural namesare
I believe I am theoriginal,first and sole inventor(if only one name is listed below) or an originallisted below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent js sought onthe invention entitled:

D P T oO RIN

 
PATENT APPL ATTORNGY DOCKET NO. APPT-001-1  

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked:(X) was filed onJune30,2000as USApplication Serial No. 09/608237 or PCT Internationa! Application Number ____ and
was amended on (if applicable).I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by anyamendment(s) referred to above.I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority[hereby claim foreign priority benefits underTitle 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed:

  
 

Provisional ApplicationI hereby claim the benefit underTitle 35, United States Code Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:
APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER

60/141,903 June 30, 1999

U.S. Priority ClaimI hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as thesubject matter of each ofthe claims ofthis application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the mannerprovided by the firstaragraph ofTitle 35, United States Code Section 1 12, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code ofFederal Regulations, Section 1.56(a) which occurred betweenthefiling date of the prior application and the national or PC internationalfiling
date of this application:  

 
POWER OF ATTORNEY:As anamed inventor, I hereby appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agent(s)listed below to prosecute this application and transact all businessice connected therewith:

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
in the Patent and Trademark O

 

   
 

 

 
 

  

 

 
 
  

Send Correspondenceto: Direct Telephone Calls To:Dov Rosenfeld Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 Tel: (510) 547-3378
  Oakland, CA_94618Thereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true andthatall statements made on information andbelief are believedto be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable byfine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code andthat such willful false statements may jeopardize the

validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.
NameofFirst Inventor: Russell S. Dietz Citizenship: USAae

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2736
Post Office Address: Same

eelFirst Inventor’s Signature Date
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Declaration and PowerofAttorney. _ontinued)
Case No; «Case__CaseNumbem

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Nameof Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA__ 95003

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

NameofThird Inventor: Andrew A. Koppenhaver

Residence: 9325 W. Hinsdale Place, Littleton, CO 80128

Post Office Address: o
Inventor’sInventor’sSignature

 

Nameof Fourth Inventor: William H. Bares

Residence: 9005 Glenalden Drive. 

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Fifth Inventor: Haig A. Sarkissian

Residence: 8701 Mountain Top, San Antonio, Texas 78255

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Sixth Inventor: James F. Torgerson

Residence: 227 157th Ave., NW, Andover, MN___55304

Post Office Address: Same 

Inventor’s Signature

ermantown, TN 38139

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

10/70 /d000
Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date
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 PATENT APPLICATION

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATT NEY _ ATT ~NEY DOCKET NO._APPT-001-1
FOR PATENT APPLICATION aa ‘ we

   

  

Asa below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

Myresidence/post office address andcitizenship are as stated below next to my name,
I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor(if only one nameis listed below) or an original,first and joint inventor(if plural names are
listed below) of the subject matter whichis claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK 

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked:
(X) was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608237 or PCT Intemational Application Number __ and

was amended on (if applicable).

I herebystate that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority
I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and havealso identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate havingafiling date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed:

 PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER 35 
 

  

 
Provisional Application .

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE
60/141 ,903 June 30, 1999

  

 
  

U.S. Priority Claim

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the
subject matter of each ofthe claims ofthis application is notdisclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided bythefirst
paragraphofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defindd in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 1.56(a) which occurred betweenthefiling date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing
date of this application:

 
FILING DATE STATUS(patented/pending/abandoned

POWER OF ATTORNEY: ’

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transactall business
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687

  
  

Send Correspondence to: Direct Telephone Calls To:
Dov Rosenfeld Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 Tel: (510) 547-3378
Oakland, CA 94618
 
I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true andthat all statements made on information andbelief are believed
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledgethat willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 ofTitle 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

Nameof First Inventor: Russell S. Dietz Citizenship: USA 

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2736

Post Office Address: Same 

 

First Inventor’s Signature Date
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Declaration and Power ofAttorney (Continued)
Case No; «Case _CaseNumbem
Page 2 Avpr-601-4 a

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Nameof Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA 95003

Post Office Address: Same 

Inventor's Signature

Nameof Third Inventor: Andrew A. Koppenhaver

Residence: 10400 Kenmore Drive, Fairfax, VA__22030

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Fourth Inventor: William H. Bares

Residence: 9005 Glenalden Drive, Germantown, TN 38139 

Post Office Address: Same

WehhuVerve
Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Fifth Inventor: Haig A. Sarkissian |

Residence: 8701 Mountain Top, San Antonio, Texas 78255 

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor's Signature

Nameof Sixth Inventor: James F. Torgerson

Residence: 227 157th Ave.. NW, Andover, MN__ 55304

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor's Signature

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

SAMOO
Date

Citizenship: USA

Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date
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PATENT APPLICATION

  
 

Asa below namedinventor, I hereby declare that:

Myresidence/postoffice address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name;

I believe I am theoriginal, first and sole inventor (if only one nameis listed below)or an original,first and joint inventor(ifplural namesare
listed below) ofthe subject matter which is claimed and for which a patentis sought on the invention entitled:

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK

the specification of whichis attached hereto unless the following box is checked:
(X) was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608237 or PCT International Application Number and

was amended on (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is materia] to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and havealso identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed:

APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER35

povss NO
po NO:

 

   
Provisional Application

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

 APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE

60/141,903 June 30, 1999  
U.S. Priority Claim

T hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims ofthis application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first
paragraphofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112, ] acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as definedin Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 1.56(a) which occurred between thefiling date of the prior application and the national or PCTinternational filing
date of this application:

 
 
 

 
 

FILING DATE STATUS(patented/pending/abandoned)

POWEROF ATTORNEY:

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecutethis application and transact all businessin the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687

_. Send Correspondenceto:
DovRosenfeld,
5507-College Avenue;‘Suite
Oakland, CA:.94618 8 fe2

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information andbeliefare believed
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledgethatwillful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code andthat such willful false statements may jeopardize the
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

 

Nameof First Inventor: Russell S, Dietz Citizenship: USA

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA__ 95120-2736

Post Office Address: Same

 

First Inventor’s Signature Date
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued)
Case No; «Case CaseNumbem

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Nameof Second Inventor: Joseph R, Maixner

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA 95003

Post Office Address: Same 

Inventor's Signature

Nameof Third Inventor: Andrew A. Koppenhaver

Residence: 10400 Kenmore Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030

Post Office Address: Same

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Fourth Inventor: William H. Bares

Residence: 9005 Glenalden Drive, Germantown, TN___ 38139

Post Office Address: Same

 

Inventor’s Signature

NameofFifth Inventor: Haig A. Sarkissian

Residence: 870] Mountain Top, San Antonio, Texas 78255

Post Office Address: Same

Hara, . Forth.
Inventor’ 
Nameof Sixth Inventor: James F. Torgerson

Residence: 227 157th Ave., NW, Andover, MN__ 55304

Post Office Address: Same

 

Inventor’s Signature

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

Sept Al 200°

Citizenship: USA

 

Date
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PATENT APPLICATION

“ DECEARATION-AND FO
RORPATENT’APPLICATIONS:

As a below namedinventor, I hereby declare that:

Myresidence/postoffice address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name;
I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor(if only one nameis listed below)oran original, first and joint inventor(if plural namesare
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for whicha patentis sought on the invention entitled:
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK

 

 

the specification of whichis attached hereto untess the following box is checked:
(X) wasfiled on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608237 or PCT International Application Number and

was amended on (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledgethe duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of ForeignPriority

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and havealso identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on whichpriority is claimed:

APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER35  
  

YES: NO:

YES: NO: : 
Provisional Application

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE

60/141,903 June 30, 1999

U.S. Priority Claim

I herebyclaim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below gnd, insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claimsofthis applicationis not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided bythefirst
paragraphofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112, 1] acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 1.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing
date ofthis application:

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE STATUS(patented/pending/abandoned

POWER OF ATTORNEY:

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transactall businessin the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

DovRosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687

   
  

  

   

Direct TelephoneCalls To:..
enfeld osenfeld, Reg. No, 38,687 -

_ $507 College Averiue, Suite 2:: oy ‘Tel: (510) 547 Sate
~~ Oakland, CA 94618 oe vO ee _

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true andthatall statements made on information andbelief are believed
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledgethat willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

 

Nameof First Inventor: Russell S. Dietz Citizenship: USA

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2736

Post Office Address: Same

First Inventor's Signature Date
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued)
Case No; «Case _CaseNumber»
Page 2 APP T- O01 -f

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Nameof Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA__ 95003

Post Office Address: Same

 

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Third Inventor: AndrewA. Koppenhaver

Residence: 10400 Kenmore Drive, Fairfax, VA___22030

Post Office Address: Same

 

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Fourth Inventor: William H. Bares
 

antown, TN 38139Residence: 9005 Glenalden Drive, Germ .

Post Office Address: Same

UEEEEEEEET

Inventor's Signature

Nameof Fifth Inventor: Haig A. Sarkissian

Residence: 8701 Mountain Top, San Antonio, Texas 78255

Post Office Address: Same

 

Inventor’s Signature

Nameof Sixth Inventor: James F. Torgerson

Residence: 227 157th Ave... NW, Andover, MN___55304

 
Inventor’s Signature

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

 

Date

Citizenship: USA

9/21/60
Date
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-1-1 Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

 
 
 
 

 

Applicant(s): Dietz,et al. Group Art Unit: 2155
Application No.: Examiner: Khanh Q. DINH
Filed:

Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK 
 

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is a preliminary amendmentprior to any Office Action.

Any amendmentsto thespecification begin on a new page immediately after these
introductory remarks.

Any amendmentsto the claims begin on a new page immediately after such amendments
to the specification,if any.

Any amendmentsto the drawings begin on a new page immediately after such
amendmentsto the claims, if any.

The Remarks/arguments begin on a new page immediately after such amendmentsto the
drawings, if any.

If there are drawing amendments, an Appendix including amended drawings is attached
following the Remarks/arguments.

 Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.10 
I herebycertify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the United States Postal Service as Express
Mail addressed to the Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.

Date: Oct bg, 20038 Signed:
I ve Name: D

  
   osenfeld, Reg. No. 38687  
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AMENDMENT(S) TO THE CLAIMS:

The following listing of claims will replace all prior versions,andlistings, of claims on the
application. All claims are set forth below with oneofthe following annotations.

e (Original): Claim filed with the application following the specification.

e (Currently amended): Claim being amended in the current amendmentpaper.

e (Cancelled): Claim cancelled or deleted from the application.

e (Withdrawn): Claim still in the application, but in a non-elected status.

e (New): Claim being added in the current amendmentpaper.

e (Previously presented): Claim not being currently amended, but which was
amended or was new in a previous amendmentpaper.

e (Not entered): Claim presented in a previous amendment, butnot entered or whose
entry status unknown. Noclaim text is shown.

1-10. (Cancelled).

11. (Original) A method of examining packets passing through a connection point on a
computer network, each packets conforming to one or more protocols, the method
comprising:

(a) receiving a packetfrom a packet acquisition device;

(b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operationson the packet to
create a parser record comprising a function of selected portions of the packet,

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for
previously encountered conversationalflows, the looking up using at least
someofthe selected packet portions and determining if the packetis of an
existing flow;

(d) if the packetis of an existing flow,classifying the packet as belonging to the
found existing flow; and

(e) if the packetis of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in
the flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to
be identified with the new flow-entry,

wherein the parsing/extraction operations depend on one or moreofthe protocols to
whichthe packet conforms.

12. (Original) A method according to claim 11, wherein each packet passing through’
the connection point is examined inreal time.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

 

(Original) A method according to claim 11, wherein classifying the packet as
belonging to the found existing flow includes updating the flow-entry of the existing
flow.

(Original) A method according to claim 13, wherein updating includes storing one
or morestatistical measures stored in the flow-entry ofthe existing flow.

(Original) A method accordingto claim 14, wherein the one or morestatistical
measures include measuresselected from the set consisting of the total packet count
for the flow,the time, andadifferential time from the last entered time to the present
time.

(Original) A method according to claim 11, wherein the function ofthe selected
portions of the packet forms a signature that includes the selected packet portions and
that can identify future packers, wherein the lookup operation usesthe signature and
wherein the identifying information stored in the new or updated flow-entry is a
signature for identifying future packets.

(Original) A method according to claim 11, wherein at least one of the protocols of
the packet uses source and destination addresses, and wherein the selected portions of
the packetinclude the source and destination addresses.

(Original) A methodaccording to claim 17, wherein the function ofthe selected
portions for packets of the same flow is consistent independentof the direction of the
packets.

(Original) A method according to claim 18, wherein the source and destination
addresses are placed in an order determined by the order of numerical valuesof the
addresses in the function ofselected portions.

(Original) A method according to claim 19, wherein the numerically lower address
is placed before the numerically higher address in the function of selected portions.

(Original) A method according to claim 11, wherein the looking up of the flow-
entry database uses a hash of the selected packet portions.

(Original) A methodaccordingto claim 11, wherein the parsing/extraction
operations are accordingto a database of parsing/extraction operationsthat includes
information describing how to determine a set of one or more protocol dependent
extraction operations from data in the packet that indicate a protocol used in the
packet.

(Original) A methodaccordingto claim 11, wherein step (d) includesif the packet
is of an existing flow, obtaining the last encounteredstate of the flow and performing
any state operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last
encountered state of the flow; and wherein step (¢) includes if the packet is of a new
flow, performing anystate operations required for the initial state of the new flow.
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24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

 

(Original) A method according to claim 23, wherein the state processing of each
received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application program of the
flow.

(Original) A method according to claim 23, wherein the state operations include
updating the flow-entry, including storing identifying information for future packets to
be identified with the flow-entry.

(Original) A method according to claim 25, wherein the state processing of each
received packetof a flow furthers the identifying of the application program of the
flow.

(Original) A method according to claim 23, wherein the state operationsinclude
searching the parser record for the existence of one or more reference strings.

(Original) A method according to claim 23, wherein the state operationsare carried
out by a programmable state processor according to a database of protocol dependent
state operations.

(Original) A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a connection
point on a computer network, each packets conforming to one or more protocols, the
monitor comprising:

(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured
to receive packets passing through the connection point;

(b) an input buffer memory coupled to and configured to accept a packet from
the packet acquisition device;

(c) a parser subsystem coupled to the input buffer memory and including a
slicer, the parsing subsystem configured to extract selected portions of the
accepted packet and to output a parser record containing the selected portions;

(d) a memory for storing a database comprising none or more flow-entries for
previously encountered conversational flows, each flow-entry identified by
identifying information stored in the flow-entry;

(e) a lookup engine coupled to the output of the parser subsystem and to the
flow-entry memory and configured to lookup whether the particular packet
whose parserrecord is output by the parser subsystem has a matching flow-
entry, the looking up using at least someofthe selected packet portions and
determiningif the packet is of an existing flow; and

(f) a flow insertion engine coupled to the flow-entry memory and to the lookup
engine and configured to create a flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the
flow-entry including identifying information for future packets to be identified
with the new flow-entry,
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30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

 

the lookup engine configured such thatif the packetis of an existing flow, the monitor
classifies the packet as belonging to the found existing flow; and if the packetis of a
new flow, the flow insertion engine stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the
flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to be
identified with the new flow-entry,

wherein the operation of the parser subsystem depends on one or more of the protocols
to which the packet conforms.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 29, wherein each packet passing through
the connection pointis accepted by the packet buffer memory and examined by the
monitor in real time.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 29, wherein the lookup engine updates the
flow-entry of an existing flow in the case that the lookup is successful.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 29, further including a mechanism for
building a hash from the selected portions, wherein the hash is included in the input
for a particular packet to the lookup.engine, and wherein the hash is used by the
lookup engine to search the flow-entry database.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 29, further including a memory containing
a database of parsing/extraction operations, the parsing/extraction database memory
coupled to the parser subsystem, wherein the parsing/extraction operations are
according to one or more parsing/extraction operations looked up from the
parsing/extraction database.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 33, wherein the database of
parsing/extraction operations includes information describing how to determine a set
of one or more protocol dependent extraction operations from data in the packet that
indicate a protocolusedin the packet.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 29, further including a flow-key-buffer
(UFKB) coupled to the output of the parser subsystem andto the lookup engine and to
the flow insertion engine, wherein the output of the parser monitor is coupled to the
lookup engine via the UFKB, and whereinthe flow insertion engineis coupled to the
lookup engine via the UFKB.

(Original) A methodaccording to claim 29, further including a state processor
coupled to the lookup engine and to the flow-entry-database memory, and configured
to perform any state operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last
encountered state of the flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow, and
to perform any state operations required for the initial state of the new flow in the case
that the packet is from an existing flow.

(Original) A methodaccording to claim 29, wherein the set of possible state
operations that the state processor is configured to perform includes searching for one
or more patterns in the packet portions.
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38. (Original) A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the state processor is
programmable, the monitor further includinga state patterns/operations memory
coupled to the state processor, the state operations memory configured to store a
database of protocol dependentstate patterns/operations.

39. (Original) A monitor according to claim 35, further including a state processor
coupled to the UFKB andto the flow-entry-database memory, and configured to
perform anystate operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last
encounteredstate of the flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow, and
to perform any state operations required forthe initial state of the new flow in the case
that the packetis from an existing flow.

40. (Original) A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the state operations include
updating the flow-entry, including identifying information for future packets to be
identified with the flow-entry.

41. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 29, further comprising:

a compiler processor coupledto the parsing/extraction operations memory,
the compiler processor configured to run a compilation processthat includes:

receiving commandsin a high-level protocol description language
that describe the protocols that may be used in packets encountered by
the monitor and any children protocols thereof, and

translating the protocol description language commandsinto a
plurality of parsing/extraction operationsthat are initialized into the
parsing/extraction operations memory.

42. (Original) A packet monitor accordingto claim 38, further comprising:

a compiler processor coupled to the parsing/extraction operations memory,
the compiler processor configured to run a compilation process that includes:

receiving commandsin a high-level protocol description language
that describe a correspondence between a set of one or more application
programsandthe state transition patterns/operationsthat occur as a
result of particular conversational flow-sequencesassociated with an
application programs, and

translating the protocol description language commandsinto a
plurality of state patterns and state operationsthat are initialized into
the state patterns/operations memory.

43. (Original) A packet monitor accordingto claim 29, further comprising:

a cache subsystem coupled to and betweenthe lookup engine and the flow-entry
database memory providing for fast access ofa set of likely-to-be-accessed flow-
entries from the flow-entry database.
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44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

(Original) A packet monitor according to claim 43, wherein the cache subsystem is
an associative cache subsystem including one or more content addressable memory
cells (CAMs).

(Original) A packet monitor according to claim 44, wherein the cache subsystem iS
also a least-recently-used cache memory such that a cache miss updatesthe least
recently used cacheentry.

(Original) A packet monitor according to claim 29, wherein each flow-entry stores
one or morestatistical measures aboutthe flow, the monitor further comprising

a calculator for updatingat least one of the statistical measures in the flow-entry of
the accepted packet.

(Original) A packet monitor according to claim 46, wherein the one or more
statistical measures include measuresselected from the set consisting of the total
packet countfor the flow, the time, and a differential time from thelast entered time to
the present time.

(Original) A packet monitor according to claim 46, further includinga statistical
processor configured to determine one or more network usage metricsrelated to the
flow from one or moreofthe statistical measures in a flow-entry.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 29, wherein:

flow-entry-database is organized into a plurality of bins that each contain N-number
of flow-entries, and wherein said binsare accessedvia a hash data value created by a
parser subsystem basedonthe selected packet portions, wherein N is one or more.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 49, wherein the hash data value is used to
spread a plurality of flow-entries across the flow-entry-database and allowsfast lookup
of a flow-entry and shallower buckets.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the state processor analyzes
both new and existing flows in orderto classify them by application and proceeds
from state-to-state based on a set of predefinedrules.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 29, wherein the lookup enginebegins
processing as soon asa parser record arrives from the parser subsystem.

(Original) A monitor according to claim 36, wherein the lookup engine provides for
flow state entry checking to see if a flow key should besentto the state processor, and
that outputs a protocolidentifier for the flow.

(Original) A method of examining packets passing through a connection point on a
computer network, the method comprising:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device,
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55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

(b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operations on the packet
according to a database of parsing/extraction operations to create a parser
record comprising a function of selected portions of the packet, the database of
parsing/extraction operations including information on how to determinea set
of one or more protocol dependentextraction operations from data in the
packetthat indicate a protocolis used in the packet;

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for
previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up usingat least
some ofthe selected packet portions, and determiningif the packet is of an
existing flow;

(d) if the packetis of an existing flow, obtaining the last encountered state of
the flow and performing anystate operations specified for the state of the flow
starting from the last encounteredstate of the flow; and

(e) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any analysis required for the
initial state of the new flow andstoring a new flow-entry for the new flow in
the flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to
be identified with the new flow-entry.

(Original) A method according to claim 54, wherein one ofthe state operations
specified for at least one of the states includes updating the flow-entry, including
identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry.

(Original) A method according to claim 54, wherein one of the state operations
specified for at least one of the states includes searching the contents of the packet for
at least one referencestring.

(Original) A method according to claim 55, wherein one ofthe state operations
specified for at least one of the states includes creating a new flow-entry for future
packets to be identified with the flow, the new flow-entry including identifying
information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry.

(Original) A method according to claim 54, further comprising forming a signature
from the selected packet portions, wherein the lookup operation uses the signature and
wherein the identifying information stored in the new or updated flow-entry is a
signature for identifying future packets.

(Original) A method according to claim 54, wherein the state operations are
according to a database of protocol dependentstate operations.
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REMARKS

This is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application 09/608237. Claims 1-59 are the claims as
filed. Claims 1-10 are the allowed claims of the parent Application No. 09/608237, and are
being cancelled by this preliminary amendment. Claims 11-59 remain the claims of record
after this amendment. Examination thereof is respectfully requested.

If the Examiner has any questions or comments that would advance the prosecution and
allowanceofthis application, an email message to the undersigned at dov@inventek.com,
or a telephonecall to the undersigned at +1-510-547-3378 is requested.

Respectfully Submitted,

Ocr (3 2002 A A ee
Date Dov Ros€nféld, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. +1-510-547-3378

Fax: +1-510-291-2985

Email:dov @inventek.com.
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Title: Advanced Methods for Storage and Retrieval in Image Databases

Prototype ‘Lead: Dr. Cris Koutsougeras, (504)862-3369, ck@eecs. tulane. edu

Proposed Funding Source: ESDIS Prototyping

Type: Prototype

Category: Engineering

Primary Purpose: Technology Evolution

Key Requirements Addressed: IMS-0150, IMS-0160, and IMS-190

Key Risks Addressed: 089 and 105

Results Need Date: N/A

Objective

Wewill continue to develop image/granule analysis and retrieval methods based on queries over metadata descriptions of the images. We will be
working closely with membersof the MODISscience team and, for development and testing purposes,will base our research on MODISproducts.
In particular, we will use a land surface Level 3 product (MOD13 including NDVI) and an atmospheric product. The atmospheric productis likely
to be the Level 2 Cloud Product (MOD06)but discussionsare still underway with MODISparticipants about this and about a possible oceanic
product as well. The prototype that currently exists at Tulane University will be extended to include these products. The principle on which the
Tulane prototype is based is that an abstraction of an image/granule in the form of metadata is immediately accessible, not the image/granuleitself.
Queries by researchers are performed over the metadata. Selected images/granules are then transmitted to the researcher on a delayed basis.
Extending the prototype using these diverse MODIS products will enable us to not only directly benefit the MODIS science team but also to
develop methodsthatwill assist DAAC users in general.

On a broader front, we will be addressing the issue of a uniform interface for heterogeneous data (Level 3 requirement IMS-0150), providing
different levels of user interaction support (IMS-0160), and investigating how to save knowledge between metadata searches (IMS-0190). The
effort will be a step toward defining precisely the set of user services needed (Risk 089) and reducingthe likelihood that significant data will be
overlooked dueto the large volumes of data managed by EOSDIS (Risk 105).

Approach

A prototype has been implemented as an end-to-end,client-server testbed (Fig. 1). This testbed, provides a close analog to the ECS Science Data
Processing Segment (SDPS) subsystems. The prototype hasatits core the ObjectStore database and most of the current contents are based on the
NDVIproduct. The interface is interactive and web-based. Queries are performed over simple, atomic data as well as somestructured data,e.g.,
image histograms. A set of metadata has been defined but is subject through this study to modification as we concentrate on new products and
interact with the MODISscience team.
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HTTP Server

Dataset 1 Dataset 2 ~ trainingsets

Fig. 1: Architecture of the Tulane EOS Query Prototype

Architecture of Present System. Because ObjectStore is an object-oriented database, the schema is discussed in terms of the object-oriented
concepts of classes, data members, and methods. It is importantto distinguish between geodata and metadata. Geodata, sometimes called granule
level metadata, deals with the context of the image and includes information such as: date, flight, time, perspective (angle), instrument, latitude,
data format, longitude, and mission.

Metadata deals with the contentof the image andincludes such thingsas the meanirradiance, cloud cover percentage, and texture measures.

The Database Classes. There are two classes employed -- image andtile. An object of class image contains an image andthe geodata associated
with it. An object of class tile contains the descriptive metadata and the identities of the image/subimage to which the objectpertains. "Tile" is the
word weuse to designate the statistics associated with any one member ofthe quad tree frames of an image. Thetile objects are collected into a
container set called tileS and the image objects are collected into a container set called ImageS. Images are stored in the database strictly for
developmentpurposes. In a deployable system, the images would be stored on another media in a data warehouse.

Fig. 2 depicts the relationship among the objects and their container sets. There is a many-to-one relationship betweenthetile objects and image
objects. Eachtile object contains the metadatafor a portion of the image. Eachtile object is stored separate from the image object to whichit refers.
This permits (1) uniform querying of metadata at the image and subimage levels (2) changing the tiling protocol or philosophy without having to
change the database implementation.

ObjcctStore

 
Co) wae Opjece

CX) Inmmage Object
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Fig. 2: Relationship Among Objects
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Table 1 shows several of the two dozen metadata members of a tile object in the prototype implementation. The first three members, TilelD,
Imageld, and Channel, identify the tile and correlate it to an image object. The remaining data members are metadata values over which queries are
performed.

Table 1: Tile Object Data Members 

    
 

     

  

| Metadata | Data Type | Description

Tileld String Tile identity as described in |

1earerenter

Imageld | Integer | Image of which tile is al
} ; subimage

| Channel i Integer Instrument band number
i  PixMean Spatial mean ofall pixels =  
 PixStdDev  
 

Standard deviation ofpixel
; values

 
 

 
 

 

Pixel value modestatistic

| Integer | Minimum pixel value

  
: Integer Maximum pixel value 

 | Numberof pixels in each
histogram

| Integer[264]

 
; The fraction ofthe tile having

cloud
nwoeS

 
NullPixels Real | The fraction of pixels having

null

  
values
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| | |

| FourPhase Real{20)[20) The phase angles of the
i : | Fourier

 | transform  
 

i

FourAmp i Real[20][20]|The amplitude of the Fourier

| transform

   
| Real(20]{20} Wavelet (Haar) coefficients
 

Slope Real Fractal dimension
ii

 
Amplitude Real{20]witmenansiamennsteinJcenstnenersmntenn

Sample Queries for the Proposed System. The purpose of metadata collection is to make accessible to the Earth science community the granules
collected daily. To profile by example the kinds of uses that an EOS DAAC must be responsive to, we present two typical query scenarios.

Scenario 1 User Goal: Find areas experiencing recent and ongoing deforestation

Approach Using the MODIS NDVI 100km by 100km,look for both "high" standard deviation and “high” roughness. Omittiles
having a high percentageof cloudiness.

Discussion Thetiles having the above characteristics are likely the ones representing the boundaries of the forest.

Scenario 2 User Goal: Study lee-wave cloud formation — clouds having a distinctive linear cloud pattern.

Approach Find (using any means)aset oftiles having the desired pattern and anotherset lacking it within the cloud product (MOD06).
Cluster the training set using the Fourier signatures to define the texture of the desired tiles. Use the query system to search for images
having a similar texture.

Discussion This is an example of an "advanced client" query. The researcher must put moreeffort into the initial search. Afterwards, the
work can be reused by the researcher as well as by others.

Relationship of the Proposed Research to the Present Tulane Prototype. Presently, a researcher must be familiar with the nature of the
metadata and their potential applications. This is because the researcher has to be able to express what (s)he is searching for and express the search
requirements in terms of the metadata. The prototype web site performs simple queries over single-valued metadata variables such as

Retrieve images and subimages having a standard deviation ofintensity less than x .

Onstructured data such as histograms, somewhat more advanced queries are possible such as submitting an exemplar histogram andretrieving the
images/subimagesthat have similar histograms.

The next step is putting in place an interface that assists this translation in accordance with the spirit of Level 3 requirement IMS-0160. Although
one could envision this interface as being so sophisticated that it is able to translate a sort of natural language query into a query involving the
groundprocedures, classes, and metadata ofthe database,it would first be necessary to establish the concept at a more modestscale.

Evaluation Method/Criteria

Wewill work in conjunction with MODIS science team members. These members will have remote access to the website and will be able to
provide specific requirements and provide feedback based on hands-on experience with the prototype.

Potential Impact

Theprototype will address three significant IMS level 3 requirements: (1) uniform user interfaces, (2) interaction methodsfor different researchers
with different skill levels, and (3) saving search knowledge between query sessions by researchers. It will address two key risks: (1) lack of
well-defined user services and (2) overlooking significant information due to the volume of data managed. Additionally, there is a short-term impact
that should not be overlooked.It will be of direct and immediate benefit to the MODIS science team members.

Milestones and Deliverables

Scope of Work. Using the current prototype as a basis, Tulane University will extend the system by emphasizing two (and possibly three)
MODISLevel 2 and 3 products. The extensions include providing query support that requires different skill levels of researchers using the
system, saving search knowledge between query sessions, and developing better approaches to characterizing the information at the
subimage/subgranule level. The prototype made available to MODIS science team members may entail revising the metadata as now
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defined based on their feedback.

The duration of the work outlined in this SOW is 12 months.

Summary of Tasks. The efforts during this period of performancewill target further refinements to the existing work. More specifically,
we target the issues of efficient storage (space problem) andefficient retrieval. We can build on the framework that has been created
refine it, and makeit more userfriendly.

?

Further development of the prototype will follow two directions: (1) Development of methods that use the available storage space more
effectively (see Tasks 2 and 3); (2) Developmentof interface mechanisms that allow greater query flexibility for researchers having more
expertise in data management(see Tasks 4 and5).

Task 1: Project Management. Provide monthly progress reports to the Project Manager and Technical Lead. These 1-2 page reports will
summarize the previous month's progress, plans for the upcoming month, and any identified issues or impediments to progress. These
reports will also provide estimated dollar and labor contract expenditures for that month.

Task 2: Image Decomposition. Decomposition by quad tree, as described in the Approach section, is often preferred by scientists using
land products. Frequently the phenomenon sought by suchscientists is not distributed across the entire image. Almost always,it is
contained in a subimage andthecriteria used to find it will often be masked by the image as a whole. Thatis why the present prototype
computes the metadata overeachtile in a quad tree.

Yet, the quad tree has drawbacks. Atmospheric and oceanic scientists sometimes prefer other forms of decomposition. In a quad tree, the
chief object in an image, say, a hurricane, is may be partitioned among different tiles. Clearly metadata particular to the storm will be
washedout by the background that surrounds the parts. Other decomposition methods require the use of criteria based on image content.
This might be pixel values or texture. However, decomposing the image into "blobs" that represent areas of uniformity is a plausible
approach.Blobsfall short of complete image segmentation by region in that they need not fully partition the image and mayoverlap. They
constitute an augmentation of the quad tree decomposition, not a replacement for it. Metadata should be computed for each blob in
addition to each quadtreetile. A blob will more likely contain a coherentobjectin its entirety.

Toillustrate, examineFig. 3. Usingellipses as the basic geometry ofa blob, the significant features on an imageareenclosed. Shapes other
than ellipses will be investigated. With respect to the database schema, minimal changes are necessary. A blob description will just become
an additionaltile in the illustration of Fig. 2. The metadata for a blobis the sameas that fora tile.

Task 3: Data Space Conservation. Data concerning terabytes of mages must be immediately accessible. To conserve space, we will
investigate ways to discover parts of images(partial images) that reoccur and thus can be seen as building blocks. These can be helpfulin
composing an image (or many images) but metadata descriptors of each of these components needto be stored only once. As a simplistic
example, consider an image that contains large bodies of water over which there is a uniform distribution of pixel values. If these areas
were represented as repetitions of a single tile, we would only need to store a detailed (sub)image description of this tile and then describe
the large bodies of water as a (structured) collection of pointers to it, thus saving substantially in the space required to store the image
metadata.

na a
whrm
Leo dLRSLCS
iePee

eer ea)
a a

 
Fig. 3: Blob Decomposition of an Image

There are a couple of different possibilities for discovering building blocks. First, we can try to identify reoccurring tiles within an image.
Second, we can try to discovertiles that are useful in many images. The process of discovery must be automated and run at ingest time.
This problem has properties similar those of binpacking and thus an optimalsolution will not be easy to find. However, evolutionary
algorithm techniques are promising and may provide good practical solutions Theissues to be addressedin this task are: (1) determining
the geometry of the tiles, (2) tradeoffs in space savings in conjunction with the geometry of thetiles (this relates to the frequency of
reoccurrence), and (3) evolutionary algorithm techniques for optimal decompositions.
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Task 4; Advanced and Reconstructive Metadata. During the year just past, we examined and chose metadata that are statistically
significant, that have high information content, and that researchers are already familiar with. We did not (and were not required to)
incorporate mechanismsfor using the more highly structured metadata (such as texture and transform coefficients) into queries. We did
go beyond the requirements of the previous grant and develop means of using histogram information within queries.

In the coming year we will develop query mechanisms to complement all the metadata. Additionally, because we have defined and are
collecting metadata from which the image can be reconstructed at reduced resolution, we will develop mechanisms by which the
researcher can define her/his personal metadata andcollect it from any set of images defined via less advanced queries, For example,
consider the Fourier coefficients. They require much storage but contain much information. A researcher might reconstruct the image or
tiles from an image using the Fourier coefficients then compute the eigenvalues of the pixel autocorrelation matrix. This is the sort of
query for which wecan provide the basic structure throughthis task.

Task 5: Query Reuse. The result of a query is a set of imageandtile id’s. The simplest approach to query reuse (and the one wewill start
with) is to associate with various sets a "cluster condition," a Boolean statement which each memberofthe set satisfies. This leads to the
ability to reuse a set when the condition reoccurs. Next we will elaborate this in the form of an inverted file for which the keyis a tile id
from which the completeset of cluster conditions (seen thus far) satisfied by that tile can be accessed. This will achieve a powerful query
reuse capability.

Deliverables. NASAwill have the right to examine the software at any time. Provision to FTP software to NASA will be made on an
informalbasis. Three additional deliverables are proposed.

Item A: Decomposition approach presented as written document. This documentwill define the approaches used for decomposition
(other than the quad tree) and the reasons for which one wasselected. The issues of feasibility of performing the method upon
ingest will be described together with experiences using the method.This is the culmination of Task 2.

Item B: Operational end-to-end WWW-based prototype allowing direct query of fixed (statistical) metadata, utilization of
advanced queries that incorporate structured metadata, and allow a researcher to utilize reconstructive metadata (e.g., Fourier
coefficients) to define her/his personal metadata.

Item C: Final report summarizing "lessons learned," focusing primarily on the architecture of the prototype, the design of the
components that constitute the query interface, and changes that would be appropriate if another database product wereutilized as
the core of the system.

Bearin mindthat in additionalto the deliverables, the MODISscience team will be able to gain direct benefit from the project beginning
in late September and continuing throughoutthe prescribed period of performance.

6 of 6 11/6/2003 11:25 AM
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Abstract — In this paper, an experimentalsetup is pre-
sented, to measure bit error patterns over a DECT
indoor radio channel. A prefixed bit sequence has
been exchanged on the air between a mobile and a
fixed part, using a DECT modem. DECTinterfer-
ers were active in the environment during the exper-
iments. Error patterns have been obtained from re-
ceived sequences, aligning and comparing them with

’ the transmitted ones. They have been stored in real
time on a mass memory, by means of a data acqui-
sition board, built for this purpose. Someresults
are shown, inherent to the Packet Error Distribution

(PED) and to the burst and interburst length distri-
butions, obtained from the acquired database. Finite
State Markov Channel models have been determined,

using measurement conditions, to reproduce and ver-
ify empiric results.

1 Introduction

Wireless communications are experiencing a consid-
erable growth, due to their flexibility. The quick in-
crease of the subscriber numberrequires to reconsider
system architecture, in order to adaptit to the prop-
agation environment, as carefully as possible, and,
consequently, to obtain capacity gain. Given that ur-
ban and indoor wireless communications are the most

requested from users, Cordless Telecommunication
(CT) systems are being perfectioned, becausethey al-
low better coverage and capacity, with lower power
expense, thantraditional cellular systems. Among Eu-
ropean standards, DECTis the most modern digital
standard, providing a broad rangeofservices.

Being the mobile propagation channel (with inter-

“This work has beenpartially supported by MURST“ex-quota
40%”, Italy.

ference) the main reason of degradation of the trans-
mitted signal, it may be useful to evaluate the channel

correlation properties, to increase system capacity by
taking into account channel memory [1]. In fact, the
traditional techniques of coding and interleaving de-
stroy error correlation at the receiver, but do limit sys-
tem capacity. It is useful, then, to study the correla-
tion properties of bit error sequences and to find mod-
els reproducing their behavior. Generally, bit error
streams on a wireless channel are obtained, through
simulation or as post-processing of experimental ana-
log measurements [2, 3, 4].

In this paper, an experimental setup is presented,
to measure andstore bit error patterns over a DECT
indoor radio channel. Measurements have been per-
formed, building a database of bit error sequences
in an indoor environment. The packet error distri-
bution (PED) and the burst/interburst length distribu-
tions have been obtained from some streams of the

database and compared with the distribution obtained
from a Finite State Markov Channel model, proposed
in [5] and whose parameters are estimated from mea-
surementconditions.

The measurementsetup is described in Section 2,
while measurement executionis outlined in Section 3.

Results about PED and burst/interburst length distri-
butions are discussed in Section 4 and5, respectively,
while some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Measurement Setup

The measurements have been performed, using as
transmitter and as receiver, two radio communication

testers for DECT systems (CMD60, manufactured by
R&S), respectively. The scheme of measurementap-
paratus is displayed in Figure 1. A continuous TTL
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Figure 2: Schemeofthe data acquisition board.

binary sequence, having DECTbit rate (1.152 Mb/s),
is generated and supplied to thefirst tester, where it
modulates a DECTcarrier at 1897.344 MHzin the

DECT GMSKformat (BT = 0.5). This signal is am-
plified by 40 dB, transmitted over a 80 m coaxial cable
(attenuation 29 dB) to the mobile end, whereit is am-

plified again, by 30 dB, before being fed to a discone
transmitting antenna.

The receiving part is made by another discone an-
tenna, similar to previous, connected by a 5 m coax-
ial cable to a 20 dB low noise amplifier, that supplies
the signal to the second tester, where the received bi-
nary sequenceis obtained by a frequency discrimina-
tor. This sequenceis aligned with the transmitted se-
quence, used as reference, because the delay of the
measurementchain is about one andahalfbit.

The comparison between transmitted and received
sequenceandthe storage of the error sequenceinside
a PC Pentium 133 MHz are made, using a dedicated
acquisition digital board, controlled via software us-
ing the interrupt management. The sampling and de-

 
cision circuitry of the received signal are also on the
board. It is composed by the blocks showed in Fig-
ure 2. The demodulated sequence (DEMOD OUT),
having a Gaussianbit shape, is sampled and converted
to TTL levels, to be compared with the reference se-
quence (DATA REF). The high rate of the data re-
quires a parallel acquisition: shift registers, suitably
joined to the serial data line, are used. The paral-
lelized data are stored inside buffers, to be available

on the ISA System Bus, carrying them to the PC. The
controlcircuitry is for address and interrupt manage-
ment.

3 Measurement Execution

The measurements have been executed in the labora-

tory and office wing of a PCS factory, near Trieste.
The plan can be found in [6]. The basic structure of
the floor is given by a very long hallway, terminated
by a large laboratory and interrupted by metal fire-cut
doors. Along the hallway, several medium sized room
(in mean 5 x 5 m)andstairs are displaced. The fur-
nishing is typical of offices and laboratories, with sev-
eral metal cabinets and work benches. Furtherdetails

are given in [6,7].

The experiments have been carried on after office
time, so that very few people was in the environ-
ment andstationarity can be assumed. On the other
side, several DECT terminals were active and it has

been observed that interference is the main reason of

error during measurement execution. The receiving
antenna is fixed on a 2.10 m dielectric pole, while
the transmitting one is moving and kept at a 1.90 m
height. The mobile antenna has been continuously
displaced along straight and circular paths. Straight
paths have a minimum length of 7 m (in the rooms)
and a maximum length of 35 m (in the main hallway).
The antenna washeld on a vertical pole mounted on a
trolley and moved by a person, with speed ~ 0.4 m/s.
Circular paths have a ray of 1.5 m. The antennais held
on a horizontal arm, mounted on a vertical pole rotat-
ing around its axis by means of an electromagnetic
engine. The angular speed impressed by the engine
is 27 rad/min, corresponding to an antennaperipheric
speed of 0.16 m/s.

Three positions of the receiving antenna have been
chosen, two in roomsalong the hallway and onein the
lab terminating the hallway. The paths of the trans-
mitter has been chosen, trying to cover many rooms
of the floor. The measurement along every path has
been carried on with transmitter constant power. The
experiment at any path has been repeated varying the
signal power at modulator output amongthe values -
15, -25 and -35 dBm,respectively (about 40 dB have
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Figure 3: Packet Error Distribution P(n, m) withn = 64.
Solid line: Measure; Dashed Line: Theory.

to be added to these values to obtain radiated power).
The final database contains 32 error streams obtained

from straight paths and 33 error streams obtained from
circular paths.

4 PED Evaluation

The database has been pre-processed to transform the
bit error sequences in gap sequences, accordingto def-
initions in [8].

The first quantity evaluated from experimental data
is Packet Error Distribution (PED). PED P(n,m)is
defined as the probability that a data block, made by
n bits, contains n errors and is connected to Packet

Error Rate PER by the equation:

n t

PER= > P(n,m)=1- $5 P(n,m), (1)
m=t+1 m=0

being ¢ the numberoferrors in the block, that can be
corrected.

Signal fading rate is very low: fpT, = 8.7- 107",
for circular paths, and fpT, = 2.2 - 10-6, for linear
paths, where T, = 868 nsis bit duration, fp = 4
is channel Doppler spread, v is mobile speed and

= 15.7 cm is the wavelength. However,errors are
caused mainly byinterference, originating from few
base stations, transmitting signaling packets (96 bit
long) in every slot (Z; = 417s). To represent the
instant signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), it seemsrea-
sonable to use the Finite State Markov Channel model

(FSMC), proposedin [5], with fading rate fpT;. This
means assuming that interference has approximately
the sameeffect of fading with f, = fox. The model
considers Rayleigh fading, quantized on L levels, by
meansof Z—1 thresholds(referred to SIR [Section 3])
{Ax}}21. L fading states {S,}{29 are obtained, so

 
10 I

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
m

Figure 4: Packet Error Distribution P(n,m) with n =
256. Solid line: Measure; Dashed Line: Theory.

that {S, : SIR € [A, Agsi) }ezg- where Ay = 0 and
Ar = +00.

The FSMC model is completely characterized by

the transition matrix T = {tye}ipo and by the
crossover probabilities e = {e,}/24 (wheree; is the
average error probability over the Binary Symmetric
Channel, corresponding to the SIR in the state S;,).
The transition probabilities are given by:

N,

tkyk+1 x On k= 0,...,L—- 2, (2a)
Re
N

tek —Gy, -k=1,...,L—-1,  Qb)
Ri

tig %0, Wig: lig] >1, (2c)

the =1— >> tay, (2d)
lAk

k

where Ri _ Fe, Ny = 2kfipexp (4),
o@ is the average SIR, pp = exp (4) -
exp (-41) ,&k =0,...,L—1 are the steadystate
probabilities for each state S,. The crossover proba-
bilities for an incoherently demodulated 2-FSK, well
approximating GMSK,are given by:

“= arate(5+3)|
1

cola (ef. 0
k=0,...,L—1.

PED has been evaluated from this model with theal-

gorithm, described in [8, 3].
Figs. 3 and 4 compare measured PED with PED

obtained from FSMC model, for a particular circu-
lar path measurement, with -15 dBm powerlevel at
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Figure 5: Burst length distribution. ——: Measure; ----:
First order model at bit level; - - -: First order model at
blocklevel.

modulator (SR1). In the former, packet length n is 64,
while in the secondit is 256. The meanbit errorrate is

P, = 1.46 - 10-2,so that an average SIR 9 = 18.2 dB
is estimated from P, = Tho [9]. Continuousline rep-
resents PED obtained from data, while dashed line

represents PED obtained from FSMC model, evalu-

ated using eqns.(2) and (3). The model has 12 quan-
tization levels, using as thresholds {A, = 9 — 2(11 —
i) HL, aB.

It can be noticed that FSMC modelfollows wellex-

perimentalresults in Figure 3, while it shows some de-
parture in Figure 4. Furthermore, it has been checked
that PED behavioris quite insensitive to the value of
foT (if fpT < 107%). It can be noticed that the
effect of interference on PED is well represented by
the FSMC model, defined by eqns. (2) and (3), used
in presence of fading with AWGN [3]. This means
that the effect of interference, also when interferers

are temporally deterministic and in small number, can

be considered Gaussian. The major departure of the-
ory from measurement in Figure 4 puts on evidence
the limits of the approximation.

5 Burst Distribution

The error stream has been also analyzed, considering
the burst and interburst length distribution. A burst
is defined as a groupofbit, starting and ending with
a wrong bit, such that the maximum separation be-
tween any couple of wrongbits is never higher than a
fixed number Ng (guard interval) [10]. In this work,
itis Ng = 100. The group of bits between two con-
secutive bursts is an interburst. Figs. 5 and 6 show
with solid line the distribution of burst and interburst

length, respectively, obtained from the same experi-
mental data, used in Section 4. Inside each figure,
the dash-dotted line represents the behavior obtained

Printerburstlength<nJ} 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000n[bits]

Figure 6: Interburst length distribution. ——: Measure;
----: First order modelatbit level; - - -: First order modelat
blocklevel.

from the FSMC,therein described. The burst and in-

terburst length distributions are approximated by the
residence time distribution in the state set S;—Sg and
Sio~-S12, considered as error and no-error states at

bit level, respectively. The evaluation method is de-
scribed in [11].

The dashedline represents the results obtained from
a first order Markov modelat block level, discussed in

the following. Let n = 64 be the block length. Let G
and B be the events of correct block (without errors)
and of wrong block (containing wrongbits), respec-
tively. Let a two-state FSMC modelat the bit level

be obtained, quantizing SIR with respect to a thresh-
old F, to represent the processat bit level. A typical
value, also used here, is F = g—4 (dB). Equations(2)
give its transition matrix:

Pob Po[5it Pob Pog ’

andits stationary distribution ppit = [py pg], where g
and 6 are the no-error anderror statesat the bit level,
respectively. .

A first order Markov chain describing the G-B pro-
cess can be built from Tpit, Pit and its transition ma-
trix is given by:

Tlock = .

Pgp=1—Pgq Pg = Pg (Pgg)""!
Pep =1-Peq Pea = (Pgg)”

where Peg ~ P(bmai = 0,..-,0mtn = Olbm =
1)pp + P(bm+i = 0,...,0min = Olbm = 0)p, and
Poo ~ Plbmi1 = 0,..-,8min = Olbm = 0) (given
n> 1).

The burst and interburst length distributions are ob-
tained from this model, as residence time in the B and

G state, respectively.
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The second model showsa closer resemblance with

the experimental results, because the state definition
matches better the burst and interburst definitions.

Therefore, from the burst/interburst distribution point
of view, the channel with interference is well repre-
sented even by an on-off Markov model, where the

‘on’ condition corresponds to SIR being aboveasuit-
able threshold F. Moreover, the first model exhibits

larger deviation in the burst length case, because the
approximation of a burst, as a sequence oftotally
wrongbits, is an oversimplification.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a measurement system has been de-
scribed, for the acquisition of bit error streams on a
DECTdigital channel. A database of error patterns
has been obtained in a laboratory and office environ-
ment, considering also the effect of some DECTin-
terferers thereby placed. Some processing has been
made onit, consisting in evaluation of Packet Er-
ror Distribution (PED) and of burst and interburst

length distributions. The experimental results for PED
match with the ones given by a FSMC model, typ-
ically adopted for fading channel with AWGN.This
puts on evidencethat the interference effect can be as-

sumed Gaussian. Burst/interburst length distributions
are correctly modeled even by a simple on-off model.
Though, some deviations between models and exper-
imental results have been also observed, due to the
deterministic features of interference.

Future work will consist in examining more com-
plex models, that are capable of giving more accurate
results and that can be applied to further character-
izing features of the channel, as the gap distribution.
The aim is to find a class of models, capable to give
a unitary description of digital wireless channel be-
havior, both at the bit level and at the packet level,
so that parameters useful to system project are readily
obtained from it.
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terminal user to automatically surf valuable Web
pages without any specified
setting.

SOLUTION: An access monitor unit 25 of a gateway

system 80 detects the URL
for Webs a user frequently accesses and manages the
URL with a URL management
table 30. A surfing unit 40 of the gateway system
automatically surfs the Webs
having the URL and stores the Web data in a cache
server 50. The gateway
system generate a management table that includes
not only the frequency of the
accesses but also data for the elapsed time from
the most recent accessed time

to the present time and can automatically surf a
Web site being judged as the
high priority site based on the management table.
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GTrace — A Graphical Traceroute Tool
Ram Periakaruppan,Evi Nemeth
University of Colorado at Boulder

Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA)
{ramanath, evi }@cs.colorado.edu

Abstract

Traceroute [Jacobson88], originally
-written by Van Jacobson in 1988, has become a
classic tool for determining the routes that
packets take from a source host to a destination
host. It does not provide any information

_ regarding the physical location of each node
along the route, which makes it difficult to
effectively identify geographically circuitous
unicast routing. Indeed, there are examples of
paths between hosts just a few miles apart that
cross the entire United States and back,
phenomena not immediately evident from the
textual output of traceroute. While such path
information may not be of much interest to many
end users, it can provide valuable insight to
system administrators, network engineers,
operators and analysts. We present a tool that
depicts geographically the IP jpath information
that traceroute provides, drawing the nodes on a |
world map according to their latitude/longitude
coordinates. //,f/

,
f

1. Introduction f

Today's ‘internet has evolved into a
large and complex aggregation of network
hardware scattered across the globe, with
resources accessed transparently with respect to
their location, be it in the next room or on
another continent. As the Internet becomes
increasingly commercialized among many
different corporate administrative entities, it is
more difficult to ascertain the geographical
routes that packets actually travel across the
network. Knowledge of these geographical paths
can provide useful insight to system
administrators, network engineers, operators and
analysts.

It is challenging to obtain the location
for a given node of a path since there is no
existing database that accurately maps hostnames

or IP addresses to physical locations. Although
RFC 1876 [RFC1876] defined a DNS resource
record to carry such location information (the
LOC record) for hosts, networks and subnets,
very few sites maintain LOC records. Hence
there is no straightforward way to determine the
physical location of hosts.

GTrace is a graphical front end to
traceroute that uses a number of heuristics to
determinethe location of a node. Often the name
of a node in the path contains geographical
information such as a city name/abbreviation or
airport code. GTrace operates on the assumption
that these codes and names indicate the physical
location of the node. The locations obtained are
connected together on a world map to show the
geographical path that packets take from the
source to destination host. GTrace also tries to
verify the validity of each location obtained,
eliminating ones that are incorrect.

The following sections review the
traceroute tool and describe the design and
implementation of GTrace. We also show
example output from GTrace.

2. Traceroute

Traceroute is a tool that discovers the
route an IP datagram takes through the Internet
from a source host to a destination host. It works
by exploiting the TTL (Time To Live) field of
the IP Header. Each router that handles an IP
datagram decrements the TTL field. When the
TTL reaches zero, 4 router must discard the
packet and send an error message to the
originator of the datagram.

Traceroute uses this feature, initially
sending a datagram with the TTL set to one.
The first router along the path, upon receiving
the datagram decrements the TTL, discards the
datagram and sends back an ICMP error
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message. Traceroute records this first IP address
(source address of the error message packet) and
then sends the next datagram with the TTLset to
two. This process continues until the datagram
finally reaches the target host, or until the
maximum TTLthreshold is reached.

3. Design and Implementation of GTrace

Recognizing that it is not possible to
obtain precise physical location information for
all existing IP addresses, our main designcriteria
for GTrace was thatit be sufficiently flexible to
support the addition of new databases and
heuristics. We chose to implement GTrace in
Java, for both its portability and its new Swing
[Swing] user interface toolkit. GTrace operates
in two phases. In the first phase GTrace executes
traceroute to the destination host andtries to

determine locations for each node along the path.

 
 Lookup Client GeerrysarneeveHG

Main Thread

 
 
 
 Domain PassingLookup Client

 

 

 

During the second phase, GTrace verifies
whether the locations obtained in the previous
phase are reasonably correct.

GTrace is composed of the following
seven key components: Graphical User Interface,
Dispatcher Thread, Hop Threads, Lookup Client,
NetGeo Server, Lookup Server and Location
Verifier. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall architecture
of the tool. The function of each componentis
described below.

3.1 Graphical User Interface

The Main Thread handlesall features of

the Graphical User Interface and is responsible
for spawning the dispatcher thread when a
destination host is specified. Fig. 2 shows a
snapshot of GTrace onstartup. The GUI has two
sections, with a map on the top and traditional
 

Hop Thread

 
  

ao

Fig. | GTrace Architecture
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traceroute output below. The tool supports
zooming in or out of particular regions of the
‘maps. Twenty-three maps are available courtesy
of VisualRoute [VisualRoute] and users can also
add their own. Weiater provide an example that
highlights some of the features of the GUI.

RSpeoreErserteraed
arrrae:

 
Fig. 2 GTraces’ startup screen

3.2 Dispatcher Thread

The function of the dispatcher thread is
to execute traceroute to the destination host. It

then reads the output of traceroute, creating a
new thread for each line of output. These threads
are referred to as hop threads. The dispatcher
thread can also read traceroute output from a
file, which allows users to visualize traceroutes
performed using third-party traceroute servers.

3.3 Hop Threads

Each hop thread parses its line of
traceroute output and immediately notifies the
main thread so that it can update the display with
relevant traceroute fields for the corresponding
hop. It then creates an instance of the Lookup
Client, which tries to determine the location of
the node and retum the resulting information to
the main thread before exiting.

3.4 Lookup Client

The Lookup Client tries to determine
the location of a node by using a set of search
heuristics. Many of the nodes in a_ typical
traceroute path are in the “.net” domain. Often

the names of these nodes have some

geographical hint in them. The Lookup Client
uses customized domain parsing files that
specify rules for extracting these geographic
hints. We have such files for several “net”

domains that use internally consistent naming
conventions within their domain.

Howeverthis technique does not solve
the problem of locating nodes that do not have
embedded geographical hints. GTrace also
utilizes databases from CAIDA [DBCAIDA]and
NDG Software [DBNDG] that map hostnames
and IP addresses to _latitude/longitude
coordinates. For nodes with no information in

these databases, the Lookup Client uses the
domain's registered address (unfortunately often
only the headquarters for a geographically
distributed infrastructure) obtained through a
whois lookup to determine the location. Nodes
for which the Lookup Client is unable to
determine a location are listed in the text portion,
but skipped in the geographicaldisplay.

The search algorithm is described
below. Wetry each heuristic in turn, stopping as
soon as oneyields a location. The Lookup Client
also makes a note of the search step that
producedthe location, providing this information
to the user as well as the Location Verifier.

Search Algorithm:

1. Check the cacheto see if the location for the

IP address has already been determined from
a previoustrace.

2. Check if the host has a DNS LOCrecord.If

not, reduce the hostname to the next higher
level domain (ie., remove the first
component of the name) and check again for
a LOC record. Continue until we have

reached the last meaningful component of
the name (for example foo.com=in
xxx.foo.com or bar.com.au in

xxx.yyy.bar.com.au). Note that if a site has a
LOC record for the whole domain, but
machines are located outside the scope of
that LOC record, GTrace would end up
using incorrect data. If the Location Verifier
detects such a situation, GTrace will notify
the user and optionally can be configured to
notify GTrace’ author, who will contact the
DNS administrator at the correspondingsite
to correct their LOC records.
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3. Search for a complete match of the
hostname/IP address in the databases and

files specified in the GTrace configuration
file.

4. Ifthe hostname has a corresponding domain
parsing file, use the rules defined in thefile
to extract geographical hints and proceed as
indicated in the file.

5. Reduce the hostname to the next higher
level domain as in step 2 and search for a
match as in step 3. The process is repeated
until we have reached the last meaningful
componentof the name.

6. Query the NetGeo [NetGeo] server with the
IP address. NetGeo determines the location

based on whois registrant information.

7. If still no match occurs and the last two
letters of the hostname end in a two-letter

country code, map it to the geographic
center of that country.

The search algorithm is ordered in
decreasing level of location reliability. Locations
obtained from steps 2 and 3 are taken as
authoritative, while those from step 4 onward are
considered a guess. Cache entries will indicate
whether the location was authoritatively
determined or was a guess; this status determines
the color of the lines connecting the nodes on the
map.

The Lookup Client does not determine
locations for IP addresses that fall in the ranges
10.0.0.0 - 10.255.255.255, 172.16.0.0 -
172.31.255.255 or 192.168.0.0 -

192.168.255.255, as these blocks are reserved for
private internet use [RFC 1918]. Unfortunately
some addresses in these blocks do occurin traces

since some ISPs use this address space for
internal router interfaces. These nodesare shown

in the text portion of the display with the
location markedas private internet use.

The Lookup Client queries the Lookup
Server if one is defined in the GTrace

configuration file and if location information has
not been obtained through step 1, 2 or 3 of the
search algorithm. GTrace compares the reply
from the Lookup Server with any obtained
previously from local lookups, with preference
given to the location obtained through a lower
numbered search step. Based on the GTrace

configuration file, the Lookup Client also uses
databases, text files and domain parsingfiles as
follows.

Databases

The Lookup Client may need to
perform lookups in many databases before
determining a location. GTrace's database
support is provided by the BerkeleyDB
(BerkeleyDB] embedded database system, which
supports a Java AP] that the LookupClient uses
to query the databases. The database interface
allows multiple thread reads on the same
database at the same time. Locking is not an
issue, since Lookup Clients only read, do not
write.

The following five databases are
packaged with the GTrace distribution.

Machine.db Maps machine names to
their _latitude/longitude
values.

Organization.db Maps organizations to
[DBCAIDA]} their _latitude/longitude

values.

MapsIP addressesto their
DBNDG latitude/longitude values.

Cities.db Maps cities around the
{[DBCAIDA] world to their latitude

/longitude values.

Airport.db Maps airport codes to
their _—_latitude/longitude
values.

One can add a new database in

BerkeleyDB format to GTrace with
GTraceCreateDB and by adding an entry to the
GTrace configuration file. The contents -of the
database ie., whether it maps hostnames, IP
addresses, or both to latitude/longitude values,
also have to be indicated in the configuration
file. The user can also add records to existing
databases using GTraceAddRec.
GTraceCreateDB and GTraceAddRec are Java

classes packaged with the GTracedistribution.

   

  

   
 

 

 
 

  
  

  
 

  
 

Text Files

Users may also specify new locations
for nodesin text files, though it is more efficient
to create a database for large data sets. Newfiles
have to be listed in the GTrace configuration file
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in order for the search algorithm to have access
to them.

DomainParsingfiles

Files describing properties of each
domain are used to ferret out geographical hints
embedded in hostnames. These files define
parsing rules using Perl5 compatible regular
expressions. GTrace uses the reguiar expression
library from ORO Inc. {OROMatcher] for
parsing. New files can be added and existing
ones modified without requiring any changes to
GTrace.

For example, ALTER.NET (a domain
name used by UUNET, a part of
MCI/WorldCom) names some of their router
interfaces with three letter airport codes as
shown below:

493.ATM8-0-0.GW2.EWR1 /ALTER.NET
(EWR -> Newark, NJ)
490.ATM8-0-0.GW3.B0S1 ALTER.NET
(BOS-> Boston, MA)

498,ATM6-0.XR2.SCL1 ALTER.NET
(Exception)

499.ATM6-0.XR1 ATLIUALTER.NET
(ATL -> Atlanta, GA)

Fig. 3 shows an example of a GTrace
domain parsing file that would work for
ALTER.NET hosts. The file first defines the

. regular expressions, followed by any domain
specific exceptions. The exceptions are strings
that match the result of the regular expressions.

- The user may identify the exception’ location
either by city or by latitude/longitude value using
the format shown below:

exception=city,state,country
_  city,country

L: latitude, longitude

In the former case, the user should also
use GTraceQueryDB to ensure that the cities
database has a latitude/longitude entry for the
city specified. The first line in Fig. 3 defines asubstitution operation, which when matched
against 193 “ATM8-0-0.GW2.EWR1 ALTER.
NET, would return ‘EWR”. The contents
following the last «/” of the first line indicate
what to do with a successful match, namely in

this case to instruct the program to first check for
a match in the data specified in the current file
and then for a match in the airport database.
oo

s/#2((NJHGLALTER\.NETISthis,airport.db
scl=santaciara, ca, US
tco=tysonscomer,Va, us
nol=neworleans, la, us

Fig. 3 Example of a domainparsing file for
ALTER.NET.

The reason for checking the domain
parsing file first is that sometimes the naming
scheme for a given domain is not consistent. For
example, 2 search for SCL obtained from
198.ATM6-0.XR2.SCL1.ALTER.NET in the
airport database would return 4 location forSantiago de Chile. In the case of ALTER.NET,
they also use three letter codes that are not
airport codes but abbreviations for US cities
(Fig. 3. illustrates three such abbreviations.)
Note that if this exception list were not present
and SCL did get mapped to Chile, the Location
Verifier would likely have eliminated it using the
Round Trip Time (RTT) heuristic described
later, which would have recognized the RTT as
muchtoo small to get a packetto Chile and back.

Sometimes ISPs name their hosts with
more than one geographical hint in them. For
example VERIO.NET names some of their hosts
in the following format: den0.sjc0.verio.net,
which typically suggests source and destination
of the interface. If there is no rule on whether the
convention is to use the source oF destination
label first in the hostname, the rule could be
defined to extract both and GTrace could use the
Location Verifier’ heuristics to guess.

The advantage of this technique is that
one can describe an entire domain as a set of
rules without needing database entries for every
host in the domain. The limitation of the
technique is thatit will fail for domains that do
not use internally consistent naming schemes.

3.5 NetGeo Server

The original design of the Lookup
Client performed and parsed results of whois
lookups directly, which required storage of a
prohibitively large number of mappings of world
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locations to latitude/longitude values.
Distributing such a large database with GTrace
was not ideal. CAIDAS NetGeo [NetGeo]tool,
with its ability to determine geographical
locations based on the data available in whols
records, provided a vital resource.

NetGeo is a database and collection of
Perl scripts used to map IP addresses to
geographical locations. Given an IP address,
NetGeo will first search its own local database.
If a record for the target address is found in the
database, NetGeo will return the requested
location information, ¢.g., latitude and longitude.
If NetGeo finds no matching record in its
database, it will perform one or more whois
lookups until it finds a whois record for the
appropriate network. The NetGeo Perl scripts
will then parse the whois record and extract
location information, which NetGeo both returns
to the client and stores in its local database for
future use.

The NetGeo database contains tables for
mapping world location names (city, state/
province/district, country) or US zip ,codes to
latitude/longitude values. Most whois records
provide enough address information for NetGeo
to be able to associate some latitude/longitude
value with the IP address. Occasionally the
whois record only suggests a country orstate, in
which case NetGeo returns 4 generic
latitude/longitude for that country or state. In
preliminary testing, NetGeo has been able to
parse addresses and find (albeit sometimes
imprecise) latitude/longitude information for
89% of 17,000 RIPE whois records, 76% of 700
APNIC whois records and for more than 95% of
30,000 ARIN whois records.

3.6 Lookup Server

The Lookup Server handles requests
from Lookup Clients and tries to determine the
location of a host or IP address by executing
steps 3, 4 and 5 of the search algorithm. This
information is sent back to the client, which then
decides whether to use the location information
or not depending on the locations it might have
received from other Lookup Servers or lookups
it performed locally. The Lookup Client selects
the location that was obtained from the lowest
numbered search step.

The Lookup Server can also be
requested by the Lookup Client to execute step 2

of the search algorithm. This is because not all
versions of nslookup support queries for LOC
records. GTrace tests the version of nslookup on
the machine it is running on to determine if such
a request is necessary.

3.7 Location Verifier

The Main Thread invokes the Location
Verifier once all the hop threads have died and
the trace is complete. The task of the Location
Verifier is to check whether the locations
obtained for nodes along the path are reasonable.
The verifier does not determine new locations for
nodes, it only indicates to the user why an
existing location might be wrong and where the
node could possibly be located.

The verifier algorithm is based on the
fact that IP packets can not travel faster than the
speed of light. Light travels across different .
mediums at different speeds: 3.0 x 10° m/s in
vacuum, 2.3 x 10° m/s in copper and 2.0 x 10°
m/s in fiber [Peterson]. GTrace uses the speed of
light in copper for all of its calculations.

For each successive pair of hops that
have locations, the verifier algorithm uses the
deltas of the round-trip times (RTT) returned by
traceroute to rule out locations that are
physically not possible. Traceroute measures
RTT rather than one way latency, as this would
require control over both end nodes and delays
are often not symmetric. Also, one must be
cautious with the RTT values since they
incorporate several components of delay. The
RTT between two nodes has four components:
the speed-of-light propagation delay, the amount
of time it takes to transmit the unit of data,
queuing delays inside the network and the
processing time at the destination node to
generate the ICMP time exceeded message.
Traceroute typically sends 40-byte UDP
datagrams, so it is safe to assume negligible
transmit time. Ideally, for the verifier algorithm
one would like the RTT to represent only the
propagation delay, but this is not the case due to
variable queuing and processing delays, henceit
is not possible to set the upper bound on the RTT
to a hop. Accordingly the verifier algorithm uses
the minimum RTTreturned by traceroute, as this
would represent the best approximation of the
propagation delay. Things are further
complicated by the fact that the RTT delta
between hops & and k+/ can be biased because
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the return path the ICMPpacket takes from hop k
can be totally different from the return path it
takes from hop k+/. The Location Verifier tries
to re-determine RTT values for hopsit thinks are
biased using ping.

By default, traceroute sends three
datagrams each time it increments the TTL to
search for the next hop. Changing the value of
the q parameter in the GTrace configuration file
will modify this behavior. The larger the value of
g, the more accurate the estimate of the
propagation delay, but large values of q alsoslow down GTrace as traceroute has to send q
packets for each hop.

Knowing the geographical distance
between {wo nodes, GTrace can calculate the
time-of-flight RTT (the propagation delay at the
speed-of-light in copper), compare it againsttraceroutes value and flag a problem if the RTT
is smaller than physically possible. In such a
case either the location of the source oF of the
destination or both is incorrect. The details of the
verification algorithm are as follows:

Verifier Algorithm:

1. Ideally, the RTT to hop & in a: path should
always be less than the RTT to hop k+I or
k+2... But this is not always true due to
queuing delays, asymmetric paths and other
delays. We allow a ims fudge factor to
cover such discrepancies. Thus the RTTs
between hops k and k+J] should be such that
RTT(K) S RTT(k+/) + ims. If this condition
does not hold true then the RTT to each of
the out-of-order hops preceding hop & is
estimated again with ping, 1. till the first
hop J preceding k such that RTTY) ¢
RTT(k+/) + ims. If the RTT estimates
obtained using ping still do not satisfy the
condition RTT(K) < RTT(k+/) + ms, then
hop & is not used in the later stages of the
verifier algorithm.

2. Cluster the traceroute path into regions
having similar RTT values. This is based on
the assumption that nodes with similar RTTs
will tend to be in the same geographic
region.

3. For each region identified in the previous
step, calculate the time-of-flight RTT for
pairs of hops that have locations. If the RTT

delta reported by traceroute for that pair of
hops is smaller than the time-of-flight RTT,
flag the pair of hops so that it is corrected in
step 5.

4. Repeat step 3 for hops falling on the edges
of adjacent regions.

5. Try to “correct” unreasonable locationvalues that were identified in steps 3 and 4
using the reliability of the search step that
produced the location match. Adjacent
nodes between regions are corrected first
because they represent larget and probably
more inaccurate locations. Correcting the
nodes identified in step 3 follows this. By
correct, we mean trying different
alternatives for the incorrect location based
on the cluster in whichit falls, flagging it to
the user and not plottingit in the display.

Example:

Consider the trace shown in Fig. 4,
where locations are expressed 2s city names for
ease ofillustration. The Search Step column
indicates which step of the search algorithm
produced the location for that hop. Step 1 of theverifier algorithm would mark hop 13 as
unusable since its RTT is greater than its
subsequent hops. In this case it 1s probably due
to the return path from hop 13 being longer than
that from hop 14. Next, step 2 of the algorithm
would cluster the traceroute path into the
following regions: 1-4, 5, 6-8, 9-10, 11-12 and
14-16. Step 3 would flag that there 1s 4 problem
between hops 7 and 8 since it is not possible for
a packet to travel from San Francisco to New
Jersey in less than.a millisecond. Likewise, step
4 would flag a problem between hops 10 and 11.
Step 5 would first try to correct hops 10 and 1
since they fall in different regions. Seeing that
the location for hop 11 was obtained through
step 3 of the search algorithm and hop 10 wasfrom a higher step, the Location Verifier would
change hop 108 location to that of hop 11%, in
this example to Washington and rerun the
algorithm from step 3. This process is repeated
until all locations from one hop, to the next are
physically realistic. In the end the LocationVerifier would have indicated to the user that
hop 8 is incorrect and is most probably locatedsomewhere near San Francisco. Hops 9 and 10
are also incorrect and may be in Washington
with their interfaces labeled San Francisco to
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Step

[i[pinot-fe2-0-0Sd(192.172.226.65)|6[SanDiego|0.917ms_|

|5|atm6-0-1-622M.lax-bb4.cerfnet__|(134.24.29.142)|4|;
|6|pos6-0-622M.sfo-bb3.cerfinet___|(134.24.29.233)|4

San Francisco

[8[192.205.3129|192.205.3129)|6|NewJersey|16.917ms_|
[9[att-gwsfiownet|(192.205.3178)|4|San Francisco
[10|corerouter2.SanFrancisco.cw.net__|(204.70.9.132)|__4_| San Francisco
[11|corel.Washington.cow.net____|(204.70.4.129)|3|Washington_|_89.727ms_|

|13|vsnipoone.Washington.cw.net__|(204.189.152.134)|_4__| Poone
[14[20254617|(202.54.6.17)|6|Madras697.946ms|
P15[202.54.6.254|(202.54.6.254)|6|Madras[702.893ms|
[16|giasmdavsninetin|(202.54.6.161)[4[|Madras_—_—|704.856ms|

1.944 ms

Los Angeles 9.598 ms
San Francisco|15.317 ms

Fig. 4 A sample traceroute output producedby the first phase of GTrace.

identify the other end of that link.

4, Configuration Files

The configuration options in GTrace are
quite flexible. How it functions and executes the
search algorithm depends on the contents of two
configuration files: GTrace.conf and
GTraceMaps.conf

4.1 GTrace.conf

GTrace.conf specifies the location of
the commands GTrace uses and lists databases,

text files, Lookup Servers if any, to use in the
search algorithm. Fig. 5 shows an example
configuration file. This file is automatically
generated by the configure scripts while
installing GTrace.

4.2 GTraceMaps.conf

The GTraceMaps.conf configuration
file specifies attributes of the maps that GTrace
uses in displays. Users can add their own maps
as part of or independent from the existing world
hierarchy. Independent mapsallow users to

 

describe their own intranet topology and then use
GTrace as a graphical debugging tool within
their network.

#GTrace configurationfile

#Paths

TRACEROUTE=/usr/sbin/traceroute —q 3
WHOIS=/usr/bin/whois

PING= /usr/sbin/ping
NSLOOKUP=/usr/sbin/nslookup
DOMAINFILES=/home/ram/gtrace/data
DATABASES=/home/ram/gtrace/db

#Namesof databases andtextfiles to be used

#for location lookups. Orderis important, list
#them in the order they should be searched.
CITIES=cities.db ‘

AIRPORTS=airport.db

HOSTSLOC=Machine.db,hostnames/ipaddr;
Hosts.db,ipaddr;
Organization.db,hostnames/ipaddr;

TEXTFILES=England.txt,hostnames/ipaddr;

#Location of Lookup Serversif any
LOOKUPSRVS=

Fig. 5 Sample GTrace.conffile
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5. GTrace Features

Fig. 6 shows an example ofa trace that
was executed from University of Colorado,
Boulder to CAIDA in San Diego. Onthe display,
the colors of the lines on the map indicate the

and four will bring up whois information for the
node.

Column five provides the latitudes and
longitudes obtained for each hop. Clicking on
this column will provide an explanation of how
the location was determined and whether the
Location Verifier detected any problems. A
small colored ball in front of the latitude and
longitude value indicates which search step
produced the location. The colors and the search
step they representare given below: .

Step 4 Domain parsing file

[_Red__|StepGwhoisrecord

_ The last column shows the smallest of
the round trip times returned by traceroute. The
color of the value indicates how many packets
timed out: black implies that no packets timed
out, blue implies that one packet timed out, and a
value in red indicates that two or more packets
timed out.

  
  
  

 
 

  

  
Fig. 6 Example ofa trace produced by GTrace

reliability of the location obtained for the
endpoints. The colors are decided based on the
following criteria:

locations.

Yellow One endpoint is authoritative and
the other is a guess whose location
is not a country center, state center
or obtained from a whois record.

Blue Both endpoints are guesses and the

|locations of both the endpoints arenot a country center, state center or
obtained from a whois record.

One endpointis a location that is a
country center, state center or
obtained from a whois record.

The table in the lower section of the
display consists of six columns. Thefirst column
provides the user with a checkbox that is enabled
for each location plotted on the map. The user
can disable a checkbox and the corresponding
location will be skipped. Locations that are
flagged as unreasonable by the Location Verifier
are not plotted by default.

 
 

6. Using GTracein the Local
Environment

 
 

System Administrators often use
traceroute as a debugging tool to identify
problems in their network. GTrace provides a
visual representation that can facilitate
understanding and debugging oftheir network.It
can be used to discover routing loops as well as
for deciding routes. For example in a large
campusif a path from host A to host B (located
in the same building) goes across campus and
back, the routing could be fixed to avoid such
inefficient paths. GTrace can also be useful from
an enduser perspective. Students can use the tool
to work out the topology of their campus
network.

 

 
 

  
 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

7. Conclusion

- GTrace is a handy tool for identifying
network topology and routing problems as well
as gaining more macroscopic insight into the
Internet infrastructure. While GTrace uses
several heuristics to determine locations andits

The second, third and fourth columns
display the hop number, IP address and host
name respectively. Clicking on columns three
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approach does not guarantee accuracy, it is
robust and extensible. New databases, new
Lookup Servers and learned insights into ISP's
naming conventions can easily be added to
GTrace. We hope that users and systemadministrators will find GTrace useful and
contribute their own domain parsing files, or
even run their own Lookup Servers for
community use.

The practical success of GTrace lies in
the rules defined for the « net” domains, since
these comprise the majority of hops in many
traceroutes. Looking uP a “net” name in the
whois databaseis only useful for small localized
ISPs. Relying on whois heuristics would result in
backbone providers’ «net” nodesto all uselessly
map to a single corporate headquarters for that
provider.

The accuracy of this tool would be
much improved if the Internet, community
maintained LOC__records in’ the DNS.
Unfortunately since LOC records are optional,
non-trivial in effort to support and without anyclear payoff to ISPs, pervasive/use of them will
probably never occur /and geographicvisualization of arbitrary Internet infrastructure
will continue to require heuristics to determine
physical location of nodes.
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PacketFiltering in the SNMP Remote Monitor

 
Controlling remote monitors on a LAN

William Stallings

William is president of Comp-Comm Consulting ofBrewster, MA. This article is based on his recent book, SNMP, SNMPv2,
and CMIP: The Practical Guide to Network ManagementStandards (Addison-Wesley, 1993). He can be reached at
stallings@acm.org.

 

The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)architecture was designed for managing complex, multivendor
internetworks. To achieve this, a few managers and numerous agents scattered throughout the network must communicate.
Each agentuses its own management-information database (MIB) of managed objects to observe or manipulate the local data
available to a manager.

The remote-network monitoring (RMON)MIB, definedas part of the SNMP framework, provides a tool that an SNMP or
SNMPv2 managercanuse to control a remote monitorof a local-area network. The RMONspecification is primarily a
definition of a data structure containing managementinformation. The effect, however, is to define standard network-
monitoring functions and interfaces for communicating between SNMP-based managementconsoles and remote monitors.In
general terms, the RMONcapability provides an efficient way of monitoring LAN behavior, while reducing the burden on
both other agents and managementstations; see Figure 1.

The accompanyingtext box entitled, "Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)" gives details on defining the communication
formats between agents and managers.

The key to using RMONistheability to define "channels"--subsets of the stream of packets on a LAN. By combining
various filters, a channel can be configured to observe a variety of packets. For example, a monitor can be configured to
count all packets of a certain size or all packets with a given source address.

To use RMONeffectively, the person responsible for configuring the remote monitor must understand the underlyingfilter
and channellogic used in setting it up. In this article, I'll examinethis filter and channellogic.

The RMONMIBcontainsvariables that can be used to configure a monitor to observe selected packets on a particular LAN.
The basic building blocks are a data filter andastatus filter. The data filter allows the monitor to screen observed packets
based on whetheror not a portion of the packet matchesa certain bit pattern. Thestatusfilter allows the monitor to screen
observed packets on the basis of their status (valid, CRC error, and so on). These filters can be combined using logical AND
and OR operations to form a complextest to be applied to incoming packets. The stream of packets thatpassthetest is
referred to as a “channel,” and a count of such packets is maintained. The channel can be configured to generatean alert if a
packet passes through the channel whenitis in an enabledstate. Finally, the packets passing through a channel can be
captured in a buffer. The logic defined for a single channel is quite complex. This gives the user enormousflexibility in
defining the stream of packets to be counted.

Filter Logic

Atthe lowestlevel ofthefilter logic, a single data orstatus filter defines characteristics of a packet. First, consider the logic
for defining packet characteristics using the variables input (the incoming portion of a packetto be filtered), filterPktData
(the bit pattern to be tested for), filterpktDataMask(the relevantbits to be tested for), and filterPktDataNotMask (which
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indicates whetherto test for a match or a mismatch). For the purposesofthis discussion, the logical operators AND, OR,
NOT, XOR, EQUAL,and NOT-EQUAL are represented by the symbols 0, +, --,_, =, and _, respectively.

Supposethatinitially, you simply wantto test the input against a bit pattern for a match. This could be usedto screen for
packets with a specific source address, for example. In the expression in Example 1(a), you would take the bit-wise
exclusive-ORof input and filterPktData. The result has a 1 bit only in those positions where input andfilterPktData differ.
Thus,if the result is all Os, there's an exact match. Alternatively, you may wishto test for a mismatch. For example, suppose
a LANconsists of a number of workstations and a server. A mismatch test could be used to screen forall packets that did not
have the server as a source. The test for a mismatch would be just the opposite of the test for a match; see Example 1(b). A 1
bit in the result indicates a mismatch.

Theprecedingtests assumethatall bits in the input are relevant. There may, however, be some “don't-care”bits irrelevant to
the filter. For example, you may wishto test for packets with any multicast destination address. Typically, a multicast address
is indicated by onebit in the address field; the remainingbits are irrelevant to suchatest. The variable filterPktDataMask is
introducedto accountfor "don't-care" bits. This variable has a 1 bit in each relevantposition and 0 bits in irrelevant positions.
The tests can be modified; see Example 1(c).

The XORoperation producesa result that has a 1 bit in every position where there is a mismatch. The AND operation
producesa result with a 1 bit in every relevant position where there is a mismatch.If all of the resulting bits are 0, then there
is an exact match on the relevantbits; if any of the resulting bits is 1, there is a mismatch onthe relevantbits.

Finally, you may wishto test for an input that matchesin certain relevant bit positions and mismatchesin others. For
example, you could screenforall packets that had a particular host as a destination (exact match of the DA field) and did not
come from the server (mismatch on the SA field). To enable these more complex tests to be performed, use
filterPktDataNotMask, where:

e The 0 bits in filterPktDataNotMask indicate the positions where an exact matchis required between the relevantbits
of input and filterPktData(all bits match).

© The | bits in ftlterPktDataNotMask indicate the positions where a mismatch is required betweenthe relevantbits of
input andfilterPktData(at least one bit does not match).

For convenience, assumethe definition in Example 2(a). Incorporating filterPktDataNotMaskinto the test for a match gives
Example 2(b).

Thetest for a mismatchis slightly more complex.If all of the bits offilterPktDataNotMask are 0 bits, then no mismatchtest
is needed. By the sametoken, ifall bits offilterPktDataNotMaskare 1 bits, then no match test is needed. However, in this
case, filterPktDataNotMaskis all Os, and the match test automatically passes relevant_bits_differento0=0. Therefore,thetest
for-mismatchis as in Example ?(c). ,

Thelogic for thefilter test is summarized in Figure 2. If an incoming packetis to be tested for a bit pattern in a portion of the
packet, located at a distancefilterPktDataOffset from the start of the packet, the following tests will be performed:

e Test #1: As a first test (not shownin the figure), the packet must be long enoughsothatat least as manybits in the
packet follow the offset as there are bits in filterPktData.If not, the packetfails thisfilter.

e Test #2: Each bit set to 0 in filterPktDataNotMask indicates a bit position in which the relevantbits of the packet
portion should match filterPktData.If there is a match in every desired bit position, then the test passes; otherwise the
test fails.

e Test #3: Each bit set to 1 in filterPktDataNotMaskindicatesa bit position in which the relevantbits of the packet
portion should not matchfilterPktData.In this case, the test is passed if there is a mismatch in at least one desiredbit
position.

A packet passesthis filter if and onlyif it passes all threetests.

Whyusethe filter test? Consider that you might wantto acceptall Ethernet packets that have a destination address of "A5"h
but do not have a source address of "BB"h. Thefirst 48 bits of the Ethernet packet constitute the destination address and the
next 48 bits, the source address. Example 3 implementsthetest. The variable filterPktDataOffset indicates that the pattern
matching should start with thefirst bit of the packet; filter PktData indicates that the pattern of interest consists of "A5"h in
the first 48 bits and "BB"h in the second 48 bits; filter PktDataMaskindicatesthat the first 96 bits are relevant; and
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filterPktDataNotMask indicates that the test is for a match on thefirst 48 bits and a mismatch on the second 48bits.

Thelogic for the status filter has the same structure asthatfor the data filter; see Figure 2. Forthe statusfilter, the reported
status of the packetis convertedinto a bit pattern. Each error-status condition has a unique integer value, corresponding to a
bit position in the status-bit pattern. To generate the bit pattern, each error value is raised to a power of 2 and the results are
added.If there are no error conditions, the status-bit pattern is all Os. An Ethernet interface, for example,has the error values
defined in Table 1. Therefore, an Ethemet fragment would have the status value of 6(21+22). :

Channel Definition

A channelis defined bya setoffilters. For each observed packet and each channel, the packet is passed through eachofthe
filters defined for that channel. The way thesefilters are combined to determine whether a packet is accepted for a channel
dependson the valueof an object associated with the channel (channelAcceptType), which has the syntax INTEGER
facceptMatched(1), acceptFailed(2)}. ,

If the value of this object is acceptMatched(1), packets will be acceptedfor this channelif they pass both the packet-data and
packet-status matchesofat least one associatedfilter. If the value of this object is acceptFailed(2), packets will be accepted
to this channel onlyif they fail either the packet-data match orthe packet-status match of every associatedfilter.

Figure 3 illustrates the logic by whichfilters are combined for a channel whoseaccepttype is acceptMatched.A filter is
passedif both the data filter and the statusfilter are passed; otherwise,thatfilter has failed. If you define a pass as a logical 1
and a fail as a logical 0, then the result for a single filter is the AND ofthe data filter and statusfilter for that filter. The
overall result for a channelis then the ORofall the filters. Thus, a packet is accepted for a channelif it passes at least one
associated filter pair for that channel.

If the accepttype for a channelis acceptFailed, then the complementofthe function just described is used. Thatis, a packet
is accepted for a channelonlyif it fails every filter pair for that channel. This would be representedin Figure 3 by placing a
NOTgate after the OR gate.

Channel Operation

The value of channelAcceptType andthesetoffilters for a channel determine whether a given packetis accepted for a
channelornot. If the packet is accepted, then the counter channelMatches is incremented. Several additional controls are
associated with the channel: channelDataControl, which determines whether the channelis on or off; channelEventStatus,
which indicates whether the channel is enabled to generate an event when a packet is matched; and channelEventIndex,
which specifies an associated event.

When channelDataControlhas the valueoff, then, for this channel, no events may begenerated as the result of packet
acceptance, and no packets maybe buffered. If channelDataControl hasthe value on, then these related actionsare possible.

Figure 4 summarizes the channel logic. If channelDataControlis on, then an event will be generatedif: 1. an eventis defined
for this channel in channelEventindex, and 2. channelEventStatus has the value eventReady or eventAlwaysReady.If the
eventstatus is eventReady, then each time an event is generated, the eventstatus is changed to eventFired. It then takes a
positive action on the part of the managementstation to reenable the channel. This mechanism can therefore be used to
control the flow of events from a channel to a managementstation.If the managementstation is not concerned about flow
control, it mayset the event status to eventAlwaysReady, whereit will remain until explicitly changed.

Summary

The packet-filtering facility of RMON provides a powerful tool for the remote monitoring of LANs. It enables a monitorto
be configured to countandbuffer packets that pass or fail an elaborate series of tests. This facility is the key to successful
remote-network monitoring.

Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)

Steve Witten
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Steve, a software engineerfor Hewlett-Packard, specializes in networktesting and measurement. You can contact him at
stevewi @hpspd.spd.hp.com.

SNMPprotocol and MIB are formally defined using an abstract syntax. This allowed SNMP's authors to define data and data
structures withoutregard to differences in machine representations. This abstract syntax is an OSI language called “abstract
syntax notation one" (ASN.1). It is used for defining the formats of the packets exchanged by the agent and managerin the
SNMPprotocolandis also the means for defining the managed objects.

ASN.1 is a formal language defined in terms of a grammar. The language itself is defined in ISO #8824. The managementframework defined by the SNMPprotocol, the SMI. and the MIB use only a subset of ASN.1's capabilities. While the general
principles of abstract syntax are good, manyofthe bells and whistles lead to unnecessary complexity. This minimalist
approachis taken to facilitate the simplicity of agents.

Listings One through Three show an MIB, using a fictitious enterprise called SNMP Motors. ListingOne is an ASN.1e

module that contains global information for all MIB modules. ListingTwo, another ASN.1 module, contains the definitions
of specific MIB objects. Finally, ListingThree illustrates manageable objects.

Once data structures can be described in a machine-independent fashion, there must be an unambiguous wayoftransmittingthose structures over the network. Thisis the job of the transfer-syntax notation. Obviously, you could have several transfer-
syntax notationsfor an abstract syntax, but only one abstract-syntax/transfer-syntax pair has been defined in OSI. The basicencoding rule (BER) embodies the transfer syntax. The BERis simply a recursive algorithm that can produce a compact octet
encoding for any ASN.1 value.

At the top level, the BER describes how to encode a single ASN.1 type. This may be a simple type such as an Integer, or anarbitrarily complex type. The key to applying the BERis understandingthat the most complex ASN.1 type is nothing morethan several simpler ASN.1! types. Continuing the decomposition, an ASN.1 simple type (such as an Integer) is encoded.
Using the BER, each ASN.1 type is encodedasthreefields:a tag field, which indicates the ASN.1 type; a lengthfield, whichindicates the size of the ASN.1 value encoding which follows; and a valuefield, which is the ASN.1 value encoding.
Each field is of variable length. Because ASN.1 maybeused to define arbitrarily complex types, the BER must be able to
supportarbitrarily complex encodings.

It is important to note how the BERviewsan octet. Each octet consists of eight bits. BER numbers the high-order (mostsignificant) bit as bit 8 and the low-order(least significant) bit as bit 1. It's critical that this view be applied consistently
because different machine architectures use different ordering rules.

Figure| RMONdescription.

Figure2 Logic for the filter test.

Figure3Logic by which filters are combined for a channel whose accepttype is acceptMatched.

Figure 4: Logic for channelfilter.

procedure packet_data_match;
begin

“qf (result = 1 and channelAcceptType = acceptMatched) or
(result = 0 and channelAcceptType = acceptFailed)

then begin
channelMatches := channelMatches + 1i
if channelDataControl = on
then begin

if (channelEventStatus _ eventFired) and
(channelEventIndex _ 0) then generate_event;

if (channelEventStatus = eventReady) then -
channelEventStatus :* eventFired

end;
end;
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end;

Example 1: Testing the input against a bit pattern for a match.

(a) (input XOR filterPktData) = 0 --> match

(b) (input XOR filterPktData) (does not equal) 0 --> mismatch

(c) ((input XOR filterPktData) (and) filterPktDataMask) =
0 --> match on relevant bits

((input XOR filterPktData) (and) filterPktDataMask) (does not equal)
0 ~-> mismatch on relevant bits

Table 1: Ethernet-interface error values.

Bit Error

0 Packet is longer than 1518 octets.
1 Packet is shorter than 64 octets.

2 Packet experienced a CRC or
alignment error.

Example 2: Assumingthe definition in (a), incorporating filterPktDataNotMaskinto the test for a match, you end up with
(b). Test for a mismatch is shownin (c).

(a) relevant_bitsdifferent =
(input XOR filterPktData) (and) filterPktDataMask

(b) (relevant_bits_different (and) filterPktDataNotMask’) =
0 --> successful match

(c) ((relevant_bits_different (and) filterPktDataNotMask) (does not equal) 0) +
(filterPktDataNotMask = 0) --> successful mismatch

Example 3: Launchingafilter test.

filterPktDataOffset = 0

filterPktData = "00 00 00 00 00 A5 00 00 00 00 00 BB"h
filterPktDataMask = "FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF"h
filterPktDataNotMask "00 00 00 00 00 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF*h

Listing One

SNMP-motors-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
IMPORTS

enterprises
FROM RFC1155-SMI;

SNMP-motors OBJECT IDENTIFIER
u

won enterprises 9999 }
expr OBJECT IDENTIFIER = { SNMP-motors 2 }
END

Listing Two

SNMP-motors-car-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
IMPORTS

SNMP-motors

FROM SNMP-motors-MIB;
IMPORTS

http://www.ddj.com/print/ 3/4/2004
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OBJECT TYPE, ObjectName, NetworkAddress,
IpAddress, Counter, Gauge, TimeTicks, Opaque

FROM RFC115S~SMI;

car OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { SNMP-motors 3 }
-- this is a comment

-~ Implementation of the car group is mandatory
-~ for all SNMP-motors cars.

-- ( the rest of the SNMP-motors-car-MIB module )
END

Listing Three

carName OBJECT TYPE

SYNTAX DisplayString (SIZE (0..64))
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"A textual name of the car."
::= { car 1 }

carLength OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0..100)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The length of the car in feet."
::= { car 2 }

carPassengers OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0..4)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The number of passengers in the car."
::= { car 3 }

carPassengerTable OBJECT TYPE

SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF CarPassengerEntry
ACCESS not-accessible

STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"A table describing each passenger."
::= { car 4 }

carPassengerEntry OBJECT TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF CarPassengerEntry
ACCESS not-accessible

STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

“A entry table describing each passenger."
:= { carPassengerTable1 }

CarPassengerEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
carPindex

INTEGER,
carPname

DisplayString,
carPstatus

INTEGER
}
carPindex OBJECT TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER (1..4)

ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"Index for each passenger which ranges from
1 to the value of carPassengers."

::= { carPassengerEntry 1 }
carPname OBJECT TYPE

http://www.ddj.com/print/
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SYNTAX DisplayString (SIZE (0..64))
ACCESS read-write

STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The name of the passenger."
:= { carPassengerEntry 2 }

carPstatus OBJECT TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER { other(1),driver(2) }
ACCESS read-write

STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION

"The status of the passenger."
::= { carPassengerEntry 3 }
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a)_JAN b)L) Some * c)Z] Noneof:

1.0] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.L] Certified copies of the Priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copiesofthe certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
* See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.
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1. Claims 11-59 are presenting for examination.

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphsof 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless-

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by anotherfiled in
the United States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international
application by another whohasfulfilled the requirements of paragraphs(1), (2), and (4) of section
3718 ofthis title before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.

The changes madeto 35 U.S.C. 102(e) by the American Inventors

Protection Act of 1999 (AIPA) do not apply to the examination of this application as the

application being examined wasnot(1) filed on or after November29, 2000,or (2)
voluntarily published under 35 U.S.C. 122(b). Therefore, this application is examined

under35 U.S.C. 102(e) prior to the amendment by the AIPA (pre-AIPA 35 U.S.C.
102(e)).

3. Claims 11-59 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Muller

et al. (US Pat. No. 6,483,804).

4. As to claims 11-12, Muller showsin Fig 1A, a method of examining packets

through a connection point (the point connects the networkto the NIC ofthe circuit 100).

Muller discloses the following steps:

* receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device (NIC), see col 6, lines 26-29, lines

54-60, col 8, lines 33-35;
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* performing one or more parsing/extraction operations to create a record comprising a

function of selected portions of the packet, see col7, lines 31-44,col8, lines 50-67,col

9, lines 1-5;

* looking up a flow-entry database 110 to determineif the packetis of an existing flow,
see col 9, lines 18-24, col 11, lines 32-45; —

* if the packetis of an existing flow, classifying the packet as belonging to the found

existing flow, see col 11, lines 46-52; and

* if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry in the flow-entry database 110,

see col 11, lines 46-52.

5. Asto claims 13-15, Muller teaches updating the flow-entry of the existing flow

including measures selected from the set consisting of the total packet count, see col 7,

lines 36-45,col 8, lines 50-54,lines 64-66.

6. As to claim 16, Muller showsthat the function of the selected portions of the

packet forms a signature (flow key), see col8, lines 64-67, col 9, lines 1-5, col 11, lines

35-37.

7... As to claims 17-20, Muller showsat least one of the protocols uses source and

destination addresses, see col7, lines 31-40.

8. As to claim 21, Muller showsthe looking up of the flow-entry database 110 uses

a hashof the selected packet portions, see col9, lines 18-22.

9. Asto claim 22, Muller shows determining a set of one or more protocol from data

in the packet, see col 10, lines 63-67, col 11, lines 27-30.

10. As to claim 23, Muller shows obtaining the last encountered state of the existing

flow and performing any state operations required for a new flow, see col9, lines 15-28.
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11. As to claim 24, Muller showsidentifying of the application program ofthe flow,

' see col 8, lines 60-61, col 12, lines 45-47.

12. As to claim 25, Muller showsstoring identifying information for future packets,

see col 9, lines 26-28.

13. As to claim 26, Muller showsidentifying the application program ofthe flow, see

col8, lines 60-61, col 12, lines 45-47.

14. As to claim 27, Muller shows searching the parser record for the existence of one

or more referencestrings, see col9, lines 32-36.

15. As to claim 28, Muller showsthe state operations are carried by state processor,

see Col 9, lines 42-47, col 10, lines 61-63

16. As toclaim 29-59,the claims are similar in scope to claims 11-28, and they are

rejected under the samerationale.

Therefore, it can be seen from paragraphs 4-16 that Muller anticipates claims 11-59.

17.|The prior art made of record and notrelied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

18.—Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Moustafa M. Meky whose telephone numberis (703)

305-9697. The examiner can normally be reached on week days from 8:30 am to 4:30

pm.
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If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ario Etienne, can be reached on (703) 308-7562. The fax phone number

for this Group is (703) 308-9052.

Anyinquiry of a general nature orrelating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone numberis (703) 305-

9600. The fax numberfor the After-Final correspondence/amendmentis (703) 746-

| 7238. The fax numberfor official correspondence/amendmentis (703) 746-7239. The |

fax numberfor Non-official draft correspondence/amendmentis (703) 746-7240.

M.M.M

October 01, 2004

MOUSTAFAM. MEKY
PRIMARY EXAMINER
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RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION UNDER 37 CFR 1.111

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is a response to the Office Action of October 5, 2004.

Any amendments to the specification begin on a new page immediately after these
introductory remarks. Any amendments to the claims begin on a new page immediately
after such amendments to the specification, if any. Any amendments to the drawings
begin on a new page immediately after such amendmentsto the claims,if any.

The Remarks/arguments begin on a new page immediately after such amendmentsto the
drawings,if any.

A Declaration by inventor Russell S. Dietz, and a set of Exhibits are attached following the
Remarks/arguments.

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8

I hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the United States Postal Service as First
Class Mail addressed to the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.  
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Application No.: 10/684,776 Page 2

REMARKS

Claims 11—59 are the claimsof record of the application. Claims 11-59 have beenrejected.

In paragraph 3 of the Office Action, claims 11-59 have been rejected under 35 USC 102(e)
as anticipated by Mulleret al. (U.S. Patent 6,483,804).

The reference date for U.S. Patent 6,483,804 is 1 March 1999. The independentclaims of
the present invention were reduced to practice prior to this reference date. A declaration by
the first inventor Russell S. Dietz under 37 CFR 1.131 swearing behind U.S. Patent
6,483,804 is attached, together with several Exhibits to such declaration. The declaration
and exhibit showsthat prior to the reference date of March 1, 1999, the inventor conceived
of the invention of independent claims 11, 29, and 54 of the present invention.
Furthermore, the declaration and exhibit showsthat prior to the reference date of March 1,
1999, the inventor reduced to practice the invention of independent claims 11, 29, and 54
of the present invention. The invention of these claims functioned for its intended purpose
by running the apparatus on a computer, and a program implementing the method ontest
data that was part of a node of a network.

Thus, the rejection of independentclaims 11, 29, and 54 under 35 USC 102(e) is
overcome. Withdrawal of the rejection and allowance of independent claims 11, 29, and 54
are respectfully requested.

Furthermore, the remaining claims 12-28, 30-53, and 55—59 areall dependent on these
independentclaims 11, 29, and 54. Thus, these claims are also allowable. Withdrawal of
the rejection and allowance of claims 12-28, 30-53, and 55-59 are respectfully requested.

For these reasons, and in view of the above amendment,this application is now considered
to be in condition for allowance and suchactionis earnestly solicited.

The Applicants believe all of Examiner’s rejections have been overcome with respecttoall
remaining claims (as amended), and that the remaining claims are allowable. Action to that
end is respectfully requested. If the Examiner has any questions or comments that would
advance the prosecution and allowanceof this application, an email message to the
undersigned at dov @inventek.com,or a telephonecall to the undersigned at +1-510-547-
3378 is requested.

Respectfully Submitted,,

  
  

a OO Tt
Date enfeld, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618

Tel. 510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985; Email:dov @inventek.com
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-/ Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
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Examiner: Moustafa M. Meky

 
 

  
 

 
  

TRANSMITTAL: RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

a Mail Stop Amendment
i Commissioner for Patents
a P.O. Box 1450

: Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
Dear Commissioner:

: Transmitted herewith is a response to an office action for the above referenced application.
; Included with the responseare:

xX A Declaration under 37 CFR 1.131 with Exhibits;

This application has:
a small entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider
this as a claim for small entity status.

 
No additional fee is required.

03/10/2005 ANONDAF1 00000092 10684776

‘OL FCs@52 00 450. 00.09

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as First
Class Mail addressed to the Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. 
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Application No.: 10/684,776 Page 2

Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Timeis required. However, this
conditional petition is being madeto provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time.

X_ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136(a)of:

one months ($120) X__ two months ($450)

three months ($1020) four months ($1590)

If an additional extension of time is required, please considerthis as a petition therefor.

X_ Acredit card paymentform for the required fee(s) is attached.

X__ The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge paymentof the following fees
associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 50-0292. (A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED):

X_ Any missingfiling fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of
additional claims.

X_ Any missing extensionorpetition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17.

Respectfully Submitted,

 Mor. tv, Wes
Date  Dov Rosefifeld, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618

Tel. 510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985
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TRANSM ITTAL Application Number 10/684,776

FORM
(to be usedforall correspondenceafterinitialfiling)

‘ml Fee Transmittal Form
Fee Attached

RAmendment/ Response

Fy CO After Final
Affidavits/declaration(s)

under 1,131 with Exhibits

Extension of Time Request

Assignment Papers After Allowance Communication

(for an Application) to Group
Drawing(s) Appeal Communication to Board

of Appeals andInterferences

Licensing-related Papers ‘ Appeal Communication to Group
(Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply Brief)

Petition Routing Stip (PTO/SB/69) i Proprietary Information
and Accompanying Petition
To Converta Status Letter

Provisional Application ,

Powerof Attorney, Revocation Additional Enclosure(s)

Change of Correspondence (please identify below):
Address

Express Abandonment Request _ Terminal!Disclaimer Return Postcard

Information Disclosure Statement Smail Entity Statement Exhibits to Declaration
under 1.131

Certified Copy of Priority Document(s)

Responseto Missing Parts/ Incomplete Remarks
Application

Cc Responseto Missing Parts under 37 ,CFR 1.52 or 1.53 *,

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT/ CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

Firm or Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 \
Individual name we \
Signaturelyfo~
[Maes2008Date a

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE ,

Firm Dov Rosenfeld

or 5507 College Avenue,Suite 2,

Individual name Oakland, CA 94618, Tel: 510-547-3378

Request of Refund
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the United States Postal Serviceasfirst class mail in an :
envelope addressed to: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 March 2, 2005 fj
on this date:

 
 
 

 
 

Type or printed name
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Applicant(s): Dietz, et al.

Application No.: 10/684,776

Filed: October 14, 2003

Title: METHOD AND APPARATUSFOR

MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK

Group Art Unit: 2157

Examiner: Moustafa M. Meky

DECLARATION UNDER37 CFR 1.131

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

1. 1 am an inventor of claims 11-59 of the above referenced patentapplication.

2. Claims 11-59 have been rejected under 35 USC 102(e) as anticipated by Muller et
al. (U.S. Patent 6,483,804) that has a reference date of March 1, 1999.

3. Prior to the reference date of March 1, 1999, I conceived of the invention of claims
11, 29, and 54 shownin the following:

e Exhibit A0:Directory of documents

e Exhibit Al: Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System
Specification (Document MFASystem.pdf)

e Exhibit A2: Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Specification
(Document MFAParser.pdf)

 
© Exhibit A3: Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module

Eo Specification (Document MFAAnalyze.pdf)

e Exhibit A4: Protocol Tracking Summary (Document MFAProtocolLayout.pdf)

A copy of each of Exhibits AO to A4 is attached. The dates on each such copy has been
deleted. I confirm that the dates are all prior to March 1, 1999. These exhibits are as
follows.

Exhibit AO is a dated computer directory of documents that describe the design andtests to
run the design on real data.

Exhibit Al is the overall design of the system that implements the method claims 11 and
54, and includes the elements of claim 29.

 
2 Exhibit A2 is a detailed design of the parsing/extraction unit that carries out step (b) of
3 claim 11, that corresponds to element (c): the parser subsystem of claim 29, and that

carries out the parsing/extraction operations of element (b) of claim 54.
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To: Dov Rosenfeld Page 3 of 4 2005-03-02 22:37:00 (GMT) +1 (408) 317-0351 From: Russell Dietz

Exhibit A3 is a detailed design of the analyzerthat carries out the operations of elements
(c), (d) ,and (e) of method claim29, that corresponds to elements (d),(e) and (f) unit
parsing/extraction unit that carries out carries out the operations of elements (c), (d) ,and
(e) of method claim 54,that corresponds to element(c): the parser subsystem ofclaim 29,
and that carries out the parsing/extraction operations of element(b) of claim 54.

Exhibit A4 is a summary ofthe protocols that the system can analyze.

Note that Technically Elite was the name of the predecessorofthe assigneeofthe present
invention at the time.

3. Prior to the reference date of March 1, 1999, I reduced to practice the invention of
claims 11, 29, and 54 of the above referenced patent application as shownin the following
documents:

e Exhibit BO is a dated computer directory of test data and documents used
therefore.

¢ Exhibit B1: Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench
Specification (Document MFATest.pdfin directory of Exhibit AO)

e¢ Exhibit B2: Thefirst page offile big.cpl.

The cplfiles (big.cpl, bigfgc3.cpl, bigfgpc.cpl, bigfpayl.cpl, bigfpayl2.cpl,
bigfpgrp.cpl, bigfpgrp2.cpl, bigfrag.cpl, bigfrag2.cpl, output.cpl, Protocols.cpl,
short.cpl, shrtfpg2.cpl, shrtfps3.cpl, shrtfps4.cpl, shrtfps5.cpl, shrttunl.cpl) are files
for the protocol compiler of all the actual protocols recognized by the system.
These files include a description of the parser information for the parser to perform
the parsing/extracting operation according to the protocol. They also contain the
state processing states for the state operations of elements (d) and (e) of claim 54.
Thefirst page ofonefile is provided.

¢ Exhibit B3: The first four pages of a printout of file MFATEST.HEXthat contains
the actual packets capturedby the packet acquisition device described in element
(a) of claims 11 and 54, and corresponding to the contents of element(b), the input
buffer memory of claim 29. The packet acquisition device for the experiment was a
SUN workstation connected to a connection point of a network.

e Exhibit B4: Thefile packets.txt that describes the nature of the packets in
MFATEST.HEX.

e Exhibit B5: The contentsoffiles mfaptpkt.txt and mfaptpkt2.txt that are files that
contain the elements that were extracted by the parsing/extracting of

¢ Exhibit B6: The contents of files mfaptkey.txt and mfaptkey2.txt that are files that
contain the keys that were generated fromthe extracted data (Exhibit B4) and used.
for looking up the flow-entry database per element (c) of method claims 11 and 54,
which are operations carried out by the lookup engine of element (e) of claim 29.
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To: Dov Rosenfeld Page 4 of 4 2005-03-02 22:37:00 (GMT) +1 (408) 317-0351 From: Russell Dietz

e Exhibit B7: The first four pages of a printout of file MFATEST.TXTthat includes
the decoded packets that were generated by operation of the methodthat includes
the elements of each of method claims 11 and 54, by an apparatus that includes the
elements of claim 29.

 
e Exhibit B8: Protocol Definition Language (PDL) Reference Guide (the document

MFS-PDL-Reference.pdf) that provides a reference to the protocol definition
language usedin cplfiles.

e Exhibit B9: State-based Sub-Classification Overview (document MFS-State-
Classification.pdf) that describes the states of someof the protocols that are
supported.

The invention functioned for its intended purpose by running the apparatus on a computer,
and a prograin implementing the method ontest data that was part of a node of a network.

The above exhibits are each a copy. The date on each copy has been deleted. I confirm that
the deleted dates are each prior to March 1, 1999.

Therefore, and in summary, | declare that the inventions of claims 11, 29, and 54 were
reduced to practice prior to the reference data of March 1, 1999.

I hereby declare under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the United States of America
that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true andthat all statements made
on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were
made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable

. by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code
F and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any

patent issued thereon.

 
Signed,

 
March 1, 2005

Date Russell S. Dietz

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. 510-547-3378

Fax: +1-510-291-2985; Email:dov@inventek.com
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; ardware Specification-dir.txt
Directory of M:\aaa-----INVENTEK CLIENTS\Hifn\Patents\APPT-001-1-1 filed

Proof of Reductn to Practice\ Hardware Specification\

M: \aaa--~--INVENTEK CLIENTS\Hifn\Patents\APPT-001-1-1 filed M/EProof of
Reductn to Practice Hardware Specification\

 
 

  
  
 

MFAAna lyze.par 317 KB 04:47:46 AM aMFAApp!. pd 12 KB 05:50:46 AM a
MFAParser. pdf 124 KB 3:56:18 AM a
MrAProtocolLayout. par 13 KB 09:24:38 AM aMFASystem.pd’ 93 KB 03:56:50 AM a
MFATest.paf 18 KB 03:56:26 AM a 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Total 0 folder(s); 6 file(s)

Total files size: 1 MB; 580 KB; 593910 Bytes

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANAAAAAAAANAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Page 1
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e Exhibit Al: Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System
Specification (Document MFASystem.pdf)
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TechnicallyElite_ CONFIDENTIAL

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System
Specification

 
1. Introduction

The Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator is a set of synthesizable modules designed to do wire speed
hardware basedapplicationtraffic recognition for Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet. Originally desi gned
for RMON2 network management the MeterFlow Accelerator also allows Layer 3 (Network) through
Layer 7 (Application) visibility for switches and routers .The MeterFlow Accelerator poaches the network
traffic and builds a “flow” database that is then extracted for further processing. Each flow consists ofthe
information necessary to track the conversation between the two end points ofthe traffic. This
conversation is also characterized andvital statistics counted. The resulting flow database is useful for
many applications. Some of these include RMON2 network management, traffic Steering, quality of
service, security, and service level management.

1.1 Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Highlights

¢ Synthesizable modules written in both the Verilog and VHDL
¢ Processes up to Gigabit speeds
* Complete traffic data
¢ State based parallel processing architecture
¢ Distributes work to eliminate bottlenecks

¢ Layer 3 network protocols to dynamic transaction oriented applications at Layer 7
¢ Scalable architecture for any size switch or probe
e Can recognize over 2000 different protocols
e Extensible to new protocols
¢ Recognizes encapsulations
¢ Openinterface

* Easy to use software tools including protocol compiler and C model

Eee

MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System Specification 1g.doc
Confidential Page1 of 22 la:
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2 Overview

The Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System Specification outlines the general system
requirements. It provides an overview of how the modulesinteract with each other and external devices.It
also provides guidance for the testing methodology to be used in the verification of the cores.

The Technically Elite network analysis suite consists of three main components. These are the parser, the
analyzer and software. The parser works on the information contained in a single packet. The analyzer
builds flow information across multiple packets. The software consists of a compiler, a C model and a
database of protocol information. The database delineates all the information needed by the parser to
recognize the protocols and build the flow key. The database also delineates how each protocol’s flow
entry should be updatedas well as the procedure to recognize multi-packet protocols (state processing).
Also included in the module set is a host interface module. This module defines a burst oriented bus

interface compatible with the Intel i960. This module can be easily modified to interface to other bus
types.

After initialization the network datafirst goes to the parser. The parser attempts to recognize the various
possible protocols in a particular packet. It then builds a flow key data structure that is passed to the
analyzer. The analyzer first attemptsto find a particular packets related flow in its’ database. Then using
the information it gathered from previous packets in this flow and the current packets’ data it updates the
flows’ data base entry. Once a flow has been completely recognized, updates consist of gatheringstatistics.
Ona regularbasis the external system reads the flow data base for further processing.

Theparser and analyzer modules are RTL synthesizable modules written in both the Verilog and VHDL
hardware description languages. Each major componentof the cores has a matching testbench. The
testbenches fully exercise the unit undertest and provide an automated verification environment. Input
stimulusfiles are automatically generated by the compiler and expected data files are automatically
generated by the C model.

MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System Specification 1g.doc
Confidential Page 2 of 22 Zw
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3 Top Level MeterFlow Accelerator Module Symbol

HostReady_N

HostDataOut(63:0)

HostAddress(22:0]

HostByteEn_N[7:0]

HostDataln[(63:0)

MemRAS_N[1:0)
MemCAS_N{[3:0]

MemCIkEn
MemCiIkOut

MemClkin MemWR_N
MemDatain{63:0} “ MemBA

MemDSF
MemByteEn_N[7:0)

MemAddress[1 1:0]

MemDataOut[63:0)
MemDirRead

OPPacketDelim
DPDataStb_N
DPKiIPktN

DPData[31:0]

InstName

DPReady_N

 
4 Top Level MeterFlow Accelerator Module Pin Descriptions

4.1.1.1 General Interface Signals

[Signal|Dir|Width|DeseriptionSS
Reset_N IN Reset - active low.

Whenthis signal is active the modulesets it’s registers to
their default condition and suspends operation. It will only
respondto host access cycles. The DataPort interface will
keep DPReady_N active to avoid problemsfor the external
circuitry. MCLK IN Module Clock.

All internal and external transfers except for memory
transfers are synchronized by this signal.

MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System Specification 1g.doc
Confidential Page 3 of 22 Wie

Mitix.
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4.1.1.2 Memory Interface

|Signal___|_‘Dir_|Width
MemClkIn IN ] Memoryclockin.

This signal is used to generate the rmemory interface timing.
MemRAS_N Memory Row Address Strobe bus — active low.

MemCAS_N Memory Column Address Strobe bus- active low.

MemCIkEn OUT|1 Memory Clock Enable.
Some memories require this signal to be disabled for a
certain amountof timeafter reset.

MemC]kOut OUT Memory Clock Out.
This signal is used by synchronous memoryforall
operations. MemCIkIn is buffered and sent out on this pin.
This heips reduce skew between this clock and the other

/MemWRN{OUT [1_1 Memory Write — active low.MemBA _ Memory Bank Address.
Used by multi-bank memoryto select the bank the current

cecedeeee oe efOPETationistooperateon.
/MemDSF ss} OUT| 1_jMemorySpecialFunctionselect. _ _.
|MemByteEn_N_| | OUT |8|MemoryByte Enable bus—active|low. _oo
|MemAddress ae 12 -[Memory Addressbus.__
MemDataIn IN| 64.’ Memory Data Inputbus.

-MemDataOut 64 “|Memory Data Outputbus.
MemDirRead i

 

 

  

Memory Data bus Direction is Read.
This signal is used to control the tri-state enable on the

! bidirectional memory data bus. If MemDirReadis active
data is coming into the module from the memory.Ifit is

: inactive the module is driving data out to the memory.

|
|
|

 
MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System Specification 1g.doc
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4.1.1.3 Host Interface Signals

|Signal|Dir_|_Width_|
HostModSel_N IN Host interface Module Select - active low.

HostModSel_Nis sampled onthe rising edge of MCLK.If
it is active, it signifies that the external hostis attempting to
access the module.

HostWrite Write.

Write is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.This signal
is only valid when HostModSel_Nis active. If this signal is
active, the host is attempting to write to the module. Inactive
this signal sign signifies a read from the module.It should
also be used to control the direction of the host data busifit
is bidirectional.

HostBlast_N Burst Last — active low.

HostBlast_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.
HostBlast_N tells the module that the current transfer is the
last transfer in this burst.

HostWait_N IN Wait — active low.

HostWait_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK. The
host asserts HostWait_N whenit wishes to slow transfers

betweenitself and the module. This could also be used by
additional interface logic to slow transfers so it can
multiplex the bus down to a smaller size without additional
FIFOs.If wait is active, HostReady_N is blocked.

HostReady_N Ready — active low.
HostReady_N should be sampled ontherising edge of
MCLK.The module returns HostReady_N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
HostReady_N meansthat the HostDataIn bus has been
latched. For a read operation HostReady_N meansthat the
requested data is on the HostDataOut bus andis valid.
HostReady_Nis blocked by HostWait_N.

HostAddress Host Addressbus.

HostAddress is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
HostModSel_Nis active. This bus defines the first address

in this burst to access in the 64 Megabyte address space of
the module. See Section x.x.x for the Address Utilization

peereet Map. cee
HostByteEn_N | : Host ByteEnablebus —Activelow.
Pp oozl HostWait_N is sampledonthe risingedge ofMCLK.-
HostDataIn : Host Data Input bus.' !: HostDatalInis sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif

 

poa|HostWriteiisactiveand HostWait_Nisinactive. |
HostDataOut 7 Host Data Output bus.

; HostDataQutshould be sampled on the rising edge of
MCLK.Data onthis bus is valid during a read cycle when
HostReady_Nisactive.
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4.1.1.4 Data Port Interface

|Signal|‘Dir|Width|Description
DPPacketDelim IN Data Port Packet Delimiter.

This signal should be driven active when the externallogic
wants to send a packet to the module. DPPacketDelim
should remain active during the entire packet transfer.
DPPacketDelim must go inactive for one clock between
packets.

INDPDataStb_N Data Port Data Strobe.

Whenactive, this signal tells the module that data on the
DPData busis valid. If DPReady_N wasinactive at the end
of the previous cycle, DPDataStb_N should not be driven
active. If DPReady_N goes inactive in the same cycle as
DPDataStb_N,then the module will latch the incoming
data so that no datais lost.

DPKillPkt_N Data Port Kill Packet.

If this signal becomes active while DPPacketDelim is
active, the module will attempt to stop processing the
current packet and flush it’s input FIFO. If however, parsing
of the packet is completed, the packet will not be able to be

| recalled. This should only be a problem in a ‘cut through’
implementation.

DPReady_N Data Port Ready — active low.
This signal when driven active means that the module can -
accept new data. If however the modules’ input FIFO is
filled, DPReady_N will be driven inactive. To prevent
overruns, DPReady_N will go inactive when the module
can actually accept one more data transfer.

Data Port Data bus.

 
5 MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Block Diagrams

The following pageis the top level block diagram for the MeterFlow Accelerator Module.

MeterFlow Accelerator Modules System Specification 1g.doc
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6 Description of Modules and Software

6.1 Parser Module

6.1.1. Parser Module Highlights

e Builds key and payload data structure for analyzer (flow key)
¢ Scaleable protocol pattern recognition engine
¢ Supports from 1 to 2048 simultaneous unique protocol patterns
e At 62.5 MegaHertz can process up to 1.5 MegaPackets per second
e Accepts protocol database output from MeterFlow compiler

6.1.2 Parser Module Symbol

ParserKeyDelim
ParserDataAvail

ParserData(63:0}

OPReady_N
ParHostReady_N

ParHostDataOu([63:0]
HostAddress[13:0]

HostByteEn_N([7:0}

HostDataln[63:0)

 
6.1.3 Parser Module Description

The parser module consist of two main sub-modules. These are the pattern recognition engine and the
slicer. The parser module pouchesthe network data through the DataPortinterface. The dataisfirst
processedbythe pattern recognition engine. This engine consists of a database and a comparison engine.
The database can reside in ROM or RAM.If the database is in a RAM the parser can be programmed to
recognize new protocols or a different set of protocols.

Theset of specified protocols defines a tree of linked nodes. Each protocol is either a parent node or a
terminal node. A protocol is a parent nodeifit links to other protocols that can be contained in it. For
example IP is a parent to UDP. As each protocol is recognized, the pattern recognition engine emits a
unique protocol identifier. It also emits a process codethatthe slicer uses to build the flow key.

Theslicer extracts information from the packet to build the flow key. For example, it will extract the
source and destination addresses from the packet and pack them into the flow key data structure. It may
also process certain parts of the packet to speed up flow processing performedby the analyzer. It will build
a hash value from certain parts of the packet to speed looking up the flow in the analyzers’ database.
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6.1.4 Parser Module Pin Descriptions

  
 

6.1.4.1 General Interface Signals

|Signal__|_‘Dir|Width_Description

ai=Whenthis signalis active the parsersets it’s registers to

_ yy

their default condition and suspends operation. It will only

6.1.4.2 AnalyzerInterface

respond to host access cycles. The DataPort interface will

|Signal__—|‘Dir |_Width|Description

 

   
  

 

 
  
 

 

 
   

 

 
 

  
  
  

  

 

keep DPReady_N active to avoid problems for the external
circuitry.

Module Clock.

transfers are synchronizedby this signal.

AnalyzerReady IN Analyzer Ready.
This signal tells the parser that the analyzer can accept data.

ParserKeyDelim OUT Parser Key Delimiter. ,
The ParserKeyDelim signal becomes active when the first

goes inactive when the last quadword of the key is
transferred.

ParserDataAvail OUT Parser Data Available.

If this signal is active the data on the ParserData busis
valid.

All internal and external transfers except for memory

quadwordof a new keyis ready to transfer to the analyzer. It

Parser Data bus.
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 6.1.43 Data = InterfaceWidth

DPPacketDelim Data Port Packet Delimiter.
This signal should be driven active when the external logic
wants to send a packet to the parser. DPPacketDelim
should remain active during the entire packet transfer.
DPPacketDelim must go inactive for one clock between
packets.

Data Port Data Strobe.

Whenactive, this signal tells the parser that data on the
DPDatabusis valid. If DPReady_N wasinactive at the end

of the previous cycle, DPDataStb_N should not be driven
active. If DPReady_N goes inactive in the same cycle as
DPDataStb_N, then the parser will latch the incoming data
so that no datais lost.

Data Port Kill Packet.

If this signal becomesactive while DPPacketDelim is
active, the parser will attempt to stop processing the current
packet and flush it’s input FIFO. If however, parsing of the
packet is completed, the packet will not be able to be
recalled. This should only be a problem in a ‘cut through’
implementation.

Data Port Ready — active low.
This signal when driven active meansthat the parser can
accept new data. If however the parser’s input FIFOisfilled,
DPReady_N will be driven inactive. To prevent overruns,

-oe
DPReady_N OUT

DPReady_Nwill go inactive when the parser can actually
accept one more data transfer.

Data Port Data bus.
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6.1.4.4 Host Interface Signals

___Signal_|Dir|_Width_
ParserSel_N Parser Select- active low.

ParserSel_N is sampled on therising edge of MCLK.Ifit
is active,it signifies that the external host is attempting to
access the .

HostWrite Write.

Write is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.Thissignal
is only valid when ParserSel_Nisactive.If this signal is
active, the host is attempting to write to the parser. Inactive
this signal sign signifies a read from the .

HostBlast_N IN Burst Last — active low.

— HostBlast_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.HostBlast_N tells the parser that the current transfer is the
last transfer in this burst.

Wait — active low.

HostWait_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.The
host asserts HostWait_N whenit wishes to slow transfers
between itself and the

ParHostReady_N should be sampled on the rising edge of
MCLK.Theparser returns ParHostReady_N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
ParHostReady_N means that the HostDataIn bus has been
latched. For a read operation ParHostReady_N meansthat
the requested data is on the ParHostDataOutbusandis
valid. ParHostReady_N is blocked by HostWait_N.

HostAddress IN 13 Host Address bus.

HostAddress is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
ParserSel_Nis active. This bus defines the first address in

this burst to access in the 64 Kilobyte address space of the
ceefoEfParser. See Sectionx.x.xforthe AddressUtilizationMap.
HostByteEn_N : Host Byte Enable bus — Active low.
beeenteenieut cus wsun, -t..HostWait_Nissampledontherisingedge of MCLK._
HostDataIn | ' Host Data Inputbus.

HostDataIn is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif

ParHostReady_N|OUT 7Parser to Host Ready — active low.
 

cecebenfss -ne_.._| _HostWriteis activeand HostWait_Nis inactive,
ParHostDataOut | OUT 64 ParserHost Data Output bus.

ParHostDataOut should be sampled onthe rising edge of
' MCLK.Data on this bus is valid during a read cycle when

ParHostReady_Nisactive.
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6.2 Analyzer Module

6.2.1 Analyzer Module Highlights

e “Flexible” Rule-based Traffic Classification

¢ State-based Tracking of Traffic
¢ Multiple Packets for Layer Processing
e Internal Cache and Memory Controller (32 - 64KB)
¢ Direct High Bandwidth (64 bit) Memory Interface

Up to 16MB of memory (75K Flows)
SG/SDRAMSupport
Programmable Rules/State Engine
Selectable Protocols in Flows

Future Protocols Support
Scalable System Design

6.2.2 Analyzer Module Symbol

MemRAS_N([1:0]

MemCAS_N[3:0]
MemClkEn

MemCiIkOut

MemByteEn_N[7:0]

MemAdddress[1 1:0]

MemDataOut{63:0]
MemDirRead

HostAddress[21:0] AnaHostReady_N
HostByteEn_N[7:0]

HostDataln{63:0]|AnaHostDataOut[63:0)

ParserKeyDelim
ParserDataAvail AnalyzerReady
ParserData(63:0]
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6.2.3. Analyzer Module Description

The analyzer module consists of the flow lookup engine, the flow insertion/deletetion engine, the simple
rules engine, the complex rules engine, the caching memorycontroller, the host update controller and the
process synchronizer. Each of these sub-modules work in parallel to create and update flows.

Asa flow key enters the analyzer, the lookup engine attemptsto find it in the flow database. If the flow
exists, the lookup engine retrieves the flow from the caching memory controller. It then makes a decision
based on the state information included in the flow entry to either sendit to the simple rules engine, the
complex rules engine or to update the flow entryitself. This updating consists of adding values to counters
in the flow database entry. If a flow does not exist,.the flow key is sent to the flow insertion/deletetion
engine which addsthe flow to the database. Based on the flow key information the flow
insertion/deletetion engine maybe also send the new flow to oneofthe rules engines for processing.

The simple rules engine updates the flow based on the current state and the flow key information. The
complex rules engine processes multi packet protocol recognition. It may have to search througha series
of possible states to determine the flow’s actual state. The result of the complex engine’s processing is a
consolidated flow entry. For example, a PointCast session will open multiple conversations that on a
packet by packet basis look like separate flows. Since each conversation is merely a subflow under the
PointCast master flow, a single flow that consolidates all of the information for the flow is desired.

The caching memorycontroller can be setup to work with various configurations of SDRAM or SGRAM.
It uses it’s cache to optimize memory bandwidth. Ona typical network the packets will have a certain
amount of congruity. This means that the cache can have a highhitrate.

6.2.4 Analyzer Module Pin Out

6.2.4.1 General Interface Signals

|Signal|‘Dir|Width|Description
Reset_N IN Reset- active low.

Whenthis signal is active the analyzersets it’s registers to
their default condition and suspends operation. It will only
respond to host access cycles. MCLK IN Module Clock.

All internal and external transfers except for memory
transfers are synchronized by this signal.
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6.2.4.2 Memory Interface

|Signal“Dir|Width Description
MemClkIn IN Memoryclock in.

This signal is used to generate the memory interface timing.
Memory Row Address Strobe bus — active low.

|MemCASNN.—|OUT[4s Memory Column Address Strobe bus-— active low.

MemCIkEn an] Memory Clock Enable.Some memories require this signal to be disabled for a
certain amountoftimeafter reset.

MemClkOut Memory Clock Out.
This signal is used by synchronous memoryforall
operations. MemClkInis buffered and sent out on this pin.
This helps reduce skew between this clock and the other
signals.

|MemWR.N[Our {i___| Memory Write — active low.Memory Bank Address.
Used by multi-bank memoryto select the bank the current
operation is to operateon.

__|Ol ________| MemorySpecial Functionselect.eo
/MemByteEn_NN__. | OUT ______|MemoryByte Enablebus— activelow.re
/MemAddressOUT ws wweMemory Addressbus.__
| MemDatalIn __|IN + __,Memory Data Inputbus.
|MemDataOut ss |, OUT _____| MemoryData Output|bus. _
MemDirRead | OUT|1 ‘| Memory Data bus Direction is Read.

: | This signal is used to controlthetri-state enable on the
' bidirectional memorydata bus. If MemDirReadisactive
i data is coming into the analyzer from the memory.Ifit is
| inactive the analyzer is driving data out to the memory.
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6.2.4.3 Host Interface Signals

|Signal|Dir|Width|Description
AnalyzerSel_N IN Hostinterface Analyzer Select - active low.

AnalyzerSel_N is sampled onthe rising edge of MCLK.If
it is active, it signifies that the external host is attempting to
access the analyzer.

:

Write is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.This signal

HostBlast_N -

is only valid when AnalyzerSel_Nis active. If this signalis
active, the host is attempting to write to the analyzer.
Inactive this signal sign signifies a read from the analyzer.It
should also be used to control the direction of the host data

busif it is bidirectional.

Burst Last — active low.

HostBlast_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.
HostBlast_N tells the analyzer that the current transfer is
the Jast transfer in this burst.

additional interface logic to slow transfers so it can
multiplex the bus down to a smaller size without additional
FIFOs.If wait is active, HostReady_Nis blocked.

Analyzer to Host Ready — active low.
AnaHostReady _N should be sampled ontherising edge of
MCLK.The analyzer returns AnaHostReady _N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
AnaHostReady _N meansthat the HostDataIn bus has
been latched. For a read operation AnaHostReady _N
means that the requested data is on the HostDataOutbus
and is valid. AnaHostReady _N is blocked by HostWait_N.

HostAddress 22 Host Address bus.

HostAddress is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
AnalizerSel_N is active. This bus defines the first address

in this burst to access in the 32 Megabyte address space of
the analyzer. See Section x.x.x for the Address Utilization

HostByteEn_N 1 | HostBytelEnablebus —Activelow.
foe A...HostWait_N is sampled ontherisingedgeofMCLK.
HostDataIn ' Host Data Inputbus.

: : HostDatalniis sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif

AnaHostReady_N|OUT

HostWait_N Wait — active low.

HostWait_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK. The
host asserts HostWait_N whenit wishes to slow transfers

betweenitself and the analyzer. This could also be used by

 

ee _ |HostWriteiisactive andHostWait_Nisinactive.
AnaHostDataOut | ~AnalyzerHost Data Outputbus.

i | : AnaHostDataOutshould be sampled ontherising edge of
| MCLK.Dataon this busis valid during a read cycle when
; AnaHostReady _Nis active.
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6.2.4.4 Parser Interface

|Signal|“Dir|Width|————SdDescription—
AnalyzerReady OUT|1 Analyzer Ready.

This signal tells the parser that the analyzer can accept data.

 
ParserKeyDelim IN 1 Parser Key Delimiter.

The ParserKeyDelim signal becomes active whenthefirst
quadwordof a new keyis ready to transfer to the analyzer.It
goes inactive when the last quadwordofthe keyis
transferred.

ParserDataAvail IN Parser Data Available.

If this signal is active the data on the ParserData busis
valid.
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6.3 Host Interface Module

6.3.1 Host Interface Module Highlights

e 1960 style burst interface
¢ Easily modified for connection to other buses

6.3.2 Host Interface Symbol

AnalyzerSel_N
ParserSel_N

HostDataOut[63:0]

HostReady_N
HostAddress[22:0]

AnaHostDataOut[63:0]}

ParHostDataOut[63:0]

 
6.3.3 Host Interface Module Description

The Host Interface module contains the host data multiplexer to select either the parser or the analyzer
data bus. It also decodes the host address to create ParserSel_N or AanlyzerSel_N.

6.3.4 Host Interface Module Pin Out

6.3.4.1 GeneralInterface Signals

|Signal|“Dir|Width|Description
Reset_N IN Reset- active low.

Whenthis signal is active the analyzersets it’s registers to
their default condition and suspends operation. It will only
respondto host access cycles. IN Module Clock.

All internal and external transfers except for memory
transfers are synchronized by this signal.
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6.3.4.2 Host Interface Signals

Width Description

AnalyzerSel_N OUT|1 Host interface Analyzer Select - active low.
AnalyzerSel_N is sampled onthe rising edge of MCLK.If
it is active, it signifies that the external host is attempting to
access the analyzer.

UTParserSel_N O Parser Select - active low.

ParserSel_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.Ifit
iS active, it signifies that the external host is attempting to
access the parser.

HostBlast_N IN Burst Last — active low.

HostBlast_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.
HostBlast_N tells the analyzer that the current transfer is
the last transfer in this burst.

HostWait_N Wait — active low.
HostWait_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK. The
host asserts HostWait_N whenit wishes to slow transfers

betweenitself and the analyzer. This could also be used by
additional interface logic to slow transfers so it can
multiplex the bus down to a smaller size without additional
FIFOs. If wait is active, HostReady_Nis blocked.

AnaHostReady_N Analyzer to Host Ready — active low.
AnaHostReady _N should be sampled on the rising edge of
MCLK.The analyzer returns AnaHostReady _N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
AnaHostReady _N means that the HostDataIn bus has
been latched. For a read operation AnaHostReady _N
means that the requested data is on the HostDataOutbus
and is valid. AnaHostReady _Nis blocked by HostWait_N.

ParHostReady_N Parser to Host Ready — active low.
ParHostReady_N should be sampled on the rising edge of
MCLK.Theparser returns ParHostReady_N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
ParHostReady_N meansthat the HostDataIn bus has been
latched. For a read operation ParHostReady_N meansthat
the requested data is on the ParHostDataOutbusandis
valid. ParHostReady_N is blocked by HostWait_N.

HostReady_N OUT Ready — active low.
HostReady_N should be sampled onthe rising edge of
MCLK.The module returns HostReady_N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
HostReady_N means that the HostDataln bus has been
latched. For a read operation HostReady_N means that the
requested data is on the HostDataOutbusandis valid.
HostReady_N is blocked by HostWait_N.

HostAddress IN 23 Host Address bus.

HostAddress is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
AnalizerSel_N is active. This bus defines the first address

in this burst to access in the 64 Megabyte address space of
the analyzer. See Section x.x.x for the Address Utilization
Map.
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AnaHostDataOut | IN | 64 | Analyzer‘HostData Output bus.

| AnaHostDataOutshould be sampledon therising edge of
! | MCLK.Data onthis busis valid during a read cycle when{ : 4AnaHostReady _Nisactive._
i IN 64 : ParserHost Data Outputbubus.

| ParHostDataOutshould be sampled on the rising edge of
: MCLK.Dataon this bus is valid during a read cycle when

nnn7_ParHostReady_Nis active._
HostDataOut “OUT;64 | Host Data Outputbus.

: | i HostDataOutshould be sampled on the rising edge of
! MCLK.Data onthisbusis valid during a read cycle when
| HostReady_Nisactive.

ParHostDataOut| |
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6.4 MeterFlow Compiler

6.4.1 MeterFlow Compiler Highlights

ANSI compatible C implementation
Simple Packet Description Language
Technically Elite supplied Packet Description Languagefiles for all common protocols
Anyor all protocols can be included
Automatically generates parser module pattern recognition database
Automatically generates slicer instructions
Automatically generates unique protocol identifiers for use throughout system
Automatically generates analyzer programming

e Automatically generates test input stimulus

6.4.2 MeterFlow Compiler Description

The MeterFlow Compiler generatesall the information needed to program the MeterFlow accelerator.It’s
inputis a set offiles that define the protocols to recognize and the target system. It can also be used by the
engineer to define the size of the databases required to support a certain set of protocols. The outputof the
compileris a set of files used to program each part of the MeterFlow Accelerator.

The compiler first reads the protocol definition files defined in the protocollist file and creates a tree
defining each protocols relationship to the others. Protocols with the same nameare assumedto be the
same. For example, FTP under UDP and TCP are condensedinto a single entry linked to both parent
protocols. The compiler then reads the hardware definition file or uses a default maximum definition. It
then searches the protocol space to find a solution. If a solution is found that fits into the hardware
constraints, the compiler outputs database in a form that can be loaded into either the testbenches, the C
model, or the hardware.

If the t option is selected, the compiler will generate an input stimulusfile for the testbenches. This file
contains a series of packets one for each protocol in the protocollist.

6.4.3. MeterFlow Compiler Invocation

MFC <options>

6.4.3.1 Options

i < filename> Protocollist

filename

Description

Theprotocollist file contains the names of each protocol to be
included in this run. The default is MeterFlow.pl. The names must
match the filenameprefix of the protocol definition languagefile
associated with that protocol. For example, if the TCP protocolis to be
included, and thefile is called TCP.PDL, the protocollist file should
contain the line:

I TCP;

If the children of TCP are to be included they can be added
automatically by replacing the above line with:
I TCP c;

Child protocols can be excluded by the following line as a example:
E FTP;
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Outputfile The outputfile prefix allows the user to changethestartof the
prefix filename of the outputfiles. The default is MeterFlow.

d<filename>|Hardware This input file is used by the compiler to constrain processing to the
definition available hardware resources. If the compiler cannotfind a solution at
filename the effort level it will output a set offiles with the best solution it

found and report anerror.

N is a numberfrom 1 to 5. The default is 3. An effort level of5 tells
the compiler to exhaust the search space.

t Generate This option generates a file that can be run through the C model to
input generate expected output data. Then both files can be run through the
stimulusfile testbenches for automated testing of the modules.

o <prefix>  

  
  

 

 
  

 

  
 
 
 
 

 
  

6.5 MeterFlow C Model

6.5.1 MeterFlow C Model Highlights

e ANSI compatible C implementation
Models the MeterFlow Accelerator modules

Outputs expected data for the testbenches
Excepts the same input files as the testbenches

6.5.2 MeterFlow C Model Description

The MeterFlow C Model reads the samefiles used by the modules and emulates them.It is used to
generate expected data for the automated testbenches included with the modules.

6.5.3 MeterFlow C Model Invocation

MCM <options>

6.5.3.1 Options

|Option|Name_|Description
i<filename>|Input Theinput file prefix allows the user to changethestart of the filename

filename of the inputfiles. The default is MeterFlow.
prefix

o <prefix> Outputfile Theoutputfile prefix allows the user to changethestart of the
prefix filenameof the outputfiles, The default is MeterFlow.

d<filename>|Hardware This inputfile is used by the C model to emulate the available
definition hardware resources.

filename

 
7 MeterFlow Accelerator Single Chip Implementation Top Level

Schematic
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1 Introduction

This documentis designed to be the repository for all information related to the MeterFlow Accelerator
Parser Module. This specification is designed to provide the engineer with enough information to fully
implement the module. There will be revisions during and after the implementation process that will be
reflected in this document.

Eachpartof this specification describes a different aspect of the module. It concentrates on the interfaces
between the parser module andthe otherparts of the system. The otherparts of the system include the
analyzer module, the host interface module and importantly the softwarethat models, programsandtests
the system Thekeyto a successful implementation is the interfaces between modules and between sub-
module and sub-module. Each interface is describedin detail. Any changesto the interfaces mayaffect the
entire module and eventhe entire system. Care must be taken that each interface is understood completely
before implementation is begun.

2 Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module
Highlights

¢ Synthesizable modules written in both the Verilog and VHDL
* Scalable architecture for any size switch or probe
* Can recognize over 2000 different protocols
e Extensible to new protocols

Recognizes encapsulations

Builds key and payload datastructure for analyzer (flow key)
Scaleable protocol pattern recognition engine
At 62.5 MegaHertz can process up to 1.5 MegaPackets per second
Accepts protocol database output from MeterFlow compiler

eee
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3 Architectural Overview

The parser module consist of two main sub-modules. Theseare the pattern recognition engine (PRE) and
the slicer. The PRE analyzesthe packetandtheslicer builds the flow key from the packetand instructions
from the pattern recognition engine .The parser hasbeensplit into two parts for several reasons. First and
foremost, the split correctly partitions the functions to allow maximumreuseofsilicon across the over two
thousandprotocols that can be supported. Another advantage of the split architecture is that the compiler
can analyze the three dimensional space occupiedby theoffset, level, and pattern data of the specified
protocols and compact the databases used in the parser module. The set of specified protocols defines a
tree of linked nodes. Each protocolis either a parent node or a terminal node. A protocol is a parent node
if it links to other protocols that can be containedin it. For exampleIP is a parent to UDP.Protocols can
be the children of several parents. If a unique node was generated for each of the possible parent/child
trees, the database would explode exponentially. Instead, child nodes are shared among multiple parents
thus compacting the database.. Finally the PRE can be used on it’s own when only protocol recognition is
required.

The parser module pouchesthe network data through the DataPort interface. The dataisfirst processed by
the pattern recognition engine. This engine consists of a comparison engine and a database. The
comparison enginehasa first stage that checks the protocoltype field to determineif it is an 802.3 packet
andthe field should be treated as a length.If it is not a length, the protocol is checked in the second stage.
This is the only protocol level that is not programmable. This is because the detection of the protocol at
this level is simple and well defined.It is implemented with partial CAMsthat return a node identifier if
hit. This second stage has twofull sixteen bit CAMsdefined for future protocol additions. After this
detection is completed the engine initializes Current Offset Pointer (COP)to the next part of the packet
that needs to be checked. The nodeidentifier from the previous stage and the data pointed to by the COP
are used by the PRE to lookupanentryin the database. As each protocolis recognized, the pattern
recognition engine emits a unique protocol identifier. It also emits a process code that the slicer uses to
build the flow key. This process is repeated until the nodeidentifier’s Terminal bit is set. At that point the
PRE has completely recognized the protocols in the packet andreadiesitself for the next packet.

Theslicer extracts information from the packetto build the flow key. For example, it will extract the
source and destination addresses from the packet and pack them into the flow key data structure. It may
also process certain parts of the packetto speed up flow processing performed by the analyzer.It will build
a hash value from certain parts of the packet to speed looking up the flow in the analyzers’ database. The
Slicer transfers data from it’s input Bufferto it’s output Buffer based on the sequenceof instructions in it’s
instruction database. When the PRE recognizes a protocolit outputs both the protocol identifier and a
processcodeto the slicer. The protocol identifier is added to the flow key and the process codeis used to
fetch the first instruction from the instruction database. Instructions consist an operation code and usually
source and destination offsets as well as a length. The offsets and length are in bytes. A typical operation
is the MOVEinstruction. This instruction tells the slicer to copy n bytes data unmodified from the input
Buffer to the output Buffer. The slicer contains a byte-wise barrel shifter so that the bytes moved can be
packed into the flow key. The slicer contains anotherinstruction called HASH.This instructiontells the
Slicer to copy from the input Buffer to the HASH generator. Theresult from the HASH generator is always
written into the first two bytes of the flow key.It is used to accelerate the lookup ofthe flow in the
analyzers flow database. Once the flow key is completed,the slicer transfers it to the analyzer for further
processing.

The parser module databases can reside in ROM or RAM.If the databases are in a RAM the parser can be
programmedto recognize newprotocols or a differentset of protocols.
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Thetarget throughput for the MeterFlow Accelerator running at 62.5 Megahertz is 1.5 million packets per
second (PPS). This is the sustained maximum throughputofa single Gigabit channel. Atthis rate the
parser module has 41.6 cycles to process each packet. In order to reduce the needfor front end bufferin g
external to the parser module, the architecture has been designed to complete the protocol recognition
generation in no more than 36 cycles. Since there could be up to 12 different protocols in each to be
processed, the parser module has been designed to averagethree cycles per protocol. This is the very worst
case because a packetthat has twelve levels of protocols in it will most likely be muchlarger than the
minimum packetsize. This can be used as to advantage again in the reduction of external buffering. The
slicer must also complete the flow key generation within 36 cycles to keep the system in balance and
unstalled. This however can be extendedif the payload copyinginstructions run to there maximum values.

The average packet will have between4 and 5 levels of protocol with no encapsulations. At three cycles
per protocol the PRE will use only 15 cycles to complete a packet. This means that the PRE has a typical
sustained throughputof over three million packets per second.
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3.2 Architectural Block Diagram

Pattern Recognition
Database Memory

Slicer Instructon

Database 
 

 

 

. CPUDataOut
CPUInterface Mux and Control Register

CPUDataln

Pattern Recognition
Engine

DPData Parser ParserData
> Parser Input Buffer Output

Buffer

DPDataStb_N ParserDataAvail

DataPort Interface Analyzer Interface
DPReady_N: Control Control AnalyzerReady
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4 Top Level MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Symbol

ParserKeyDelim
ParserDataAvail

ParserData[63:0]

DPReady_N
ParHostReady_N

ParHostDataOut[63:0] 
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5 MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Top Level Pin
Descriptions

5.1.1.1 GeneralInterface Signals

|Signal|Dir|Width|Descriptioni
Reset_N IN Reset - active low.

Whenthis signalis active the parser sets it’s registers to
their default condition and suspends operation.It will only
respond to host access cycles. The DataPort interface will
keep DPReady_Nactive to avoid problems for the external
circuitry.

MCLK IN 1 Module Clock.

All internal and external transfers except for memory
transfers are synchronized by this signal.

5.1.1.2 Analyzer Interface

Description

AnalyzerReady IN Analyzer Ready.
This signal tells the parser that the analyzer can accept data.

ParserKeyDelim OUT|1 Parser Key Delimiter.
The ParserKeyDelim signal becomes active whenthefirst
quadwordof a new keyis ready to transfer to the analyzer.It
goes inactive when the last quadwordofthe keyis
transferred.

ParserDataAvail OUT|1 Parser Data Available.

If this signal is active the data on the ParserData busis
valid.

OUT|64 Parser Data bus.

 
4
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§.1.1.3 DataPort Interface

|Signal|‘Dir|Width|Description
DPPacketDelim IN DataPort Packet Delimiter.

This signal should be driven active when the externallogic
wants to send a packetto the parser. DPPacketDelim
should remain active during the entire packet transfer.
DPPacketDelim must go inactive for one clock between
packets.

DPDataStb_N DataPort Data Strobe.
Whenactive, this signal tells the parser that data on the
DPData busis valid. If DPReady_N wasinactive at the end
of the previous cycle, DPDataStb_N should not be driven
active. If DPReady_N goes inactive in the same cycle as
DPDataStb_N,then the parser will latch the incoming data
so that no data is lost.

DPKillPkt_N DataPort Kill Packet.

If this signal becomes active while DPPacketDelim is
active, the parser will attempt to stop processing the current
packet andflushit’s input Buffer. If however, parsing of the
packet is completed, the packet will not be able to be
recalled. This should only be a problem in a ‘cut through’
implementation.

DPReady_N DataPort Ready — active low.
: This signal when driven active means that the parser can

accept new data. If however the parser’s input Buffer is
filled, DPReady_N will be driven inactive. To prevent
overruns, DPReady_N will go inactive when the parser can
actually accept one more data transfer.

IN 32 DataPort Data bus.
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5.1.1.4 Host Interface Signals

-——Signal_|Dir|_Width_ParserSel_N IN ParserSelect - active low.
ParserSel_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.Ifit
is active, it signifies that the externalhostis attempting to
access the parser.

HostWrite Write.

Write is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.Thissignal
is only valid when ParserSel _Nis active. If this signalis
active, the host is attempting to write to the parser. Inactive
this signal sign signifies a read from the parser.

HostBlast_N ] Burst Last — active low.

HostBlast_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.
HostBlast_N tells the parser that the current transfer is the
last transfer in this burst.

HostWait_N 1 Wait — active low.

HostWait_N is sampledon therising edge of MCLK. The
host asserts HostWait_N whenit wishes to slow transfers
betweenitself and the .

ParHostReady_N 1 Parser to Host Ready - activelow.
ParHostReady_N should be sampled on therising edge of
MCLK.Theparser returns ParHostReady_N whenthe

, current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
ParHostReady_N means that the HostDataIn bus has been
latched. For a read operation ParHostReady_N means that
the requested data is on the ParHostDataOut bus andis
valid. ParHostReady_N is blocked by HostWait_N.

HostAddress Host Address bus.

HostAddress is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
ParserSel_Nis active. This bus definesthefirst address in
this burst to access in the 64 Kilobyte address space of the

ponteesfen eefes  oee smn etParser, SeeSectionx.x.xfor theAddressUtilizationMap.
HostByteEn_N | Host ByteEnablebus — Active low.
neoeHostWait_Nissampledontherising edgeofMCLK. —
HostDataIn | Host Data Input bus.

i | HostDatalInis sampledon the rising edge of MCLKif_ _ HostWrite is activeandHostWait_Nisinactive._
|ParHostDataOut_F | ParserHost Data Output bus.

i ' ParHostDataOut should be sampledontherising edge of
‘ MCLK. Data on this bus is valid during a read cycle when
| ParHostReady_NiiS active.
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6 MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Top Level VHDL Entity
entity PAR_TOPis

Port

(

AnalyzerReady: In std_logic;
DPDataStb_N: In std_logic;
DPData:In—std_logic_vector (31 downto 0);
DPKiliPkt_N : In std_logic;
DPPacketDelim: In—std_logic;
HostAddress : In  std_logic_vector (13 downto 0);
HostBlast_N:In  std_logic;

e HostByteEn_N : In  std_logic_vector (7 downto 0);
HostDataIn : In std_logic_vector (63 downto 0);
HostWait_N: In—std_logic;
HostWrite: In—std_logic;
MCLK : In|std_logic;
ParserSel_N: In std_logic;
Reset_N : In_std_logic;
DPReady_N : Out std_logic;
ParHostDataOut : Out std_logic_vector (63 downto 0);
ParHostReady_N : Out std_logic;
ParserDataAvail : Out std_logic;
ParserData : Out std_logic_vector (63 downto 0);
ParserKeyDelim : Out std_logic

)3
end PAR_TOP;

7 MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Top Level Verilog
Module

module par_top( AnalyzerReady, DPData, DPDataStb, DPKillPkt_N, DPPacketDelim, DPReady_N,
HostAddress, HostBlast_N, HostDataln, HostWait_N, HostWrite,
MCLK,ParHostDataOut, ParHostReady_N, ParserData,
ParserDataAvail, ParserKeyDelim, ParserSel_N, Reset_N );

input AnalyzerReady;
input [63:0] DPData;
input DPDataStb, DPKillPkt_N, DPPacketDelim;

output DPReady_N;
input [12:0] HostAddress;
input HostBlast_N;
input [63:0] HostDataIn,
input HostWait_N, HostWrite, MCLK;

output [63:0] ParHostDataOut;
output ParHostReady_N;
output [63:0] ParserData;

output ParserDataAvail, ParserKeyDelim;
input ParserSel_N, Reset_N;
wire [8:0] DPICAdd;
wire [63:0] PIBuS]Data;

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Specification
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wire [8:0] SIPBAdd;
wire [63:0] PIBuPREData;
wire [8:0] PREnPIBAdd;
wire [29:0] CMCoSIData;
wire [8:0] SlAdd;
wire [3:0] PREnS!Protocol;
wire [63:0] SIPOBData;
wire [5:0] PREnSICommand;
wire [8:0] SIPOBAdd;
wire [8:0] CMCoPRDAdd;
wire [22:0} CMCoPRDData;
wire [3:0] BaseOffset;
wire [22:0] CMCoPREData;
wire [8:0] PREAdd;
wire [22:0] PRDData;
wire [29:0] SlData;
wire [8:0] CMCoSIDAdd;
wire [8:0] AICPOBAdd,
wire [29:0] SIDData;
wire [29:0] CMCoSIDData;
wire [8:0] AICoPOBAdd;
wire [8:0] SIFlowKeySize;
wire [8:0] SIPIBAdd;

wire AICDone;

wire CMCoSIDWr;

wire CMCoPRDWYr;

wire PREnSIEn;

wire SIWrStb;

wire S1Done;

wire PREDone;

wire DPICWrStb;

wire DPICDone;

wire ParserEn;

_ CONFIDENTIAL

AIC I11 (.AICDone(AICDone), .AICoPOBAdd(AICoPOBAdd[8:0]),
.AnalyzerReady(AnalyzerReady), .MCLK(MCLK),
.ParserDataAvail(ParserDataAvail), .ParserEn(ParserEn),
.ParserKeyDelim(ParserKeyDelim), .Reset_N(Reset_N), .SiIDone(SlDone),
.SIFlowKeySize(SlFlowKeySize[8:0]));

PRE 110 ( .BaseOffset(BaseOffset[3:0]), .CMCoPREData(CMCoPREData[22:0)),
-MCLK(MCLK), .ParserEn(ParserEn), .PIBuPREData(PIBuPREData[63:0)),
.PREAdd(PREAdd[8:0}), .PREDone(PREDone), .PREnPIBAdd(PREnPIBAdg[8:0]),
-PREnSiCommand(PREnSilCommand(S5:0]), .PREnSIEn(PREnSIEn),
.PREnS]Protocol(PREnS!Protocol[3:0]), .Reset_N(Reset_N) );

DPIC Ii ( .DPDataStb(DPDataStb), .DPICAdd(DPICAdd[8:0]), .DPICDone(DPICDone),
.DPICWrStb(DPICWrStb), .DPKilIPkt_N(DPKilIPkt_N),
.DPPacketDelim(DPPacketDelim), .DPReady_N(DPReady_N), MCLK(MCLK),
.ParserEn(ParserEn), .PREDone(PREDone), .Reset_N(Reset_N));

Slicer 12 (.CMCoSIData(CMCoSIData[29:0}), .MCLK(MCLK), .ParserEn(ParserEn),
.P[BuS!Data(PIBuS|Data[63:0]), .PREDone(PREDone),
.PREnSICommand(PREnSlCommand[5:0]), .PREnSIEn(PREnSIEn),
.PREnSI|Protocol(PREnS|Protocol[3:0]), .Reset_N(Reset_N),
S|Add(SlAdd[8:0]), .SIDone(S1Done),
.SIFlowKeySize(SiFlowKeySize[8:0]}), .SIPIBAdd(SIPIBAdd[8:0]),

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Specification
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SIPOBAdd(SIPOBAdd[8:0]), -SIPOBData(SIPOBData[63:0]),
SIWrStb(SIWrStb)):

SID I3 ( -CMCoSIDAdd(CMCoSIDAdd[8:0}), -CMCoSIDData(CMCoSIDData[29:0]),
-CMCoSIDWr(CMCoSIDWr), -SIDData(SIDData[29:0)));

PRD I4( -CMCoPRDAdd(CMCoPRDAdd[8:0}), -CMCoPRDData(CMCoPRDData[22:0]),
-CMCoPRDWr(CMCoPRDWr), -PRDData(PRDData[22:0]));

POB IS ( .AICDone(AICDone), -AICoPOBAdd(AICoPOBAdd[8:0}), -MCLK(MCLK),
-ParserData(ParserData[63:0]), -ParserEn(ParserEn), -Reset_N(Reset_N),
.S!Done(S1Done), .SIPOBAdd(SIPOBAdd[8:0}), -SIPOBData(SIPOBData[63:0]),
S!WrStb(SlWrStb) );

PIB I6 ( .DPData(DPData[63:0]), -DPICAdd(DPICAdd[8:0]), -DPICDone(DPICDone),
-DPICWrStb(DPICWrStb), -MCLK(MCLK), .ParserEn(ParserEn),
-PIBuPREData(PIBuPREData[63:0]), -PIBuS!Data(PIBuS!Data[63:0]),
-PREDone(PREDone), -PREnPIBAdd(PREnPIBAdd{8:0]), -Reset_N(Reset_N),
.S1Done(SIDone), .SIPIBAdd(SIPBAdd{8:0]) );

CMC I8 ( .BaseOffset(BaseOffset[3:0}), -CMCoPRDAdd(CMCoPRDAdd[8:0}),
-CMCoPRDData(CMCoPRDData[22:0)), -CMCoPRDWr(CMCoPRDWr),
-CMCoPREData(CMCoPREData[22:0]), -CMCoSIDAdd(CMCoSIDAdd[8:0]),
-CMCoSIDData(CMCoSIDData[8:0]), -CMCoSIDWr(CMCoSIDWr),
-CMCoSIData(CMCoSIData[29:0]), -HostAddress(HostAddress[12:0]),
-HostBlast_N(HostBlast_N), -HostDataIn(HostDataIn[63:0]),
-HostWait_N(HostWait_N), -HostWrite(HostWrite), -MCLK(MCLK),
-ParHostDataOut(ParHostDataOut[63:0}),
-ParHostReady_N(ParHostReady_N), .ParserEn(ParserEn),
-ParserSel_N(ParserSel_N), -PRDData(PRDData[22:0]),
-PREAdd(PREAdd[8:0]), .Reset_N(Reset_N), SIDData(SIData{29:0]),
SIAdd(SIAdd[8:0}) );

endmodule// par_top
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8 MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Top Level Schematic

Insert Schematic Here
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9 Parser Module Constants Files

The parser module constantsfiles contain a list of constants used to allow rapid configuration of the
module. For example the size ofthe slicers instruction database data busis defined as:

Verilog

‘define PAR_SLI_DWIDTH23// Parser Slicer Instruction Database Data Bus Width

VHDL

constant PAR_SLI_DWIDTH: integer := 23; -- Parser Slicer Instruction Database Data Bus Width

9.1 Parser module Verilog Constants File - ParserConstants.v
‘define PAR_COM_SHIFT 3 // Parser CommandShift
‘define PAR_SLI_LDWIDTH23
‘define PAR_DP_DWIDTH32// Parser Data Port Data Bus Width
‘define PAR_PIB_DWIDTH64// Parser Input Buffer Data Bus Width
‘define PAR_PIB_AWIDTH9 // Parser Input Buffer Address Bus Width
‘define PAR_PRD_AWIDTH9 // Parser Pattern Recognition Database Address Bus Width
‘define PAR_PRD_DWIDTH23 // Parser Pattern Recognition Database Data Bus Width
‘define PAR_SID_LAWIDTH9 // Parser Slicer Instruction Database Address Bus Width
‘define PAR_SID_DWIDTH30 // Parser Slicer Instruction Database Data Bus Width
‘define PAR_POB_DWIDTH64 // Parser Output Buffer Data Bus Width
‘define PAR_POB_AWIDTH9 // Parser Output Buffer Address Bus Width
‘define PAR_BASE_OFF_WIDTH4 // Parser Base Offset Width
‘define PAR_HOST_AWIDTH13 // Parser Host Address Bus Width
‘define PAR_HOST_BE_WIDTH8 // Parser Host Byte Enable Bus Width
‘define PAR_HOST_DWIDTH64 // Parser Host Data Bus Width
‘define PAR_PRE_COM_WIDTH6 // Parser Command Width
‘define PAR_COM_CT_WIDTH4 // Parser Command Count Width
‘define PAR_PRE_PRO_WIDTH 4 // Parser

‘define PAR_CONTROL_REG_SIZE5 // Parser Control Register Size
‘define PAR_H_SIDDELTA 34
‘define PAR_H_PRDDELTA41

‘define PAR_H_CRDELTA59 // CANT BE NESTED!
“define PAR_SL_FKS_WIDTH 9 // Parser Slicer Flow Key Size Width

9.2 Parser module VHDL Constants File ~ ParserConstants.vhd
4

Insert ParserConstants.vhd here
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10 Sub-module Descriptions

10.1 Pattern Recognition Engine Sub-module — PRE

10.1.1 Symbol

10.1.2 Highlights

Scaleable protocol pattern recognition engine
Supports from 1 to 2048 simultaneous unique protocol patterns
At 62.5 MegaHertz can processup to 1.5 MegaPackets per second
Accepts protocol database output from MeterFlow compiler

10.1.3 Description

The Pattern Recognition Engine module searchesit’s database and the packetin order to recognize the
protocols the packet contains. The database consists ofa series of linked lookup tables. Each lookuptable
uses eight bits of addressing. Thefirst lookup table is always at address zero. The Pattern Recognition
Engine uses the BaseOffset from the control register to start the comparison. It loads this value into the
Current Offset Pointer (COP). It then reads the byte at BaseOffset from the Parser Input Buffer and uses
it as an addressinto thefirst lookuptable.

Each lookuptable returns a word that links to another lookuptable orit returns a terminal flag. If the
lookup produces a recognition event the databasealso returns a commandfor the Slicer. Finally it returns
the value to add to the COP.

10.1.4 Search Algorithm Psuedo-code

10.1.5 Implementation Information

 10.1.5.1  Database Word Definition

  
 

00 Terminal Node found
01 Intermediate Node

10 Ending Terminal Node found
Next Lookup table
* uses PAR_PRE_LU_WIDTH
Slicer Command

* uses PAR_PRE_COM_WIDTH
Mask

* uses PAR_PRE_MASK_WIDTH

  

 
 
 
 

  
10.1.6 File Names

Top: PRE. v(hd)
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Uses: ParserConstants. v(hd)

10.1.7 Pin Descriptions

 
 

10.1.7.1 General Interface Signals 

 Signal
Reset_N 1 Reset - active low.
MCLK [IN[1|Module Clock.
PREDone OUT[1 Pattern Recognition Engine Done.

Parser Enable bit from control register

10.1.7.2 Slicer Interface

Width

PREnSIEn Pattern Recognition Engine to Slicer Enable

|PREnSICommand|OUT[* Pattern Recognition Engine to Slicer Command bus* uses PAR_PRE_COM_WIDTH

PREnSIProtocol Pattern Recognition Engineto Slicer Protocol bus
* uses PAR_PRE_PRO_WIDTH

10.1.7.3 CPU Interface MUX Interface

|Signal|Dir|Width_|
Pattern Recognition Engine Address bus
* uses PAR_PRD_AWIDTH

BaseOffset IN 4 Base Offset.My|Thisis the first offset the Pattern Recognition Engine willcheck,

JEMCOPREDate[INfe CMCto Pattern Rcognition Engine Data bus* uses PAR_PRD_DWIDTH

10.1.7.4 Parser Input Buffer Interface

|_Signal___|‘Dir[|Width|
PREnPIBAdd OUT|* Pattern Recognition Engine Parser Input Buffer Address

bus.

PIBuPREData IN * Parser Input Buffer to Pattern Recognition Engine Databus.
* Uses PAR_PIB __DWIDTH

* Uses PAR_PIB_AWIDTH

10.1.8 Verilog Module

    
  
 

  
  

  

 
   

  
  

 
 

  
  

  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 
  

 
  

[*

PRE.v

PRE - Pattern Recognition Module
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‘include "ParserConstants.v"

module PRE(Reset_N, MCLK,ParserEn, PREDone, PREnSIEn, PREnSiCommand, PREnS|Protocol,
PREAdd, BaseOffset, CMCoPREData, PREnPIBAdd, PIBuPREData);

// General Interface Interface

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input ParserEn;
output PREDone;
// Slicer Interface

output PREnSIEn;

output [‘PAR_PRE_COM_WIDTH-1 : 0] PREnSICommand:
output [“PAR_PRE_PRO_WIDTH-1 : 0] PREnS1Protocol;
/1 CMC Interface

output [‘PAR_PRD_AWIDTH-1 : 0] PREAdd;
input [‘PAR_BASE_OFF_WIDTH-1 : 0] BaseOffset;
input [‘PAR_PRD_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoPREData;
// Parser Input Buffer Interface
output [‘PAR_PIB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] PREnPIBAdd;
input [‘PAR_PIB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] PIBuPREData:

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Specification
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10.2Slicer Sub-module

10.2.1 Symbol

10.2.2. Description

TheSlicer cuts up the packetto build the flow key. The Slicer module accepts commandsfrom the Pattern
Recognition Engine. Based on the commandreceived,the Slicer either transfers data from the Parser
Input Buffer to the Parser Output Buffer or it transfers data from the Parser Input Bufferto it’s internal
hash generator.It contains a buffer that FIFO’s up the commands. WhenthePattern Recognition Engine
asserts PREDonethe Slicer completes any pending commands,transfers the hash to the Parser Output
Buffer and asserts S!Done.

 10.2.2.1 Instruction Word Definition

poCCCiescriptionCid
Opcode
00 Nop
01 Move

10 Hash

11 Done

Source Address

* uses PAR_PIB_AWIDTH
* Destination Address

* uses PARPOB_AWIDTH

 

  
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 
Length
* uses PAR_SL_LEN_WIDTH 

10.2.3 Implementation Information

TheSlicer contains a byte wise barrel shifter that is used to pack datainto the flow key. A Moorefinite
state machinecontrols the execution of commands. The command comesinto theSlicer and is shifted to
provide an address. The Slicer uses this address to read the Slicer Instruction Database.

10.2.4 File Names

Top: Slicer.v(hd)
Uses: ParserConstants.v(hd)

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Specification
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10.2.5 Pin Descriptions

10.2.5.1 GeneralInterface Signals

Signal|Dir|Width
Reset_N IN[1|Reset - active low.
MCLK Module Clock.

Slicer Done.

This outputis used to tell the rest of the Parser that the
Slicer has finished processing the current packet.
 
 

 
 

 
  

 f)

Slicer Parser Input Buffer Addressbus.
* Uses PAR_PIB_AWIDTH

|PrBusiDataFINPE Parser Input Buffer to Slicer Data bus.* Uses PAR_PIB_DWIDTH

10.2.5.3 Parser Output Buffer Interface

|Signal|Dir|Width[Description
Slicer Parser Output Buffer Address bus.
* Uses PAR_POB_AWIDTH

SIPOBData OUT Slicer to Parser Output Buffer Data bus.
* Uses PARPOB_DWIDTH

10.2.5.4 CPU Interface MUXInterface

* uses PAR_SID_AWIDTH
CMCto Slicer Data bus

* uses PAR_SID_DWIDTH

 

  
 

 
  
  CMCoSIData

10.2.5.5 Pattern Recognition Engine Interface

Signal|Dir|Width|Description
PREnSIEn IN fh Pattern Recognition Engine to Slicer Enable
PREDone LIN[1 Pattern Recognition Engine Done.
PREnSICommand|IN * Pattern Recognition Engine to Slicer Command bus

* uses PAR_PRE_COM_WIDTH
PREnS|Protocol |IN [|*|Pattern Recognition Engine to Slicer Protocol bus
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| * uses PAR_PRE_PRO_WIDTH |
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10.2.5.6 Analyzer Interface Control Interface

|__Signal__[Dir|Width [——~—=«éDescription—=S=*=~=‘“‘*~s*~*s
Pattern Recognition Engine to Slicer Protocol bus
* uses PAR_SL_FKS_WIDTH

 

 
10.2.6 Verilog Module

 

/*

Slicer.v

Slicer Module

*/

‘include "ParserConstants.v”

module Slicer(Reset_N, MCLK,ParserEn, SIDone, SIPIBAdd, PIBuS|Data, SIPOBAdd, SIWrStb,
SIPOBData, SIAdd, CMCoS!Data, PREnSIEn, PREDone, PREnSICommand, PREnS!Protocol,
SIFlowKeySize);

/! General Interface Interface

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input ParserEn;
output SiDone;
/ Parser Input Buffer Interface
output (‘PAR_PIB_AWIDTH-I: 0] SIPIBAdd:
input [‘PAR_PIB_DWIDTH-1 : 0} PIBuSiData;
/{ Parser Output Buffer Interface
output [‘PAR_POB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] SIPOBAdd;
output SIWrStb;
output [‘PAR_POB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] SIPOBData;
/! CMC Interface

output [‘PAR_SID_AWIDTH-1 : 0] S1Add;
output [‘PAR_SID_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoS!Data;
// Pattern Recognition Engine Interface
input PREnSIEn;
input PREDone;

input [‘PAR_PRE_COM_WIDTH-1 : 0] PREnSICommand;
input [‘PAR_PRE_PRO_WIDTH-1! : 0} PREnS1Protocol;
Hf AIC

output [“PAR_SL_FKS_WIDTH-1 : 0] SIFlowKeySize;
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10.3 Pattern Recognition Database Sub-module - PRD

10.3.1 Symbol

10.3.2 Highlights

e Scateable implementation
e Wraps either RAM or ROMinstantiation or can be synthesized latches

10.3.3. Description

The Pattern Recognition Database Memory module is a wrapper for the storage medium used to hold the
pattern recognition database. Only the CPU can write this memory.

10.3.4 Implementation Information

The module can be synthesized or a RAM or ROMcell can beinstantiated into the wrapper.

10.3.5 File Names

Top: PRD.v(hd)
Uses: ParserConstants.v(hd),GenericRAM. v(hd)

10.3.6 Pin Descriptions

 
  
  

 10.3.6.1 CPU Interface MUX Interface

Signal|Dir|Width|Description
CMCoPRDWr CMCto PRD Write Strobe
CMCoPRDAdd CMCto PRD Address bus

* uses PARPRD_AWIDTH

PRDData OUT PRD Data bus

* uses PARPRD_DWIDTH

CMCoPRDData NTR CMCto PRD Data bus* uses PARPRD_DWIDTH

 

  
10.3.7 Verilog Module

/*

PRD.v

*/

‘include "ParserConstants.v"

module PRD(CMCoPRDData, PRDData, CMCoPRDAdd, CMCoPRDWr);

input [‘PAR_PRD_AWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoPRDAdd;
input (‘PAR_PRD_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoPRDData,
output [‘PAR_PRD_DWIDTH-1 : 0] PRDData;
input CMCoPRDWr,
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10.4 Slicer Instruction Database Sub-module -SID

10.4.1 Symbol

10.4.2. Highlights

¢ Scaleable implementation
* Wraps either RAM or ROM instantiation or can be synthesized latches

10.4.3. Description

TheSlicer Instruction Database module is a wrapperfor the storage medium used to hold the pattern
recognition database. Only the CPU can writethis memory.

10.4.4 Implementation Information

The module can be synthesized or a RAM or ROMcell canbeinstantiated into the wrapper.

10.4.5 File Names

Top: SID. v(hd)

Uses: ParserConstants.v(hd),GenericRAM.v(hd)

10.4.6 Pin Descriptions

10.4.6.1 CPUInterface MUX Interface

Signal__| Dir|Width|DescriptionSS
CMCoSIDWr

CMCoSIDAdd IN * CMCto SID Address bus
* uses PAR_SID_AWIDTH

SIDData pours|SID Databus* uses PAR_SID_DWIDTH
CMCoSIDData CMCto SID Data bus

* uses PAR_SID_DWIDTH

10.4.7 Verilog Module

    
 

  
 

  
  

/*

SID.v

*/

‘include "ParserConstants.v"

module SID(CMCoSIDData, SIDData, CMCoSIDAdd, CMCoSIDWr);

input [‘PAR_SID_AWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoSIDAdd;
input [“PAR_SID_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoSIDData;
output [‘PAR_SID_DWIDTH-1 : 0] SIDData;
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input CMCoSIDWr,
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10.5 CPU Interface MUX and Control Register Sub-module - CMC

10.5.1 Symbol

10.5.2 Description

The CPU Interface MUX and Control Register module controls the communication between the external
CPUand the Parser. The CMC contains a MUX for the CPU read back.It also contains the control
register for the Parser.

10.5.3 File Names

Top: CMC.v(hd)
Uses: ParserConstants.v(hd)

10.5.4 Pin Descriptions

10.5.4.1  

  
 General Interface Signals

Width|Description
[1 Reset - active low.

I

]

 FR
 
 

  
 

 

MCLK Module Clock.

Parser Enablebit from control register.
Whenthis bit becomes active

10.5.4.2 Slicer Instruction Database Interface

Signal|Dir|Width|—sdDescriptionSSSC=*d
CMCoSIDWr Oo 1 CMCto SID Write Strobe

)

[1 i

CMCoSIDAdd pourTe CMCto SID Address bus* uses PARSID_AWIDTH

sIDData mT|SID Data bus* uses PAR_SID_DWIDTH

CMCoSIDData pourys|CMCto SID Data bus* uses PAR_SID_DWIDTH

10.5.4.3

 

    

  
 

5

 
  

 
 

 

 

Pattern Recognition Database Interface

Signal|Dir|Width|Descriptionsd
CMCoPRDWr {OUT|1.~———_—sd| CMC to PRD Write Strobe
CMCoPRDAdd OUT|* CMCto PRD Address bus

* uses PARPRD_AWIDTH*
PRDData IN PRD Data bus

* uses PAR_PRD_DWIDTH

CMCoPRDData ory| CMCto PRD Data bus* uses PAR_PRD_DWIDTH

eee
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10.5.4.4 Slicer Interface

* uses PARSID_AWIDTH
OUT|* CMCto Slicer Data bus

* uses PAR_SID_DWIDTH

10.5.4.5 Pattern Recognition Engine Interface

PreagdUNTP Pattern Recognition Engine Address bus* uses PAR_PRD_AWIDTH
BaseOffset OUT|4 Base Offset.

Thisis the first offset the Pattern Recognition Engine will
check.

CMCoPREData CMCto Pattern Rcognition Engine Data bus}CMCOPREData|* uses PAR_PRD_DWIDTH

10.5.4.6

  
  

  

  

   
  

 
 
  

 

 
Host Interface Signals

ParserSel_N Parser Select - active low.

IN

ParserSel_N is sampled onthe rising edge of MCLK.Ifit

HostWrite

is active,it signifies that the external host is attempting to
access the parser.

— PE
_ Pt

Write.

I

ParHostReady_N|OUT

   

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  
  
  
  
 
 

 
 
 
 

Write is sampled ontherising edge of MCLK.This signal
is only valid when ParserSel _Nis active. If this signalis
active, the host is attempting to write to the parser. Inactive

nal sign signifies a read from the
Burst Last — active low.

HostBlast_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.
HostBlast_N tells the parser that the current transfer is the
last transfer in this burst.

Wait — active low.

HostWait_N is sampled on therising edge of MCLK.The
host asserts HostWait_N whenit wishesto slow transfers
betweenitself and the parser.

Parser to Host Ready — active low.
ParHostReady_N should be sampled on therising edge of
MCLK.Theparser returns ParHostReady_N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
ParHostReady_N meansthat the HostDataIn bus has been
latched. For a read operation ParHostReady_N meansthat
the requested data is on the ParHostDataOutbus andis
valid. ParHostReady_N is blocked by HostWait_N.
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HostAddress IN 13 Host Address bus.

HostAddress is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
ParserSel_Nis active. This bus defines the first addressin
this burst to access in the 64 Kilobyte address space ofthe

|Parser,See Sectionx.x.xfortheAddressUtilizationMap.
| Host Byte Enable bus — Active low.

suss_HostWait_N issampledontherisingedgeofMCLK.
64 : Host Data Input bus.

, HostDataln is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
1. ....,HostWriteis active and HostWait_Nisinactive.
| 64 | ParserHost Data Outputbus.

! ParHostDataOut should be sampled on the rising edge of

| MCLK.Data onthis bus is valid during a read cycle when
| ParHostReady_Nis active.

  

  
  

 

 

  
  

  
  

 
 
 

 
 

 

/HostByteEn_N| IN
 

‘HostDatain=| IN

 
  

| ParHostDataOut—

10.5.5 Verilog Module

/*

CMC.v

CMC- CPU Interface MUX and Control Register Module

*/

“include "ParserConstants.v"

module CMC(Reset_N, MCLK ,ParserEn, CMCoSIDWr, CMCoSIDAdd, SIDData, CMCoSIDData,
CMCoPRDWr, CMCoPRDAdd, PRDData, CMCoPRDData, SIAdd, CMCoSIData, PREAdd, BaseOffset,
CMCoPREData, ParserSel_N, HostWrite, HostBlast_N, HostWait_N, ParHostReady_N, HostAddress,
HostDataIn, ParHostDataOut);

// General Interface Interface

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
output ParserEn,
// Sicer Instruction Database Interface

output CMCoSIDWr;
output [PAR_SID_AWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoSIDAdd;
input [PAR_SID_DWIDTH-1: 0] SIDData;
output [PAR_SID_AWIDTH-1! : 0] CMCoSIDData;
//{ Pattern Recognition Database Interface
output CMCoPRDWYr;
output [PAR_PRD_AWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoPRDAdd;
input [PAR_PRD_DWIDTH-1 : 0] PRDData,
output {PAR_PRD_DWIDTH-! : 0] CMCoPRDData;
// Slicer Interface

input [PAR_SID_AWIDTH-1: 0] SlAdd;
output [PAR_SID_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoSiData;
// Pattern Recognition Engine Interface
input [PAR_PRD_AWIDTH-1 : 0] PREAdd;
output (PAR_BASE_OFF_WIDTH-: 0] BaseOffset;
output [PAR_PRD_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CMCoPREData;
//Host Interface

input ParserSel_N;
input HostWrite;
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input HostBlast_N;
input HostWait_N;
output ParHostReady_N;
input [‘“PAR_HOST_AWIDTH-1 : 0] HostAddress;
input [‘PAR_HOST_DWIDTH-1 : 0] HostDataln;
output [‘PAR_HOST_DWIDTH-1 : 0} ParHostDataOut;
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10.6 Parser Input Buffer Sub-module — PIB

10.6.1 Symbol

qhaccol

PPuPREMalaya 1 Oy

PiBuSibemals + 2]
PRECBAs Oy

G56 Begah OY 
10.6.2 Highlights

Scaleable implementation

Asynchronousthree ported RAM
Can be build from three separate single port RAM cells
Wraps either RAM instantiation or can be synthesized latches
Separate dual read and a single write interfaces

10.6.3 Description

The Parser Input Buffer is a wrapperfor the buffer that is used to store the start of the packet.It is three
ported with separate dual read andasingle write interfaces. The data from the DataPort interface is stored
in oneof three logical or physical buffers through the write port. The Pattern Recognition Engine uses one
of the read ports andthe Slicer uses the other. The three interfaces never access the same third of the
buffer at the same time. Each ofthe interfaces looks like a single buffer to the attached modules. The
Parser Input Buffer controls whichof the three buffers the module is controlling. When the first packet
comesin the DataPortInterface Control module writes the data into oneof the three buffers. It then
increments a modulo three counterto point to the next buffer. The Pattern Recognition Enginewill then
begin processing the packet. Finally after the Pattern Recognition Engineis finished the Slicer will get
accessto the buffer. In this way eachofthe three processes have access to a buffer and each get accessto
the packetin turn.

10.6.4 Implementation Information

The module can be synthesized or RAM cells can be instantiated into the wrapper. The instantiated RAM
can be either a single three ported cell or three separate RAM cells. The Parser Input Buffer can be three
separate RAM cells because the control logic will nevertry to read and write the same third of the buffer
at the sametime.
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10.6.5 File Names

Top: PIB. v(hd)
Uses: ParserConstants.v(hd), Generic3PortRAM. v(hd)

10.6.6 Pin Descriptions

  
  

10.6.6.1

[Signal|Dir[Width[|Deseription,

|MCLKCT
PParserEnLIN|_|ParserEnablebitfromcontrolregister|

GeneralInterface Signals 
 
 

Z\Z|Z
  
 

 

  

 

 10.6.6.2

[Signal|Dir|Width|Description,

DPData IN DataPort Data bus.
* Uses PAR_DP_DWIDTH

10.6.6.3 DataPort Interface Control Interface

|Signal___|_‘Dir|Width
DPICAdd IN * DataPort Interface Control Address bus.

* Uses PAR_PIB_AWIDTH

DPICDone IN 1 DataPort Interface Control Done.
This input is used to tell the Parser Input Buffer that the
DataPort Interface Control module has finished writing the
buffer. The Parser Input Buffer also usesthis signal to
incrementit’s internal pointer so that the next address from
the DataPort Interface Control will point to the next packet
buffer. DPICAddis ignored for one cycle after DPICDone
is active.

DPICWriteStb DataPort Interface Control Write Strobe.

DataPortInterface  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
  
  

 

 

 
 

10.6.6.4 Pattern Recognition Engine Interface

|Signal___|‘Dir|Width_
PREnPIBAdd IN *

 
  
  Pattern Recognition Engine Parser Input Buffer Address

bus.

* Uses PAR_PIB_AWIDTH
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10.6.6.4 Pattern Recognition Engine Interface

|__Signal__|Dir|Width|Description=
PREDone IN Pattern Recognition Engine Done.

This inputis used to tell the Parser Input Buffer that the
Pattern Recognition Engine hasfinished processing the
current packet and the buffer can be freed. The Parser Input
Buffer also uses this signal to incrementit’s internal pointer
so that the next address from the Pattern Recognition
Engine wil! point to the next packet buffer. PREnPIBAdd
is ignored for one cycle after PREDoneis active.

JPIBUPREDatsOUT|=|Parser Input Buffer to Pattern Recognition Engine Data bus.* Uses PAR_PIB __DWIDTH

10.6.6.5

[SiPIBAas Slicer Parser Input Buffer Address bus.* Uses PAR_PIB_AWIDTH
Slicer Done.

This inputis used to tell the Parser Input Buffer that the
Slicer hasfinished processing the current packet and the
buffer can be freed. The Parser Input Buffer also uses this
signal to incrementit’s internal pointer so that the next
address from the Slicer will point to the next packet buffer.
SIPIBAddis ignored for one cycle after SIDoneis active.

PrBuSIData|OUT]*|ParserInputBuferoSliceDatabus,Parser Input Buffer to Slicer Data bus.* ParepetBiertoSlicerDatabus,PAR_PIB_DWIDTH
10.6.7 Verilog Module

_CONFIDENTIAL
  

     
 

 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 Slicer Interface

     
    

   
 

 

/*

PIB.v

*/

“include "ParserConstants.v"

module PIB(Reset_N, MCLK ,ParserEn, DPData, DPICAdd, DPICDone, DPICWrStb, PREnPIBAdd,
PREDone, PIBuPREData, SIPIBAdd, SlDone, PIBuS!Data);

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input ParserEn;
input DPICDone;
input DPICWrStb;
input PREDone;
input SlDone;
input [-PAR_PIB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] DPData;
input [PAR_PIB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] DPICAdd;
input [PAR_PIB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] PREnPIBAdd;
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input [‘PAR_PIB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] SIPIBAdd;
output [‘PAR_PIB_DWIDTH-1 ; 0] PIBuPREData;
output [‘PAR_PIB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] PIBuS]Data;
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10.7Parser Output Buffer Sub-module - POB

10.7.1 Symbol

10.7.2. Highlights

e  Scaleable implementation

e Asynchronous dual ported RAM
e Can be build from two separate single port RAM cells
e Wrapseither RAM instantiation or can be synthesized latches
e Separate read and write interfaces

10.7.3. Description

The Parser Output Buffer is a wrapper for the buffer that is used to store the output ofthe Slicer. It is dual
ported with separate read and write interfaces. The write interface is controlled by the Slicer. The read
interface is controlled by the Analyzer Interface Control logic. The Parser Output Buffer maintains a
pointer to the two buffers such that one buffer is controled by the Slicer and one is controlled by the
Analyzer Interface Control logic.

10.7.4 Implementation Information

The module can be synthesized or RAM cells can be instantiated into the wrapper. Theinstantiated RAM
can beeither a single dual ported cell or two separate RAM cells. The Parser Output Buffer can be two
separate RAM cells because the control logic will never try to read and write the same half of the bufferat
the sametime.

10.7.5 File Names

Top: POB.v(hd)
Uses: ParserConstants.v(hd), Generic2PortRAM.v(hd)
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10.7.6 Pin Descriptions

 
 
  

  

 

 10.7.6.1

PReseeNIN)Reece
PMCLK|IN-[1|ModuleClock.SSCS
[ParserEn|IN|1.____|ParserEnablebitfromcontrolregisterSSS

General Interface Signals

 
 

 
 

 

10.7.6.2

|__Signal_|Dir|Width|____Deseription_
baaalEe* Uses PAR_POB_AWIDTH

SIDone Slicer Done.

This input is used to tell the Parser Output Buffer that the
Slicer has finished processing the current flow and the
buffer can be sent to the Analyzer. The Parser Output Buffer
also uses this signal to increment it’s internal pointerso that
the next address from the Slicer will point to the next flow
buffer. SIPOBAd4dis ignored for one cycle after SIDoneis
active.

SIWrStb |} Slicer Write Strobe.SIPOBData IN Slicer to Parser Output Buffer Data bus.
* Uses PAR_POB_DWIDTH

10.7.6.3

|Signal|Dir|Width|Description

AICoPOBAdd my Analyzer Interface Control to Parser Output Buffer Addressbus.

-=
* Uses PAR_POB_AWIDTH

10.7.6.4

Analyzer Interface Control Done.

|Signal__|_Dir|Width

This input is used to tell the Parser Output Buffer that the

ParserData OUT Parser———___eseription__bus.
* Uses PAR_ANA_DWIDTH

Analyzer Interface Control has finished sending the current
flow to the Analyzer. The Parser Output Buffer also uses

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Parser Module Specification
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Analyzer Interface Control Interface

 
 

 
 
 

 

 this signal to incrementit’s internal pointer so that the next
address from the Analyzer Interface Control will point to the
next flow buffer. AICoPOBAddis ignored for one cycle
after AICDoneis active.

 
 
  

Analyzer Interface
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10.7.7. Verilog Module
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/[*

POB.v

*/

‘include "ParserConstants.v"

module POB(Reset_N, MCLK ,ParserEn, SIPOBData, SIPOBAdd, SIDone, SIWrStb,
AICoPOBAdd, AICDone,ParserData);

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input ParserEn;
input S]Done;
input S1WrStb;
input AICDone;
input [‘“PAR_POB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] SIPOBData;
input [‘PAR_POB_AWIDTH-1 : 0} SIPOBAdd;
input [‘PAR_POB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] AICoPOBAdd;
output [‘PAR_POB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] ParserData;
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10.8 DataPort Interface Control Sub-module - DPIC

10.8.1 Symbol

10.8.2 Description

The DataPort Interface Control module handshakes with the external source of packets. The external
device starts sending the packet to the DataPort Interface Control module by asserting DPPacketDelim.
Thetransfer of data is coordinated by the DPDataStb_N/DPReady_Npair. If the external device decides
to about the packetit can assert DPKillPkt_N.

10.8.3. Implementation Information

The Analyzer Interface Control module is implemented as a Mooretypefinite state machine. Each of the
outputs of the state machineare registered to assure maximum setup time for the external device.

10.8.4 File Names

Top: DPIC.v(hd)
Uses: ParserConstants. v(hd)

10.8.5 Pin Descriptions

  

 
  

10.8.5.1 GeneralInterface Signals 
 
 [Signal|Dir|Width[Description

PMCLKLIN.[1(|ModuleClock,
  

  
 
 
 
 

 10.8.5.2 DataPort Interface

[Signal|Dir|Width|Description
DPPacketDelim IN 1 DataPort Packet Delimiter.

This signal should be driven active when the external logic
wants to send a packet to the parser. DPPacketDelim
should remain active during the entire packet transfer.
DPPacketDelim must go inactive for one clock between
packets.

DPDataStb_N IN DataPort Data Strobe.
Whenactive, this signal tells the parser that data on the
DPData busis valid. If DPReady_N wasinactive at the end
of the previous cycle, DPDataStb_N shouldnotbe driven
active. If DPReady_N goes inactive in the same cycle as
DPDataStb_N,then the parser will latch the incoming data
so that no data is lost.
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10.8.5.2 DataPort Interface

|_Signal__|Dir|Width|Description
DPKillPkt_N IN ] DataPort Kill Packet.

If this signal becomesactive while DPPacketDelim is

' P]

active, the parser will attempt to stop processing the current

10.8.5.3

packetandflush it’s input Buffer. If however, parsing of the
packet is completed, the packet will not be able to be
recalled. This should only be a problem in a ‘cut through’

DataPort Interface Control Address bus.

* Uses PAR_PIB_AWIDTH
DPICDone OUT DataPort Interface Control Done.

This outputis used to tell the Parser Input Buffer that theeeDataPort Interface Control modulehas finished writing the
buffer.

implementation.

DPICWriteStb |}OUT|i DataPort Interface Control Write Strobe.

   

    
  
 

 

 
 

DataPort Ready — active low.

This signal when driven active meansthat the parser can
accept new data. If howeverthe parser’s input Bufferis
filled, DPReady_N will be driven inactive. To prevent
overruns, DPReady_N will go inactive when the parser can
actually accept one more data transfer.  

 

    
  

  Parser Input Buffer Interface

 
   
       

10.8.5.4 Pattern Recognition Engine Interface

|__Signal__|Dir|Width Description
Pattern Recognition Engine Done

10.8.6 Verilog Module

 
/*

DPIC.v

*/

“include "ParserConstants.v"

module DPIC(Reset_N, MCLK,ParserEn, DPPacketDelim, DPDataStb, DPKillPkt_N, DPReady_N,
DPICAdd, DPICDone, DPICWrStb, PREDone);

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input ParserEn;
input DPPacketDelim;
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input DPDataStb;
input DPKillPkt_N;
input PREDone;
output DPReady_N;
output DPICDone;
output DPICWrStb;
output [‘PAR_PIB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] DPICAdd;

_ CONFIDENTIAL
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10.9Analyzer Interface Control Sub-module -AIC

10.9.1 Symbol

10.9.2. Description

The Analyzer Interface Control module handshakes with the Analyzerin orderto transfer the flow key for
further processing. The Analyzer Interface Control module starts a transfer to the Analyzer by asserting
ParserKeyDelim.It then transfers the data via the AnalyzerReady/ParserDataAvail handshake pair.
The Analyzer Interface Control module also sendsthe addressof the data to be sent to the Parser Output
Buffer.

10.9.3 Implementation Information

The Analyzer Interface Control module is implemented as a Moore typefinite state machine. Eachof the
outputs of the state machineare registered to assure maximumsetup time for the Analyzerinterface.

10.9.4 File Names

Top: AIC. v(hd)
Uses: ParserConstants.v(hd)

10.9.5 Pin Descriptions

 
 

 
 10.9.5.1

Description

[Reset_N[IN|1|Reset - active low.
Module Clock.

[ParserEn|IN[1|Parser Enable bit from control register

 General Interface Signals

 
 

   

 
 
 
   

10.9.5.2 AnalyzerInterface

Description

AnalyzerReady IN Analyzer Ready.
This signal tells the parser that the analyzer can accept data.

ParserKeyDelim OUT|1 Parser Key Delimiter.
The ParserKeyDelim signal becomesactive whenthefirst
quadwordofa new keyis ready to transfer to the analyzer.It
goes inactive when the last quadwordofthe keyis
transferred.

ParserDataAvail OUT|1 Parser Data Available.

If this signal is active the data on the ParserData busis
valid.
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10.9.5.3    Slicer Interface

___Signal_{Dir|_Width_
SIFlowKeySize Slicer Flow Key Size bus.

This bus is valid when StDoneis active. [t communicates

the size of the flow key so the Analyzer Interface Control

10.9.5.4

can send the right amountof data to the Analyzer.
* uses PAR_MAX_FLOW_KEY_SIZE
Slicer Done.

|__Signal__|Dir|Width Description
AICoPOBAdd OUT Analyzer Interface Control to Parser Output Buffer Address

bus.

| ey

This inputis used to tell the Analyzer Interface Control that

* Uses PAR_POB_AWIDTH

10.9.6 Verilog Module

  
  
 

 
 
 

 
 
  
   

 

 Parser Output Buffer Interface 
 

 

 
  
 

  
  
 

 
  

 

 
 

the Slicer has finished processing the current packet and can
be sent to the Analyzer.

Analyzer Interface Control Done.
This outputis used to tell the Parser Output Buffer that the
Analyzer Interface Control has finished sending the current _
flow to the Analyzer.

/*

AIC.v

*/

‘include "ParserConstants.v"

module AIC(Reset_N, MCLK ,ParserEn, AnalyzerReady, ParserKeyDelim, ParserDataAvail,
S]FlowKeySize, SIDone, AICOPOBAdd,AICDone);

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input ParserEn,
input AnalyzerReady;
output ParserKeyDelim;
output ParserDataAvail,
input SIDone;
input (‘PAR_SL_FKS_WIDTH-1 : 0]SIFlowKeySize;
output [‘PAR_PIB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] AICoPOBAdd;
output AICDone;
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1 Introduction

This document is designedto be the repository for all information related to the MeterFlow Accelerator
Analyzer Module. This specification is designed to provide the engineer with enough informationto fully
implement the module. There will be revisions during and after the implementation processthat will be
reflected in this document.

Eachpartofthis specification describes a different aspect of the module.It concentrates on the interfaces
between the analyzer module andthe otherparts ofthe system. The otherparts of the system include the
parser module, the host interface module and importantly the software that models, programs andtests the
system The key to a successful implementationis the interfaces between modules and between sub-module
and sub-module. Eachinterface is described in detail. Any changesto the interfaces mayaffect the entire
module and even the entire system. Care must be taken that each interface is understood completely before
implementation is begun.

2 Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module
Highlights

Flexible Rule-based Traffic Classification

State-based Tracking of Traffic
Multiple Packets for Layer Processing
Internal Cache and Memory Controller
Direct High Bandwidth (64 bit) MemoryInterface
SG/SDRAM Support
Programmable Rules/State Processor
Selectable Protocols in Flows

Future Protocols Support
Scalable System Design
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3. Architectural Overview

The analyzer module consists five major sub-modules with several supporting sub-modules. The major sub-
modules are the flow lookup/update engine,the flow insertion and deletion engine,the state processor, the
cache, and the unified memory controller. Each of these sub-modules workin parallel to create and update
flows.

As a flow keyenters the analyzer, the lookup engine attempts to find it in the flow database. If the flow
exists, the lookup engineretrieves the flow from the cache.It then makes a decision based on thestate

information includedin the flow entry to either send it to the state processorornot.In either caseit updates
the flow entry. This updating consists of adding values to counters in the flow database entry.If a flow does
not exist, the state processor sends the flow key to the flow insertion and deletion engine which addsthe
flow to the database.

The state processor updates the flow based on the currentstate and the flow key information. Thestate
processor processes single and multi packet protocol recognition. It may have to search through a series of
possible states to determine the flow’s actual state. The result of the state processor’s processingis a
consolidated flow entry. For example, a PointCast session will open multiple conversations that on a packet
by packet basis look like separate flows. Since each conversation is merely a subflow under the PointCast
masterflow, a single flow that consolidates all of the information for the flow is desired.

The unified memory controller can be setup to work with various configurations of SDRAM or SGRAM.It
also controls the SRAM tag memory for shadowingof flow entries.

The cacheis used to optimize memory bandwidth. Ona typical network the packets will have a certain
amount of congruity. This means that the cache can have a high hit rate with .

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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3.1 Flow Database

The Flow Database consists of a series of 128 byte entries. Each entry completely describes a flow. The
format and information containedin the flow is described in section xxx. The database is organized into
buckets. Each bucket contains n flow entries. N is determined by the designer. Buckets are accessed via a
hash value created by the Parser based on information in the packet. This hash spreads the flowsacross the
database andis based on a proprietary Technically Elite algorithm. This method allows fast look up of an
entry while allowing for shallower buckets. The designer selects the bucket depth based on the amountof
memory attached to the analyzer and the numberofbits of the hash value used. For example, for 128k flow
entries 16 Megabytes are required. Using a 16 bit hash gives two entries per bucket. This has been
empirically shown to be more than adequate for the vast majority of cases.

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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3.1.1 Extracted Input Data from Parser Diagram

 

 
 

 

Network Destination Address (16)

Network Source Address (16)

Analyzer
Extracted Input Data

(96 bytes)Network Protocol (2) f
BeiO

: ie

 
  
  \ENEEeNEES
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3.1.2 Flow Entry Description

 

3.2 Architectural Block Diagram
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Interface And

Control - ACIC CPUInterface
Unified Flow Key
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4 Top Level MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Symbol

MemRAS_N[1:0]

MemCAS_N(3:0)
MemClkEn

MemClkOut
MemWR_N

MemBA
MemDSF

MemByteEn_N[7:0}

MemAdddress{1 1:0]

MemDataOut(63:0)
MemDirRead

HostAddress[2 1:0] AnaHostReady_N
HostByteEn_N[7:0)

HastDataln[63:0) AnaHostDataOut(63:0)

ParserKeyDelim
ParserDataAvail AnalyzerReady
ParserData{63:0]
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5 MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Top LevelPin
Descriptions

5.1.1.1 GeneralInterface Signals

Signal_|Dir|WidthReset_N Reset - active low.

Whenthis signal is active the analyzersetsit’s registers to
their default condition and suspends operation. It will only
respondto host access cycles.

MCLK Module Clock.

All internal and external transfers except for memory
transfers are synchronized by this signal.

$.1.1.2

 
 

  
MemoryInterface

|Signal__—|Dir|Width|Description
MemClkIn IN Memoryclockin.

 

  

 

  
 
  
  

 
  

  

  
 

  
 

  
 

  

 

 
 

4

Memory Byte Enable bus-— activee low.
* uses AN-MEM_BEWIDTH

Memory Addressbus.
* uses AN_MEM_AWIDTH

pp This signal is used to generate the memory interface timing.
Memory Row Address Strobe bus — active low.
* uses AN_-MEM_RASWIDTH

JMemCASNpoUT|e Memory Column Address Strobe bus— active low.* uses AN_MEM_CASWIDTH

Some memories require this signal to be disabled for a
certain amountoftime after reset.

MemC1]kOut OUT Memory Clock Out.
This signal is used by synchronous memoryforall— aoperations. MemClkInis buffered and sent out onthis pin.This helps reduce skew between this clock and the other
signals.

MemBA OUT Memory Bank AAddress.ee fo fkUsed by multi-bank memoryto select the bank the current
peration is to operate on.

[MemDSF_|OUT[1|MemorySpecialFunctionselect.

*

—

ae

 
  

* uses AN_MEM_DWIDTH

* uses AN_MEM_DWIDTH

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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§.1.1.2 MemoryInterface

|Signal|Dir|Width_| MemDirRead OUT Memory Data bus Direction is Read.
This signal is used to controlthe tri-state enable on the
bidirectional memory data bus. If MemDirReadis active
data is coming into the analyzer from the memory.Ifit is
inactive the analyzeris driving data out to the memory.

5.1.1.3

|Signal|Dir|Width|Description

AnalyzerSel_N - Hostinterface Analyzer Selectactive low.AnalyzerSel_N is sampled onthe rising edge of MCLK.Ifit

HostWrite

is active, it signifies that the external host is attempting to

HostBlast_N

access the analyzer.

HostWait_N 7

  Host Interface Signals

  
  

  
 

 

 
 

Write.

Write is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.This signalis
only valid when AnalyzerSel_N is active. If this signal is
active, the host is attempting to write to the analyzer. Inactive
this signal sign signifies a read from the analyzer. It should
also be used to control the direction of the host data busifit
is bidirectional.

Burst Last - active low.

HostBlast_N is sampled onthe rising edge of MCLK.
HostBlast_Ntells the analyzer that the current transfer is the
last transfer in this burst.

Wait — active low.

HostWait_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.The
host asserts HostWait_N whenit wishes to slow transfers

betweenitself and the analyzer. This could also be used by
additional interface logic to slow transfers so it can multiplex
the bus down to a smaller size without additional FIFOs.If

wait is active, HostReady_Nis blocked.

Analyzer to Host Ready — active low.
AnaHostReady _N should be sampled on the rising edge of
MCLK.The analyzer returns AnaHostReady _N whenthe
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
AnaHostReady _N meansthat the HostDataIn bus has been
latched. For a read operation AnaHostReady _N meansthat
the requested data is on the HostDataOutbusandis valid.
AnaHostReady _N is blocked by HostWait_N.
Host Address bus.

HostAddress is sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif
AnalizerSel_N is active. This bus defines the first address in
this burst to access in the 32 Megabyte address space of the
analyzer. See Section x.x.x for the Address Utilization Map.
* Uses AN_HOST_AWIDTH

Host Byte Enable bus — Active low.
HostWait_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.
* Uses AN_HOST_BEWIDTH

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  
  
 

 

 
  
  

   
  

 
 

 
 
 

 AnaHostReady_N

 

   
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

  
 

HostAddress

HostByteEn_N IN  
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§.1.1.3 Host Interface Signals

|___Signal__—|‘Dir|_Width_| Description
HostDataln IN Host Data Inputbus.

HostDatalInis sampled onthe rising edge of MCLKif
HostWrite is active and HostWait_Nis inactive.
* Uses AN_HOST_DWIDTH

AnaHostDataOut|OUT Analyzer Host Data Output bus.
AnaHostDataOutshould be sampled on therising edge of
MCLK.Data onthis busis valid during a read cycle when
AnaHostReady_Nis active.
* Uses AN_HOST_DWIDTH

5.1.1.4 Parser Interface

Dir|_Wwidth|___Deseription|Signal__

|AnalyzerReadyerAnalyzer Ready.This signal tells the parser that the analyzer can accept data.

This signal tells the parser that the analyzer does not need
any more ofthe flow key. >

ParserKeyDelim Parser Key Delimiter.
The ParserKeyDelim signal becomes active whenthefirst
quad word ofa new keyis readyto transfer to the analyzer.It
goes inactive when the last quadword ofthe key is transferred
or AnalyzerAbortIs active.

ParserDataAvail Parser Data Available.

If this signal is active the data on the ParserData busis valid.pefreidnae|Parser Databus
5.1.1.5 Known Flow Interface

|___Signal___|‘Dir_|Width
PacketRef OUT Packet Reference numberbus.

This bus outputs the packet reference number copied from
the UFKB.

* Uses AN_FR_WIDTH
Protocol OUT|* Protocol bus.

This bus outputs the highest level protocol the State
Processor has determined the packet contains.
* Uses AN_APP_WIDTH

KnownFlowStb OUT Known Flow Strobe.

serene Whenthis signal is active, the data on the PacketRef and theProtocol busses are valid.
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6 MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Top Level VHDL
Entity

7 MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Top Level Verilog
Module

8 MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Top Level Schematic

Insert Schematic Here
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9 Analyzer Module Constants Files

The analyzer module constants files contain a list of constants used to allow rapid configuration of the
module. For example the size of the Analyzer’s input buffer data bus:

Verilog

‘define AN_UFKB_DWIDTH64 // Unified Flow Key Buffer Data Bus Width

VHDL

constant AN_UFKB_DWIDTH: integer := 64; -- Unified Flow Key Buffer Data Bus Width

9.1 Analyzer module Verilog Constants File - ParserConstants.v

Insert AnalyzerConstants.v here

9.2 Analyzer module VHDL Constants File — ParserConstants.vhd

Insert AnalyzerConstants.vhd here

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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10 Sub-module Descriptions

10.1 Unified Flow Key Buffer - UFKB

10.1.1 Symbol

10.1.2 Highlights

Scaleable implementation
Can be build from four separate dual port RAM cells
Wraps either RAMinstantiation or can be synthesized latches
Separate read and write interfaces

10.1.3 Description

The Unified Flow Key Buffer is a wrapperfor the buffers that are used to store the flow keys from the
Parser and modified flow keys from the Lookup and Update Engine and the State Processor.It is four
ported with separate read and write interfaces. The four connectionsare to the Parser/Parser Interface
Control, the Lookup and Update Engine, the State Processor and the Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine. In —
the Unified Flow Key Buffer logic hides from the interface which ofthe buffers is being accessed.

Whenthefirst word ofthe flow key arrives from the Parser, the Lookup and Update Engineis notified. The
Lookup and Update Engineplaces the first address it wants on the LUEnUFKBAd4dbusandasserts
LUEnUFKBRg«Req.If the address requestedis in the buffer the Unified Flow Key Bufferasserts
UFKBuLUERg¢y.If notit waits for either the data to arrive or the transfer is terminated. Once the Lookup
and Update Enginefinishes processing the flow keyit asserts LUEDone. At the same timeit will assert
LUEHoldBuf. LUEHoldBuftells the system that the buffer is to be sent to the State Processor.

The State Processor and Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine have similar interfaces exceptthat the datais
assumedto bealready in the buffer so no ready is returned. Also Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine has no
need to hold the buffer for another process so that once FIDEDoneis asserted the bufferis freed.

10.1.4 Implementation Information

The module can be synthesized or RAM cells can beinstantiated into the wrapper. The instantiated RAM
should be four separate dual ported RAM cells.

The RAM must complete a write or read in a single cycle with simultaneous read and write to SEPARATE
locations.

10.1.5 File Names

Top: UFKB.v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants.v(hd), Generic4PortRAM.v(hd)

10.1.6 Pin Descriptions 

  10.1.6.1

ES

 General Interface Signals
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10.1.6.1

|Signal|‘Dir|Width_|
Reset - active low.

PMCLKLIN,[| Module Clock.
TAnalyzerEn[IN[1__| Analyzer Enable bit from the control register

 
 

 

General Interface Signals 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

10.1.6.2 Parser Interface

Description

AnalyzerReady OUT Analyzer Ready.
This signal tells the parser that the analyzer can accept data.

AnalyzerAbort PyAnalyzer Abort.This signal tells the parser that the analyzer does not need
any moreof the flow key. It is generated if the Lookup and

—

ParserDataAvail

Update Engine asserts LUEDoneand not LUEHoldBuf

10.1.6.3

 

   
 

  
  
 
 

 
 
 

before ParserKeyDelim goes inactive.

Parser Key Delimiter.
The ParserKeyDelim signal becomes active when the first
word of a new keyis readyto transfer to the analyzer. It goes
inactive whenthe last word ofthe key is transferred.

Parser Data Available.

If this signal is active, the data on the ParserData busis
valid.

  
 
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

  

Lookup and Update Engine Interface

|Signal__|‘Dir|Width_|Description
UFKBuLUEData|OUT Unified Flow Key Buffer to Lookup and Update Engine read

Data bus.

* Uses AN_UFKB_DWIDTH
—_

LUEnUFKBAdd|IN

Lookup and Update Engine to Unified Flow Key Buffer write
Data bus.

~

* Uses AN_ UFKB __DWIDTH

Lookup and Update Engine to Unified Flow Key Buffer

UT

UFKBuLUERdy

UFKBuLUEErr Unified Flow Key Buffer to Lookup and Update Engine
Error. Asserted if a read request times out.

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
 

  
  

  
 

 
  

  

 

 * Uses AN_ UFKB __AWIDTH

Flow KeyStart.
This signal tells the Lookup and Update Enginethat the
Unified Flow Key Buffer modulehasplaced the first word of
a flow key buffer.

Unified Flow Key Buffer to Lookup and Update Engine
Ready.

 

 

Address bus.

OUT

IN Lookup and Update Engine to Unified Flow Key Buffer Read
Request.

EUERUFKBWrsthJINfT Lookup and Update Engine to Unified Flow Key BufferWrite Strobe.
 
 

a
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10.1.6.3 Lookup and Update Engine Interface

|__Signal_|Dir|Width|Description
LUEDone IN Lookup and Update Engine Done.

This input is usedto tell the Unified Flow Key Bufferthat the
Lookup and Update Enginehasfinished with the current
flow. The Unified Flow Key Buffer also uses this signal to

. incrementit’s internal pointer so that the next address from
Lookup and Update Engine wil! point to the next flow buffer.

LUEHoldBuf IN 1 Lookup and Update Engine Hold Buffer.
This input is used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that the
Lookup and Update Engineis transferring processing of this
buffer to the State Processor.

10.1.6.4 State Processor Interface

a* Uses AN_UFKB_AWIDTH

ps* Uses AN_ UFKB -AWIDTH
prsfort—ie* Uses AN_ UFKB _AWIDTH

ene FaProcessor Flow Key Available.a:signaltells the State Processor that the Unified FlowKey Buffer module a flow key for it to process.a—— State Processor to Unified Flow Key Buffer Write Strobe.
SPDone State Processor Done.

This input is used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that the
State Processor has finished with the current flow. The

Unified Flow Key Buffer also uses this signal to increment
it’s internal pointer so that the next address from State
Processor will point to the next flow buffer.

SPHoldBuf State Processor Hold Buffer.

This input is used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that theeeState Processoris transferring processing of this buffer to the
Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine.

10.1.6.5

 
 

  
  

 
 

 Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Interface

|Signal|Dir|Width|Description
UFKBuFIDEData|OUT Unified Flow Key Buffer to Flow Insertion and Deletion

Engine read Data bus.

_—
* Uses AN_UFKB_AWIDTH

FIDEFlowKeyAv|OUT||

 

  
 

Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine to Unified Flow Key
Buffer Address bus.

* Uses AN_ UFKB _AWIDTH

Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Flow Key Available.
This signal tells the Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine that
the Unified Flow Key Buffer module a flow key forit to
process.
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10.1.6.5 Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Interface

|Signal__|_Dir|Width

FIDEDone py FlowInsertion and Deletion Engine Done.This input is used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that the

10.1.7. Verilog Module

   

 
  

  
  
 

Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine has finished with the
current flow. The Unified Flow Key Buffer also usesthis
signal to incrementit’s internal pointerso that the next
address from Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine will point
to the next flow buffer.

 
module UFKB(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,AnalyzerReady ,AnalyzerAbort
,ParserKeyDelim ,ParserDataAvail ,UFKBuLUEData ,LUENUFKBData
,LUENUFKBAdd ,FlowkeySt ,UFKBULUERdy ,UFKBULUEErr ,LUEnUFKBRdReq
,LUENUFKBWrStb ,LUEDone ,LUEHoldBuf ,UFKBuSPData ,SPrUFKBData
,»SPrUFKBAdd ,SPFiowKeyAv ,SPrUFKBWrStb ,SPDone ,SPHoldBuf ,UFKBuFIDEData
»FIDENUFKBAdd ,FIDEFlowKeyAv ,FIDEDone);

// General Interface Interface

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input Analyzeren;
// Parser Interface

output AnalyzerReady;
output AnalyzerAbort;
input ParserKkeyDelim;
input ParserDataAvail;
// Lookup and Update Engine Interface
output [°AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] UFKBuLUEData;
input [°AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 03 LUEnUFKBData;
input [°AN_UFKB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] LUEnNUFKBAdd;
output FlowKeySt;
output UFKBuLUERdy;
output UFKBULUEErr;
jnput LUENUFKBRdReq;
jnput LUENUFKBWrStb;
input LUEDone;
input LUEHo]dBuf ;
// State Processor Interface

output [°AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 0} UFKBuSPData;
input [°AN_UFKB_OWIDTH-1 : OJ] SPrUFKBData;
input [°AN_UFKB_LAWIDTH-1 : 0] SPrUFKBAdd;
output SPFlowKeyAv;
input SPruUFKBWrStb;
input SPDone;
input SPHoldBuf;
// Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine
output [~AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] UFKBuFIDEData;
input [°AN_UFKB_AWIDTH-1 : OJ] FIDEnUFKBAdd;

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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output FIDEFlowKeyAv;
input FIDEDone;

10.1.8 VHDL Component
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10.2 Lookup and Update Engine - LUE

10.2.1 Symbol

10.2.2 Highlights

Looks up flow entries
Compares flow key from parser to flow entries
Updates packet count and byte count tables
64 bit byte count adder with early out
Checksflow state to see if processing by the state processoris required

10.2.3 Description

The Lookup and Update Engine begins processing as soon as a flow keyarrives from the parser. Thefirst
transfer from the parser contains a hash value that is used as an offset into the flow entry database. The LUE
checksthe entry to see if it matches the flow key by comparing the unique identification for that flow. If
there is a match, the LUE updates the countersfor the flow entry. The LUE also check the entry’s flow state
to see if the flow key needsto be sentto the state processor.

The Lookup and Update Engine also outputs on a special data bus, two 16 bit values. One value is a word
from the flow key that can be a packetidentifier or any thing else the design wants. The otheris the protocol
identifier for the flow. This can be programmedto outputthis data on every packet or only for packets that
the corresponding flow is in the IDENTIFIEDstate.

10.2.4 Implementation Information

10.2.5 File Names

Top: LUE.v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants.v(hd)

10.2.6 Pin Descriptions

10.2.6.1 GeneralInterface Signals

-—Signal___|Dir|Width|____Deseription|Rasee
[MCLKTIN[1|ModuleClock
[AnalyzerEnLIN|1[AnalyzerEnablebitfromthecontrolregister|

10.2.6.2 Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface

UFKBuLUEData IN Unified Flow Key Buffer to Lookup and Update Engine read
Data bus.

* Uses AN_UFKB_DWIDTH
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10.2.6.2 Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface

|Signal|Dir|Width_Description
LUEnUFKBData|OUT Lookup and Update Engine to Unified Flow Key Buffer write

* Uses AN_ UFKB __DWIDTH

freeeLookup and Update Engine to Unified Flow Key BufferAddress bus. :

* Uses AN_ UFKB __AWIDTH
:

Unified Flow Key Buffer module has placed the first word of
a flow key buffer.

alReady.

claError. Asserted if a read request times out.

PoRRCRRARes[OUT[TdRameeneerene©OntHowieieneRequest.

JLUEnURKBWrsth|OUT|T Lookup and Update Engineto Unified Flow Key BufferWrite Strobe.

LUEDone OUT Lookup and Update Engine Done.
This inputis used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that the
Lookup and Update Engine has finished with the current
flow. The Unified Flow Key Buffer also uses this signal to

— ep
10.2.6.3

CaLUEReady IN

data on the CaLUEData busis valid and during a write that
the Cachehaslatched the data on the LUEnCaDatabus.

incrementit’s internal pointer so that the next address from

CaLUEData IN Cache to Lookup Engine Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

  
 
 
 

   

 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 
 

 
  
  

Flow KeyStart.
This signal tells the Lookup and Update Engine thatthe

 
 

  

 
 

 

   
 
 

  
  
  
  

 

     
  
 

 
 
 

CacheInterface

 
  

Cache to Lookup Engine Ready,
This signal tells the Lookup Engine that during a read, the 

 
 

  

 
 
 
 

Lookup and Update Engine will pointto the next flow buffer.

Lookup and Update Engine Hold Buffer.
This inputis used to tell the Unified Flow Key Bufferthat the

* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

paareee* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

LUEMemReq OUT Lookup Engine Memory Request.Pores If this signalis active, the address on the LUEAddbusisvalid.

 

  

buffer to the State Processor.

If this sig

Lookup and Update Engineis transferring processing of this

LUEMemWr Lookup Engine Memory Write.
nal is active, the current transaction is a wrile..  
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10.2.6.4 Known Flow Interface

___Signal_|Dir|Width_
PacketRef OUT Packet Reference numberbus.

This bus outputs the packet reference numbercopied from
the UFKB.

* Uses AN_FR_WIDTH
Protocol Protocol bus.

This bus outputs the highest level protocol} the State
Processor has determined the packet contains.
* Uses AN_PRO_WIDTH

KnownFlowStb OUT KnownFlow Strobe.

Whenthissignal is active, the data on the PacketRefand the
Protocol busses are valid.

10.2.7 Verilog Module

 
module LUE(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,UFKBULUEData ,LUEnUFKBData
,»LUENUFKBAdd ,FlowKeySt ,UFKBuLUERdy ,UFKBuLUEErr ,LUEnNUFKBRdReq
,LUENUFKBWrStb ,LUEDone ,LUEHotdBuf ,CaLUEData ,LUEnCaData ,LUEAdd
,LUEMemReq ,LUEMemWr) ;

// General Interface Interface

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input AnalyzereEn;
// Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface
input [°AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] UFKBuLUEData;
output [*AN_UFKB_OWIDTH-1 : 0] LUEnUFKBData;
output [°AN_UFKB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] LUENUFKBAdd;
input FlowKeySt;
input UFKBULUERdy;
input UFKBULUEErr;
output LUENUFKBRdReq;
output LUENUFKBWrStb;
output LUEDone;
output LUEHoldBuf;
// Cache Interface

input CaLUEReady;
input C°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaLUEData;
output [*AN_CA_OWIDTH-1 : 0] LUEnCaData;
output [°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] LUEAdd;
output LUEMemReq;
output LUEMemWr;
// Known Flow Interface

output [°AN_FR_WIDTH-1 : 0] PacketRef;
output [°AN_PRO_WIDTH-1 : 0] Protocol;
output KnownFlowStb;

10.2.8. VHDL Component
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10.3 Analyzer CPU Interface and Control - ACIC

10.3.1. Symbol

eee 10.3.2 Description

The Analyzer CPU Interface Control module controls the communication between the external CPU and the

Analyzer. The ACIC contains MUX’s for the CPUread backpath. It also contains the control register for
the Analyzer.

10.3.3 File Names

Top: ACIC. v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants.v(hd)

10.3.4 Pin Descriptions

  10.3.4.1

|__Signal|Dir|Width|Description
[ReseNTIN[iTReset-activelow

 General Interface Signals

 
  
  

 
 

  10.3.4.2

|Signal|Dir|Width|Description

AnalyzerSel_N PyHostinterface Analyzer Select - active low.AnalyzerSel_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.Ifit
is active, it signifies that the external hostis attempting to

Pdf
_ Pp

|

Host Interface Signals 

 

  
 
  

  
 

 

 
    

 

 
 

only valid when AnalyzerSel_Nis active.If this signal is
active, the host is attempting to write to the analyzer. Inactive
this signal sign signifies a read from the analyzer. It should
also be used to control the direction of the host data busifit

is bidirectional.

Burst Last - active low.

HostBlast_N is sampied on the rising edge of MCLK.
HostBlast_Ntells the analyzer that the current transfer is the
last transfer in this burst.

Wait — active low.

HostWait_N is sampled on the rising edge of MCLK.The
host asserts HostWait_N when it wishes to slow transfers
betweenitself and the analyzer. This could also be used by
additional interface logic to slow transfers so it can multiplex
the bus downto a smaller size without additional FIFOs. If

wait is active, HostReady_N is blocked.

 

  
  
 
 

 
 
  
  
  

  
  
 

access the analyzer.

HostWait_N

Write.

Write is sampled onthe rising edge of MCLK.Thissignalis

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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10.3.4.2

[Signal|Dir[Width|Description
AnaHostReady_N|OUT Analyzer to Host Ready — active low.

‘ AnaHostReady _N should be sampled ontherising edge of
MCLK.Theanalyzer returns AnaHostReady _N when the
current cycle is completed. For a write operation,
AnaHostReady _N meansthat the HostDataIn bus has been
latched. For a read operation AnaHostReady _N meansthat
the requested data is on the HostDataOutbusandis valid.
AnaHostReady _N is blocked by HostWait_N.
Host Address bus.

HostAddress is sampled onthe rising edge of MCLKif
AnalizerSel_N is active. This bus defines the first address in

_ az

 

  
 

  
  

 

  
  

 
 Host Interface Signals 

  
 
 

 

HostAddress
 

 

 

 
  
  

 
  
 
 

  
 

  
  

 

 
 

 
 

MCLE.Dataon this bus is valid during a read cycle when
AnaHostReady_Nis active.
* Uses AN_HOST_DWIDTH

  

 
 CacheInterface

 

  
  
  

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Host Byte Enable bus - Active low.

HostDatalInis sampled on the rising edge of MCLKif

AnaHostDataOutshould be sampled ontherising edge of

CaACICReady 1 Cache to Analyzer CPU Interface Control Ready.

ACICnCaData bus.

ACICMemReq OUT Analyzer CPU Interface Control Memory Request.
If this signalis active, the address on the ACICAddbusis
valid.

this burst to access in the 32 Megabyte address space of the

HostWait_N is sampled on therising edge of MCLK.

HostWrite is active and HostWait_Nis inactive.

AnaHostDataOut

This signaltells the Analyzer CPU Interface Control that

CaACICData IN Cache to Analyzer CPU Interface Control Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

ACICMemWr Analyzer CPU Interface Control Memory Write.  

analyzer. See Section x.x.x for the Address Utilization Map.
* Uses AN_HOST_AWIDTH

* Uses AN_HOST_BEWIDTH

Host Data Input bus.

* Uses AN_HOST_DWIDTH

Analyzer Host Data Output bus.

10.3.4.3

|__Signal_|Dir|Width

during a read, the data on the CaACICData busis valid and
during a write that the Cache has latched the data on the

ACICoCaData OUT Analyzer CPU Interface Control to Cache Databus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

ACICAdd OUT Analyzer CPUInterface Control to Cache Address bus.
* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

If this signal is active, the current transactionis a write.. 
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10.3.4.4 State Processor Instruction Database Interface   

 :|Width[|SiDescription
ACICoSPIDWr pOUTJt|Analyzer CPU Interface Control to State ProcessorInstruction Database Write Strobe

ACICoSPIDAdd OUT Analyzer CPU Interface Control to State Processor
Instruction Database Address bus

* uses AN_SPID_AWIDTH
State ProcessorInstruction Database Data bus

* uses AN_SPID DWIDTH
ACICoSPIDData|OUT Analyzer CPU Interface Control to State Processor

Instruction Database Data bus

* uses AN_SPID_DWIDTH

10.3.5 Verilog Module

 
 

 
 

 
  

module ACIC(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,AnalyzerSel_N ,HostWrite
»HostBlast_N ,HostWait_N ,AnaHostReady_N ,HostAddress ,HostByteEn_N
»HostDataIn ,AnaHostDataQut ,CaACICReady ,CaACICData ,ACICoCaData
,ACICAdd , ACICMemReq ,ACICMemWr ,ACICoSPIOWr ,ACICoSPIDAdd ,SPIDData
»ACICoSPIDData);

// General Interface Interface

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
output Analyzeren;
// Host Interface

input AnalyzerSel_N;:
input HostWrite;
input HostBlast_N;
input HostWait_N;
output AnaHostReady_N;
input [°AN_HOST_AWIDTH-1 : 0] HostAddress;
input C°AN_HOST_BEWIDTH-1 : 0] HostByteEn_N;:
input [C°AN_HOST_DWIDTH-1 : OJ] HostDataln;
output [C°AN_HOST_DWIDTH-1 : 03 AnaHostDataOut;
// Cache Interface

input CaACICReady;
input C°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaACICData;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 03 ACICoCaData;
output [L°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] ACICAdd;
output ACICMemReq;
output ACICMemwr;
// State Processor Instruction Database Interface
output ACICoSPIDwr;
output [°AN_SPID_AWIOTH-1 : 0] ACICoSPIDAdd;
input C°AN_SPID_OWIOTH-1 : OJ] SPIDData;
output [°AN_SPID_DWIDTH-1 : 0} ACICoSPIDData;

10.3.6 WHDL Component

é
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10.4 Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine - FIDE

10.4.1. Symbol

10.4.2 Highlights

e Maintains flow entry database
e Deletes andinserts flows based on a LRU algorithm
e Builds flows from flow key and State Processorinstructions

10.4.3. Description

The Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine maintains the flow entry database. Flowsare grouped into buckets
by hash value. When a new flow needstobeinsertedfirst the FIDE sees whichofthe entries
in the corresponding bucketis the oldest.It then builds the flow entry from the flow key and State Processor
instructions. Finally it places the entry in the database.

10.4.4 Implementation Information

10.4.5 File Names

Top: FIDE.v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants.v(hd)

10.4.6 Pin Descriptions

10.4.6.1 GeneralInterface Signals

pResetNIN|1Reset - active low.
Module Clock.

;AnalyzerEn.{IN[i Analyzer Enable bit from the control register

10.4.6.2 Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface

|Signal__|_Dir
UFKBuFIDEData Unified Flow Key Buffer to Flow Insertion and Deletion

Engine read Data bus.
* Uses AN_UFKB_AWIDTH
Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine to Unified Flow Key
Buffer Address bus.

* Uses AN_ UFKB __AWIDTH
Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Flow Key Available.
This signaltells the Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine that
the Unified Flow Key Buffer modulea flow key forit to
process.

  
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
  

 

 
   
 
 
  

 

  
  
  

 FIDEnUFKBAdd

 

 
 
 FIDEFlowKeyAv
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10,4.6.2 Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface

FIDEDone ]Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Done.This inputis used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that the

10.4.6.3

   

 
 

 

 
 

  Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine hasfinished with the
current flow. The Unified Flow Key Buffer also uses this
signal to incrementit’s internal pointer so that the next
address from FlowInsertion and Deletion Engine will point
to the next flow buffer.

 

  
  
  

   

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

CacheInterface

This signaltells the Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine that
during a read, the data on the CaFIDEData busis valid and

CaFIDEData IN Cache to Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

FIDEnCaData poorTe Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine to Cache Data bus.

FIDEMemReq OUT Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Memory Request.
If this signalis active, the address on the FIDEAdd busis

|_Signal__|Dir|Width

during a write that the Cache has latched the data on the

* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

valid.

10.4.7. Verilog Module

 

CaFIDEReady IN Cache to Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Ready.

FIDEnCaData bus.

FIDEAdd OUT Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine to Cache Address bus.
* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Memory Write.
If this signal is active, the current transactionis a write..  

module FIDE(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,UFKBUFIDEData »FIDEnUFKBAdd
»FIDEFlowKeyAv ,FIDEDone ,CaFIDEData ,FIDEnCaData ,FIDEAdd ,FIDEMemReq
»FIDEMemWr);

// General Interface Interface
input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input AnalyzerEn;
// Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface
input C°AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] UFKBuFIDEData;
output [°AN_UFKB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] FIDEnUFKBAdd;
input FIDEFlowKeyAv;
output FIDEDone;
// Cache Interface

input CaFIDEReady;
input [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaFIDEData;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] FIDEnCaData;

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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output [°AN_CA_LAWIDTH-1 : 0] FIDEAdd;
output FIDEMemReq;
output FIDEMemwWr;

10.4.8 VHDL Component
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10.5State Processor Instruction Database - SPID

10.5.1. Symbol

10.5.2 Highlights

e Scaleable implementation
e Wrapseither RAM or ROMinstantiation or can be synthesized latches

10.5.3. Description

The State Processor Instruction Database module is a wrapper for the storage medium used to hold the State
ProcessorInstruction database. Only the CPU canwrite this memory. The CPU interfaceis active if
AnalyzerEnis active.

10.5.4 Implementation Information

The module can be synthesized or a RAM or ROMcell can beinstantiated into the wrapper.

10.5.5 File Names

Top: SPID.v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants.v(hd)

10.5.6 Pin Descriptions

10.5.6.1 General Interface Signals

Reset - active low.

MCLK Module Clock.
Analyzer Enable bit from the control register

10.5.6.2 Analyzer CPU Interface Control Interface

Instruction Database Write Strobe

ACICoSPIDAdd IN * Analyzer CPU Interface Control to State ProcessorsomeeyInstruction Database Address bus
* uses AN_SPID __DWIDTH

* uses AN_SPID_AWIDTH

ACICoSPIDData_|IN Analyzer CPU Interface Control to State Processor
Instruction Database Data bus

* uses AN_SPID DWIDTH :
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10.5.6.3 State Processor Interface

|Signal___|‘Dir_|_Width_|

_ Pr
10.5.7 Verilog Module

 

    
  

State Processor to State Processor Instruction Database
Address bus

* uses AN_SPID_AWIDTH

module SPID(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,ACICoSPIDWr ,ACICoSPIDAdd
,oPIDData ,ACICoSPIDData ,SPrSPIDAdd):

if // General Interface Interface
input Reset_N; —
input MCLK;
input AnalyzerEn;
// Analyzer CPU Interface Control Interface
input ACICoSPIDwr;
input [C°AN_SPID_AWIOTH-1 : 0) ACICoSPIDAdd;
output [°AN_SPID_DWIDTH-1 : 0] SPIDData;
input [°AN_SPID_DWIDTH-1 : 0] ACICoSPIDData;
// State Processor Interface

input [°AN_SPIDLAWIDTH-1 : 0] SPrSPIDAdd;

10.5.8. VHDL Component

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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10.6 Unified Memory Controller - UMC

10.6.1 Symbol

10.6.2 Highlights

e Supports Both SDRAM and SGRAM
e Maintains RAM refresh

10.6.3 Description

The Unified Memory Controller module controls the caches’ access to the flow database containedin
external RAM. Synchronous DRAMiscontrolled througha series of instructions feed to the RAM through
the control pins. Synchronous DRAMrequiresatstartup a specific series of commandsforinitialization.
The Unified Memory Controller handles both processes thorough a state machine. Since the nature of the
flow database requires random access, thereislittle use in attempting to keep multiple banks open. Auto-
refresh is continuous when memoryis not being accessed by the cache.

10.6.4 Implementation Information

The Unified Memory Controller module is implemented as a Mooretype finite state machine. Eachofthe
outputs of the state machineare registered to assure maximum setup time for the external device.

10.6.5 File Names

Top: UMC.v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants.v(hd)

10.6.6 Pin Descriptions

10.6.6.1 General Interface Signals

|Signal|Dir|Width
PResetN[IN|1__|Reset-activelow.

IMCLK (IN.|1_|Module Clock.
Analyzer Enable bit from the control register

  
  
 

   
  

|Signal__|Dir|Width ;
MemCikIn IN 1 Memoryclockin.

This signal is used to generate the memory interface timing.

MemRAS_N OUT yo|Memory Row Address Strobe bus — active low.
MemCAS_N OUT

* uses AN_MEM_RASWIDTH

mo|Memory Column Address Strobe bus-— active low.* uses AN_MEM_CASWIDTH

eeal
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 Memory Clock Enable.
Some memories require this signal to be disabled for a
certain amountof time after reset.
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10.6.6.2 MemoryInterface

Description

MemoryClock Out.
This signal is used by synchronous memoryforall
operations. MemClkInis buffered and sent out on this pin.

Memory Bank Address.
Used by multi-bank memory to select the bank the current

Memory Special Functionselect.

MemoryByte Enable bus— active low.
* uses AN_MEM_BEWIDTH

Memory Addressbus.
* uses AN_MEM_AWIDTH

MemoryData Input bus.
* uses AN_MEM_DWIDTH

Memory Data Output bus.
* uses ANMEM_DWIDTH

Memory Data bus Direction is Read.
This signal is used to control the tri-state enable on the
bidirectional memory databus. If MemDirReadisactive
data is coming into the analyzer from the memory. Ifit is
inactive the analyzeris driving data out to the memory.

 
 
 
 
  
  

  

10.6.6.3 Cache Interface 

 Unified Memory Controller to Cache Ready.
This signaltells the Cache that during a read, the data on the
UMCoCaData busis valid and during a write that the
Unified Memory Controller has latched the data on the
CaUMCData bus.

Unified Memory Controller to Cache Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

* Uses AN_CADWIDTH

* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

CaMemReq

  
 

  
 
  

 Cache Memory Request.
If this signalis active, the address on the CAUMCAddbusis
valid.

Cache Memory Write.
If this signal is active, the current transaction is a write..

 
 CaMemWr OUT Eo|

10.6.7. Verilog Module

 

module UMC(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,MemClkin ,MemRAS_N ,MemCAS_N
,MemC1kEn ,MemCikOut ,MemWR_N ,MemBA ,MemDSF ,MemByteEn_N ,MemAddress
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»MemOataln ,MemDataOut ,MemDirRead ,UMCoCaReady ,UMCoCaData »CaUMCData
,»CaUMCAdd ,CaMemReq ,CaMemWr);

// General Interface Interface
input Reset_N;
input MCLK; ~
input AnalyzerEn;
// Memory Interface
input MemClkIn;

output [*AN_MEM_RASWIDTH-1 : 0] MemRAS_N;
output [°AN_MEM_CASWIDTH-1 : 0] MemCAS_N;
output MemC1kEn;
output MemCikOut; ~
Output MemWR_N;
output MemBA;
output MemDSF;

Output [°AN_MEM_BEWIDTH-1 : 0] MemByteEn_N;
output [*~AN_MEM_AWIDTH-1 : 0] MemAddress;
input [°AN_MEM_DWIDTH-1 : 0] MemDataIn;
output [°AN_MEM_DWIDTH-1 : 0] MemDataOut;
output MemDirRead;
// Cache Interface

input UMCoCaReady;
input C°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] UMCoCaData;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaUMCData;
output (°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] CaUMCAdd;
output CaMemReq;
output CaMemWr;

10.6.8 VHDL Component
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10.7 Cache

10.7.1 Symbol

10.7.2 Highlights

e=Fully associative
e True least recently used cache updating
e Simultaneous one write and two reads.

10.7.3. Description

The Cache module containsa fully associative, true LRU cache memory. Full associatively is achieved
through the use of a content addressable memory (CAM). The needfor a fully associative cache arises from
the fact that the hash uses to generate theinitial look up into the flow entry database spreads the entries
pseudo randomly throughout the memory. Each hash value corresponds to a bucket containing N flow
entries. N is set by the designer (see section xxx).

The Cache can service two read transfers at one time. If there are more than two read requests active at one
time the Cache services them in the order shownin section xxx.

The CAMcontains the hash value associated with the corresponding bucket in the cache memory. When
there is a cache hit, the CAM produces the mostsignificantbits of the address in cache memory where the
bucket is stored. The cache then accesses the cache memoryat the address indicated concatenating the
lower address bits provided by the requesting module. The cache then remembersthat the requesting
module had a cache hit and the memorylocation returned. This allows a cache lookup for a requesting
module to occur only once per request. When the requesting module requires a different bucket, it drops
then again raises its request and another CAM cycle isinitiated.

Theleast recently used algorithm requires the CAM toalso be a stack. Whenthere is a cache hit the CAM
location that produced the hit is put on the top of the stack. The other locations abovethe hit location are
shifted downtofill in the gap. If there is a miss, the bottom location is read to determine the addressin the
cache memoryto put the new bucket. All the locations shifted down as normally. Finally the new hash value
and cache memory address are putat the top of the stack.

10.7.3.1 Priority

The Cache processes requests from the attached modulesin the following order:

1 - LRU dirty write back. The Cache writes back the least recently used bucketif it is dirty so that there will
always be a space for the fetching of cache misses.
2 — Lookup and Update Engine.
3 — State Processor.

4 — Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine.
5 — Analyzer CPU Interface and Control
6 — Dirty write back from LRU -1 to MRU. Whenthere is nothing else pending the Cache writes dirty
entries back to memory.

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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10.7.4 Implementation Information

10.7.5 File Names

Top: Cache.v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants. v(hd)

10.7.6 Pin Descriptions

10.7.6.1 General Interface Signals

Reset- active low.

Module Clock.

Analyzer Enable bit from the control register

10.7.6.2 Unified Memory Controller Interface

|Signal__|_Dir_| Width
UMCoCaReady OUT Unified Memory Controller to Cache Ready.

This signaltells the Cache that during a read, the data on the
UMCoCaData busis valid and during a write that the
Unified Memory Controller has latched the data on the
CaUMCData bus.

Unified Memory Controller to Cache Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH
Cache to Unified Memory Controller Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

Cache to Unified Memory Controller Address bus.
* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

Cache Memory Request.
If this signal is active, the address on the CAUMCAddbusis

Cache Memory Write. .
If this signal is active, the current transaction is a write..

 
 

  
  

10.7.6.3 Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Interface

CaFIDEReady OUT   
 Cache to Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Ready.

This signal tells the Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine that
during.a read, the data on the CaFIDEData busis valid and
during a write that the Cache has latchedthe data on the
FIDEnCaData bus.

[CaFIDEDatejour[* Cache to Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Data bus.* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

 
  

 
 

  
Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine to Cache Address bus
* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

a
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10.7.6.3

 

 
 

Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Interface

FIDEMemReq pyFlow Insertion and Deletion Engine Memory Request.If this signal is active, the address on the FIDEAddbusis
valid.

10.7.6.4

  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Memory Write.
If this signal is active, the current transaction is a write.. 

  

 
   
 

Analyzer CPU Interface Control Interface

|Signal___|‘Dir|Width_|  
  

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

   
 nal is active, the current transaction is a write.. 

 

  

  
  

 
 

Lookup Engine Interface  

  
   
 
 

CaACICReady OUT|1 Cache to Analyzer CPU Interface Control Ready.
This signal tells the Analyzer CPU Interface Control that

during a write that the Cache has latched the data on the
ACICnCaData bus.

CaACICData OUT Cache to Analyzer CPUInterface Control Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

PNTe|Analyzer CPU Interface Control to Cache Data bus.
ACICAdd IN Analyzer CPU Interface Control to Cache Address bus.

* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

ACICMemReq IN Analyzer CPU Interface Control Memory Request.
If this signal is active, the address on the ACICAddbusis
valid.

ACICMemWr IN Analyzer CPU Interface Control Memory Write.
If this sig

10.7.6.5

|Signal__|Dir_| Width

CaLUEData OUT Cache to Lookup Engine Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

LUEnCaData IN * Lookup Engine to Cache Data bus.
* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

LUEAdd IN * Lookup Engine to Cache Address bus.
* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

LUEMemReq IN Lookup Engine Memory Request.
If this signal is active, the address on the LUEAddbusis
valid.

LUEMemWr Lookup Engine Memory Write.

during a read, the data on the CaACICData busis valid and

ACICoCaData

* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

CaLUEReady OUT Cache to Lookup Engine Ready.
This signal tells the Lookup Engine that during a read, the
data on the CaLUEData busis valid and during a write that
the Cache haslatched the data on the LUEnCaData bus.

If this sig

 

 

 
   nal is active, the current transaction is a write..
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10.7.6.6

|__Signal|-Dir_|Width_|
CaSPReady OUT Cache to State Processor Ready.

This signaltells the Lookup Engine that during a read, the
data on the CaSPData busis valid and during a write that the
Cachehaslatched the data on the SPnCaDatabus.

CaSPData pour Cache to State Processor Data bus.
SPnCaData NE State Processor to Cache Data bus.SPaCaData * Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH
SPAdd my|State Processor to Cache Address bus.* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

SPMemReq State Processor Memory Request.
If this signal is active, the address on the SPAddbusis valid.

SeMemWeYINTE State Processor Memory Write.If this signal is active, the current transaction is a write..

10.7.7. Verilog Module

 

  
 

State Processor Interface

  

 
 

 

  
 

  
  
 
 
 

 
  

   

module Cache(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,UMCoCaReady ,UMCoCaData
,CaUMCData ,CaUMCAdd ,CaMemReq ,CaMemWr ,CaFIDEReady ,CaFIDEData
»FIDEnCaData ,FIDEAdd ,FIDEMemReq ,FIDEMemWr ,CaACICReady ,CaACICData
»ACTCoCaData ,ACICAdd ,ACICMemReq ,ACICMemWr ,CaLUEReady ,CaLUEData
»LUENCaData ,LUEAdd ,LUEMemReq ,LUEMemWr ,CaSPReady ,CaSPData ,5PnCaData
,9PAdd ,SPMemReq ,SPMemWr);

// General Interface Interface
input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input AnalyzerEn;
// Unified Memory Controller Interface
Output UMCoCaReady;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] UMCoCaData;
input [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaUMCData;
input [°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] CaUMCAdd;
input CaMemReq;
input CaMemWr;
// Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine Interface
output CaFIDEReady;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaFIDEData;
input [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] FIDEnCaData;
input C°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] FIDEAdd;
input FIDEMemReq;
input FIDEMemwr;
// Analyzer CPU Interface Control Interface
output CaACICReady;
output [°AN_CA_OWIDTH-1 : 0) CaACICData;
input [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] ACICoCaData;
input C°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] ACICAdd;
input ACICMemReq;

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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input ACICMemWr ;
// Lookup Engine Interface
output CaLUEReady;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaLUEData;
input [C°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] LUEnCaData;
input [C°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] LUEAdd;
input LUEMemReq;
input LUEMemWr;
// State Processor Interface

output CaSPReady;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaSPData;
input [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0) SPnCaData;
input [°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] SPAdd;
input SPMemReq;
input SPMemWr;

10.7.8 VHDL Component
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10.8 State Processor - SP

10.8.1 Symbol

10.8.2 Highlights

e Flexible Rule-based Traffic Classification

e  State-based Tracking of Traffic
e Multiple Packets for Layer Processing
* Programmable Rules/State Processor
e Selectable Protocols in Flows

* Future Protocols Support

10.8.3 Description

The State Processor module analyzes both new and existing flows in orderto classify them by application.
It does this by proceeding from state to state based on rules defined by the engineer. A rule is a test
followed by the nextstate to proceedtoif the test is true. The State Processor goes through each rule until
the test is true or there are no moretests to perform. The State Processorstarts the process by using the last
protocol recognized by the Parseras an offset into a jump table. The jumptable takes us to the instructions
to use for that protocol. Most instructions test something in the Unified Flow Key Buffer or the flow entry if
it exists. The State Processor may haveto test bits, do comparisons, add or subtract to perform the test.

10.8.4 Architecture

The State Processor contains several sub-blocks:

10.8.4,1 Scratch Pad Registers

The State Processor contains four scratch pad registers. These registers are the source and/orthe destination
for all instructions. It is implemented as a register file with one write and two read ports.

10.8.4.2 Instruction Pointer and Stack

The Instruction Pointer is used to point to the State Processor Instruction Database address thatthe State
Processor is executing. The Instruction Pointeris initialized with the last protocol recognized by the Parser.
Thisfirst instruction is a jump to the subroutine where the protocol is decoded. The State Processor
supports calls so the Instruction Pointer block contains a twolevel stack. A one bit stack pointer points to
the top of the stack that the Instruction Pointer is pushed to or popped from.

10.8.4.3 Flag Register

The Flag Register contains several bits used for conditional branching.

10.8.4.3.1 Flag Register Word Definition

|Bit Description 
Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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10.8.4.3.1 Flag Register Word Definition

   
10.8.4.4 Compare Block

The Compare Block compares two operands by exclusive-oring them together. The Compare MaskRegister
is contained in this block.If a bit is set in the Compare MaskRegister,that bit is ignoredin the compare
operation.

10.8.4.5 Flow Key Pointer

The Flow Key Pointer provides the address that the State Processoris accessing in the Unified Flow Key
Buffer. The Flow Key Pointer can perform bothdirect and indirect addressing. Indirect addressing is used
to offset into a protocols’ header.

10.8.4.6 Flow Entry Pointer

The Flow Entry Pointer provides the address that the State Processoris accessing in the Flow Entry in the
Cache.If the flow entry exists, the upper address bits come from the hash used to lookupthe bucketin the
Flow database. The middle bits come from the bucket entry found. The lower bits come from theoffset the
State Processoris using.

10.8.5 Instruction Definitions

The following sections describe the instructions available in the State Processor. It should be noted that no
assembleris providedfor the State Processor. This is because the engineer neednot write code for this
processor. The MeterFlow Compiler writes the database entered into the State Processor Instruction
Database from the protocols defined in the Protocol List.

10.8.5.1 Jump

This instruction causes the Instruction Pointer to be loaded with the address in the JumpAddressfield of the
State ProcessorInstruction Database. This instruction is always conditional. Whether the branchis taken or
not dependson the on the ConditionCodefield in the instruction andthestate ofthe flag register.

10.8.5.2 Call

This instruction causes the Instruction Pointer to be loaded with the address in the JumpAddressfield of the
State ProcessorInstruction Database. At the same time the currentaddressin the Instruction Pointeris

pushed onto the stack. This instruction is always conditional. Whetherthe call is taken made or not depends
on the on the ConditionCode field in the instruction and thestate ofthe flag register.

10.8.5.3 Return

This instruction causes the Instruction Pointer to be loaded with the address at the top ofthe stack. This
instruction is always conditional. Whether the return is executed or not depends onthe on the
ConditionCodefield in the instruction andthe state ofthe flag register.

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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10.8.5.4 Copy

 

The Copy instruction movesdata from:

Flow Key to Scratch Pad Register
Cache to Scratch Pad Register
ImmediateData to Scratch Pad Register
Scratch Pad Register to Flow Key
Scratch Pad Register to Cache
Scratch Pad Register to Compare Mask Register

The external address can be either a direct or indirect access.

10.8.5.5 Compare

This instruction compares two operands . The operands mustbe either from a Scratch Pad Register or an
immediate value from the instruction’s ImmediateData field. The Compare Mask Register is used to set bit
to don’t care.

 
10.8.5.6 Instruction Word Definition

Description  
10.8.6 Implementation Information

10.8.7 File Names

Top: SP.v(hd)
Uses: AnalyzerConstants. v(hd)

10.8.8 Pin Descriptions

 

  
  

  

10.8.8.1 GeneralInterface Signals

[Signal|Dir|Width|Description

PMCLKTIN”[1|Module Clock.

10.8.8.2 Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface
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10.8.8.2 Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface

Description

eSae* Uses AN_UFKB_AWIDTH

State Processor to Unified Flow Key Buffer write Data bus.
* Uses AN_ UFKB __AWIDTH

SPrUFKBAdd=[OUTTe|State Processor to Unified Flow Key Buffer Address bus.* Uses AN_ UFKB _AWIDTH

SPFlowKeyAv IN State Processor Flow Key Available.
This signaltells the State Processor that the Unified Flow
Key Buffer module a flow key for it to process.

SPrUFKBWrStb State Processor to Unified Flow Key Buffer Write Strobe.

SPDone OUT State Processor Done.

This inputis used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that the
, State Processorhas finished with the current flow. The

Unified Flow Key Buffer also uses this signal to increment
it’s internal pointer so that the next address from State
Processorwill point to the next flow buffer.

SPHoldBuf OUT State Processor Hold Buffer.

This input is used to tell the Unified Flow Key Buffer that the
State Processoris transferring processing ofthis buffer to the
Flow Insertion and Deletion Engine.

10.8.8.3 CacheInterface

___Signal__|Dir|Width|__Deseription_
CaSPReady Cache to State Processor Ready.

This signaltells the Lookup Enginethat during a read, the
data on the CaSPData busis valid and during a write thatthe
Cache has latched the data on the SPnCaData bus.

* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

a* Uses AN_CA_DWIDTH

ace* Uses AN_CA_AWIDTH

SPMemReq—fOUTJt|State Processor Memory Request.If this signal is active, the address on the SPAddbusis valid.

SeMemWrfOrPT State Processor Memory Write.If this signal is active, the current transaction is a write..

10.8.8.4 State Processor Interface

|___Signal__|_Dir|Width
SPIDData IN State Processor to State Processor Instruction Database Data

bus

*uses AN_SPID_DWIDTH

SPrSPIDAdd OUT State Processor to State Processor Instruction Database
Address bus

* uses AN_SPID_AWIDTH

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Analyzer Module Specification
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10.8.9 Verilog Module

module SP(Reset_N, MCLK ,AnalyzerEn ,UFKBuSPData ,SPrUFKBData
, SPrUFKBAdd ,SPFlowKeyAv ,SPnUFKBWrStb ,SPDone ,SPHoldBuf ,CaSPData
,sPrCaData ,SPAdd ,SPMemReq ,SPMemWr);

// General Interface Interface

input Reset_N;
input MCLK;
input AnalyzerEn;
// Unified Flow Key Buffer Interface
input [°AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] UFKBuSPData;
output [°AN_UFKB_DWIDTH-1 : 0] SPrUFKBData;
output C°AN_UFKB_AWIDTH-1 : 0] SPrUFKBAdd;
input SPFlowKkeyAv;
output SPrUFKBWrStb;
output SPDone;
output SPHoldBuf;
// Cache Interface

input CaSPReady;
input C°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] CaSPData;
output [°AN_CA_DWIDTH-1 : 0] SPrCaData;
output [°AN_CA_AWIDTH-1 : 0] SPAdd;
output SPMemReq;
output SPMemWr;
// State Processor Instruction Database

input [°AN_SPID_DWIDTH-1 : 0] SPIDData;
output [°AN_SPID_AWIDTH-1 : 0] SPrSPIDAdd;

10.8.10 VHDL Component
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11 Appendix A - Multi-Packet State Processing

11.1 Overview

The MeterFlow Accelerator system is composed of four major subsystems. Each system interacts with the
others by passing specific information and identification to parse, extract, generate flows and analyze single
or multiple packets in data flow on a communications network.

Oneof the major subsystems is the Analyzer. This componentis responsible for creating and maintaining
classified traffic flows, processingstatistics for packets and flows, managingthe traffic flow database and
cache, and performing state-based analysisoftraffic flows.

This documentdescribes the processes required for recognizing and maintaining state information for traffic
flows. There are several different processes, which are detailed in the following sections.

11.2Analyzer Data Input Requirements
In order for the Analyzer to successfully classify traffic by application, there are several data elements
required from each packet to be analyzed. Prior to sending a packet ofinformation to the Analyzer,all
additional information must be formatted and sent along with the appropriate packet content.

The Analyzer mustspecifically receive each packets in a conversation in the order which they are exchange
between the client and the server. The order is crucial for proper state based classification.

11.3 State-base Traffic Classification

Moreapplications running over data networksutilize complex methods of classifying traffic through the
creation of multiple states. The creation of the state based traffic classification causes the need for
managing and maintaining learned states from traffic derived in the network.

There are several different methods in place for the creation of states in client/server network traffic. Even
though there are several different methods for the creation of state. It is possible to isolate these different
approachesinto two basic categories.

Thefirst category is commonly referred to as “server announcement”. In the server announcement mode
there are messages whichare put out onto the network,in either a broadcast or multicast approach which,
all stations in the network receive and decodeto derive the appropriate connection point for communicating
for that particular application, with the particular server. There are several examplesforthis type of server
announcement implementation with state based protocols. Using the server announcement method,a
particular application communicates using a service channel, in the form of a TCP or UDPsocketor Port as
in the IP protocol suite, or using a SAP as in the Novell IPX protocol suite.

The second categoryis referred to as ‘“‘in-stream analysis”. This method is used either as a primary or
secondary recognition process. As a primary process, in-stream analysis assists in extracting detailed
information which will be used to further recognize both the specific application and application
component. A good exampleof in-stream analysis is any Web-based applications. The commonly used
Pointcast Web information application can be recognized using this process. Duringthe initial connection
between a Pointcast server and client, specific key tokens exist in the data exchange that will result in a
signature for Pointcast.

Thein stream analysis process may also be combined with the server announcementprocess. In many cases
in stream analysis will augment other recognition processes, An example of combining in stream analysis
with server announcementcan be found in business applications such as SAP and BAAN.

11.3.1 Session Tracking
One ofthe primary processes for tracking applicationsin the stream ofthe client/server packet exchange,is
through session tracking. The process of tracking sessions requires an initial connection to a predefined
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socket or Port. This method of communication is used in a variety of transportlayer protocols. It is most
commonly seen in the TCP and UDPtransports of the IP protocol.

 

Duringthe processof session tracking, a client will make the request of a server using a specific Port or
socket number. This initial request will cause the server to create a TCP or UDPPortto exchange the
remainder ofthe data betweenthe client and the server. The server then replies to the request ofthe client
using this newly created Port. The original Port used by the client to connect to server will never be used
again during this data exchange.

Oneof the best examples ofsession tracking is TFTP. During the client/server exchange process of TFTP,
a specific Port is always used to initiate the conversation. When the client begins the process of
communicating, a request is made to UDP Port 67. Once the server receives this request, a new Portis
created on the server. The server then replies to the client using the new Port. In this example,it is cleat
that in order to recognize TFTP the process mustanalyze the initial request from the client. Also, the reply
from the server with the key Port information must be analyzed and used to create a key for monitoring the
remainderof this data exchange.

Another important componentin session tracking is the understanding of the currentstate for particular
connections in the network. Manyofthe application protocols, which can be monitored, are transported via
protocols that have built-in state information. An example of such a transport protocol is TCP. This
transport provides a reliable means of sending information between a client and a server. When he data
exchangeis initiated a TCP request for synchronization message is sent. This message contains a specific
sequence numberthatis used to track and acknowledgementfrom the server. Once the server has
knowledge to the synchronization request, data is exchange between the client and the server. When
communications are no longer required, the client would send a finish or complete messageto the server.
The server willing knowledge this finish request, with a reply containing the sequence numbers from the
request. This sequence of events is known as a connection oriented data exchange. Manyofthe events
used to track the state in a conversation are directly related to these types of connection and maintenance
messages.

All of the processes discussed above are required to track sessions. The capability to track sessions is a
requirement for understanding the currentstate to analyze.

11.3.2 Server Announcement

The process of server announcementconsists of a server with multiple applications, which areall required
to be simultaneously accessed from multiple clients. Many applications are beginning to use this process as
a means of multiplexing a single Port or socket into many applications and services. The individual
methods of server announcementprotocols tend very. However, the basic underlying process remains
similar betweenall of these different announcement exchanges.

11.3.2.1 Sun RPC Analysis
Sun-RPCand Net-RPC are to good examples of server announcement oriented communications processes.
In this section we will analyze the requirements for recognizing applications whichutilize the sun
implementation of RPC. RPC stands for remote procedure call. This is a quite clear description of the
process. A remoteorclient that wishes to use a server or procedure mustestablish a connection using the
RPC protocol.

Using the Sun-RPCprotocol as a model for server announcementis completed through the following
process. Each server running the Sun-RPC protocol must maintain a process and databasecalled the Port
Mapper. The Port Mappercreates a direct association between a Sun-RPC program or application and a
TCP or UDPsocket or Port. An application or program numberis a 32-bit unique identifier assigned by
JANA. Each Port Mapper on a Sun-RPCserver can present the mappings between a unique program
numberand a specific transport socket through the use of specific request or a directed announcement.

Thefirst approach we will review is the specific request method. Using this process the client makes a
specific request to the server on a predefined UDP or TCP socket. Once the Port Mapperprocess on the
sun RPC serverreceives the request, the specific mappingis returned in a directed reply to the client.

i) Acclient sends a TCP packetto Port 111, with an RPC Bind Lookup Request.
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2) The server extracts the program identifier and version identifier from the request. The server also

uses the fact that this packet came in the using the TCP transport.

3) The server sends a TCP packetto Port 111, with an RPC Bind Lookup Reply. The reply contains
the specific ports on whichfuture transactions will be accepted for the specific RPC program
identifier.

11,3.2.2 Process for Sun RPC Analysis
1. Decode Sun RPC by TCP or UDPPort 111

2, Check RPCtypefield for Id

3. If value is PortMapper,save paired socket(i.e. dest for dest, src for src)

4. Decode ports and mapping, save ports with socket/addr key

5. There may be more than onepairing per mapper packet

6. Saving is complete

‘TechnicallyEliteMeterFlowAcceleratorAnalyzerModuleSpecification
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RPC RPC RPC
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PortMapperProtocol Specification (in RPCLanguage)

const PMAP_PORT= 111; /* portmapper port number */

A mapping of (program,version, protocol) to port number:

struct mapping { unsignedint prog; unsignedint vers; unsigned int prot; unsigned intport; };

Supported values for the “prot” field:

const IPPROTO_TCP=6; /* protocol number for TCP/IP */ const IPPROTO_UDP= 17; /* protocol
number for UDP/IP */ A list of mappings: struct *pmaplist { mapping map; pmaplist next; };

Argumentstocallit: struct call_args { unsignedint prog; unsignedint vers; unsigned int proc; opaque
args<>; }; Results ofcallit: struct call_result { unsigned int port; opaque res<>; }; Port mapper procedures:
program PMAP_PROG{ version PMAP_VERS{ void PMAPPROC_NULL(void) = 0; bool
PMAPPROC_SET(mapping) = 1; bool PMAPPROC_UNSET(mapping)= 2; unsigned int
PMAPPROC_GETPORT(mapping) = 3; pmaplist PMAPPROC_DUMP(void) = 4; call_result
PMAPPROC_CALLITcall_args) = 5; } = 2; } = 100000;A.2 Port Mapper Operation The portmapper
program currently supports two protocols (UDP and TCP). The portmapperis contacted bytalking to it on
assigned port number 111 (SUNRPC)oneither of these protocols. The following is a description of each of
the portmapper

Sun RPC Decode Process

1) Parse frame to TCP or UDP

2) Lookuppaired sockets if no standard match

3) If RPC found, same new Key

The port mapper program maps RPCprogram and version numbersto transport-specific port numbers. This
program makes dynamic binding of remote programspossible. This is desirable becausethe range of
reserved port numbersis very small and the numberofpotential remote programsis very large. By running
only the port mapperon a reserved port, the port numbers of other remote programscanbeascertained by
querying the port mapper. The port mapperalso aids in broadcast RPC. A given RPC program will usually
have different port number bindings on different machines, so there is no wayto directly broadcastto all of
these programs. The port mapper, however,does have a fixed port number.So,to broadcastto a given
program,the client actually sends its message to the port mapperlocated at the broadcast address. Each port
mapperthatpicks up the broadcast thencalls the local service specified by the client. When the port mapper
gets the reply from the local service, it sends the reply on back to theclient.

PortMapperProtocol Specification (in RPC Language)

const PMAP_PORT= 111; /* portmapper port number*/

A mapping of (program, version, protocol) to port number:

struct mapping { unsignedint prog; unsigned int vers; unsigned int prot; unsigned int port; };

Supported values for the "prot" field:

const IPPROTO_TCP= 6;/* protocol number for TCP/IP */ const IPPROTO_UDP= 17; /* protocol
number for UDP/IP */ A list of mappings: struct *pmaplist { mapping map; pmaplist next; };

Argumentsto callit: struct call_args { unsigned int prog; unsigned int vers; unsigned int proc; opaque
args<>; }; Results of callit: struct call_result ( unsigned int port; opaque res<>; }; Port mapper procedures:
program PMAP_PROG{ version PMAP_VERS{ void PMAPPROC_NULL{(void) = 0; bool
PMAPPROC_SET(mapping) = 1; bool PMAPPROC_UNSET(mapping) = 2; unsigned int
PMAPPROC_GETPORT(mapping) = 3; pmaplist PAAPPROC_DUMP(void)= 4; call_result
PMAPPROC_CALLIT(call_args) = 5; } = 2; } = 100000;
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11.3.3. Port Mapper Operation

The portmapper program currently supports two protocols (UDP and TCP). The portmapperis contacted by
talking to it on assigned port number 111 (SUNRPC)oneitherof these protocols. The following is a
description of each of the portmapper procedures: PMAPPROC_NULL:This procedure does no work. By
convention, procedure zero of any protocol takes no parameters and returns noresults.

PMAPPROC_SET: Whenaprogram first becomesavailable on a machine,it registers itself with the port
mapper program on the same machine. The program passesits program number"prog", version number
"vers", transport protocol number "prot", and the port "port" on whichit awaits service request. The
procedure returns a boolean reply whose value is "TRUE"if the procedure successfully established the
mapping and "FALSE"otherwise. The procedurerefuses to establish a mapping if one already exists for the
tuple "(prog, vers, prot)”.

PMAPPROC_UNSET: Whena program becomesunavailable,it should unregisteritself with the port
mapper program on the same machine. The parameters and results have meaningsidentical to those of
"PMAPPROC_SET". The protocol and port numberfields of the argumentare ignored.

PMAPPROC_GETPORT:Given a program number"prog", version number"vers", and transportprotocol
number"prot", this procedure returns the port number on which the program is awaiting call requests. A
port value of zeros means the program hasnotbeen registered. The "port" field of the argumentis ignored.
PMAPPROC_DUMP:Thisprocedure enumeratesall entries in the port mapper's database. The procedure
takes no parameters and returnsa list of program,version, protocol, and port values.
PMAPPROC_CALLIT:This procedure allowsa client to call another remote procedure on the same
machine without knowing the remote procedure's port number.It is intended for supporting broadcasts to
arbitrary remote programs via the well-known port mapper's port. The parameters "prog", "vers", "proc",
and the bytes of "args" are the program number,version number, procedure number, and parametersof the
remote procedure. Note: (1) This procedure only sendsa reply if the procedure was successfully executed
andis silent (no reply) otherwise. (2) The port mapper communicates with the remote program using UDP
only. The procedure returns the remote program's port number,and the reply is the reply of the remote
procedure.

11.3.4 Service Announcement

Service announcement methodofthe application recognition is very similar to server announcement. One
specific difference in service announcementis that the announcements are made regularly and contain fixed
information. Also, service announcementbased applications only provide the key information for locating
applications in each announcement. Thereis no capability to request a specific service. Each client must
learn the key information required to access an application.

Novell’s IPX SAPis a good example ofservice announcementoriented communications process. A Novell
server will have many different services, which it may provideto clients on network. IPX uses service
access points or SAP as a wayto identify specific applications andservices.

11.3.5 In-stream Recognition and Extraction
The process ofidentifying more of the business applications on networkstoday requires analysis of
information in stream of the network data. Simply, this meansthat in order to contain the visibility to
application traffic flow, a process must routinely analyze the network stream itself.

SMBisa protocolusedto in networks today which has textual information during the data exchangethat
can be usedto further determinethe type of end-user application involved in communications. An SMB
packetis usually transported above the NetBIOSsession protocol. Inside the SMB headeris a function
code. This function code is one octet in length and assists in the classification of the type of SMB datain
the payload.

11.3.5.1 Web-based Applications :
The best example ofapplications requiring in-stream recognition mainly Web-based. These applications
generally utilize two well-knownports for all conversations. Because ofthis, they can be considered
multiplex ports. There is one big difference, the client and server have no well-known exchange mechanism
outside of the normal data stream. Therefore, these applications require combining session tracking andin
stream recognition to derive end-user application.
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As discussedearlier, point cast is one of the most widely used Web basedapplication. The steps required to
detail point cast can be rid repeated for other Web based applications. Thisis also a good example for
understanding the process used in combining session tracking with other recognition techniques.

The process begins when a client Webthe browserinitiates a requestto a point cast Web server. This
request
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ProtocolTrackingSummaryDescription2.0AlternateHTTP14.0SybaseAdaptiveSQLAnywhere(ASA)Server14.2TabularDomainStream(TDS)14.2CommandSequence(CmdSeq)15.0SybaseAdaptiveSQLEnterprise(ASE)Server16.0MicrosoftSQLServer17.0DB219.0CiscoDynamic!SL(DISL)19.0CiscogatewayDiscoveryProtocol(CDP)20.0NovellIPXWAN(RFC1634)27.1MS-Exchange—POP3Mail27.1MS-Exchange~SMTPMail27.1MS-Exchange—IMAP4Mail27.1MS-Exchange—LDAP27.1MS-Exchange~ISOoverTCP/IP27.1MS-Exchange—X.40027.1MS-Exchange-DCEEndpointMapping32.0VinesToken-Ring(vtr)33.0SMTPoverSSL33.0NNTPoverSSL33.0ShelloverSSL33.0LDAPoverSSL33.0FTP-dataoverSSL33.0FTP-controloverSSL33.0TeinetoverSSL.33.0IMAP4overSSL33.0IRCoverSSL33.0POP3overSSL34.0VPN-PPTP35.0Cu-SeeMe37.0PcAnywhere38.0Timbuktu39.1StreamWorks40.0VDOLive41.0FreeTell42.0MicrosottSystemMgmtServer43.0MicrosoltMessageQueueService44.0Distributed.net45.0OpenWindows46.0X/Windows(X.11)47.0AmericaOnline(AOL)48.0talk48.0ntalk49.0IntemetRetayChat(IRC)50.0iChat51.0iVisit52.0ThePalace§3.0NetworkTimeProtocol(NTP)54.0TACACS55.0NetbiosSSNoverTCP56.0NetbiosNMoverUDP§7.0SMBoverNetbiosSession60.0Quake/Quake-Il61.0QuakeWorldTechnicallyElite,Inc.

TypeWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-Known

 

Well-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWeil-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-Known

 

Weil-KnownWeil-KnownWeill-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-KnownWell-Known

 

Well-Knowntbdtbd

TCP/APAccess
 HTTPHTTPContentPattern

Known591,8008,80801498,2638thd1433523,3700,3701transperenttransparenttransparenttransparenttransparenttransparenttransparent46556361563693999099299399499517237648,7649S6314417-142070001761-17641801,2101,2103,21052064200060001590-15935175186665-66694020,40809992-999812349

NovellAccess
WellKnownIPX/SPX

 

KnownSAP0x80c5,0x0328tbtod.core#41
Ox8790-87a20x9004

thdtbdthdtodtbdtodtodtodtbdtbdtbdtodtbatbd

6369949957648,7649,240325632407,14191858tba21300-21303

1761-1764tbatod9527,1801todtbd
2000

6000fixudp
5175189943,9945,567689992.9998

123fixtep49tixudptodtbatbathd-fixtodProprietaryandContidential
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WellWell:KnownKnownEndpointNewVIPVVSPP__VIPCOtherMappedParentsOtherSybase.MsqlSybaseASA

tod(bdtbdtbdtodtbd

vsnap-2000vsnap-2004vsnap-2004

thdtbdtodibdtbdtodtodtodtodtbdtbdtbdtodtbd

Oc-Oxbe

Copyright(c)=
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ProtocolTrackingSummary
3.0RealAudio4.0Pointcast5.0BackWeb6.0MicrosoftMedia(formerlyNetShow)7.0QuickTime8.0VivoActive9.0Shockwave10.0PowerBuilder(Sybase/Powersott)11.0Web.SQL(Sybase)42.0jConnectJDBC(Sybase)18.2Oracle-TransparentNetworkSubstrate18.3SQL*Net18.3MS-ODBC18.3PeopleSoft18.3SAP21.0IP-tragmentation22.0SunRPCPornMapper23.0Mount24.0NFS25.0YellowPages25.0dbSessionManager25.0peNFS25.03270_mapper25.0rje_mapper25.0NIS+(NationaltnformationService)

25.0rstat26.0NovellSAP27.2MS-Exchange—InformationStore27.2MS-Exchange—Directory27.2MS-Exchange-MTA28.6DceRPCEndpointMapper(conn-less)28.7DceRPCEndpointMapper(conn-oriented)29.0VinesIPC-RDP30.0VinesSMBoverSPP31.0VinesPrint31.0VinesAsync36.0Citrix58.0MicrosoftNetMeeting59.0X.400

CORE#1-HTTPEngineCORE#2-SunRPCPortmapperEngineCORE#3-IPFragmentationEngineCORE#4-BackWebUDPEngineCORE#5-VinesIPCEngineCORE#6-VinesSPPEngineCORE#7-MSMediaEngineCORE#8-DceRPCCOMapperEngineCORE#9-DceRPCCLMapperEngineCORE#10-OracleTNSEngineCORE#11-NovellSAPEngineTechnicallyElite,Inc.

StateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBased

aswe.

NovellAccess

TCPAPAccess

WellWellWellHTTP=HTTPKnownKnownKnownContent_Pattern(PX/SPXVIPVVSPP___VIPCOther6970-7170CORE#1core#1370CORE#4CORE#7core#1core#1core#1core#4core#1core#t

1$21,1526,.1527

CORE#3CORE#2core#2core#2core#2core#2core#2core#2core#2core#2core#2

CORE#11

CORE#5CORE#6

777tep-todOx85ba-85bb0x052d,0x083d
tod"

TCPport80,connection-oriented,STATE-BASEDcoreforHTTPUDPport111,connection-less,STATE-BASEDcoreforPortMapperIPFragmentationSTATE-BASEDcoremappingfragments#2-ntotheirflowsfromfragments#1UDPpon370,connection-less,STATE-BASEDcoretomapresponsestorequestsonport#370VIPC-RDPconnection-oriented,STATE-BASEDcoretotrackVIPCsessions(foraltsessions)VSPPconnection-oriented,STATE-BASEDcoretotrackVSPPsessions(fornon-well-knownsockets)TCPport1755,connection-oriented,STATE-BASEDcoretohandledynamicUDPPortAssignmentconnection-oriented,STATE-BASEDcoreforDCERPCEndpointMappingconnection-lessSTATE-BASEDcoreforDCERPCEndpointMappingTCPport1521/1526/1527,connectionoriented,STATE-BASEDcoreforOracleTNSsessiontrackingconnection-less,STATE-BASEDcoreforServiceAdvertisementProgram(SAP)mappingProprietaryandConfidential

EndpointMapped
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N=

NewnnParentso
OnSaN=So=alfa)

CORE#10Score#10

core#10oScore#10Z.
core#10

orae

Copyright—
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ProtocolTrackingSummaryDescription
3.0plain3.0himi3.0tab-separated-values3.0sgml3.0rich-text3.0enriched3.0real-audio3.0gif3.0jpeg3.0pict3.0x-bitmap3.0x-pixmap3.0cgm3.0group-3-tax3.0png3.0ief3.0tiff3.0real-audio3.0quicktime3.0basic-audio3.0AIFF3.0mpeg2-audio3.0WAV3.0real-audio3.0MIDI3.0x-windows-dump-image3.0mpeg-audio-33.0vrml3.0quicktime3.0mpeg2-video3.0sgi-video3.0real-audio3.0ms-media3.0avi3.0vivo-active3.0mac-binhex403.0mac-stuffit3.0mac-binary3.0compress3.0zip3.0gzip3.0tar3.0posix-tar3.0gnu-tar3.0cpio3.0bepio3.0c-shell3.0bourne-shell3.0tel3.0octet-stream3.0javascript3.0mpeg-audio-33.0rich-text3.0tex3.0latex3.0tex-dvi3.0gnu-texinfo3.0oda

TechnicallyElite,Inc.

TypeStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBased
HTTPContentTypetexttexttoxt{exttextloxttextaudioaudioaudioaudioaudioaudioaudioaudiox-world

 

HTTP.Patiem

WellKnownTCP

WellWellKnownKnown
IPXYSPX

uoPpOthercoreatcore#1core#4core#1core#1core#1core#1core#1ProprietaryandConfidential
SAPMapped

WellKnownVIPNVSPP
WellKnownVIPC

Other

PortMapped

EndpointMapped

Page3

New

ParentsOtherCopyrightrd
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ProtocolTrackingSummary
3.0edifact3.0edi-x123.0edi-consent3.0news3.0microsoft-word3.0microsoft-excel3.0microsoft-powerpoint3.0microsoft-project3.0fotus-organizer3.0lotus-freelance3.0lotus-1233.0lotus-approach3.0lotus-wordpro3.0troff3.0wordperfect3.0quattro-pro3.0framemaker3.0postscript3.0visio3.0sgmi3.0powerbuilder3.0real-audio3.0shockwave3.0acrobat3.0lotus-notesTechnicallyElite.Inc.

StateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBasedStateBased
applicapplicapplicapplicapplicapplicapplic

 

applicapplicapplicapplicapplicapplicapplicapplicapplicappapplic

 

applicapplic

 

ProprietaryandConfidential
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e Exhibit BO is a dated computer directory of test data and documents usedtherefore.
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BEST AVAILABLE CUry

eGconni Jer-dir. txt
D ctory of M:\aaa-----INVENTEK. CLIENTS \H7 fn\Patents\APPT-001-1-1 filedates3oof of Reductn to Practice\ comp7 ler\

M: \aaa-----INVENTEK_CLIENTS\Hifn\Patents\APPT-001-1-1 filed SaaENyProof ofReductn to Practice \MMeieieconp)er\

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

big.cpl 548 KB 04:17:18 AM
pigtgcs. cpl 1164 KB 04:06:18 PMBIO TORE: cpl 1164 KB 04:06:18 PMpigtpay). cpl 1051 KB 09:57:44 AMpigtpayl2. cpl 1054 KB 10:17:18 AMbig(Por. cpl 1159 KB 11:04:40 AMpigtpgrpe. cpl 1163 KB 10:11:06 AMbigfrag.cp 995 KB 07:17:34 AM
bigfrag2.cpl 999 KB 10:21:52 AM
mfaptkey. txt 1 KB 03:05:54 PM
mfaptkey2.txt 1 KB 07:54:12 AM
mfaptpkt.txt 4 KB 03:07:00 PM
mfaptpkt2.txt 4 KB 01:52:42 AM
MFATEST. HEX 213 KB 02:53:04 PM
MFATEST. TXT

MFS-PDL-Reference.pdf
MFS-State-Classification. pdf
output.cpl
packets. txt
Protecols.cpi
‘short.cpl

shart tpg... cplshrtps3. cplshrtpst. cplshrtfps5.cp]
shrttunl.cpl

  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
 
  
  
 
 
 

03:00:48 PM
04:10:18 AM
04:11:28 AM
08:45:34 AM
09:29:04 AM
10:12:10 AM
08:38:42 AM
10:14:38 AM
02:25:12 PM
10:35:56 AM
10:35:56 AM
12:21:42 PM

AAAAAAANNAAAAAANAAAAAAAAAANAANAAAAANAAANAAAAAAAAAANAA

Total O folder(s); 26 file(s)

Total files size: 11 MB; 11315 KB; 11586502 Bytes

ANAANAAAAAANAANNAAAANAAAAAAAAAAAAAANAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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e Exhibit B1: Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench
Specification (Document MFATest.pdfin directory of Exhibit AO)
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TechnicallyEteCONFIDENTIAL
DRAFT

Technically Elite
MeterFlow Accelerator

Modules Testbench

Specification

Not For External Release!

Revision Histor

Collect earlier documents.
Format document. 

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench Specification
Confidential Page 1 of 6
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TechnicallyElite | _ CONFIDENTIAL

1. Introduction

This document describes the methodology to be used to build testbenches for the MeterFlow Accelerator
Modules Verilog and VHDL implementations. The goal is to have fully automated testing. This means
that the unit under tests (UUT) output is compared to expected data generated by the C model and the
results can be reported as pass/fail. The input to the testbenchesare files generated by the MeterFlow
Compiler.

1.1 Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench

e Written in both the Verilog and VHDL
e Asynchronousinterfaces each have a separate clock
¢ Automated testing and result reporting
¢ The sameinputfiles read by the testbenches and the C model

£ of a

%
y

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench Specification

Confidential Page 2 of 6 F
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Technically Elite _CONFIDENTIAL

2 Test Flow Chart

Packet Description
LanguageFiles

Hardware DescriptionProtocolList File :
File 

MeterFlow Compiler 
 

  
 

 
 

 
  

  
 

— SSS RS Hardware Description
Pattern Recogniton Slicer Instructon Anal yzer File

Database Database InstructionDatabase:

MeterFlow C Model

Expected Data Files

 

  
  
 

Databases From

MeterFlow Compiler

Verilog or VHDL Testbench

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench Specification

Confidential Page3 of6 <=>
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Technically Elite _ CONFIDENTIAL

2.1 Test Flow Chart Description

The MeterFlow Compiler takes as it’s input three sets of files. The first is the Protocol List file. This file
describes the protocols this implementation of the hardware must recognize and process. The compiler
will then lookup eachofthe protocols in the list for their Packet Description Languagefile. Each of these
files describes how to recognize and process the protocol. Finally the compiler may be given a Hardware
Description files that specifies the hardware resources available for this implementation. The compiler can
also generate this file by determining the minimum resources required to implementall the protocolsin
the list.

The compiler outputs the databases used by the MeterFlow accelerator. These databases can be read into
the C model, the UUT and the actual hardware(if it exists). It also outputs a set of input stimulus files for
both the C model and the testbenches.

The C model emulates the functions of the UUT and produces expected data files. These files contain
cycle by cycle data that the testbench uses to check the results of the test.

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench Specification
Confidential Page 4 of 6 Gain.
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TechnicallyElite_ _CONFIDENTIAL

3 Testbench Block Diagram

DataPort Stimulus

Clock and Reset Process

CPU InputInterface
Process Start DataPort Interface Process 

SD/SGRAM Memory
Process Unit Under Test Start

Databases

 
 

Expected Data CPU OutputInterface
Process 

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench Specification
Confidential Page 5 of 6
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Technically Elite _CONFIDENTIAL

3.1 Testbench Block Diagram Description

Thetestbenchesare built up of separate processes run concurrently. The Clock and Reset Process
generates the system clock and system reset signals. If a process requires a different clock, such as the
SD/SGRAM MemoryProcess, it generates that clock itself.

The SD/SGRAM MemoryProcessinstantiates the target memory the system is to use. An accurate model
of the memoryis required to assure valid results.

The three processes that are shown importing files, each instantiate memories to hold the data read from
the files. These memoriesact as patterns to be either driven into the UUT or patterns the outputof the
UUT are compared against. Since the UUT must be programmedbefore testing can begin, there is a
handshake between eachof the three processes. This is shown in the diagram asthe Start signals.

Thetest begins with the CPU Input Interface Process programming the UUT. Once the UUT is
programmed, the CPU InputInterface Process raises it’s Start output. Thistells the DataPort Interface
Process to begin sending packets into the UUT. After the packets are completed the DataPort Interface
Processraises it’s Start output. The CPU OutputInterface Process then begins reading the flow database.
It checks the flows against the expected data and writes the Test Results file.

Technically Elite MeterFlow Accelerator Modules Testbench Specification

Confidential Page 6 of 6 sea7")
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)

Exhibit B2: Thefirst page offile big.cpl.

The cplfiles (big.cpl, bigfgc3.cpl, bigfgpc.cpl, bigfpayl.cpl, bigfpayl2.cpl,
bigfpgrp.cpl, bigfpgrp2.cpl, bigfrag.cpl, bigfrag2.cpl, output.cpl, Protocols.cpl,
short.cpl, shrtfpg2.cpl, shrtfps3.cpl, shrtfps4.cpl, shrtfps5S.cpl, shrttunl.cpl) arefiles
for the protocol compilerofall the actual protocols recognized by the system. These
files include a description of the parser information for the parser to perform the
parsing/extracting operation according to the protocol. They also contain the state
processingstates for the state operations of elements (d) and (e) of claim 54. The
first page of onefile is provided.
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'-- Generated ona>22:04:05
0x017C -- Total number of protocols (380 dec)

mKKKH KK ERE KKKKKK EK EERE RRR KEE KEKE EEE HERE KKEKEEREKEREEKEHKKHK

-- Virtual Layer Decodes

eeCREPE CERES ECE RSEL ESE SEES ERE SELES EERE REESE SEERSARSE RSA SRA RSA RSA SEARS SA!

VirtualBase -- Text Name
0x00 -- InternalProtocolCode

Ox01 ~- HeaderLengthFixed (0x00 - no [computed], 0x01 - yes [fixed])
0x00 -- HeaderLengthElementSize (0x00 - byte, 0x01 nibble)
0x00 -- HeaderLengthWord (0x00 - byte count, 0x01 word count (32 bits))
0x01 --~ HeaderLengthField (byte offset or nibble offset)
0x00 -- DLCLayerFlag ( NO )
0x00 -- DLCLayerDestOffset ( NULL )
0x00 -- DLCLayerDestMask ( NULL )
0x00 -- DLCLayerSrcOffset ( NULL )
0x00 -- DLCLayerSreMask ( NULL )
0x00 -- NetLayerFlag ( NO )
0x00 -- NetLayerAddressSize ( NULL )
0x00 -- NetLayerDestOffset ( NULL )
0x00 -- NetLayerDestMask ( NULL )
0x00 -- NetLayerSrcOffset ( NULL )
0x00 -- NetLayerSrcMask ( NULL )
0x00 -- NetLayerFragments ( NULL )
0x00 -- TunnelLayerFlag ( NO )
0x00 -- TunnelLayerAddressSize ( NULL )
0x00 -- TunmnelLayerDestOffset ( NULL )
0x00 -- TunnelLayerDestMask ( NULL )
0x00 -- TunnelLayerSrcOffset ( NULL )
0x00 -- TunnelLayerSreMask ( NULL )
0x00 -- TunnelLayerFragments ( NULL )
0x00 -- ConnectionLayerFlag
0x00 -- ChildRecognitionTypeLengthFlag
0x01 -- ChildRecognitionIgnoreSource (0x00 - no, 0x01 - yes [ignore] )
Ox01 -- ChildRecognitionsize
0x00 -- ChildRecognitionDestOffset
0x00 ~-- ChildrecognitionSrcoffset
0x01 -- NumChildren (1 children)

0x01 -- RecognitionCode
0x01 -- Ethernet Base

we IKKKEEEKER RE HK EEE EEREREKEUERHEHEHEKKKKEKEKAREKKKKKEKREKKK

-- DLC Layer Decodes

— HIEKER ERK EERE HEAKEEAKREAARHKKEKKEKAKRKKKREKHKKKKRKKKKKRKKKhhKhkkhhk

-- DLC (base) Ethernet V2 Decodes

EtherType -- Text Name
0x01 -- InternalProtocolCode

Ox01 -- HeaderLengthFixed (0x00 - no [computed], 0x01 - yes [fixed])
0x00 -- HeaderLengthElementSize (0x00 - byte, 0x01 nibble)
0300 -- HeaderLengthWord (0x00 - byte count, 0x01 word count (32 bits))
Ox0E -- HeaderLengthField (byte offset or nibble offset)
Ox01 -- DLCLayerFlag ( YES )
0x00 -- DLCLayerDestOffset ( 0 - 5 )
OxFF -- DLCLayerDestMask ( All bits )
0x06 ~- DLCLayerSrcOffset ( 6 - 11 )
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Exhibit B3: The file MFATEST.HEXthat containsthe actual packets captured by
the packet acquisition device described in element(a) of claims 11 and 54, and
correspondingto the contents of element (b), the input buffer memory of claim 29.
The packet acquisition device for the experiment was a SUN workstation connected
to a connection point of a network.
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42

08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 45 00
00 30 BO 6c 40 00 80 06 94 14 59 06 06 03 59 07
FE 36 09 53 00 6E 1A 5D 8A 6E 50 DA 49 60 50 18
1D 4B BF 97 00 00 52 45 54 52 20 32 OD OA FD 6E
9D FS
aaaaekee ee kd

00 00 00 00 08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24 75 C7 78
00 08 59 07 FE 36 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 59 06 06 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 2B 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 47 00 6E 00 00 09 53 00 00
eoeRRRL KHL KKK ORK KKHK

4B

00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 20 13 10 D2 08 00 45 00
00 39 16 03 00 00 3c 06 B2 75 59 07 FE 36 59 06
06 03 00 GE 09 53 50 DA 49 60 1A 5D 8A 76 50 18

: 10 00 5D 6C 00 00 2B 4F 4B 20 31 33 35 31 20 6F
i 63 74 65 74 73 OD OA CA EO 6A B1aaeeek

 

00 00 00 00 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 20 13 10 D2
00 08 59 06 06 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 59 07 FE 36 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 2B 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 47 09 53 00 00 00 6E 00 00
aeeaeeee

40

08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 45 00
00 28 B1 6C 40 00 80 06 93 1¢ 59 06 06 03 59 07
FE 36 09 53 00 6E 1A 5D 8A 76 50 DA 49 71 SO 10
1p 3A 93 73 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 03 21 C2
ORRRRRKKKELL KHL LKR

00 00 00 00 08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24 75 C7 78
00 08 59 07 FE 36 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 59 06 06 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 2B 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 47 00 6E 00 00 09 53 00 00
RekaKLK NHL

4 TO: 00A02475C778 WHEE 22:53 :51<0.002>aFROM: 0800201310D2

Pkt: 4, Len: 1120/1390
0000 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 20 13 10 D2 08 00 45 00 SUK... 200 Ee
0010 05 5¢ 16 05 00 00 3c 06 AD 50 59 07 FE 36 59 06 Nee ee See PY. .6Y.
0020 06 03 00 6E 09 53 50 DA 49 71 1A 5D 8A 76 50 18 --n.SP.Iq.J].vP.
0030 10 00 53 11 00 00 52 65 74 75 72 6E 2D 50 61 74 --S...Return-Pat
0040 68 3A 20 3C 6A 6D 65 74 7A 67 65 72 40 74 65 63 h: <jmetzger@tec
0050 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 3E OD OA 52 65 63 65 elite.com>..Rece
0060 69 76 65 64 3A 20 66 72 6F 6D 20 6E 61 74 61 64 ived: from natad
0070 6D 2E 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 20 62 m.tecelite.com b
0080 79 20 73 75 70 65 72 2E 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 y super.tecelite
0090 2E 63 6F 6D 20 28 34 2E 31 2F 53 4D 49 2D 34 2E -com (4.1/SMI-4.
OOA0 31 29 OD OA 09 69 64 20 41 41 32 38 34 30 38 3B 1)...id AA28408;
00B0 20 54 68 75 2C 20 31 30 20 53 65 70 20 39 38 20 Thu, 10 Sep 98
ooco 31 37 3A 33 37 3A 33 37 20 50 44 54 OD OA 52 65 17:37:37 PDT..Re
ooDOo 63 65 69 76 65 64 3A 20 66 72 6F 6D 20 73 6D 74 ceived: from smt
00EO 70 6C 69 6E 6B 2E 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 plink.tecelite.c
00FO0 6F 6D 20 28 73 6D 74 70 6C 69 6E 6B 20 5B 38 39 om (smtplink [89
0100 2E 37 2E 37 2E 31 30 30 5D 29 OD OA 09 62 79 20 -7.7.100))...by
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0110 6E 61 74 61 64 6D 2E 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E natadm.tecelite.

' 0120 63 6F 6D 20 28 38 2E 38 2E 37 2F 38 2E 38 2E 37 com (8.8.7/8.8.7
0130 29 20 77 69 74 68 20 53 4D 54 50 20 69 64 20 52 ) with SMTP id R
0140 41 41 31 37 32 34 35 3B OD OA 09 54 68 75 2c 20 AA17245;...Thu,
0150 31 30 20 53 65 70 20 31 39 39 38 20 31 37 3A 33 10 Sep 1998 17:3
0160 39 3A 30 34 20 2D 30 37 30 30 OD OA 52 65 63 65 9:04 -0700..Rece
0170 69 76 65 64 3A 20 66 72 6F 6D 20 63 63 3A 4D 61 ived: from cc:Ma

0180 69 6C 20 62 79 20 73 6D 74 70 6C 69 6GE 6B 2E 74 il by smtplink.t
0190 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D OD 0A 09 69 64 +ecelite.com...id
01A0 20 41 41 39 30 35 34 37 34 38 32 39 20 54 68 75 AA9I0S474829 Thu

01B0 2c 20 31 30 20 53 65 70 20 39 38 20 31 37 3A 34 , 10 Sep 98 17:4
01¢c0 37 3A 30 39 20 50 44 54 OD OA 44 61 74 65 3A 20 7:09 PDT..Date:

01D0 54 68 75 2¢ 20 31 30 20 53 65 70 20 39 38 20 31 Thu, 10 Sep 98 1
0150 37 3A 34 37 3A 30 39 20 50 44 54 OD OA 46 72 6F 7:47:09 PDT..Fro

O1F0 6D 3A 20 4A 6F 68 6E 20 4D 65 74 7A 67 65 72 20 m: John Metzger
0200 3C 6A 6D 65 74 7A 67 65 72 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 <jmetzger@teceli
0210 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 3E 0D OA 45 6E 63 6F 64 69 GE te.com>..Encodin

0220 67 3A 20 33 32 34 20 54 65 78 74 OD OA 4D 65 73 g: 324 Text..Mes
0230 73 61 67 65 2D 49 64 3A 20 3c 39 38 30 38 31 30 SBage-Id: <980810
0240 39 30 35 34 2E 41 41 39 30 35 34 37 34 38 32 39 9054.AA905474829

0250 40 73 6D 74 70 6C 69 6E 6B 2E 74 65 63 65 6C 69 @smtplink.tecali
0260 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 3E 0D OA 54 6F 3A 20 62 6C 65 te.com>..To: ble

0270 61 76 79 40 74 65 63 65 6c 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D avy@tecelite.com
0280 2c 20 61 63 68 61 64 64 61 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 , achadda@teceli
0290 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2C 20 64 61 76 65 63 40 74 65 te.com, davec@te
02A0 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2C OD OA 20 20 20 celite.com,..
0280 20 20 20 20 20 44 61 76 69 64 20 4C 75 6F 20 3¢ David Luo <
02c0 64 6C 75 6F 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F dluo@tecelite.co

02D0 6D 3E 2C 20 6C 6F 77 64 65 72 40 74 65 63 65 6C m>, lowder@tecel
02E0 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2C OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 ite.com,..
O2F0 20 20 65 77 68 65 65 6C 65 72 40 74 65 63 65 6¢C ewheeler@tecel

0300 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2c 20 66 6E 6F 6F 6E 40 74 ite.com, fnoonGt
0310 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2C 20 66 72 65 ecelite.com, fre
0320 64 6D 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2c dm@tecelite.com,

0330 OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 6A 6D 61 69 78 65 oe jmaixn
0340 65 72 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2c er@tecelite.com,
0350 20 6A 6F 74 69 73 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E jotis@tecelite.
0360 63 6F 6D 2C OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 4B 69 com,.. Ki
0370 6D 20 64 61 76 69 73 20 3c 6B 64 61 76 69 73 40 m Davis <kdavis@
0380 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 3E 2C 20 72 tecelite.com>, r
0390 61 6D 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 2C am@tecelite.com,
O3A0 OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 S2 6F 62 20 52 69 ee Rob Ri
03B0 74 7A 20 3C 72 72 69 74 7A 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 tz <rritz@teceli

03c0 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D 3E 2C 20 72 73 64 69 65 74 7A te.com>, rsdietz
03D0 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2B 63 6F 6D 2c 20 73 @tecelite.com, s
03E0 6B 69 70 40 74 65 63 65 6C 69 74 65 2E 63 6F 6D kip@tecelite.com
03F0 OD OA 53 75 62 6A 65 63 74 3A 20 4E 65 78 74 20 «Subject: Next
0400 47 65 6E 65 72 61 74 69 6F GE 20 50 72 6F 64 75 Generation Produ
0410 63 74 20 44 69 73 63 75 73 73 69 6F 6E OD OA OD ct Discussion...
0420 OA OD OA 53 75 62 6A 65 63 74 3A 20 4E 65 78 74 -»-Subject: Next

0430 20 47 65 6E 65 72 61 74 69 6F 6E 20 50 72 6F 64 Generation Prod
0440 75 63 74 20 44 69 73 63 75 73 73 69 6F 6E OD OA uct Discussion..
0450 OD OA 49 20 77 6F 75 6C 64 20 6C 69 6B 65 20 74 --I would like t

 

 
RRRKKKKEL KELL KHL KR KKKLEEK

5 TO: 0800201310D2 WH? «52: 52<0-190>FROM: 00A02475C778 ae

Pkt: 5, Len: 64/64
0000 08 0O 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 45 00 oe sees eS.X.. Ee
0010 00 28 B2 6c 40 00 80 06 92 1¢C 59 06 06 03 59 07 -(.1@.....¥...¥.
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0020 FE 36 09 53 00 6E 1A 5D 8A 76 50 DA 4E A5 50 10 -6.S.n.].vP.N.P.
0030 22 38 89 41 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 BA 3C 6B D6 "BA, . eee ee e SK.

KokLKRLR LK LKR LK LK

6 TO: 0800201310D2 WHEE: 52: 59<2.550>FROM: 00A02475C778

Pkt: 6, Len: 66/66

0000 08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 45 00 oe coe e SU.K. WE.
0010 00 30 B3 6C 40 00 80 06 91 14 59 06 06 03 59 07 -0.1@.....¥...¥.
0020 FE 36 09 53 00 6E 1A 5D 8A 76 50 DA 4E AS 50 18 -6.S.n.].vP.N.P.
0030 22 38 CB 6A 00 00 44 45 ac 45 20 32 0D OA BC FE6 "8.3..DELE 2....
0040 77 D9 w.

wok LR LK KAKO RK KK LK LK ELK LUKE KOH KHL

7 TO: 00A02475C778 WHER: : 52 :53<0.001> aFROM: 0800201310D2

Pkt: 7, Len: 91/91
0000 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 20 13 10 D2 08 00 45 00 --$u.k.. 266. Be
0010 00 49 16 09 00 00 3c 06 B2 5F 59 07 FE 36 59 06 oL....<.._¥..6Y¥.
0020 06 03 00 6E 09 53 50 DA 4E AS 1A 5D 8A 7E 50 18 +-en.SP.N..J).~P.
0030 10 00 3F 4c 00 00 2B 4F 4B 20 4D 65 73 73 61 67 -.?L..+O0K Messag
0040 65 20 32 20 68 61 73 20 62 65 65 6E 20 64 65 6C e 2 has been del
0050 65 74 65 64 2E OD OA 52 E8 E2 05 eted...R...

ekLK KL KL KL KK LK LHL KH LHR KEKE LE LEK

8 TO: 0800201310D2 WHE... ;3.53<0.002 aa
FROM: 00A02475C778

Pkt: 8, Len: 64/64
0000 08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 45 00 os eee SULK. WEL
0010 00 2E B& 6C 40 00 80 06 90 16 59 06 06 03 59 07 ~» L@..... Y...Y¥.

0020 FE 36 09 53 00 6E 1A 5D 8A 7E 50 DA 4E C6 50 18 -6.S.n.].~P.N.P.
0030 22 17 E1 77 00 00 51 55 49 54 OD OA 66 C7 FO FS "..w. QUIT..£...

eu e We LK LK LK LKR KK KKK KLE KK KK KKK LL KEK

9 TO: 00A02475C778 WP«53 :53<0-02>> 7FROM: 0800201310D2

Pkt: 9, Lens 96/96
0000 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 20 13 10 D2 08 00 45 00 ~-$u.k.. .2..-E.
0010 00 4E 16 OA 00 00 3c 06 B2 59 59 07 FE 36 59 06 oN....<.. YY. 6Y¥.
0020 06 03 00 6E 09 53 50 DA 4E C6 1A 5D 8A 84 50 18 «--n.SP.N..]..P.
0030 10 00 AO 4c 00 00 2B 4F 4B 20 50 6F 70 20 73 65 .--L..+OK Pop se
0040 72 76 65 72 20 61 74 20 73 75 70 65 72 20 73 69 rver at super si
0050 67 6E 69 6E 67 20 6F 66 66 2E OD OA OD 7A D8 45 gning off....z.E

yw

KaeweeKKL KKK LK LHRLEK

10 TO: 00A02475C778 HMR 22: 53:55<0.003-gmFROM: 0800201310D2

Pkt: 10, Len: 64/64
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0000 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 20
0010 00 28 16 OB 00 00 3c 06 B2
0020 06 03 00 6E 09 53 50 DA 4E
0030 10 00 9B 23 00 00 00 00 00

13 10 D2 08 00 45 00
7E 59 07 FE 36 59 06
EC 1A 5D 8A 84 50 11
00 00 00 2B AS 6E 6A

Kok Le HLL RK REL KKH KL KR LELERKLE

WRB=520.00aii TO: 0800201310D2
FROM: 00A02475C778

Pkt: 11, Len: 64/64
0000 08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24
0010 00 28 B5 6C 40 00 80 06 8F
0020 PE 36 09 53 00 6E 1A 5D 8A
0030 21 F1 89 32 00 00 00 00 00

75 C7 78 08 00 45 00
1c 59 06 06 03 59 07
84 50 DA 4E ED 50 10
00 00 00 BA 06 AS CC

RokEHHKLE LL KLE LER KL LHL KLE

GB550.05:ga12 TO: 0800201310D2
FROM: 00A02475C778

Pkt: 12, Len: 64/64
0000 08 00 20 13 10 D2 00 AO 24
0010 00 28 B6 6C 40 00 80 06 8E
0020 FE 36 09 53 00 6E 1A 5D 8A
0030 21 Fl 89 31 00 00 00 00 00

CeOO eeeeee

13 TO: 00A02475C778
FROM: 0800201310D2

Pkt: 13, Len: 64/64
0000 00 AO 24 75 C7 78 08 00 20
0010 00 28 16 OC 00 00 3c 06 B2
0020 06 03 00 6E 09 53 50 DA 4E
0030 10 00 9B 22 00 00 00 00 00

Co er ereeeeeeeeeeee eeee

14 TO: 006008C0D710
FROM: 00A076A010F2

Pkt: 14, Len: 64/64
0000 00 60 08 CO D7 10 00 AO 76
0010 00 2C 5F FE 40 00 80 06 Bg
0020 17 18 05 B4 00 8B 01 BE 3A
0030 20 00 53 E9 00 00 02 04 05

ee WK LKOKOKER KK KL KL HL KLE

15 TO: OOAO76A010F2
FROM: 006008C0D710

Pkt: 15, Len: 64/64
0000 00 AO 76 AO 10 F2 00 60 os
0010 00 2C 49 7¢ 40 00 80 06 CF
0020 18 06 00 8B 05 B4 1E CD 51

75 C7 78 08 00 45 00
ic 59 06 06 03 59 07
84 50 DA 4E ED 50 11
00 00 00 1c BC F9 85

kuLe

+ -$u.K.. .....E.
o (eee ede HY. GY.
~.-n.SP.N..]..P.

waco rac nee +.nj

oe eee Su.X..E.
~(.1@.....Y...¥.
-6.S.n.]..P.N.P.
Pe eDecccovevnser

os eee $u.x..E.
«(.1@.....¥...¥.
-6.S.n.]..P.N.P.
PecLewcecececves

PIB... 55.55-0.00,B
¥

13 10 D2 08 00 45 00
7D 59 07 FE 36 59 06
ED 1A 5D 8A 85 50 10
00 00 00 EO F4 BC BO

eae ikkikK

a

AQ 10 F2 08 00 45 00
0B 59 59 18 06 59 4B
7E 00 00 00 00 60 02
Bé 20 00 D9 FB 20 4D

eaekK

~-$U.%.. ..2..E.
oCeee ede }Y..6Y.
~- m.SP.N..]..P."eee eee eo eee oses

GEE...506.755,

eee ee ee Vn we ee Be

0728.20 6¥Y.. YK

Sec ereee aoe M

QU? 22: 58<0-002> a

CO D7 10 08 00 45 00
8D 59 4B 17 18 59 59
3B 01 BE 3A 7F 60 12

weVew ee econ ec Ee

o7I|@.....YK.-¥¥
were v ee eQeoate
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ILAO:

Exhibit B4: Thefile packets.txt that describes the nature of the packets in:
MFATEST.HEX.
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packets. txt

aett% Packet ID: 1 ***##
ETHERNEJH22233232222ass

Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6bld (embedded-pc)

Ethernet Type: 08-00 CIP)
Version: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(Q)
TOS Delay: Normal Delay(O)
TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput (0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(CO)
Total Length: 44 (Ox2c)
Identification: 56918 (Oxde56)
Reserved:
Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment(1)

More Fragment (MF: Last Fragment(0)Fragment Offset:Time to Live C15: 32 (0x20)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 7B B5
Source IP: 89.76.80.54 (Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254.54 Csuper)

Source Port: (1427)

Destination Port: POP3(110)Sequence Number: 16058242 (Ox*50782)nowledgement Number:Data offset: 6 COx6)
Reserved. 0rgent Field CURG): O

cknowledgement field (ACK): Opush Function (PSH): 0
Reset Connection (RST): 0

synchronize Sequence (SYN): 1No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 8192 (0x2000)
Checksum: 68 EE
Urgent Pointer: O

oF ok ok ot ot Packet ID: 2 Hotet

Destination Address: 006097-9d6bld (embedded-pc)
Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)

version: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(Q)
TOS Delay: Normal Delay(Q)
TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(O)
TOS Reliability: Normal Relitability(O
Total Length: 44 (COx2c)
Identification: 1630 (COx65e)

Reserved:
Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment(0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(Q)
Fragment Offset: O

Page 1

WT
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+gabrepmmneze

packets. txt
Time to Live (TTL): 60 COx3cC)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 AE
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 Csuper)Destination IP: 89.76.80. 34° Cembedded-pc)
Source Port: POP3(110)

Destination Port: (1427)Sequence Number: 1240192000 (COx49ebd400)nowledgement Number: 16058243 (Oxf50783)Data ortset: 6 (Ox6)
Reserved:rgent oield CURG): O

cknowledgement. Field (ACK); 1push Function (PSH): 0
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): 1
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 4096 (Ox1000)
Checksum: 5A F1
Urgent Pointer: 0

ot ok ot Packet ID: 3 oF st ot
ETHERNE72322233322255S255sS22SS>sSSSrerecssss=.

Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6b1d (Cembedded-pc)

Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
Version: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(0)

TOS Delay: Normal delay(0)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(0)
TOS Reliability: Norma} Reliability(@Total Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 57174 (COxdf56)
Reserved:
Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment(1)

More Fragment CME): Last Fragment(0)Fragment Offset:Time to Live Orr): 32 (0x20)
Protocol: TCPC6)
Header Checksum: 7A B9
Source IP: 89.76.80.54 (Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254.54 (super)
[CPsssss2s2erssssrss2sssSsssS2esS222n5SeSnSs222e2==

Source Port: (1427)

Destination Port: POP3(110)sequence Number: 16058243 (Oxf50783)nowledgement Number: 1240192001 (O0x49ebd401)Date Offset: 5 (0x5)
Reserved:

ururgent Fleld (CURG):nowledgement Field(ACK): 1push Function (PSH):Reset Connection er): 0
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): O
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 8760 (0x2238)
Checksum: 60 76
Urgent Pointer: O

Page 2
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packets. txt

oF sk ob at st Packet ID: 4 x ot ob ob ok

ETHERNE[esassnnnansanassansSnaSaasssaseenaasaseesseaeeessss
Destination Address: 006097-9d6bld (embedded-pc)
source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
[PasserrssSeSsrrSTSSSSSSSHSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSeS
version: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(O)

TOS Delay: Normal belay(0)Tos Throughput: Norma Throughput (0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(O)
Total Length: 120 (0x78)
Identification: 1649 (Ox671)
Reserved: O
Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment (0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(Q) -
Fragment Offset: 0
Time to Live (TTL): 60 COx3c)
Protocol]: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 4F
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 Csuper)
Destination IP: 89.76.80.54 (embedded-pc)

Source Port: POP3(110)
Destination Port: (1427)

Sequence Number: 1240192001 (0x49ebd401)Acknowledgement Number: 16058243 (Oxf50783)
Data Offset: 5 (COx5)
Reserved: 0

urgent Field (URG): OAcknowledgement field (ACK): 1
Push Function (PSH): 1
Reset Connection (RST): 0
synchronize Sequence (SYN): 0
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 4096 (Ox1000)
Checksum: BA 88
Urgent Pointer: O
DATAxa3sS222SSraSarassnarasssssSSSrrSaaSSaasSaaSSSSsassaS=

0000 -- 2B 4F 48 20 51 55 41 4C 43 4F +0K QUALCO

0010 -- 4D 4D 20 50 6F 70 20 73 65 72 MM Pop ser0020 -- 76 65 72 20 64 65 72 69 76 65 ver derive
0030 -- 64 20 66 72 6F 6D 20 55 43 42 ad from UCB
0040 -- 20 28 76 65 72 73 69 6F GE 20 (version
0050 -- 32 2E 31 2E 34 2D $2 33 29 20 2.1.4-RZD
0060 -- 61 74 20 73 75 70 65 72 2073 at super s
0070 -- 74 61 72 74 69 6E 67 2E 0D OA tarting...

akttt packet ID: 5 **##t

ETHERNETerransamasasassSSSSSSSSeSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSRSSSSSSSSSS
Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6bld Cembedded-pc)
Ethernet Type: O8-00 CIP)
[PosesssssrSsesssasrnnsasrrssnSSSSSasarsSarSSSSSESSSaSasses
Verston: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
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°°DOESWE

s

packets. txt
TOS Precedence: Routine (OQ)
TOS Delay: Normal Delay(Q)
TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(O)
Total Length: 55 (0x37)
Identification: 57430 (0xe056)
Reserved: 0
Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment (1)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
Fragment Offset: O
Time to Live (TTL): 32 (0x20)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 79 AA

Source IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254,.54 (super)

Source Port: (1427)
Destination Port: POP3(110)

Sequence Number: 16058243 COxf50783)Acknowledgement Number: 1240192081 (Ox49ebd451)
Data Offset: 5 (0x5)
Reserved: 0

urgent Fleld CURG): OAcknowledgement field (ACK): 1
Push Function (PSH): 1
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): O
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 8680 (0x21e8)
Checksum: E4 02
Urgent Pointer: O

Data:

. 0000 -- 55 53 45 52 20 6A 6D 61 69 78 USER jmaix
0010 -- 6E 65 72 OD OA ner.,

to of ok Packet ID: 6 oF ot ot ot oF

Destination Address: 006097-9d6bld (embedded-pc)
Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)

Version: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00 |
Tos Precedence: Routine(0)
TOS Delay: Normal Delay(O)
TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(Q)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(O
Total Length: 77 (0x4d)
Identification: 1650 (0x672)
Reserved: 0
Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment(0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
Fragment Offset: O
Time to Live (TTL): 60 COx3c)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 79
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 Csuper)
Destination IP: 89.76.80.54 Cenbedded-pc)
[CPas=as2sesSs3ssssrss2s2ssEsssS2sSeSEs5SSeessos==

Source Port: POP3(110)

DA TAs2e52sS25Sseseee5Srs5SSssSsssSSSSsSEesSsseesees===

JPasrrrsssssrsssseassesses
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packets. txt

bestinatron Port: (1427)Sequence Number: 1240192081 (0x49ebd451)owledgement Number: 16058258 (Oxf50792)Data offset: 5 (COx5)
Reserved:urgent Field (URG):nowledgement fie ra, (ACK): 1oush Function (PSH):Reset Connection eer: 0
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): ONo More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 4096 (C0x1000)
Checksum: C1 E2
Urgent Pointer: 0
DA TAsaa3a2s3s5S252SSssSsrreee
Data:

0000 -- 2B 4F 48 20 50 61 73 73 77 6F +0K Passwo

0010 -- 72 64 20 72 65 71 75 69 72 65 rd require
0020 -- 64 20 66 6F 72 20 6A 6D 61 69 q for jmaT0030 -- 78 6E 65 72 2E OD OA xner..

waste Packet ID; 7 ***#*
ETHERNE7223322232255235232S>Ssnsssssrrsssaa

Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6bid (embedded-pc)

Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
Version: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00

TOS Precedence: RoutineoaTOS Delay: Normal belay(0)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(@O)
Total Length: 55 (0x37)
Identification: 57686 (COxe156)
Reserved:
Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment(1)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment (0)
Fragment Offset: O
Time to Live (TTt): 32 (COx20)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 78 AA
Source IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254.54 (super)
[CPssseaassrrssssesssseSsssessssrasaasassSasa5.

Source Port: (1427)
Destination Port: POP3(110)

SeSequence Number: 16058258 (Oxf50792)nowleagement Number: 1240192118 (O0x49ebd476)Data Offset: 5 (0x5)
Reserved: 0rgent Field (URG):cknowledgement Field (ACK): 1mush Function (PSH):Reset Connection oe 0
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): 0
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 8643 (Ox21c3)
Checksum: DB 04
Urgent Pointer: O
DATAjs33322SSs2ssrraaeeerraeesseaseeSSSsaSs=

Page 5
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packets. txt
Data:

0000 -- 50 41 53 53 20 6A 6D 61 69 78 PASS jmaiTx
0010 -- GE 65 72 OD OA ner..

weet Packet ID: 8 *###*

Destination Address: 006097-9d6b1d (embedded-pc)
Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
{[Perrrrrsrnsrssrssssresaerrrsee

verston: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(O)

TOS Delay: Normal Delay(D)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput (0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(Q)
Total Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 1651 (0x673)
Reserved: 0
Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment (0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
Fragment Offset: 0
Time to Live (TTL): 60 (Ox3c)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 9D
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 (super)
Destination IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)

Source Port: POP3(C110)
Destination Port: (1427)

sequence Number: 1240192118 (COx49ebd476)Acknowledgement Number: 16058273 (Oxf507a1
Data Offset: 5 (COx5)
Reserved: O

urgent Field CURG): OAcknowledgement field (ACK): 1
Push Function (PSH): 0
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): O
No More Data (FIN): O
Window STze: 4096 (Ox1000)
Checksum: 72 1B
Urgent Pointer: O

sett Packet ID: g *####
ETHERNEa3223s253355=sss25s55SSsscn5Seee2sse525s=======.

Destination Address: 006097-9d6bld Cembedded-pc)
Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)

version: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(Q)

TOS Delay: Normal De layQDTOS Throughput: Normal Throughput (QO)
TOS Relfability: Normal ReliabiTiTtyCO)
Total Length: 83 (0x53)
Identification: 1654 (0x676)
Reserved: 0

Page 6

ETHERNEJa2===33225ss=>s=e5s2rSrrsssSescenessssrsseseo=

[PossrsssSS2S5s2SssrSrrSsSSssrrrsees
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ackets. txt
Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment (0

More Fragment (MFP: Last Fragment(0)Fragment Offset:Time to Live oD: 60 (Ox3c)
Protocol]: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 6F
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 (super)
Destination IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)
[CPasasarrssee3sssrssrssrrsssrrrrrrereaa:

Source Port: POP3(110)
Destination Port: (1427)

seSequence Number: 1240192118 (Ox49ebd476)nowledgement Number: 16058273 (Oxf507a1)Oata Offset: 5 (0x5)
Reserved: 0urgent Field CURG):nowledgement ald (ACK): 1push Function (PSH):
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): 0
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 4096 (0x1000)
Checksum: 40 BC
Urgent Pointer: 0
DA TA=32esrrrarrreassessSaaraSSSSSSSTSSSSSSss=
Data:

0000 -- 28 4F 48 20 6A 6D 61 69 78 GE +0OK jmaixn
0010 -- 65 72 20 68 61 73 20 30 20 60 erhas Om
0020 -- 65 73 73 61 67 65 28 73 29 20 essage(s)

0030 -- 28 30 20 6F 63 7469 74 73 29 (0 octets)0040 -- 2E OD OA

ae##% Packet ID: 10 *#**#
ETHERNET322s32S222SSrrsnareasasarasaaaaaaEssa:
Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6bld (embedded-pc)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
IP:
version: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(0)
TOS Delay: Normal Delay(O)

TOS Throw.ughput Normal Throughput (0)TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(O)
Total Length: 46 (Ox2e)
Identification: 57942 (Oxe256)

Reserved:
Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment(1)

More Fragment (MED: Last Fragment(0)Fragment Offset:Time to Live or 32 (0x20)
Protocol]: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 83
Source IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254.54 Csuper)

Source Port: (1427)
Destination Port: POP3(110)
Sequence Number: 16058273 COxf507a1)

AC nowTedgement Number: 1240192161 (0x49ebd4a1)Data Offset: 5 (0x5)
Page 7
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packets. txt
Reserved: 0
urgent Field (URG): 0Acknowledgement field (ACK): 1
Push Function CPSH): 1
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): O
No More Data (FIN): 0
Window Size: 8600 (0x2198)
Checksum: BE 97
Urgent Pointer: O
DATAs=saS25S2rensSss2sreson=
Data: 53 54 41 54 OD OA STAT..

oF oF ob of st Packet ID: 11 oh ook & st
ETHERNE[o32ss25s25352s2soeres5oreesS5r55es52e222e2=====-=

Destination Address: 006097-9d6b1ld (embedded-pc)
Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
ee
version: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine (0)
TOS Delay: Normal Delay(0)
TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput (0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliab7lity(Q)
Total Length: 49 (0x31)
Identification: 1655 (Ox677)
Reserved: O

Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment(0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
Fragment Offset: 0
Time to Live (TTL): 60 (Ox3c)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 90
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 (super)
Destination IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)

Source Port: POP3(110)
Destination Port: (1427)

Sequence Number: 1240192161 (0x49ebd4al1)Acknowledgement Number: 16058279 (Oxf507a7)
Data Offset: 5 COx5)
Reserved: O

urgent Field CURG): OAcknowledgement field (ACK): 1
Push Function (PSH): 1
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): O
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 4096 (0x1000)
Checksum: 91 3C
Urgent Pointer: O

Data: 2B 4F 4B 20 30 20 30 0D OA +0K 00..

teePacket ID: 12 *####

Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6bld (embedded-pc)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (CIP)
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packets.txt
JParess3ssssssssss2srsnsrrase.==SS:
Verston: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00
TOS Precedence: Routine(0)

TOS Delay: Normal Delay)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput (0)TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(O)
Total Length: 46 (0x2Ze)
Identification: 58198 (0xe356)
Reserved: O

Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment(1)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
Fragment Offset: O
Time to Live (TIL): 32 (0x20)
Protocol: TCPC6)
Header Checksum: 76 83
Source IP: 89.76.80.54 (Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254.54 Csuper)

Source Port: (1427)
Destination Port: POP3(110)

sequence Number: 16058279 (COxf507a7)Acknowledgement Number: 1240192170 (O0x49ebd4aa)
Data Offset: 5 (Ox5)
Reserved: 0
Urgent Field CURG): O
Acknowledgement field (ACK): 1
Push Function (PSH): 1
Reset Connection (RST): 0
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): O
No More Data (FIN): O
Window Size: 8591 (Ox218f)
Checksum: 88 90
Urgent Pointer: O

Data: 51 55 49 54 OD OA QUIT..

teepacket ID: 13 *##*#

Destination Address: 006097-9d6b1ld (embedded-pc)
Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)

Verston: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00 |
TOS Precedence: Routine(Q)

TOS Delay: Normal Delay(0)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliabtlity(O)
Total Length: 78 (0x4e)
Identification: 1656 (0x678)
Reserved: 0
Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment(0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
Fragment Offset: 0
Time to Live CTTL): 60 COx3cC)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 72
Source IP: 89,7.254.54 Csuper)

Destination IP: 89.76.80.54 (Cenbedded-pc) 9Page
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packets. txt
[CPrssrssnrssrrsrssasrrrrnrsrsrrss

Source Port: POP3(110)

Destination Port: (1427)uence Number: 1240192170 (O0x49ebd4aa)chnowledgement Number: 16058285 (Oxf507ad)Date Offset: 5 COx5)
Reserved: 0
Urgent Field (URG):Acknowledgement Frere (ACK): 1Push Function (PSH):Reset Connection en: 4]
Synchronize Sequence|(SYN): ONo More Data (FIN):Window Size: 4096 (i041000)
Checksum: 76 DD
Urgent Pointer: O
DA TAssrrassssssssssssrss
Data:

0000 -- 2B 4F 4B 20 50 GF 70 20 73 65 +0K Pop se
0010 -- 72 76 65 72 20 61 74 2073 75 ~rver at su

0020 -- 70 65 72 20 73 69 67 bE 69 aoft. Signin0030 -- 67 20 6F 66 66 2E OD OA

wt### packet ID: 14 *#*#*#
ETHERNEJasersarraaaasssssSa:

Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6bid Cembedded-pc)

Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
version: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00

TOS Precedence: RoutineTOS Delay: Normal Delay(0)TOS Throuughput Normal Throughput(0)TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(Q@)
Total Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 58454 (Oxe456)Reserved:Don't rragment (DF): Don't Fragment(1)
More Fragment (MED: Last Fragment(O)Fragment Offset:Time to Live ort 32 (Ox20)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 75 B89
Source IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254.54 Csuper)

Source Port: (1427)

Destination Port: POP3(C110)Sequence Number: 16058285 (COxf507ad)nowledgement Number: 1240192208 (0x49ebd4d0)Data offset: 5 (Ox5)
Reserved: O
Urgent Field (URG):Acknowledgement ald (ACK): 1
Push Function CPSH): O
Reset Connection (RST): O

Synchronize Sequence| CSYN): ONo More Data (FIN):Window Size: 5553 (042169)Checksum: 60 4
Page 10
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. packets. txt
Urgent Pointer: 0

waet® Packet ID! 15 **###

Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
a
Version: 4
Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00 |
TOS Precedence: Routine(0)
TOS Delay: Normal Delay(0)
TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliab71ity(O)
Total Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 1657 (0x679)
Reserved: 0

Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment(0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
Fragment Offset: O
Time to Live (TTL): 60 (Ox3c)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 97
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 (super)
Destination IP: 89.76.80.54 Cembedded-pc)

Source Port: POP3(110)
Destination Port: (1427)

Sequence Number: 1240192208 (0x49ebd4d0)Acknowledgement Number: 16058286 (Oxf507ae)
Data Offset: 5 (Ox5)
Reserved: O
Urgent Field (URG): O
Acknowledgement field (ACK): 1
Push Function (PSH): O
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): O
No More Data (FIN): 0
Window Size: 4096 (0x1000)
Checksum: 71 B4
Urgent Pointer: O

wette Packet ID: 16 ****#
ETHERNETessnsssrs2ressrssoeserssesessreee=
Destination Address: 006097-9d6bld (embedded-pc)
Source Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 (CIP)

Version: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of Service: 00 |
TOS Precedence: Routine(0)

TOS Delay: Normal delay(O)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(O)
Total Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 1658 (COx67a)
Reserved: 0

Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment(0)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
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Fragment Offset:Time to Live rn): 60 (Ox3c)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 77 96
Source IP: 89.7.254.54 (supDestination IP: 89.76.80. a4.Combedded-pc)
Source Port: POP3(110)

Destination Port: (1427)Sequence Number: 1240192208 (Ox49ebd4d0)nowledgement Number: 16058286 (Oxf507ae)Data Offset: 5 (COx5)
Reserved: O
Urgent Field CURG): 0

Acknowledgement field,(ACK): 1Push Functton (PSH):Reset Connection en: 0
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): ONo More Data (FIN): 1
Window Size: 4096 (0x1000)
Checksum: 71 B3

Urgent Pointer: O

wet## packet ID: 17 **#*#
ETHERNE[aoa2sHS23522Ssr3ErsrrssassasrssssssssssssssrsrH.

Destination Address: 080020-1310d2 (super)
Source Address: 006097-9d6b1d (embedded-pc)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 CIP)

Version: 4

Header Length: 5 (COx5)
Type of Service: 00

TOS Precedence: Routinee.TOS Delay: Normal belay(O)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput.(O)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(O)
Total Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 58710 (Oxe556)

Reserved:
Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment (1)

More Fragment CHES: Last Fragment(O)Fragment Offset:Time to Live orr15: 32 (0x20)
Protocol: TCP(6)
Header Checksum: 74 B9
Source IP: 89.76.80.54 (Cembedded-pc)
Destination IP: 89.7.254.54 (super)

Source Port: (1427)

Destination Port: PoPp3(110)Sequence Number: 16058286 (Oxf507aenowledgement Number: 1240192209t0x49ebd4d1)
Date offset: 5 COx5)Reserved:

ur ent Oield CURG): Ocknowledgement jeld (ACK): 1push Function (PSH):
Reset Connection (RST): O
Synchronize Sequence (SYN): 0
No More Data (FIN): O
window Size: 8553 (COx2169)
Checksum: 60 4A
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. packets. txt
Urgent Pointer: O

ok bob ot Packet ID: 18 oF ok ok ot oF
ETHERNE222522222S2sEsssssressarssassasesseasssssssssssS=:

Destination Address: 080020-0dddf9 (c3po)
Source Address: 0000a3-b0022a (TecElite-N.b0022a)
Ethernet Type: 08-00 CIP)
{PasresssssrssasasssssssasrnsssssassassssassssssassssS===:
Version: 4

Header Length: 5 (0x5)
Type of service: 00

TOS Precedence: RoutineTOS Delay: Normal DelaaD)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput(0)
TOS Reliability: Normal Reliability(Q)
Total Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 37459 (0x9253)

Reserved:
Don't Fragment (DF): May Fragment (0)

More Fragment (ME: Last Fragment (0)Fragment Offset:Time to Live OTL): 61 (Ox3d)
Protocol: TCPC6)
Header Checksum: 15 3D
Source IP: 192.190.175.254 (ftp)Destination IP: 89.111.12.20 (capo)
Source Port: TELNET(23)

Destination Port: (32779)Sequence Number: 3652221321 (Oxd9b07989)nowledgement Number: 4022713487 (Oxefc5bc8Ff)Date Offset: 5 COx5)
Reserved: 0rgent Field (URG): O

cknowledgement. field (ACK): 1push Function (PSH): O
Reset Connection (RST): O

synchronize Sequence|(SYN): ONo More Data (FIN):Window Size: 32736 Cox7Fe0)
Checksum: DA O1

Urgent Pointer: O

#t#et packet ID: 19 ****#
ETHERNE[2222322222232sESSneSsSSassSssssssssrsSrasssaa=:
Destination Address: 0000a3-b0022a (TecElite-N.b0022a)
Source Address: 080020-Odddf9 (c3po)

Ethernet Type: 08-00 (IP)
Version:
Header length: 5 (0x5)
Type of service: 00

TOS Precedence: Routine (¢BBTOS Delay: Normal Delay(0)TOS Throughput: Normal Throughput (0)TOS Reliability: Norma I Reliability@OTotal Length: 40 (0x28)
Identification: 21585 (Ox5451)

Reserved: 0
Don't Fragment (DF): Don't Fragment(L)
More Fragment (MF): Last Fragment(0)
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